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Abstract 

Poor strategy development by Internet entrepreneurs has been linked to the failure of 

Internet firms. Unfortunately, little is known about successful Internet entrepreneurs 

developing their strategies in the long run. The purpose of this research is to explore 

how successful Internet entrepreneurs develop strategy for firms after start up. Five sets 

of processes adapted from Mintzberg‘s ten schools of thought were used to explore the 

extent that Internet entrepreneurs formulate their strategy through rational vs. intuitive 

processes, individual vs. social processes, an emergent learning process, reactive vs. 

proactive processes and finally, transformational processes.  

 

Two studies were conducted for this purpose. In Study 1, cluster analysis was carried 

out to classify 111 Internet firms with data from the Hoovers.com database using 12 

organizational variables including firm size, firm age, and growth choice. In Study 2, 

interpretative case study analysis was performed for fifteen Internet entrepreneurs 

sampled from the three groups of firms generated from cluster analysis in Study 1. The 

three groups were Private, Public and Established Internet entrepreneurs. The aim was 

to identify the strategy making processes used by Internet entrepreneurs and to explore 

patterns of strategy making for each type of the entrepreneur. Data were collected from 

138 secondary resources available online and offline, analysed against the five sets of 

proposed strategy processes derived from the literature. A case study for each 

entrepreneur was written using this data. Interpretation of these case studies was made 

using tabulation and cross comparison methods.  

 

The Internet entrepreneurs used a balance between rational and intuitive processes, as 

well as social processes, emergent learning, and both reactive and proactive processes in 

their strategy making – but the dominant processes for each group were different. 

Dominant processes for Internet entrepreneurs with private firms were social, emergent 

and reactive. Public entrepreneurs‘ (those who remain involved in publicly listed firms 

they founded) dominant processes were a balance of rational and intuitive, along with 
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social, emergent and proactive. Internet entrepreneurs in established firms were mixed. 

One used both rational and intuitive processes, social process, emergent learning and 

proactive processes while another was dominantly intuitive, reactive and reported less 

use of emergent learning. This thesis suggests that Internet entrepreneurs use a holistic 

approach in developing their strategy in the long run and the Internet business 

environment and their organizations may explain the differences observed in the 

Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy making. 

 

Two implications are drawn. Firstly, Internet entrepreneurs should develop their 

strategy in the long run using multiple processes rather than using just rational 

techniques that are the focus of most books and courses on strategy making. Secondly, 

courses in Internet entrepreneurship should emphasise venture success after start up as 

well as venture founding success, and integrate multiple approaches to strategy making. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Topic Overview 

Internet entrepreneurs create new businesses, new markets and new products that 

change people‘s lifestyles and contribute to economic activities. Their innovations have 

made the Internet important to every society in the modern world. The total of Internet 

users around the world in 2010 has increased by more than 400 percent since 2000 to 2 

billion people: 42 percent of users were from Asia, 24 percent from Europe, followed 

by North America and the rest of the world for the remaining 20 percent (Internet 

World, 2010). These statistics show the increasing percentage of Internet users and 

Internet penetration rates in many parts of the world including Africa, the Middle East, 

Latin America and Asia. These developments are at least in part, the result of 

opportunity recognition activities of the Internet entrepreneurs (Carlsson, 2004).  

 

The role of Internet entrepreneurs is not limited to finding opportunities and starting a 

venture. Once the business is created it requires effort from the Internet entrepreneur to 

sustain it in the long term. History has shown how this can be challenging. More than 

50% of Internet entrepreneurs failed during the Internet bust and the market value loss 

for 150 Silicon Valley‘s largest companies was $1 trillion in 2002 (Goldfarb, Kirsch, & 

Miller, 2007). Some high growth Internet companies, such as Webvan.com, Boo.com, 

Freeinternet.com, Geocities and Starts-up.com, completely vanished or were acquired 

by other firms. This changed the perception of Internet entrepreneur from positive to 

negative. There was a suggestion not to use the terms e-entrepreneur and e-strategy as 

Internet entrepreneurs were considered to be just another type of entrepreneur with 

another strategy (Finkelstein, 2001; Souitaris & Cohen, 2003). Strategy researchers and 

practitioners began to write about what was wrong and what should be done to avoid it.  
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1.2 Background to the Problem 

Apparently, Internet entrepreneurs who failed in the Internet bust were incapable of 

bringing their venture into the long term, as the entrepreneurs behind Google, E-Bay, 

Amazon.com and Yahoo had done. Internet entrepreneurs such as Larry Page and 

Sergey Brin (Google), Jerry Yang and David Filo (Yahoo), Jeff Bezos (Amazon.com) 

and many others not only survived the dot com bust but remain successful even now. 

They have become the benchmark for other Internet entrepreneurs, and are valued 

significantly by investors. For example, the founders of Google, Sergey Brin and Larry 

Page, have a net worth of approximately $14 billion each (Fortune, 2010). E-Bay, 

Amazon and Yahoo still survive and are profitable (Economist, 2008). In reality, there 

are many others who have been successful since the dot com bust, such as Dany Levy 

(DailyCandy), Alex Algard (CarDomain Network), Paul Thelen (Big Fish Games) and 

Robert Kalin (Etsy). Even though they are not as well known as Google‘s Internet 

entrepreneurs, their businesses are still profitable and growing, despite the emergence of 

the new wave of Internet businesses such as Facebook, Skype, MySpace and YouTube 

that thrive on user-generated content and communicative attributes. With the advent of a 

new generation of Internet businesses, the competition is more hostile and has forced 

Internet businesses such as Google to acquire other businesses like YouTube as part of 

their strategy to maintain success. Developing effective strategy is becoming more 

critical than it was ten years ago. 

 

History revealed that it was difficult to manage businesses on the Internet. Internet 

business features dynamism, with fast evolution of the technology, customer, the market 

and the environment. Digitization of information, combined with the Internet, represents 

a form of general purpose technology that is giving rise to a massive selection of 

possible combinations of goods and services (Carlsson, 2004). In the market, the 

Internet has transformed the rules of competition by lowering the threshold of 

competition (Amit & Zott, 2001). This market is unstable because it is capitalized on 

―highly skilled human capital and rapid technology change‖ and characterized by ―high 

brand and minimal switching costs‖ (Datamonitor, 2008). The ―fast evolution and 

complex nature of new digital technologies‖ adds more to the challenge, causing 

difficulties in understanding customer needs (Steinberg, 2004). Due to the nature of the 

Internet as distribution channel and the uniqueness of Internet products, selling digital 

products over the Internet is also different from selling products in a traditional market 
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(Hui & Chau, 2002). This dynamism in the Internet business environment requires 

continuous adaptation of strategies, new products, new processes and new technologies 

(Bremser & Chung, 2005). Therefore, to compete in this environment, there is a need to 

develop effective strategy based on this dynamism. However, strategy development is a 

major challenge for Internet businesses because the business models are still unproven, 

the global business environment is fast-changing and organizations lack experience (Ha, 

2005).  

 

1.3 Statement of the Problem  

Studies have been carried out to understand why some Internet businesses fail and 

others are successful. Poor strategy development is linked to the failure of Internet firms 

managed by Internet entrepreneurs (Korgaonkar & O'Leary, 2006; Razi, Tarn, & 

Siddiqui, 2004). Failed Internet entrepreneurs have been blamed for not developing 

their strategy properly. They are said to lack vision, fail to adapt to changes in the 

market and to not have adequate planning processes (Korgaonkar & O'Leary, 2006). 

They are also said to have ―no concept of good strategy,‖ ignore the real value of 

managing a business (Porter, 2001) and do not efficiently allocate their resources 

(Javalgi, Cutler, & Todd, 2004). Yet, research in entrepreneurship and strategy suggests 

the important role of entrepreneurs and their strategy formulation in sustaining their 

organizational performance in the long run. Hank, Watson, Jansen and Chandler (1993) 

argued that, along with resources, an entrepreneur must develop skills and select 

competitive strategies to make better use of the accessible resources. If there is a match 

between the available resources and the strategies selected by entrepreneurs, the 

performance of the business will improve. Moreover, Internet entrepreneurs who 

survived the dot com bust are believed to have done so by maintaining strategic balance, 

mastering their resources well, staying focused and making persistent choices on 

resource allocations (Almeida & Fernando, 2008). However, organizational resources 

are not the only component for Internet entrepreneurs to look at in developing strategy. 

The environment, which is unique to Internet business, could also influence strategy 

development by Internet entrepreneurs (Chen, 2003). 

 

Various gaps relating to these observations exist in Internet strategy research and 

strategic management research. In Internet strategy research, strategy making for 

Internet start ups has received more exposure than strategy after start up, even though it 
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is critical to look at phases after start up, given the maturity of the Internet industry. 

Moreover, different phases of Internet firm growth present different management issues 

(Drori, Honig, & Sheaffer, 2009). In addition, researchers tend to study strategy making 

at the level of the Internet firm, neglecting the strategy making of the entrepreneurs who 

brought the company into the long term (Jarzabkowski & Spee, 2009). The factors of 

success and failure of Internet firms during the dot com bust have been researched 

extensively, but not the factors that can bring business success in the long term. 

Research on the success and failure of Internet firms for the most part ―offers 

suppositions‖ (Korgaonkar & O'Leary, 2006, p. 1129). Furthermore, there is a growing 

belief that Internet entrepreneurs are necessarily different from other entrepreneurs in 

strategy making.  

 

In addition to Internet strategy research, several relevant gaps exist in the strategy 

literature. Firstly, there are various perspectives on how strategies should be developed 

– for example, ten schools of thought (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998) – but the 

practicality of these perspectives to Internet entrepreneurship is yet to be confirmed. 

Even the various studies of traditional strategy making show mixed results. For 

example, arguments about rationality and intuitiveness in strategy making are still 

unresolved and the same applies to social strategy making as well as other perspectives 

on the strategy making process (Mintzberg, et al., 1998). Furthermore, there is a 

tendency to consider only certain strategy making perspectives; for example, Internet 

researchers tend to adopt Porter‘s strategic positioning theory even though his strategic 

concept is viewed as ―rigid and static‖ by other researchers (Lee, Koo, & Nam, 2010). 

Chen in 2003 studied the strategy making processes of Internet entrepreneurs, but 

observed the paradox of Internet entrepreneurs using both ‗gut feeling‘ and a high 

degree of planning. He suggested that this might change as the Internet technology and 

market matures, suggesting the need to study strategy making of Internet entrepreneurs 

over the long term. This discussion raises the question of how Internet entrepreneurs 

actually develop their long term strategies. Are Internet entrepreneurs different from 

other entrepreneurs in their strategy making, or are they similar? We need to research 

how Internet entrepreneurs develop their strategy in the long run, not only to contribute 

to the theory but also to the practice of strategy making by Internet entrepreneurs 

managing their businesses.  
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1.4 Research Questions and Research Aim 

The general aim of this research is therefore to explore how Internet entrepreneurs 

develop their strategies in the long run. For this purpose, the research question is 

general, but inclusive of all the questions raised earlier. Therefore, the question that 

guides this research is: 

 

How do successful Internet entrepreneurs formulate their strategies after start 

up? 

 

This question focuses on identification of the process of strategy formulation rather than 

on the content of strategy. A general research question is used for this exploratory 

research to include all types of processes as well as the nature and conditions in which 

the processes are used. 

 

1.5 Significance of the Research  

This research is significant because it addresses several gaps in the body of knowledge 

for Internet entrepreneurship, strategic management and general entrepreneurship.  

 It improves understanding of how Internet entrepreneurs develop their strategy.  

 It extends theory to address the practicality of all the strategy making 

perspectives suggested by Henry Mintzberg in his book Strategy Safari. 

 It expands the strategy process research area, since research about strategy often 

considers strategy content and not strategy process. While strategy content is 

linked to performance, the process used to arrive at the strategy is often ignored.  

 It examines the strategy process after start up. Factors associated with success 

and failure of new ventures are moderately well known but little is known about 

the survivors after start up.  

 It focuses on the strategy process of Internet entrepreneurs rather than Internet 

firms. Research to date on Internet strategy focuses on Internet firms rather than 

Internet entrepreneurs.  

 Finally, it helps to improve understanding of Internet entrepreneurship and 

whether it is different from other domains of entrepreneurship in terms of 

developing strategy. It reveals whether past arguments about the strategy making 
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process apply in the case of Internet entrepreneurs managing their businesses in 

a different environment. 

 

In a practical sense, this research helps in our understanding of how Internet 

entrepreneurs actually devise their strategies in the long run. It benefits future Internet 

entrepreneurs by showing how strategy is developed by current Internet entrepreneurs, 

given their personal, organizational and environmental challenges. Since this research 

examines the process used to develop strategy, it highlights the effective strategy 

processes used by successful Internet entrepreneurs to sustain their businesses in the 

long run. Future Internet entrepreneurs or existing Internet entrepreneurs searching for 

effective tools to develop strategy could use these findings to improve their strategy 

making. Entrepreneurship education could also use this knowledge to be integrated into 

their courses. 

 

1.6 Description of Research Design  

The aim of this research is to explore how Internet entrepreneurs develop their strategy 

in the long run. The research approach for this thesis was to firstly classify Internet 

entrepreneurs according to their firm type. Secondly, a sample of Internet entrepreneurs 

was drawn according to their type of firm and their strategy processes were studied 

through interpretative case study analysis. Consequently, two studies with different but 

related research designs were conducted and are described in this thesis.  

 

In Study 1, cluster analysis was used to classify 111 Internet firms with data from the 

Hoovers.com database using 12 organizational variables including firm size, firm age, 

and growth choice. Five groups emerged but only three were considered further in this 

thesis because the founder was still active only in these groups. Study 1 also enabled the 

exploration of Internet firms and their characteristics. The target population was Internet 

entrepreneurs who have an ongoing role in successful Internet firms that they have 

founded but they were identified by a sampling of Internet firms listed in a database, 

Hoovers.com. The firms were sampled first before identifying their entrepreneurs 

because entrepreneurs develop strategy in the context of their firm.  

 

In Study 2, interpretative case study analysis was performed for fifteen Internet 

entrepreneurs sampled from the three groups of founder firms in Study 1. The aim was 
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to explore in depth the strategy process of each type of Internet entrepreneur. Data were 

collected from 138 secondary resources available online and offline, and analysed 

against five sets of proposed strategy processes derived from the literature. A case study 

for each entrepreneur was written using this data. Interpretation of these case studies 

was made using tabulation and cross comparison methods. 

 

1.7 Definition of Terms 

For the purpose of this study, the following terms are defined: 

Internet entrepreneur. The person who generates value from the Internet and impacts 

society by strategically identifying and exploiting new digital products, processes or 

markets.  

 

Start up. The stage when a company has established itself on the basis of a business 

plan, ―in which production capacities are established, personnel is sought and the 

market entrance is prepared‖ (Kollmann, 2008, p. 215)  

 

After start up. Any stage following start up, but empirically for this study, a firm needed 

to be in operation a minimum of three years to be considered as after start up as 

suggested by the literature reviewed in Chapter 2. 

 

Strategy. A strategy is ―a plan to guide a course of action into the future,‖ involves a 

―perspective as a fundamental way of doing things,‖ a ―ploy to outwit competitors,‖ a 

―pattern of consistent behaviour over time,‖ and a ―position of locating particular 

product in particular markets‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, pp. 12-14). 

 

Strategy process. The strategy process is any process that will eventually lead to the 

development of strategy, whether this was intended or not. This term can be used 

interchangeably with strategy making and strategy formulation.  

 

Internet firm. A firm largely generating revenue through the use of the Internet and 

which describes the nature of its business as Internet firm in its company profile. 
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Success. When the Internet firm has been in operation in the market for certain amount 

of time, fundamentally passed start up and, for the purposes of this thesis, has been in 

the business at least for three years. Success can also be recognized from subjective and 

objective indicators such as when the entrepreneurs described themselves as successful, 

are mentioned as successful in media and when their firms are either profitable or 

generating consistent revenue over time or having large customer base. 

 

Rational Process. Strategy developed through some form of planning supported by 

checklists, procedures and analytical calculation (Mintzberg, et al., 1998). 

 

Intuitive Process. This is when strategy is developed through a ―visionary process‖ and 

originates from the experience, imagination and intuition of the entrepreneur 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 123). 

 

Individual Process. Strategy developed largely by an entrepreneur based on that 

person‘s cognitive style and beliefs. 

 

Social Process. Strategy formation is ―shaped by power and politics that exist within the 

organization (micro) or in the behaviour of the organization itself in its external 

environment (macro)‖ as well as through cultural maintenance (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, 

p. 260). 

 

Reactive Process. Strategy formulation is a reactive process if the ―environment is the 

central actor in the strategy making process‖ while the entrepreneur ―becomes a passive 

element for purposes of reading the environment and ensuring proper adaptation‖ 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 288). 

 

Proactive Process. Strategy is developed proactively for the purpose of changing the 

environment for example by introducing new products, new opportunities and new 

technology.  

 

Emergent Learning Process. Strategies are formed through the process of learning over 

time. The strategies will appear ―first as patterns out of the past, then as plans for the 
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future and ultimately as perspectives to guide overall behaviour‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 

1998, p. 209). 

 

Transformational Process. Any process of creating strategy that results in 

organizational transformation. For example, a firm in start up transforming into a 

growing firm will adopt strategy that matches that transformation. How strategy is 

developed will depend on the state of the change and the resources that the strategy-

maker has. The strategy process or processes are transformational if they allow for the 

organization to maintain its stability or at least allow the organization to be adaptable to 

change, transforming when needed and managing to avoid disruptiveness from such 

change. Each process ―must be found at its own time and in its own context‖ 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998). 

 

1.8 Scope of the Research 

This research looks specifically at an Internet entrepreneur‘s process of making strategy 

for the firm or firms he or she has started and at Internet entrepreneurs still actively 

managing their Internet businesses. Secondly, the focus is on Internet entrepreneurs who 

manage their Internet firms after start up rather than at or toward start up. Thirdly, the 

research focuses on the strategy making process. Finally, this research focuses on 

successful Internet entrepreneurs rather than failed ones as its aim is to learn from 

successful Internet entrepreneurs who continue to develop their strategy in the long run. 

 

1.9 Outline of the Thesis  

This chapter has provided an overview of key concepts. Chapter 2 presents the 

theoretical basis and literature that informs this research. The methodology of this 

research is discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, in the form of two studies (Study 1 

and Study 2). In Chapter 5 the case studies for Private Internet entrepreneurs are 

presented. The strategy processes of entrepreneurs in Public Internet firms are revealed 

in Chapter 6, while Chapter 7 presents results for entrepreneurs in Established Internet 

firms. The findings are summarized in detail in Chapter 8. Finally, Chapter 9 provides a 

discussion of the findings, considers their implications, provides suggestions for future 

research and concludes the thesis.  
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Chapter 2: Background to the Research 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the background and support from previous literature for exploring 

an Internet entrepreneur‘s strategy process after start up. The first section reviews 

research about the nature of Internet entrepreneurship, specifying the definition and 

types of Internet entrepreneur. The second section discusses the basis for definition of 

differences between Internet entrepreneurs and how Internet business has been studied. 

The third section identifies several gaps to be explored in Internet strategy research. The 

fourth section discusses the motivation to pursue strategy process in strategic 

management and links this area to Internet entrepreneurship. After that, the chapter 

moves on to discussion of strategy process perspectives, using Mintzberg et al.‘s (1998) 

ten schools of thought, and leading to development of detailed research questions for 

this thesis. Finally, the conceptual framework for the study is presented.  
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2.2 Defining Entrepreneur and Entrepreneurship Research 

Numerous attempts have been made to define entrepreneur. There is a lack of consensus 

amongst authors for one single definition which can be used as a standard in the field of 

entrepreneurship research. The different definitions of entrepreneur and the problems 

the different meaning pose in research have been mentioned many times in the 

entrepreneurship literature. The reason behind the variety of definitions is that 

researchers tend to define entrepreneurs using the premises of their own disciplines 

(Garand, 1998). Ahmad and Seymour (2008) in their OECD research define 

entrepreneur as: 

Those persons (business owners) who seek to generate value through the 

creation or expansion of economic activity by identifying and exploiting new 

products, processes or market. 

 

2.3 Internet Entrepreneurship Research 

Internet entrepreneurship is a relatively new area of research (Sanders, Galloway, & 

Keogh, 2008). Several gaps can be observed in the literature of Internet 

entrepreneurship. The following discussion focuses on issues associated with defining 

Internet entrepreneur. 

2.3.1  Internet Entrepreneur 

An agreed definition of Internet entrepreneur has not been established, posing 

difficulties for researchers studying Internet entrepreneurs. Previous researchers have 

defined Internet entrepreneur interchangeably with the terms e-entrepreneur, e-

commerce entrepreneur, digital entrepreneur and cyber entrepreneur. The terms used 

differ somewhat according to the type of Internet business; for example, those in e-

commerce are typically called e-entrepreneurs or e-commerce entrepreneurs while 

digital entrepreneurs are called cyber-entrepreneurs. Nonetheless, the basis used to label 

them is similar: generation of value from Internet technologies by identifying and 

exploiting opportunities presented over the Internet (Carrier & Raymond, 2004; Kickul 

& Walters, 2002; Kollmann, 2008; Zutshi, Zutshi, & Sohal, 2006). Based on this 

reasoning, all these types of entrepreneur will be treated as Internet entrepreneurs in this 
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thesis. Therefore, any venture that is created through the exploitation of opportunities 

from the Internet is Internet business and their entrepreneurs are Internet entrepreneurs.  

 

2.3.2  Types of Internet Entrepreneur 

Internet entrepreneurs can be classified into three types based on the degree of their 

companies‘ digitalization and value generated through the Internet. The first type of 

Internet entrepreneur uses the Internet to sell products that could have been sold in a 

physical store but they do not have physical store. This Internet entrepreneur generates 

substantial value from the Internet by digitalizing some processes in their firms such as 

using websites to interact virtually, marketing their products, attracting customers and 

performing online transactions. Garbi (2002) noted that it is not enough to consider a 

company as an e-business if there is no substantial change in the way it conducts its 

business. Similarly, Kickul & Walters (2002) suggested that Internet entrepreneurs 

should be those whose activities encompass the Internet, conducting multiple 

transactions on the Internet, but not those who use the Internet as additive to their 

business just for customer advertising and information-gathering purposes. This first 

type of Internet entrepreneur therefore generates substantial value from the Internet for 

their businesses by identifying new processes or new markets by creating an online 

store. 

 

The second group consists of entrepreneurs who have a physical store but sell part of 

their products or services online. This might be an extension of a bricks and mortar 

company, such as a travel agency, which uses the web to facilitate certain processes to 

improve and generate more profits, or a traditional bookshop that strategically moves 

online to increase market share. These firms are called click and brick. The difference 

between this type and the first one is that this firm has a physical location. The 

digitalization level of this type of entrepreneurship can be substantial in terms of 

product, distribution, sales, marketing and interaction. This type of entrepreneur also 

identifies new types of processes, products or markets by conducting a business over the 

Internet. Day, Fein, and Ruppersberger (2003) described this approach as creating 

business in a reformed market where the Internet is used merely to enhance existing 

business practices but the structure, function and purpose of the market does not 

change; for example, B2B (business to business) e-markets and online banking. 
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The third type is the entrepreneur who creates new Internet-based or digital products or 

services and markets them virtually, or who modifies such products or services, or who 

introduces innovative products or services of this kind into new markets. This type of 

entrepreneur drives more innovation than the other two because their products and 

services are entirely virtual. Day, Fein and Ruppersberger (2003) described this as a 

business in a breakthrough market where the Internet is used to facilitate creation of 

new products and services (portal sites and online auctions). Many of these Internet 

entrepreneurs produce innovative products and services in the cyber world that have not 

been available offline, such as search engines, directories, social networking sites, 

digital communication tools, e-books and other Internet-at-origin products and services. 

Examples of this type of Internet entrepreneur are Chad Hurley and Steve Chen 

(YouTube) and Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook). This third type of Internet entrepreneur 

was often called cyber-entrepreneur in previous research because they create firms that 

are fundamentally founded upon an e-commerce or e-business start up, whose main 

activities are based on exploiting networks using Internet technologies (Carrier & 

Raymond, 2004). Cyber-entrepreneurs, according to Waddel, Singh and Ambareen 

(2006), do not have a bricks-and-mortar operation, transacting all their business with 

customers, suppliers, strategic partners, and others on the Internet and dealing in digital 

products and services that do not require bricks-and-mortar infrastructure, like 

warehousing and physical distribution.  

 

Thus, Internet entrepreneurs are defined as those entrepreneurs who generate value from 

Internet technologies by identifying and exploiting opportunities from the Internet. 

Three different types of Internet entrepreneurs are identified as first, second and third 

type. The first type of entrepreneur creates an online store, the second type of Internet 

entrepreneur runs a click and brick type of firm and the third type of entrepreneur 

creates a cyber firm. 

 

2.4 Why Internet Entrepreneurs Might Develop Strategy Differently  

Previous research has suggested that Internet entrepreneurs are different from traditional 

entrepreneurs because of environmental, organizational, personal and regional factors. 

Each source of difference is discussed in this section. 
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2.4.1  The Role of Environment  

The environment where Internet entrepreneurs set up their businesses is different. 

Several authors have claimed that basic assumptions and competitive environments on 

the Internet are not the same as for conventional firms, hence different entrepreneurship 

(Amit & Zott, 2001; Chen, 2005; Colombo & Delmastro, 2001; Kollmann, 2008). In 

other words, Internet based businesses have different requirements to formulate 

effective strategy due to differences in factors such as market, economics and 

technology. Chen (2005) suggested differences in the markets and economics of Internet 

business are due to the underlying technology. These differences should be looked at 

seriously before formulating any Internet business strategy. The traditional approach to 

strategy development started with defining objectives, assessing external environment, 

assessing internal environment, identifying gaps, developing a strategic plan and 

implementing the plan. Chen (2005) proposed that these traditional processes of 

formulating strategy may not be applicable for Internet businesses and highlighted five 

important attributes specific to Internet business that necessitate differences in strategy 

making. These attributes are virtual transaction, unstable market, fast moving market, 

highly interconnected firms and high uncertainty markets.  

 

The type of market created by the Internet is also different. Amit and Zott (2001) 

suggested that the existence of a virtual market created by the Internet requires different 

kinds of entrepreneurship for developing strategies. This virtual market produces 

various innovations that require ―a parallel shift in strategic thinking towards more 

integrative, dynamic, adaptive and entrepreneurial strategies.‖ (p. 516). Amit and Zott 

suggested four interrelated values of Internet firms: novelty, complementarity, 

efficiency and lock-in. These values enable Internet businesses to have a ―potential of 

generating tremendous wealth‖ (p. 494) by ―transforming the rules of competition for 

established businesses‖ (p.494) through the emergence of this virtual market. 

 

Porter (2001) believes that the Internet changes industry as it lowers the barrier to 

competition which affects the profitability of the firm and moves the power to bargain 

from businesses to consumers because of widely available information. He proposed 

that, to sustain competitive advantage, entrepreneurs should strive for effectiveness in 

operation, doing much better than competitors or strategically positioning themselves to 

deter imitation. Studies by Souitaris and Cohen (2003) empirically support Porter‘s 
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claims, while Kim, Nam, and Stimpert (2004) found out that even though Porter‘s 

generic strategy framework is still applicable, modification is needed for competition in 

the digital age. Both studies supported the view that differences in the environment 

require changes in the way strategy is developed.  

 

2.4.2  The Role of Organization 

Internet firms could be different from traditional firms in terms of innovation method 

and competitive advantage. Amit and Zott (2001) suggested that Internet entrepreneurs 

innovate through unique ―exchange mechanisms and transaction structures‖ (p. 494) 

which do not exist in conventional firms. Kollmann (2008) supported this argument by 

suggesting that Internet firms require information leadership as a competitive 

advantage. Because Internet firms are complex and heterogeneous, the knowledge 

required to achieve information leadership has to be drawn from different areas such as 

computer science, information management, business administration and 

entrepreneurship. These differences justify the different approaches for Internet 

entrepreneurs to establish their companies in Internet business.  

 

2.4.3  The Role of Personal Factors  

The Internet entrepreneurs could also be different due to their personal factors and 

background. Colombo and Delmastro‘s (2001) work established the notion that Internet 

entrepreneurs were indeed different from other types of entrepreneur. They shed light 

on what could be differences in the personal backgrounds of Internet entrepreneurs by 

conducting research using a sample of 241 new technology-based firms in Italy in 1999. 

In this research, the Internet entrepreneurs represented about 25 percent of the total 

number while the rest were in software (56.4 percent) multimedia (8.3 percent) and ICT 

manufacturing (10.4 percent). They observed that the Internet entrepreneurs were 

younger, with an average age of 28 years, they were also less educated and often 

undergoing their first professional experience. It was also shown that the demographic 

background of Internet entrepreneurs might be different from the backgrounds of other 

types of entrepreneurs. However, they attributed this difference to the nature of the 

market and the technology paradigm, in line with Kollmann (2008), Amit and Zott 

(2001) and Porter (2001) noted that the Internet created a market with low entry barriers 

and business expectations that compel even inexperienced entrepreneurs to take part in 
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the competition. Internet technology, Colombo and Delmastro (2001) argued, has made 

prior experience and knowledge obsolete, and so prior knowledge and experience 

cannot be used in the new setting. Internet entrepreneurs may be similar to traditional 

entrepreneurs with respect to the attributes and traits required to be successful, but 

different primarily in the set-up resources used such as infrastructure and costs (Zutshi, 

et al., 2006). 

 

2.5 How to Define an Internet Business 

One of the reasons why researchers are not clear about defining Internet entrepreneurs is 

that they have been uncertain about what is actually considered Internet business. 

Research about Internet business has been voluminous, but still inconclusive on how to 

identify an Internet business. So another question is how to define an Internet business. 

Various operational definitions are mentioned throughout the literature, suggesting that 

it is not easy to definitively classify a firm as an Internet firm. One way of looking at 

how researchers define Internet firm is by examining how they select their samples for 

study. Fuertes-Callen and Lainez-Gadea (2006) found that classifying firms belonging 

to the Internet industry is not an easy task, since the sector includes a complex mixture 

of businesses. However, they suggested two ways of identifying an Internet business.  

 

 2.5.1 Nature of Business 

One method for deciding whether a firm is an Internet business or not is by examining 

the corporate information or the description of the business. Various researchers have 

used the words ―online business‖, ―e-commerce‖, ―Internet business‖ and ―online shop‖ 

in the description of relevant business activities. Garbi (2002), for example, selected 

companies that were listed in Fortune e-50 companies or S&P records that mentioned 

online as part of their business description or companies that conduct businesses mostly 

online to study performance measurement of Internet business. Some supported their 

selection with other information from databases: for example, Amit and Zott (2001) 

identified pure-play Internet companies by using publicly available descriptions of the 

firms‘ major lines of business, but they found it was difficult where new private 

businesses were concerned because such businesses seldom reported their Internet 

revenues as separate categories. Amit and Zott then used information from the Wall 

Street Journal and the Financial Times to determine the companies that would fit their 
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sample. Kauffman and Wang (2004) set the condition that Internet firms should be from 

electronic intermediaries that provide online market places or e-commerce firms that 

engage in online selling of products and services. They excluded public traditional firms 

which later became Internet firms. Other researchers consider the type of Internet-

related product produced by the firms to decide on Internet business status.  

 

 2.5.2  Revenue Sources 

Another way to determine whether firms are Internet firms is by looking at their revenue 

sources. However, researchers have been not consistent in this approach. The 

percentage of revenue specified to categorize a firm as an Internet firm varies between 

10 to 100 percent. Barua, Konana, Whinston, and Yin (2004) for example, defined 

Internet firms as those which generated all revenue through the Internet. Amit and Zott 

(2001) defined a firm as an Internet business if the firm derived a significant proportion 

(at least 10%) of its revenue from online transactions. Meanwhile, Kauffman and Wang 

(2004) sampled a firm for their research if the firm generated 90% of its revenue 

through the Internet.  

 

2.5.3  Business Models  

Selecting Internet firms through their business model is another method used by 

previous researchers. A firm‘s business model describes how the ―content, structure, 

and governance of transactions are designed so as to create value through the 

exploitation of business opportunities‖ (Amit and Zott, 2001, p. 511). Serrano-Cinca, 

Fuertes-Callen, and Mar-Molinero (2005) supported this approach by mentioning that 

the variety of Internet firms was reflected in the different models of e-business that co-

exist, such as search and portals, content and communities and e- tailers. These Internet 

firms were heterogeneous; some were pure players, conducting all of their activities on 

the Internet; other firms were brick and click operating only partially on the Internet. A 

few other researchers (Graham, Cannice, & Sayre, 2002; Mahmood & Yu, 2005; 

Serrano-Cinca, et al., 2005) operationally selected a business as an Internet business if it 

could be classified as search/portal, content/communities or e-tailers, adding Internet 

provider and Internet service firms such as e-commerce. The details of these categories 

of Internet firms are described in the following paragraphs. 
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Search and portal are firms that run websites that are designed to be gateways to the 

Internet, and feature news and information organized by category, and offer Internet 

search capabilities. The revenue model is primarily advertising (Graham, et al., 2002; 

Zhao, 2006). 

 

Content/communities are firms that run websites and networks organized around 

specific content and personal and professional interest. They charge membership for 

premium content and advertising revenue and provide information and search services 

to users. Revenue is primarily from advertising sales (Batjargal, 2007; Graham, et al., 

2002; Zhao, 2006). 

 

E-tailers are Internet firms that sell products and services online to consumers, business 

or both, from toys to plane tickets, hotel rooms and also consumer auction sites. 

Revenue is transaction based (Graham, et al., 2002; Zhao, 2006). 

 

Internet infrastructure are those firms that are involved in the infrastructure of the 

Internet through the sale of software or hardware solutions (Batjargal, 2007; Graham, et 

al., 2002). 

 

Internet service firms provide a tangible service (paid or unpaid) to consumers or 

businesses (Internet service providers or brokerage firms) Internet intermediaries/ 

e-commerce supporting services and e-commerce (Batjargal, 2007; Mahmood & Yu, 

2005; Zhao, 2006). 

 

Approaches to defining business models for Internet business are extensive but 

inconclusive. This is partly due to the rapid changes in the technology posing a 

challenge to finding a durable classification of business models. However, researchers 

have been consistent in selecting e-tailers, content and community as well as search 

portals to be included in their research as Internet firms, suggesting that these types of 

Internet business could be seen as appropriate business models for Internet firms. 

 

 2.4.4  Type of Product and Degree of Digitalization 

There is a roughly established typology of the types of Internet firm in business model 

literature. Adam (2001) organized four types of Internet firms in a continuum from 
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pure-play to brick and mortar as shown in Figure 2.1. These firms are categorized 

according to web use in the Internet business.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Adam's (2001) Spectrum of Business Users of the Web 

 

Adam classified E- Bay as a Pure Dot Com and Amazon as Almost Pure Dot Com, 

NSWTAB as Clicks and Bricks while Borders Stores were Almost Pure Bricks and 

Mortar. Even though the classification was not clear for Borders and NSWTAB, it 

nevertheless assists in justifying the designating of some types of firms as Internet 

firms.  

 

Hui and Chau (2002) suggested three classifications of digital products: tools and 

utilities, content-based digital products and online services. These products can be 

further classified according to their intrinsic traits: delivery mode (full or continual), 

granularity (divisibility) and trialability (trial vs. no trial). Hui and Chau suggested a 

framework to classify digital products essential to devising successful e-commerce 

strategies and that different digital products require different strategies (2002).  

 

The only research that has attempted to differentiate between different types of 

entrepreneurship on the Internet based on digitalization has been that of Hull, Hung, 

Hair and Perotti (2007). Hull et al., (2007) categorized entrepreneurship on the Internet 

by looking at the degree to which activities were conducted over the Internet. Their 

research was helpful in explaining the role of Internet entrepreneurship by looking at the 

firm‘s degree of digitalization. They categorized digital entrepreneurship into three 

levels: mild, moderate and extreme. In this system of categorization, mild means the 
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firm sells part of its products digitally, with website and minimal virtual interactions. 

Moderate digital entrepreneurship firms market and sell their products digitally, 

whether the products be digital or not, delivered physically or digitally, but still have 

physical locations. Finally, the extreme types of digital entrepreneurship run everything 

digitally: marketing, sales, product, distribution, management and operation. 

 

The previous discussion has shown that various studies have been carried out to define 

Internet businesses by looking at the revenue, the nature of business, business model, 

the type of product and the level of digitalization. Even though the studies are 

fragmented and overlapping to some extent, nonetheless they provide a rich source of 

criteria for identifying an Internet business. In this research, Internet businesses will be 

selected by using those criteria that match the aim of the research, as explained in 

Chapter 3. 

 

2.5 Other Gaps in Internet Research 

2.5.1  Start up vs. After Start up  

There has been little research on the long term strategies adopted by Internet 

entrepreneurs or strategies used after start up. Most research about Internet firm 

involves the start up stage. However, there is a need to go beyond the start up phase and 

to start looking at what strategies Internet entrepreneurs use to enable them to stay and 

grow in the market. This is not to say that factors influencing the success of a young 

Internet firm are not important, but the Internet industry has grown rapidly since the dot 

com crisis and is growing towards maturity (Helm, 2007) and consolidation (Economist, 

2008); hence the need for more research. Understanding the growth of small to medium 

enterprises beyond their start up phase is an important area of enquiry for researchers 

and practitioners alike (Julian Lowe & Henson, 2004). Transitions and stages of 

development of traditional businesses are well described in the business lifecycle 

literature. Key success factors during start up are not the same as those during the 

growth stage as the challenges change significantly when large scale operations begin 

(Wu, Wang, Chen, & Pan, 2008). Similarly, we cannot expect that the processes 

adopted by Internet entrepreneurs will be the same during start up and subsequent 

phases. However, the study of Internet firms after start up is challenging because of the 
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absence of growth indicators that can differentiate the specific stages of the Internet 

firm.  

 

The definition of start up and after start up is not accurately delineated in the growth 

literature; for example, how many years do start up, after start up and any subsequent 

stages occupy? Start up is indicated as the stage when business plan and market 

entrance are prepared. Bjerke (2007) deemed start up activities to ―encompass the 

foundation work needed for creating business plan, possibly searching for capital, 

carrying out various marketing activities and developing an effective entrepreneurial 

team if the venture is to consist of more than one person‖ (p. 164). Kollmann (2008) 

suggested in similar vein that start up in Internet business is when the company has 

established itself on the basis of a business plan, ―in which production capacities are 

established, personnel is sought and the market entrance is prepared‖ (p. 215).  

 

To date, there is no agreement on the time taken for an Internet business to grow from 

start up to after start up. Past research has used three years to indicate start up duration. 

Garbi‘s (2002) study showed surviving Internet firms on average had a firm age of more 

than three years but those that failed had an average firm age of less than two years. 

Lasch, Le Roy, and Yami, (2007) also mention a ―crucial first three-year threshold,‖ (p. 

62) suggesting this is the length of the start up stage for Internet firms. However, using 

three years to decide upon an Internet firm‘s start up duration is debatable because the 

growth of an Internet firm is often faster than that of a traditional firm (Garbi, 2002; 

Hanks, et al., 1993; Korgaonkar & O'Leary, 2006).  

 

Kollmann (2008) describes after start up as a stage when a firm can launch its product 

and services online. The objectives of the company during this stage are to strategically 

expand the presence of its product/service on the market and achieve constant growth of 

income. At this stage the first stable income is earned and it is necessary for the firm to 

expand its production and sales capacities, which then requires additional capital 

requirements. Here, the management is committed to ―properly steering the growth of 

the company‖ and ― establishing the internal processes‖ (Kollmann, 2008, p. 215). 

Meanwhile, Bjerke (2007) described after start up as growth and defined growth as the 

―first significant increase in sales, in revenue and/or in number of employees after start 

up‖ (p. 162). These descriptions of after start up suggest that it is possible to use self-
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report indicators of after start up from the entrepreneurs themselves. Entrepreneurs 

managing their firm would have better understanding of when their firms are no longer 

start up firms. Moreover, it would be interesting to find out whether the previous beliefs 

of what amounts to after start up match the Internet entrepreneurs‘ own understanding 

of the after start up stage. 

 

In summary, there is a need to study Internet entrepreneurs developing their strategy 

after start up. There is an absence of accurate indicators for developmental stages of 

Internet firms after start up, although most firms seem to have passed the start up stage 

after three years. Self report indicators might also be useful to identify that an Internet 

firm has passed start up. 

 

 2.5.2  Success and Performance Measures 

Another gap in Internet research is in the area of success and performance measures for 

Internet firms. No agreed indicators of success after start up are available to be used for 

a study of the success of Internet firms. According to Wickham (2006), the success of a 

venture depends on how its performance meets or exceeds the expectations of the 

stakeholders such as the entrepreneur, employees, suppliers, customers, investors and 

the local community. Based on this definition, success can be both an objective concept 

and a subjective concept based on expectations. Wickham also suggests that the 

stakeholders‘ expectations depend on the performance of the ventures. This 

performance is often measured by financial performance, stock market performance, 

market presence, innovation and customer assessment. Thompson (1999), on the other 

hand, suggested that success for any business is dependent upon the ability to find a 

valuable strategic position whereby the company‘s resources, competencies and 

capabilities are deployed and manage to meet and satisfy the demands and expectations 

of key stakeholders. 

 

Kim, Song, and Koo (2008) found that one obstacle to studying e-business firms 

empirically was the lack of widely accepted performance measures. They suggested 

using a multidimensional approach for assessing the performance of e-business firms 

(traditional and variety of e-business specific performance measures) as proposed by 

Garbi (2002) and Porter (2001). This was supported by Murphy, Trailer, and Hill (1996) 

who suggested the use of multiple dimensions to measure performance, since there has 
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been no accord in the literature on a single ―appropriate― set of measures for evaluating 

organizational performance. Maltz, Shenhar and Reilly (2003) identified 12 potential 

baseline measures across five major success dimensions (financial, market, process, 

people and future) for commercial firms in their research, but how far this can actually 

be applied to Internet firms is not known because the results are drawn from the 

perceptions of managers, not entrepreneurs.  

 

Studies of the relevance of financial and non-financial indicators for the value of 

Internet firms have had mixed results. There is support for using financial measures as 

indicators for business success (Johnson & Soenen, 2003). Nonetheless, Graham et al. 

(2002) argued that these measures were not good indicators of success for Internet 

firms. This was further emphasised by Serrano-Cinca et al. (2005) who measured Data 

Envelopment Analysis (DEA) efficiency in Internet companies. They concluded that 

Internet firms could not be assessed using financial measures because different types of 

dot com companies have distinctive differences in terms of efficiency: for example: e-

tailers are efficient in getting revenue while portals/search and content/communities are 

better at obtaining unique visitors but the efficiency of attracting unique visitors is not 

positively associated with profitability. Other researchers suggest rapid growth as the 

reasons why financial measures could not be used (Korgaonkar & O'Leary, 2006). 

Salomo, Brinckmann and Talke (2008) suggest that technology management 

competence is a significant driver of the pace of development of young technology-

based firms, implying that Internet firms may have faster development speed than is 

traditionally included in measures of firm success or stages of growth.  

 

Another common indicator, growth, is also considered a poor indicator of Internet 

business success because the empirical evidence of the relationship between growth and 

performance is weak and still inconclusive even for traditional firms (Davidsson, 

Steffens, & Fitzsimmons, 2008). Meanwhile, several studies of the success of Internet 

entrepreneurship have found that the longer the life of a firm the lower the chance for 

the firm to fail (Mudambi & Treichel, 2005), suggesting that the number of years an 

Internet firm has been in business could also be used as an indicator of the 

entrepreneur‘s success. Another possible indicator is whether the Internet entrepreneurs 

and their firms are described as successful in the media and by the public. 
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In summary, the previous discussion concerned the varied opinions on using traditional 

indicators of success to gauge the success of Internet business, as indicators unique to 

Internet business are still unavailable. Various indicators are generally used in most 

research for measurement of performance or business success, but the question is to 

what extent they could be applied to Internet firms after start up. For the purpose of this 

research, a firm‘s age and financial performance are treated as potential indicators of the 

Internet firm‘s success in being managed by the Internet entrepreneurs. These indicators 

can be supplemented by the Internet entrepreneur‘s self report for suggesting the 

success of their firm and their entrepreneurship and reports from the media and public 

that describe them as successful.  

 

 2.5.3  Success and Failure Factors 

Research on the Internet has been predominantly oriented towards the success and 

failure of Internet businesses. The Internet crisis was the impetus for researching the 

success and failures of Internet start ups. Various studies have been conducted to 

fathom the reasons why some dot com businesses failed while others survived the dot 

com bust in 2001. A common suggestion is that Internet firms failed because of poor 

strategy making. For example, Porter (2001) stressed the importance of looking at the 

strategies of using the Internet in business. He suggested that the failure of many 

Internet firms in 2001 was partly due to problems in developing the right strategy and 

the belief that an Internet firm‘s success requires no strategy. Porter argued that any 

firm that incorporates the Internet in its business process should not cannibalize its 

traditional process but should complement Internet usage with traditional ways of 

conducting business. Porter also called for returning to the basics of conducting a 

business by looking at two factors that drive profitability, i.e., the industry structure and 

sustainable competitive advantage. He also mentioned that strategy makers should 

maintain the discipline of strategy and focus strongly on profitability, rather than just 

growth. Firms should also be able to define a unique value proposition and prioritise 

their resources accordingly. 

 

Razi, Tarn and Siddiqui (2004) also suggested that potential causes for dot com failures 

originate in decision makers. They were inexperienced in developing strategy as well as 

in business modelling, marketing and information technology. These entrepreneurs had 

poor business models, overspent, showed a lack of differentiation in strategy making 
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and had no experience in planning. Razi et al. observed that most dot com start ups 

failed after two years. They suggested the need to evaluate innovative new strategies 

that capitalize on both the power of the Internet and changes in consumer demands. 

They concluded that no one clear factor explained the success and failure of dot com 

companies. Their discussion of successful companies suggests the development of 

appropriate strategy is important for the firm‘s success. Many of the successful 

companies were hybrid, brick and click type businesses with strong back-end logistical 

support and an existing customer base. Razi et al. found out that these firms learned 

from the shortcomings of failed companies by creating market niches, producing better 

websites, and providing superior logistical and customer service. They also exploited 

demand side economies of scale through product and service differentiation.  

 

This is in the same vein as Thompson‘s (1999) suggestion that success for any business 

is dependent upon strategy making by looking at the ability to find a valuable strategic 

position whereby the company‘s resources, competencies, and capabilities are deployed 

and managed to meet and satisfy the demands and expectations of key stakeholders. 

Razi et al. (2004) are not the only researchers linking the success of Internet firms to 

strategy making. Bullington and Mullane (2001) identified several areas for the success 

of small IT businesses, including the importance of strategy which comprises a coherent 

plan, an identified market position and stakeholder relations management, along with 

other factors, either managerial (experience, strong management skills, clear vision and 

realistic attitude) or financial (strong capital position, positive cash flow, understanding 

cash flow principles). Korgoankar and Leary (2006) identified nine factors contributing 

to the success of e-business firms, some of which were related to strategy making, such 

as having clear vision (rational), seeking advice from professionals (social), having 

prior experience (learning), being able to work strategically with competition and form 

strategic partnerships (social and proactive). These factors created first entrant 

advantage and superior product, and ensured the business was launched in a period of 

growth, with enough start up capital to effectively manage the cost of the site operation.  

 

In summary, strategy, and thus strategy making is critical to the success or failure of 

Internet firms. 
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 2.5.4  Internet Strategy Research 

Research on strategy in the Internet field has predominantly involved the Internet firm‘s 

strategy rather than the strategies of the Internet entrepreneurs. Researchers are still 

inconclusive about Internet firms‘ strategy suggesting that they may have overlooked 

the important role of Internet entrepreneurs in this area. Matlay (2004), in his 

exploration of e-commerce and e-business fundamentals, observed, as others have done, 

that there is a shortage of studies that focus particularly upon the Internet entrepreneur 

whose human skills and intellectual capital are the important aspects of this type of 

business. Melendez, Tarres, and Obra (2007) also noted the important role of Internet 

entrepreneurs and proposed that entrepreneurs‘ characteristics and motivations for 

creating their firms play an important role in the success of pure dot coms. They pointed 

out that success factors may not only relate to the market, type of product and product 

strategy, industrial structure and financial aspects, but also to human factors. These 

shortcomings have created imbalance and a lopsided view of strategy development in 

this field.  

 

Mintzberg (2007), in his book entitled Tracking Strategies, emphasised the importance 

of entrepreneurs in bridging the environment and organization in developing effective 

strategy. He suggests that the ―heart of strategy formation process lies in the answer to 

how to get into the mind of strategist (the entrepreneur) and how to read the mind of the 

organization‖ (p. 375). Waddel et al., (2006) suggest the importance of looking at 

Internet entrepreneurship because it is a continuous process and comprises a sequence 

of decisions and actions from founding to growing to even at some point an exit stage. 

A few attempts have been made to further understand Internet entrepreneurship, but 

there is always a limitations in terms of methodology or the subject is only discussed 

conceptually, anecdotally or from a very limited or specific perspective, e.g., from the 

standpoint of economics.  

 

The above discussion suggests that Internet entrepreneurs are as important as Internet 

firms and need to be researched more thoroughly. Internet entrepreneurs play a crucial 

role in the success of their firm. They are a bridge between the environment and the 

organization and are involved in a series of decisions and actions important to their 

firm, from start up to exit.  
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2.6 Strategy Research 

Eisenhardt described how the development of strategic decision-making theory has 

progressed from the ―early musings of Simon to a plethora of ideas by a spectrum of 

authors‖ (1992, p. 17). She described it as a ―quilt of perspectives‖ while Mintzberg 

(1998) described it as a ―safari ‖ in his book Strategy Safari. Previous definitions of 

strategy in strategy literature have been limited (Carter, Clegg, & Kornberger, 2008).  

For example, strategy has been defined in a limited way that includes the direction and 

scope of an organization in the long term (McCarthy, 2003). According to Mintzberg 

(1998), whose perspective was broader, strategy can be defined in five ways:- 

 

 Plan: Strategy can be a plan to guide a course of action into the future 

 Perspective: Strategy can be a perspective or a fundamental way of doing things 

 Pattern: Strategy can be a pattern of consistent behaviour over time 

 Positioning : Strategy can be a position of locating particular product in 

particular markets 

 Ploy: Strategy can be a ploy to outwit competitors 

 

By defining strategy this way, a more complete idea of strategy is possible and it no 

longer need be seen only as plan to guide a course of action but also as a perspective, 

pattern, positioning or ploy. Looking at strategy in these ways suggests the importance 

of looking strategy from a process point of view. 

 

 2.6.1  Strategy Content vs. Strategy Process  

Research in strategy literature and entrepreneurship is often about strategy content 

rather than strategy process (Elbanna, 2006). Entrepreneurship research has neglected 

the process perspective. According to Zahra (2007), the majority of entrepreneurship 

literature pays more attention to ―content related phenomena‖ rather than the processes 

associated with entrepreneurs‘ decision making, as well as finding opportunities, and 

creating and exploiting them. Both Zahra and Ven de Ven and Engleman (2004) support 

using process theories to account for studying change and development in 

entrepreneurship. This is probably due to the complexity and diversity of the strategy 

making process (Brews & Purohit, 2007; Pettigrew, 1992; Pidd, 2004; Sminia, 2009) 

where looking at content only would not represent the whole picture of strategy making. 
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Strategy making is carried out by people as complex human beings in the complex 

environment of their organization and their personal environment. Mintzberg et al. 

(1998) described strategy making as ―an immensely complex process involving the 

most sophisticated, subtle, and at times subconscious of human cognitive and social 

processes‖ (p. 73). In addition strategy research is largely fragmented because strategy 

processes can be researched in multiple domains depending on the field of research. 

According to Sminia‘s (2009) review of three prominent works by Mintzberg, Pettigrew 

and Van de Ven in the area of strategy process, even though strategy process research 

has led to various descriptions of how and why firms arrived at a particular strategy, 

little reference has been made to questions about whether this was the right strategy or 

how a better strategy could have been realized. Sminia also observed that recent 

research has refuted the idea that strategy process is a linear progression, suggesting that 

it should be seen as a process of change. In addition, he indicated that ideal rational 

decision making and subsequent planned change was rare in practice, suggesting that 

strategy makers are actually using other types of processes rather than rational decision 

making.  

 

The above discussion emphasises the importance of exploring strategy process as it still 

requires development, particularly in entrepreneurship and to account for its complexity. 

In particular, it would be interesting to see the applicability of rational process to the 

strategy making of Internet entrepreneurs. 

 

 2.6.2  Defining Strategy Process 

For a start, it is important to know what the terms strategy making, strategy process and 

strategy formulation mean, because research in strategy has neglected to establish their 

definitions well. There are two general views of strategy making: deliberate vs. 

emergent strategy making. Mintzberg in his book Tracking Strategies (2007) viewed the 

strategy making process as strategy crafting, using the metaphor of a potter with clay on 

a wheel. In an earlier book, Strategy Safari, Mintzberg et al. (1998) described ten 

perspectives of the strategy making process. They suggested that strategy process can be 

any one of, or a group of, the following processes: conception process, formal process, 

analytical process, visionary process, mental process, learning process, negotiation 

process, collective process, reactive process and finally transformational process 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998). These strategy processes are discussed in ten schools of 
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thought derived from their review of the research in the field. Some of these strategy 

processes, such as the visionary, mental, and learning processes are emergent types of 

process while formal, conception and analytical are types of deliberate process. In the 

deliberate perspective, the strategy process could involve formulating a business 

mission, decision making in relation to short term and long term objectives and 

prioritizing which strategies to choose (Karami, 2007). Therefore, drawing on 

Mintzberg, et al. (1998) and Karami (2007), the strategy process involves any of the 

processes carried out by entrepreneurs in formulating their strategy, either deliberately 

or emergently.  

 

 2.6.3  Linking Strategy and Entrepreneurship  

Entrepreneurship theory prefers to integrate theories from economics, psychology and 

sociology to explain the character and behaviour of entrepreneurs. Theories about 

entrepreneurs‘ traits and behaviour are extensive. Current research in entrepreneurship 

suggests there are also various benefits in linking the disciplines of strategic 

management and the study of entrepreneurship. Kuratko and Audretsch (2009) argued 

for integrating strategic management and entrepreneurship because:  

entrepreneurship is more than a course of action one pursues: rather it is more 

like a mindset. At the level of organization, entrepreneurship can provide a 

theme or direction to a company‘s entire operations. It can serve as an integral 

part of a firm‘s strategy and in some instances, serve as the core or defining 

component of corporate strategy. When entrepreneurship is introduced to 

strategy, the possibilities regarding where the firm can go, how fast, and how it 

gets there are greatly enhanced (p. 5) 

 

They suggested the importance of looking at strategy from the perspective of 

entrepreneurs because entrepreneurs could provide direction for the company and 

enhance the strategy making by being focused, responsive and practical.  

 

Ireland, Hitt, and Sirmon (2003) suggest that strategy and entrepreneurship are 

complementary; the opportunity-seeking of the entrepreneurs should be a match with 

advantage-seeking in strategic management to create wealth, as neither alone is 

sufficient. They also suggest that small companies have been skilled in identifying 

opportunities, while established organizations have demonstrated their skill in 
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developing and sustaining competitive advantage, which would indicate there are 

differences in strategy making during start up and after start up. Allinson, Chell, and 

Hayes (2000) suggested two views of entrepreneurial activity in the literature. Firstly, 

entrepreneurship covers only business founding activities while activities after that are 

considered as managerial activities. The second view however, believes that 

entrepreneurship is about ―identifying and pursuing capital accumulation and growth‖ 

(p. 33) which could happen at any stage of the business suggesting that entrepreneurship 

continues even after business founding. 

 

McCarthy also suggested a link between entrepreneurs‘ personalities and their strategy 

formation process (McCarthy, 2003). She showed that the strategy formation process is 

driven by the personalities of the entrepreneurs and their experience of crisis. She 

claimed that, 

charismatic entrepreneurs (who are characterised as visionaries, risk takers, 

highly persuasive, passionate, with ambitious and idealistic goals) were forced 

to review their propensity to take risk, share power and involve more people in 

the decision making process and this resulted in a more rational, planned 

approach to the strategy making process (p.156).  

In her research, entrepreneurs were divided into charismatic and pragmatic types 

distinguished by their decision making styles, goals, attitudes to risk, degree of 

commitment to the venture and in their business background. Successful strategy 

practices have also been found to be strongly influenced by the ―entrepreneurs‘ 

relational habitus, and the personal ties, shared cultures, and inter-actions‖ (Anderson, 

Jack, & Dodd, 2007, p. 3).  

 

In summary, these researchers recommended the need to link entrepreneurship with the 

strategic management field. They suggested that entrepreneurship is a mindset requiring 

the entrepreneurs to look at strategy, and linking both areas would give a good match 

between opportunity seeking and advantage seeking. They proposed that 

entrepreneurship involves activities after business founding. They also suggested a link 

between personality of the entrepreneur and their successful strategy practices. There is 

a possibility that entrepreneurs may not be the ones who develop the strategy at later 

stages of the business, particularly in the case of firms which change their ownership 

from private to public. In this thesis, the focus will be the entrepreneurs developing their 
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strategy. Nevertheless, this research is neither denying nor trying to marginalize the 

strategy developed by others in the organization. 

 

2.7 Ten Schools of Thought 

Various views of strategy making exist in the strategic management literature. As 

mentioned earlier, Henry Mintzberg and his colleagues in their book Strategy Safari 

(1998), suggested ten schools of thought. These will now be examined a little further in 

the present context. The ten schools of thought described were: design, planning, 

positioning, entrepreneurial, learning, cognitive, culture, environment, power and 

configuration. However, the applicability of these various perspectives is yet to be 

confirmed in new industries such as Internet business. According to Mintzberg et al. 

(1998), the ―rational and prescriptive side‖ (p. 18) of the strategic process (namely 

design, planning and positioning) has been given more weight in practice compared to 

the ―non-rational or non-prescriptive side,‖ (p. 19) although there is growing evidence 

of the beneficial aspects of these types of processes in the real world (Eisenhardt & 

Zbaracki, 1992; Elbanna, 2006, Khatri & Ng, 2000). There is also a need to study 

strategy processes simultaneously in the real world, as studying each of them separately 

will not represent the whole picture of the strategy making process (Mintzberg, et al., 

1998). The ten schools of thought is a holistic approach as it takes into account all 

prominent streams of past research on strategy making.  

 

The ten schools of thought therefore provide holistic grounds for this research. 

Theoretically grounded studies have the benefits of ―offering compelling arguments, 

provide a fair test of arguments and use findings to refine and enrich the theory they 

have invoked‖ (Zahra, 2007, p. 444). The basic premises of the ten schools as described 

by Mintzberg et al. (1998) are presented below, while the processes will be discussed in 

more detail in the next section.  

 

Design School 

In this school, strategy formation is a process resulting from the ―conscious thought‖ of 

the CEO (Mintzberg, et al., 1998). The decision process is completed when strategies 

are completely formulated. Only then can simple and specific strategies be 

implemented. Hence, strategy formation is seen as a ―process of conception‖ (p. 23). 
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The design school proposes a model of strategy making that strives for a fit between a 

firm‘s competencies and opportunities in the environment.  

 

Planning School 

Strategy formation in the planning school is a ―formal process resulting from a 

controlled, conscious process of formal planning‖ (p. 58) supported by clear steps, 

checklists and procedures. The strategies appear fully articulated and explicit so that 

they can be implemented (Mintzberg, et al., 1998).  

 

Positioning School 

The strategies are formed by selecting ―generic identifiable positions‖ in the economic 

and competitive market place through analytical calculation made by the entrepreneur 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998). The resulting strategies are fully articulated and implemented 

by the entrepreneur. Thus the positioning school posits that strategies are formed from 

an ―analytical process‖ (p. 81).  

 

Entrepreneurial School 

Strategy formation is a ―visionary process where strategy exists in the mind of the 

leader, [it is] semi-conscious and rooted in the experience and intuition of the leader.‖ 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 143). The entrepreneur either creates or takes strategies from 

others and incorporates them into his or her own behaviour.  

 

Cognitive School 

Strategy is formulated cognitively in the mind of the entrepreneur. Strategies appear in 

the entrepreneur‘s standpoint ―in the form of concepts, maps, schemas and frames that 

influence how people perceive inputs from their surroundings‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, 

p. 170). 

 

Power School 

According to the power school,  

Strategy formation is shaped by power and politic, whether as a process inside 

the organization (micro) or as the behaviour of the organization itself in its 

external environment (macro) (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 260) 
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In micro, strategy making is the result of the interaction and occasional straightforward 

conflict of the CEO or entrepreneur with others. In macro, ―strategic manoeuvring, as 

well as strategies in various kinds of networks and alliances‖ are used by the CEO or 

entrepreneur to promote ―organizational welfare by controlling or cooperating with 

other organizations‖ (p. 260). 

 

Cultural School 

Strategy is formulated through ―a process of social interaction‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, 

p. 267) based on the shared beliefs and understanding of the CEO or entrepreneur and 

other members of the organization.  

 

Learning School 

Strategies are formed through the process of learning over time. The strategies will 

appear ―first as patterns out of the past, then as plans for the future and ultimately as 

perspectives to guide overall behaviour‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, pp. 208-209). 

 

Environmental School 

In the environmental school, environment drives strategy formulation. The leader or 

entrepreneur is a ―passive element for the purpose of reading and ensuring proper 

adaptation to the environment‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 288).  

 

Configuration School 

Strategy is formed by the organization‘s leadership through a process of transformation 

or ―a quantum leap to another configuration‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 305). The key 

for sustainability is to recognize over the lifecycle the need for transformation and to be 

able to manage this transformation effectively. The strategy process can be any of the 

schools of thought but ―each must be found at its own time and in its own context‖ (p. 

306). 

 

2.7.1 Applicability of the Ten Schools of Thought and Differences between 

the Rialp-Criado et al. (2010) Approach and the Approach of This Thesis. 

The ten schools of thought framework is applicable in the context of Internet 

entrepreneurs. Rialp-Criado, Inmaculada, and Suarez-Ortega (2010) used the ten 

schools of thought to study international entrepreneurship. They used the strategy 
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making processes from the ten schools of thought as a lens to propose an in-depth, 

conceptual understanding of the early and rapid internationalization process of born-

global firms. According to Rialp-Criado et al. (2010), born-global firms, which they 

define as small firms that internationalized their business operations from their 

inception, have a strategy making process that can be aligned with Mintzberg et al.‘s 

(1998) different schools of thought, depending upon the nature of the specific factor or 

factors triggering their particular international strategic behaviour and the specific phase 

in which they may find themselves along their international development process. Their 

conceptual approach is different from the approach of this thesis in three areas:- 

 The focus of the Rialp-Criado et al. (2010) framework is born global firms at an 

early stage or during start up. They claimed that the application of strategy 

making processes in their framework will improve the understanding of the 

―born global phenomenon‖ (p. 119), so the objective of their research differs 

from that of this research. 

 Secondly, the Rialp-Criado et al. research is specific to the internationalization 

stages for born global firms, looking at different strategy making processes at 

different phases of internationalization, rather than at the stage of the business.  

 Thirdly, they suggest that the strategy making process could be different 

depending on the stage of a firm‘s internationalization and hence highlighting 

the possibility of a configuration holistic approach in strategy making. They 

defined this as an approach where strategy can be emergent and more 

entrepreneurial at the beginning but also more analytically planned in latter 

stages.  

 

The similarity between this research and that of Rialp-Criado et al. (2010) is the shared 

grounding in theories for the strategy making process from Mintzberg et al.‘s (1998) ten 

schools of thought. This research is different from the Rialp-Criado research because it 

examines specifically the strategy making process of Internet entrepreneurs after start 

up rather than during start up and focuses specifically on the entrepreneurs developing 

their strategy and not the firm‘s strategy. This research tries to understand how Internet 

entrepreneurs develop their strategy after their firms have passed start up. It does not 

hypothesise use of different strategy making processes at different stages of Internet 

firms, since the aim of the research is to explore rather than to confirm any theory. 

While Rialp-Criado et al. focussed on internationalization and born global firms, which 
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is a different focus from entrepreneurs in Internet firms, nevertheless they demonstrated 

the value of using the ten schools of thought in studying strategy process. 

 

2.8 Theoretical Framework 

Drawing on Mintzberg et al.‘s (1998) ten schools of thought and discussion of concepts 

available from previous entrepreneurship and strategic management literature, in this 

thesis, five sets of guiding questions are posited to allow a practical study of the strategy 

making processes of Internet entrepreneurs. Table 2.1 shows how these guiding 

questions are drawn and developed from the ten schools of thought. Each school of 

thought suggests how strategy can be developed. For example, the Design school 

suggests that strategy can be developed through some form of planning while the 

Positioning school suggests it can be developed ―through analytical calculations‖ 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 85). These two premises describe a rational process in 

developing strategy. Therefore, the author classified the strategy process described by 

the Design and Positioning schools as a Rational Process. In another instance, the 

Entrepreneurial school posits that strategy can be developed through a ―visionary 

process‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 123) and ―originates from the past experience, 

imagination and intuition of the entrepreneur‖ (p. 143). These are intuitive processes so 

the strategy process derived from the Entrepreneurial school was classified as Intuitive 

process. The same method applied for all premises of the remaining schools of thought, 

resulting in seven types of processes. However, these seven processes were not 

complete and required an additional concept for balance. As shown in Table 2.1, it was 

impractical to study only a Reactive process without looking at the possibility of a 

Proactive process. The concept of Proactive process, adapted from Chell (2008), who 

described proactive strategy making as development of strategy to beat the environment, 

later changing the environment and the competition, was added to the seven processes 

derived from Mintzberg et al.‘s ten schools of thought. Therefore, the strategy processes 

defined in this thesis comprise transformational, rational, intuitive, individual, social, 

emergent learning, reactive and proactive processes. Explanations of how each of these 

processes was drawn from the ten schools of thought and previous research are given in 

the following section. The following section discusses how the guiding questions that 

appear in Table 2.1 were developed. 
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Table 2.1: Schools of Thought, Type of Process Derived and Guiding Questions 

Mintzberg et.al 

(1998) 

Strategy development as suggested 

by the school 

Type of process Guiding questions 

Design School 

 

Through some form of  planning  

 

 

 

Rational Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RQ1: To what extent is 

strategy development 

after start up a rational 

or intuitive process? 

 

 

Planning 

School 

 

―supported by checklists and 

procedures‖ (p.58) 

Positioning 

School 

Through ―analytical calculation‖ 

(p. 81)  

Entrepreneurial 

School 

Through ―visionary process‖ and 

―originates from the past 

experience, imagination and 

intuition of the entrepreneur‖  

 

 

 

Intuitive Process 

Cognitive 
School 

Largely by the entrepreneurs 
based on their cognitive style and 

beliefs. 

 

 
 

Individual Process 

 

 

 

RQ2: Do Internet 

entrepreneurs use more 

of an individual or a 

social approach in their 

strategy formulation 

after start up? 
 

Political School 

 

 

―Shaped by power and politics that 

exist inside within the 

organization (micro) or in the 

behaviour of  the organization 

itself in its external environment 

(macro)‖. (p. 260) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Social Process 

Cultural School Cultural maintenance 
 

Environmental 

School 

Driven by the environment. The 

entrepreneur will passively read 

the environment and ensure proper 

adaptation 

 

 

 

 

Reactive Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RQ3: Do Internet 

entrepreneurs form 

their after start up 

strategy through 

reactive or proactive 

process? 

 Strategy developed to beat the 

environment which later changes 

the environment and competition. 

 

Proactive Process 

Learning 

School 

Through the process of learning 

over time. The strategies will 
appear ―first as patterns out of the 

past, then as plans for the future 

and ultimately as perspectives to 

guide overall behaviour‖ (pp. 208-

209) 

 

 

 
 

Emergent Learning 

 

 

RQ4: To what extent is 

strategy formulation 

after start up an 

emergent learning 

process? 

Configuration 

School 

Can  be any of the schools of 

thought but ―each must be found 

at its own time and in its own 

context‖ (p. 306)  

 

 

 

Transformational 

Process 

 

RQ5: To what extent is 

strategy formulation 

after start up a 

transformational 

process? 

Note:  Page numbers refer to Mintzberg et al. (1998). 
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2.8.1  Rational vs. Intuitive Process  

Three schools of thought – design, planning and positioning – describe how strategy 

formulation is a deliberate process that arises from the conscious thoughts of either the 

CEO or strategic planners. These schools are prescriptive in nature emphasising the 

normative and rational side of strategy formation (McCarthy, 2003; Mintzberg, et al., 

1998). Each school prescribes some degree of analysis in order to build strategies, such 

as matching internal capabilities to external possibilities as in the design school, or 

selecting a certain position through an analytical process in the positioning school, or 

deriving explicit comprehensive formal planning, as in the planning school. Many 

economic theories are built upon the assumption that strategic decision makers are 

perfectly rational and being rational means being able to maximize one‘s utility given 

all the available information (Tsang, 2008). However, Simon (1955) introduced the 

concept of bounded rationality, acknowledging among other things the cognitive 

limitations of the strategy makers. Deliberately formulating strategies from information 

obtained by the CEO or strategic planners and the analysis of this information through 

the use of tools prescribed by these schools of thought is a rational type of strategy 

formulation process. Studies on using rational processes in strategic decision making 

have shown both negative and positive results, indicating that further research needs to 

be done in this area.  

 

There is evidence that rational tools such as business plans, SWOT analysis and Porter‘s 

five forces from the rational school of thought are used in Internet business strategic 

analysis (Rau, 2007). According to Melendez et al. (2007) business plans are made at 

some level, but the comprehensiveness of the plan depends on the decision to take up 

funding as they have shown that those who have a detailed business plan are usually the 

ones that had received financial support. They also suggested that success may depend 

on the availability of business plans and observed the difficulties in planning activities 

on the Internet. Meanwhile, Souitaris and Cohen‘s research in (2003) investigated the 

role of Internet-specific strategies in the performance of Internet firms and showed there 

was a relatively weak correlation between the two. Their study empirically supports the 

Porter (2001) study, which claimed that the ―Internet does not change the rules of the 

game in business‖ (p. 434). Kim et al. (2004) examined the applicability of existing 

strategy frameworks, models and tools to Internet business and found that Porter‘s 

generic strategy framework was applicable, but required some modification to compete 
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in the digital age. They argued that regardless of business strategy type, click and brick 

firms that closely integrate their online and offline operations will enjoy performance 

advantages over their pure play counterpart, suggesting the role of firm types in 

performance. 

 

Studying how much Internet entrepreneurs rationally formulate their strategies is 

necessary for the development of the strategic management field as well as 

entrepreneurship theory. However, the extent that rational processes are actually used 

by Internet entrepreneurs beyond the start up stage remains an unstudied issue.  

Nevertheless, rationality is not necessarily the predominant way to formulate strategy. 

Whether strategy is always deliberately or rationally developed has long been a point of 

debate in the strategy literature. The literature has discussed how decision makers are 

intuitive in some ways (Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992). Intuition is a ―highly complex 

and highly developed form of reasoning that is based on years of experience and 

learning, and on facts, patterns, concepts, procedures and abstractions stored in one‘s 

head.‖ (Matzler, Bailom & Mooradian, p. 14). Vision, instinct and the imagination of 

the charismatic entrepreneur have been shown to drive strategy rather than purely 

rational variables, such as planning and detailed analysis (McCarthy, 2003). This is 

further emphasised by the general trend of increasing complexity and dynamism in most 

business environments. Intuition allows for fast decision making with a limited amount 

of information by ―synthesizing isolated bits of data and experiences into an integrated 

picture‖ (Khatri & Ng, 2000, p. 60). Nevertheless, there is a lack of empirical research 

on the intuitive process of strategy formation, even though it is beginning to be seen as 

viable (Elbanna, 2006) and realistic (Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992).  

 

Intuitive strategy formation is the central characteristic of the entrepreneurial school of 

thought where the strategy process is ―semiconscious‖ Mintzberg et al. (1998) and 

originates from the experience and intuition of the entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs, being 

the decision makers, may use mixed approaches in the pursuit of formulating successful 

strategies, even though there is a tendency to attribute only intuitive processes to them.  

This suggests the need to find out which processes Internet entrepreneurs use in their 

strategy formation besides the intuitive process. This research will study the rational and 

intuitive aspects of strategy formulation, drawing on the following four schools of 
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thought in the strategy process literature: the design, planning, positioning and 

entrepreneurial schools.  

 

Chen (2005) noted the paradox of entrepreneurs being intuitive but at the same time 

planning heavily for their business. This suggests it is important to determine whether 

the same paradox applies to Internet entrepreneurs or if they are different from the 

entrepreneurs in Chen‘s research. Rialp-Criado et al. (2010) suggested that intuitive 

strategy formulation would be likely to occur during start up if the role of personality is 

greater in the start up phase but in later phases, the strategy formation process would be 

more likely aligned with a planning-analytical approach suggesting both personality and 

firm stage influence use of rational or intuitive processes in developing strategy.  

 

This raises the question:  

1. To what extent is strategy development after start up for Internet 

entrepreneurs a rational and intuitive process?  

 

 2.8.2  Social vs. Individual Process 

Another three schools of thought – cognitive, power and cultural schools – address the 

concept of individual and social process. According to Mintzberg et al. (1998) strategy 

can be formed socially through negotiation within the organization (micro) or within the 

external environment (macro). This negotiation inside and outside of the organization is 

a political process. Strategy is also developed through cultural process originating from 

culture, shared values and norms which could dictate behaviour in the organization 

(Rialp-Criado, et al., 2010). The next question would be to see whether strategy 

formation by Internet entrepreneurs are developed individually and not through social 

types of processes, culture and power.  

 

Social processes of strategy making describe the extent to which Internet entrepreneurs 

develop their strategy by involving others as well as managing the micro and macro 

politics of the organization. The importance of power and politics has been addressed 

many times by researchers in strategic decision making. Dean and Sharfman (1993) 

observed that politics negatively affects decision effectiveness. Decisions have been 

described as the result of a process in which decision makers have different goals and 

form alliances to achieve their goals and the preferences of the most powerful prevails 
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(Pidd, 2004). (McCarthy, 2003) suggested entrepreneurs may not give up their power as 

their firm matures, revealing the possibility that, despite organizational growth, strategic 

decision formation may still be under the power of the founder.  

 

The strategy formation process is also ―rooted in the social force of culture which 

mirrors the power school‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 260). Culture is essentially 

composed of interpretations of a world which is shared collectively in a social process 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998). Anderson et al. (2007) emphasised that entrepreneurs‘ 

successful strategy practices were influenced, among other things, by their personal ties, 

shared cultures and interactions. In the context of Internet organizations, cross-cultural 

online communication and social networking are critical to business success. Fujimoto 

et al. (2007) suggested that the manifestation of differences in national cultural values 

arising from this interaction can impede the effectiveness of communication, leading to 

problems in work performance, high coordination costs and lower satisfaction. This 

would suggest the role of culture in influencing the social strategy making process for 

the Internet entrepreneurs.  

 

This raises several questions pertaining to how strategy is developed. Do Internet 

entrepreneurs form their successful strategies by taking into account cultural and 

political tendencies? What is the extent to which Internet entrepreneurs use social 

processes more than individual cognitive processes? This suggests the need to answer 

the next question: 

2. Do Internet entrepreneurs use more of an individual or a social approach in 

their strategy formulation after start up? 

 

 2.8.3 Emergent Learning Process 

Learning has been highlighted as an important process in problem solving and decision 

making (Argyris, 1976). Shristava and Grant (1985) posited that organizational learning 

processes shaped the organizational knowledge base and the extent that strategy 

formulation draws from this knowledge base is influenced by the learning processes. 

They described six types of organizational learning system, i.e., the one person 

institution, the mythological learning system, the information-seeking culture, the 

participative learning system, the formal management system and the bureaucratic 

learning system. According to Mintzberg et al. (1998), strategies can also be formed 
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through the process of learning over time. The strategies in this case will appear ―first as 

patterns out of the past, then as plans for the future and ultimately as perspectives to 

guide overall behaviour‖ (p. 208-209). Organizational learning occurs when members of 

an organization act as learning agents, respond to changes in the environment by 

detecting and correcting errors in the organizational theory-in-use, and incorporate the 

results of their inquiry into the private images and shared maps of organization (Wang, 

2008). According to Rialp-Criado et al. (2010), the more involved the strategy maker is 

with social networking and organizational learning, the more likely that the strategy 

formation can be aligned with learning, politically interpretive and cultural approaches. 

In addition, Young and Sexton (2003) believe that entrepreneurs are proficient in double 

loop learning, which allows them to rethink old routines that are no longer useful. They 

defined entrepreneurial learning as the variety of experiential and cognitive processes 

used to acquire, retain and use entrepreneurial knowledge which includes concepts, 

skills and mentality which business owners integrate and use during the course of 

furthering their business (p. 156). By looking at the definition of entrepreneurial 

learning, learning by entrepreneurs is a complex process because it involves personal 

factors, organizational factors and environmental factors. These observations guide us to 

ask to what extent Internet entrepreneurs form their strategies through emergent 

learning. Therefore the next question is:  

3. What is the extent to which strategy following start up is formed by Internet 

entrepreneurs through an emergent learning process? 

 

 2.8.4 Reactive vs. Proactive Process 

Environmental characteristics are believed to have major implications for all aspects of 

strategic management, including strategic decision making (Goll & Rasheed, 1997). 

According to the ―environmental determinism perspective, strategic decision and 

processes are expressions of the adaptation to opportunities, threats, constraints and 

other characteristics of the environment which will determine who survives‖ 

(Papadakis, Lioukas, & Chambers, 1998). For example, Fredrickson and Iaqunto (1997) 

observed that companies chose explicit analysis or rational comprehensive decision 

making processes in a stable environment. If they act in this way, entrepreneurs are only 

passive agents in forming strategies, reacting to characteristics of the environment such 

as competitiveness and rapid technology development. The faster the reaction and better 
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the adaptation to environment, the more likely the strategy formulation phase is to be 

aligned with an environmental approach (Rialp-Criado, et al., 2010).  

 

Javalgi et al. (2004) looked at the environment and its influence on strategy in Internet 

firms. They used a biological model of natural selection to explain the growth of 

strategies at two Internet firms: E-Bay and Amazon. The reason for their choice was 

because ―both companies survived the Internet crash yet exhibited different strategies to 

achieve their successful growth‖ (Javalgi, et al., 2004, p. 465). The Internet market has 

been compared to a biological system due to its ―virgin environment in which rapid 

growth could be expected‖, and Internet marketing as a system comparable to an 

ecological system where firms compete by ―finding a differentiated position‖ (like 

species adapting to better compete for scarce resources) that gives an overall advantage 

over rivals, ―resulting in a wider range of products and services‖ or ―for niche 

marketing‖ (p. 465). Javalgi et al. suggested that in the ―long run, through a process of 

internal ―natural selection,‖ a business can change infrastructure and operations to 

become more efficient. Strategy can guide changes to meet the requirements of the 

environment. The surviving company changes as it ―evolves over time to make the best 

use of the resources available in the environment in which it is operating‖ (p. 466).  

 

However, according to Chen (2005) the aim in a dynamic market such as the Internet 

should not be to attain a fit with the environment as in traditional markets, but to change 

the rules of competition or create disruptions that allow for exploitation of temporary 

advantage. Here, a proactive process is implied. Prominent researchers in 

entrepreneurship have said that being proactive may be a characteristic of the 

entrepreneur and have defined proactive as behaviour that directly changes the 

environment (Chell, 2008). Kickul and Walters (2002) found that proactive Internet 

entrepreneurs implemented and integrated various innovations in Internet business. This 

discussion suggests the underlying importance of developing strategy using a proactive 

process. In this case, Internet entrepreneurs may develop their strategies more using 

reactive processes or more as a proactive process. Hence, it is important to understand: 

4. Do Internet entrepreneurs form their after start up strategy through reactive 

or proactive process? 
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 2.8.5 Transformational Process 

The configuration school suggests that strategy making is a process of transformation 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998). Configuration relates to matters ―of the organization and its 

surrounding context‖ (p. 302) and strategy making in the transformational process is:  

the process of strategy making can be one of conceptual designing or formal 

planning, systematic analysing or leadership visioning, cooperative learning or 

competitive politicking, focusing on individual cognition, collective 

socialization, or simple response to the forces of the environment; but each must 

be found at its own time and in its own context. In other words, the schools of 

thought on strategy formation themselves represent particular configurations. 

The resulting strategies take the form of plans or patterns, positions or 

perspectives, or else ploys, but again, each for its own time and matched to its 

own situation (pp. 305-306) 

According to this school, the organization is initially stable with a certain structure and 

context that will cause it to engage in behaviour that will drive a particular set of 

strategies. However, this stability is sometimes interrupted with some process of 

transformation that will lead to another configuration. This will continue in the long run 

where the series of configurations and periods of transformation will create a sequence 

of patterns, for example in the form of ―lifecycle or periodic bumps, oscillating shifts or 

regular progress‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, pp. 311-312). The task for Internet 

entrepreneurs is, then, to manage the disruptive process of transformation so that 

stability is sustained or at least adaptable, but at the same time to recognize the need for 

transformation. Transformation of the organization is to ensure the continuing success 

of the business when certain states are no longer relevant for it. For example, as an 

organization grows in size and the industry matures, the strategy making process would 

also change. Therefore, strategic transformation is a critical requirement for success and 

the challenge is to develop the ability to manage both routine and transformational 

strategic change (Yip & Johnson, 2007).  

 

Hence, strategy making for transformation could involve any of the strategy making 

processes described earlier, depending on the configuration of the organization or what 

configuration the organization is moving towards. The resulting strategy is for 
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continuity of the business, but the strategy making process should allow for the 

development of such strategy. McCarthy (2003) observed that, over time, the strategy 

formation process of entrepreneurs is influenced by crises that appear in the 

organization‘s lifecycle. Meanwhile, Rialp-Criado et al. (2010) suggested that the more 

successful a firm is at achieving and consolidating a global competitive positioning 

throughout early rapid evolution, the more likely that its strategy formation process can 

be aligned with a configuration-holistic approach. Hence, this research will try to 

answer the following question:  

5. To what extent is strategy formulation after start up a transformational 

process?  

 

Based on the literature review and Mintzberg et al.‘s (1998) ten schools of thought, the 

operational definitions of each process are shown in Table 2.2.  
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Table 2.2: Type of Process and Operational Definitions 

Type of Process Operational definition 

Rational  

 

Strategy developed through some form of planning 

―supported by checklists and procedures‖ and 

―analytical calculation‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998, p. 81)  

Intuitive Strategy is developed through ―visionary process‖ and 

originates from the past experience, imagination and 

intuition of the entrepreneur (Mintzberg, et al., 1998) 

Individual Strategy developed largely by the entrepreneurs. 

Social Strategy formation is ―shaped by power and politics 

that exist inside the organization (micro) or in the 

behaviour of the organization itself in its external 

environment (macro)‖ as well as through cultural 

maintenance (Mintzberg, et al., 1998). 

Emergent Learning Strategies are formed through the process of learning 

over time. The strategies will appear ‖first as patterns 

out of the past, then as plans for the future and 

ultimately as perspectives to guide overall behaviour‖ 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998) 

Reactive  

 
 

 

 

 

Proactive 

Strategy formulation is a reactive process if an 

entrepreneur‘s strategy making is driven by the 
environment. The entrepreneur will passively read the 

environment and ensure proper adaptation (Mintzberg, 

et al., 1998). 

 

Strategy is developed proactively for the purpose of 

changing the environment, for example, by introducing 

new products, new opportunities and new technology.  

 

Transformational The strategy process can be any of the processes but 

―each must be found at its own time and in its own 

context‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 1998)  

 

2.9 Conclusion 

This background chapter has shown the need to research Internet entrepreneurs in the 

areas of strategy processes after start up. Internet entrepreneurs were defined as those 

who generate value from the Internet, producing new digital product, process and 

market. Three types of Internet entrepreneurs were described. This chapter also drew on 

the literature to suggest that Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy making could be different 

according to organizational factors and environmental factors. A few gaps were 

identified: start up vs. after start up and success indicators. The absence of indicators 

for Internet businesses being after start up as well as for entrepreneurs‘ success led to 

the decision to use of an empirical minimum for after start up as after three years in 

business (after foundation), along with self-report from the Internet entrepreneur to 

define these two variables.  
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This chapter also showed: the importance of strategy making to the success and failure 

of Internet businesses, the importance of studying Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy 

making processes and the need to link strategic management to entrepreneurship. The 

strategy making process was defined in such a way as to allow for both emergent and 

deliberate methods of strategy making. Finally, drawing from Mintzberg et al.‘s (1998) 

ten school of thoughts and other literature, the types of processes to be explored in this 

thesis are: Rational and Intuitive processes, Individual and Social processes, Emergent 

learning process, Reactive and Proactive processes and Transformational process.  
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Chapter 3: Study 1 - Exploring the Characteristics of Internet 

Firms 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes how Internet firms for study were identified then grouped using 

cluster analysis. The chapter starts with the description of the research design for this 

initial study. Next, it provides an account of how two databases (Hoovers.com and 

Crunchbase.com) were selected and used for this study. It also describes how Internet 

firms and their characteristics were chosen and cluster analysis was performed. Finally, 

the results of the analysis are shown and discussed and conclusions are drawn.
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3.2 Description of Research Design 

This section explains why Internet entrepreneurs were selected by first selecting Internet 

firm. Then, it describes how firms were selected and what data was collected about the 

firms. 

 

 3.2.1 Objective 

The original purpose of the cluster analysis was to classify Internet firms by stage of 

growth, but a different grouping, based around founder presence and firm ownership 

emerged. 

 

 3.2.2  Selection of Internet Entrepreneurs and Internet Firms  

The research reviewed in Chapter 2 referred to the problems in selecting samples of 

Internet entrepreneurs and Internet firms for study. For this study, several preliminary 

attempts were made to recruit the samples of Internet entrepreneurs from LinkedIn, a 

professional networking site, but the response was unsatisfactory. Emails were sent to 

more than 200 people who described themselves as Internet entrepreneurs in their 

LinkedIn profile, but only three responded and agreed to be interviewed. Unfortunately, 

none of them was appropriate for this study because they were either in start up or were 

Internet marketers. This setback emphasised the need to use other sources and methods 

for effective data gathering.  

 

Even though the aim of the study was to explore Internet entrepreneurs instead of 

Internet firms, reflection on the role of entrepreneurs working in their firms after start 

up led to understanding that it was important to select entrepreneurs in the context of 

their firm and to learn about their firms. This is because their strategy making occurs in 

the context of their firm and performance of their firm is likely to be associated with the 

performance of the Internet entrepreneur. Hence, the logical approach to select Internet 

entrepreneurs was to first select the firms that they manage.  

 

Previous researchers (in the studies reviewed in Chapter 2) selected samples of Internet 

firms from specialized databases such as Hoovers.com, showing that such an approach 

was viable and practical. Learning from this, it was decided to use online databases to 

identify an appropriate group of Internet firms for this study. To ensure the firms had 
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passed the start up stage, i.e., were after start up, only firms that had been in operation 

for a minimum of three years were considered. The firm registered in the database will 

most likely be a firm already passed their start-up stage which was relevant for this 

research. Those not registered were most likely start-up. In this research, only firms 

with published sales and employees‘ data were selected because firms with no sales and 

employee data are more likely to be start-ups which should not be included in this 

research to start with. 

 

Searches were carried out after conducting a feasibility analysis of a few databases 

besides Hoovers.com, such as Crunchbase.com and TheFunded.com. Hoovers.com was 

selected based on its practicality, effective grouping of Internet firms and its good mix 

of information for private and public companies. However, information was not always 

available for private firms, so cross-references were made with another database, 

Crunchbase.com. More detail of the content available in Hoovers.com and 

Crunchbase.com is provided in the next section. 

 

The Internet firms were selected from Hoovers.com databases with the header Internet 

Content Provider. Other headers such as Internet Search and Navigation, Internet Music 

Distribution and Internet Auction appear in Hoovers.com, but they were not selected for 

this research because firms under Internet Content Provider had a broad selection and a 

high number of Internet firms. Samples of Hoovers.com databases are shown in the 

screenshots in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot for Industry List in Hoovers.com 

 

Figure 3.2 displays the first page of the lists available under the category of Internet 

Content Provider. However, not all could be considered as 100 percent Internet firms. 

An initial selection of Internet firms from the lists included those that described their 

Internet business as major operation or firms that described themselves as Internet firms 

in their overview section in Hoovers.com, as shown in Figure 3.3. Most companies that 

were omitted in this first process were publishing companies which sell magazines and 

newspapers but had one small section or a website for online publication.  
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot from Hoovers.com for Internet Content Provider Type of 

Companies 

 

There was a total of 825 firms within the Internet Content Provider category but these 

later were reduced to 121 firms based on the criteria that they must at least have 

information on sales and number of employees. Later, the number of firms was further 

reduced to 111 based on the availability of other information at Crunchbase.com, such 

as age of the firm, origin of the firm, type of ownership, type of growth, availability of 

founder in firm‘s organizational structure and visitor‘s traffic analysis. 
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot for the Company Description in Hoovers.com 

 

 3.2.3 Selection of Online Databases 

The process started with identifying the possible databases for Internet firms that were 

still managed by the founder. A feasibility study of a few databases available on the 

Internet revealed that it would be feasible and relevant to draw samples from two 

databases, Hoovers.com and Crunchbase.com for the purpose of this research. They 

were useful for three reasons. Firstly, both databases have information about the 

founders or the Internet entrepreneurs, which is important for this thesis. Secondly, both 

databases provide lists with a vast selection of private and public firms, as well as 

information regarding the nature of their business. These allow the effective selection of 

those firms that are trading primarily on the Internet. Both databases could also be used 

as complementary as well as for cross-reference purposes for factual information about 

the business and the entrepreneurs. Both of these databases are described below. 

 

Crunchbase.com 

This is a free, wiki-type of database for technology companies, people and investors. 

The database is organized into several categories: people, companies, financial 

organizations, funding rounds and acquisitions. A typical search of a company name 

will lead to general information about the company such as its URL, e mail address, 
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location and physical addresses, a brief description of the company business, important 

people of the company, funding, types of products, screenshots, and news and number 

of site visitors. In Crunchbase.com, traffic analysis tools such as Younoodle score, 

Compete.com and Quantcast are used to further describes the company‘s traffic 

situation. A typical screenshot from the database is shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Screenshot from Crunchbase.com 

 

Hoovers.com 

Hoovers offers proprietary business information through the Internet, data feeds, 

wireless devices, and co-branding agreements with other online services. The Hoovers 

Website claims that they have a database of information on more than 30 million 

corporations and organizations, and more than 35 million people. Information in 

Hoovers.com is organized around people, companies and industries. Search tools are 

available to search, sort, download and integrate the content online. A typical company 

search will provide company description and information about industry, product, 

competitors and financial history, if available, for both public and private companies. 

Figure 3.5 shows a screenshot from Hoovers.com for the company Digg.com. 
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Figure 3.5: Screenshot from Hoovers.com Database for Digg.com 

 

Feasibility study of database selection 

Feasibility studies were carried out in order to make an effective comparison of the two 

databases. Information on ten well-known Internet companies was extracted from the 

two databases and compared, using eleven variables. The objective was to find out 

which of these databases could provide sufficient information on these variables. The 

results of this feasibility study suggested the use of both of these databases to obtain 

complete information for the actual sample of Internet companies. Table 3.1 provides 

the results of this comparison. Crunchbase.com had the more current information. The 

best aspects of Crunchbase.com are the funding information, the real time traffic 

analysis that can be shown through Younoodle and Compete.com and information for 
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private Internet companies. However, Crunchbase.com has less financial information, 

e.g., sales, than Hoovers.com. Hoovers.com is better for its financial information about 

public companies: ample information about financial matters and profitability is 

available as are industry lists from which samples of Internet firms could be drawn. The 

down side is the scarcity of information for new private companies but at least a fair 

share of this information is available and can be used. Some financial information can 

be traced from the news section but it is not always available. Thus, since each of the 

databases was found to have positive and negative sides it was decided to use both for 

the purpose of obtaining sufficient information and for selecting appropriate variables 

for classifying firms.  

 

Table 3.1: Comparison of Hoovers.com and Crunchbase.com 

Type of Information  Hoovers.com Crunchbase.com 

Date founded Yes Yes 

Sales Most Depends 

Funding Sometimes mentioned in the 

description of company 

Yes 

Traffic analysis None at all Yes 

Growth For established firms None at all 
Type of ownership Yes Yes 

Type of funding Not specific Yes 

Number of competitor Yes Yes 

Number of product Yes Yes 

Type of stage None Yes in Younoodle 

score 

Number of employees Yes but not as current Yes – very recent 

 

 3.2.4 Selecting Variables for Grouping Internet Firms  

The decision of which variables are appropriate for the filtering process and cluster 

analysis requires practical as well as theoretical consideration. In this research, 

traditional variables as well as variables specific to Internet firms were selected. The 

variables used – Age, Sales, Employee, Unique Visitors, Product, Competitor, 

Younoodle, Type of Growth, Founder, Type of Ownership, Origin, Stage and Company 

size – are defined in Table 3.2. Table 3.2 also shows where the variables were extracted 

from. Figures A2.1-A2.8 described in Table 3.2 are placed in Appendix 2. 
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Table 3.2: Variables and Their Details 

Variables Details of variables 

Sales All sales were taken from Hoovers.com. The latest sales were in 2008. Sales 

history was not available for private firms. From a fact sheet as shown in 

Figure A2.1 in Appendix 2, information such as year founded, company type, 

2008 sales and 2008 number of employees was extracted. 

Age of firm This variable was derived from the differences between year founded and the 

year this research was conducted (2009). 

Origin This was how the company started, either from start up or spin-off from a 

parent company or in other ways, such as through a merger. 

Ownership There were two types of ownership; public or private types of company 

Type of 

growth 

This was any information that informed about how the company grew and this 

can only be extracted from Hoovers.com under the heading Full Overview 

section adapting the type of growth as suggested by Hanks, et al. (1993) 

 Focus: The firm will remain as it is without ever mentioning growth 

 Incremental: The firm showed product improvement, marketing effort, 
advertising, customer focus, new products, offerings, mainly internal 

improvements 

 Expansion: The firm will do some or any of the following: Acquisitions 

of company and capital, alliances, mergers, internationalization, 

partnerships, spin-offs and diversification 

 Incremental and Focus : This is a combination of focus and incremental 

growth  

 Incremental and Expansion: Combination of Incremental and Expansion; 

improving certain aspects of the firm but at the same time acquiring other 

types of businesses or merging with other firms.  

 Focus and divesting: This was the opposite of expansion. Some firms for 
certain reasons reverted to focusing on core business and divested the 

unprofitable department or acquisitions.  

 Divest and expand: Some firms divested unprofitable businesses but at 

the same time bought other businesses. 

 Multiple growths: Firms that use more than two types of growth. 

 Expand and Focus: Firm maintained focus but at the same time expanded 

through acquisitions and internationalization within the same focus. 

Founder The information for this data was available in the People section of the 

Hoovers.com. The name of the founders and their biography were recorded. 

Information from Crunchbase.com was cross -referenced to and recorded. For 

example, in Hoovers.com, Digg‘s founder, Kevin Rose, was not available in 

the database but a search in Crunchbase.com, had shown that he was the 
Founder of Digg.com, and still extant in the organizational structure. He has 

been recorded here as the Digg founder as shown in Figure A2.2 and Figure 

A2.3 in Appendix 2. 

Unique 

Visitors 

This information was extracted from Compete.com which provides free 

information for every site on the Internet, including site traffic history and 

competitive analytics, as well as other marketing-related information and 

rankings. Compete.com provides a chart as shown below and by clicking the 

chart, viewers will be sent to its analysis of the company in terms of traffic to 

its sites. According to Compete.com, Unique Visitors gives information on 

how popular the sites are per month. The screenshot of this traffic indicator is 

as shown in Figure A2.4 and A2.5 in Appendix 2. Detailed analysis of 

Facebook.com traffic information can be found at Compete.com, which 

provides various types of traffic information such as UniqueVisitors, Visits or 
Page Views, is as shown in Figure A2.6 in Appendix 2.  

Number of 

Employees 

These were the number of employees in 2008 which was the most current at 

the time of this study. There are two ways to extract the information on the 

number of employees: using the Fact sheet in Hoovers.com, or using the 

information from the Crunchbase.com.  
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Variables Details of variables 

Stage 

Younoodle 

These were stages given in Younoodle to Internet firms: they were either at 

the Active, Growth, Profitable or Idea stages. The screenshot in Figure A2.7 

in Appendix 2 shows the example of the stage given for Facebook.com. 

Younoodle 

score 

This score as shown in Figure A2.8 in Appendix 2 allows users to measure 

and track the developments of any start up based on any news stories 

associated with the start up on a scale of 0 to 100 in real time.
1
  

Funding This is the amount of total funding to date but the information was limited. 

This could only be extracted from Crunchbase.com but not all firms have this 

information. 

Fund type This information was gathered from Crunchbase.com but only 45 firms have 

this information. The types of funding were from Venture capitalist, Angel, 

Institution, debt, private equity and partners. 

Number of 

products 

Number of products produced by the firm looking at Crunchbase.com and 

Hoovers.com comparing both databases for complete number of products. 

Number of 

competitors 

Number of competitors for the firm comparing information in 
Crunchbase.com and Hoovers.com for complete number of competitors. 

Visits Number of visits recorded using information from Compete.com 

Visits per 

month  

This information was available from Compete.com. 

 

3.3 Cluster Analysis 

The aim of the cluster analysis was to group or classify Internet firms selected from the 

databases. Cluster analysis was used to obtain natural groupings for the Internet firms 

which previous research had failed to suggest. Cluster analysis as suggested by Norusis 

(2008), is appropriate to use when researcher do not know who or what belongs to a 

group as well as the number of groups, which was the case with these Internet firms. In 

cluster analysis, objects are grouped based on the characteristics that they possess (Hair 

et al., 2006).  

 

Cluster analysis was run using the 12 variables: Age, Sales, Employee, Unique Visitors, 

Product, Competitor, Younoodle score, Type of Growth, Founder, Type of Ownership, 

Origin and Stage. The variables were first differentiated into categorical and continuous 

variables as shown in Table 3.3. 

 

                                                             
1 This variable measures the importance and ―impact of the start up based on its traction, activity and 

buzz‖ using ―the latest techniques from the fields of network theory and probabilistic modelling. 

Younoodle draws data from a number of sources, including Crunchbase.com the unique information 
contained within its own community (through which company owners can add their own start ups) and its 

own proprietary tracking system, which draws from thousands of media, blog, and social networks to find 

and track companies within the start up ecosystem‖. Source: Younoodle.com 
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Table 3.3: Selected Variables by Type of Variable 

Categorical Variables Continuous Variables 

Founder:  Yes, No Sales  

Number of employees 

Unique visitors  

Number of products 

Number of competitors  

Age of firm  

Younoodle score 

Ownership: Private, Public 

Origin: Start up, Spin-off, Other  

Stage: Active, Growth, Profitable, Idea,  Not specified  

Type of growth: Focus, incremental, expansion, Incremental 

and focus, Incremental and expansion, Focus and divesting, 

Divest and expand, Multiple growth, Expand and focus. 

 

3.3.1 Data Treatment 

The initial attempt to run cluster analysis was not successful due to the left skewed 

distribution of three variables: sales, number of employees and number of unique 

visitors. The plots for these three variables (in Appendix 1) showed that the distribution 

of the data was heavily skewed to the left. Initial attempts to cluster them failed to 

achieve favourable results. The standardization treatment in SPSS Two Step Cluster 

analysis was used, but the problem persisted. There were outliers in the data but 

omitting these outliers could reduce the representativeness of these data to the actual 

population of Internet firms. Therefore, these variables were recoded into ordinal 

categorical variables as shown in the frequency tables in Appendix 1. Recoding them 

into ordinal variables minimized the effect of the outliers and made their distribution 

more uniform (also shown in Appendix 1). In this data treatment, six and ten equally 

spaced (or equally logarithmically spaced) categories (depending on the range of the 

variable) were used. These were sufficient for the recoded variables to provide the 

characteristics of pseudo-continuous variables for inclusion with other continuous 

variables in the cluster analysis. Using this method, the variables had a similar range 

enabling good quality clusters to be generated and meaningful inferences to be made 

from the clusters.  

 

3.3.2 Searching For the Best Model 

One objective of Study 1 was to determine the types of Internet firms available. In 

achieving this objective, two approaches were used to find the best model for cluster 
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analysis. Firstly, the analysis started with variables that had been commonly used by other 

researchers in previous studies, labelled as Classical variables. However, the analysis was 

not usable because the classical variables were not sufficient to distinguish between the 

Internet firms. The result was compared with models developed using other variables that 

were not commonly used in previous studies and which were labelled as the New 

variables. Variables such as Younoodle Score, number of unique visitors and visits per 

month are unique for Internet firms. The new variables provided appropriate descriptions 

of Internet firms rather than just relying on classical variables which could describe any 

type of firm. Previous research posited the use of Unique visitors and Visits but not 

number of competitors, number of products or Younoodle Score,  justifying the need to 

test these new variables to explore whether they could distinguish between the Internet 

firms. Twenty tests were conducted for the purpose. The results of the tests are 

summarized in Table 3.4. The first step was to test the classical variables of age of firm, 

sales and number of employees, by using two tests (1C and 2C). The result was three good 

clusters. Later, the classical variables were included with other variables in the cluster 

analysis.  

 

The initial finding was that whenever age was tested along with other variables besides 

number of employees and sales, the results were fair or poor clusters. This could be 

because age of firm correlates with number of employees and sales. It was decided to drop 

age of firm from the analysis and to test all other variables, omitting any variable that 

reduced the quality of the clusters in the process. Various combinations of the 12 

remaining variables were tested until a higher quality cluster solution, described by the 

SPSS Two Step Cluster procedure as ―good‖ was achieved. The aim was to use as many as 

possible of the variables shown in the table that could give high quality clusters. In this 

case, the twentieth test achieved the purpose. The clusters were considered good and used 

most variables. The resulting solution was labelled the New Model. Details of the Classical 

and the New Model solutions are provided in the next section. 
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Table 3.4: Cluster Analysis Tests for the Best Model 

TESTS 

Variables 1C 2C 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Age X X   X X X X X X      X X  X  

Sales Range X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X 

Employee 

Category 
X X X X X X X X X X    X  X X X X X 

Unique 

Visitors 

Category 

   X X X X X X X   X  X X X X X X 

Product         X X       X X X X 

Competitor         X X       X    

You 

noodle 
          X X X X X      

Founder   X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X  X X 

Ownership       X X X       X X  X X 

Origin      X   X X     X X X    

Type of 

Growth 
       X  X      X X    

Stage         X X      X     

Number of 

variables 
3 4 3 4 5 6 6 7 9 10 2 3 4 4 5 9 10 4 7 6 

RESULT                     

Clusters 3 2 3 3 3 4 4 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 4 5 

Quality of cluster 
G F G G G F G F F P G G G F F F F G F G 

P= Poor F = Fair G = Good 1C= Classical test 1 2C= Classical test 2 

 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Classical Model 

Throughout the literature, the most used variables to determine the stages for typical firms 

were the age of the firm, sales and the number of employees. These variables were used 

to run cluster analyses. What emerged from the cluster analysis output were three clusters 

of good quality with average silhouette
2
 of 0.6. The variables that differentiated between 

the groups were the firm age and number of sales as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. 

                                                             
2 Silhouette is a measure of cluster cohesion and separation. Measures are based on the work of Kaufman 

and Rousseeuw (1990) regarding interpretation of cluster structures where:  

Good shows either reasonable or strong evidence of cluster structure 

Fair shows weak evidence of cluster structure 

Poor shows no significant evidence of cluster structure 

According to the SPSS 18 Help section, the silhouette measure averages, over all records, (B−A) / max 

(A, B), where A is the record's distance to its cluster centre and B is the record's distance to the nearest 

cluster centre that it doesn't belong to. A silhouette coefficient of 1 would mean that all cases are located 
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Figure 3.6: The Three Clusters and Their Distribution in Classical Model 

 

Figure 3.7: The Relative Importance of Three Variables in the Classical Model 

 

 

The detailed information for the three clusters is summarized in Table 3.5. The largest 

number of firms was in cluster 2 which represented 56% of the total sample and the 

smallest number of firms was Cluster 3 of 8.1%. Firms in Cluster 3 have the largest 

sales and number of employees and have been longest in business. Firms in Clusters 1 

and 2 were similar in terms of number of employees but Cluster 1 firms were younger 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
directly on their cluster centres. A value of −1 would mean all cases are located on the cluster centres of 
some other cluster. A value of 0 means, on average, cases are equidistant between their own cluster centre 

and the nearest other cluster. This approach allows researcher to see instantaneously the quality of the 

cluster and proceed with the next analysis. 
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and had larger sales than Cluster 2 firms. The characteristics of each cluster in general 

are described below: 

 

Table 3.5: Summary of Clusters for Classical Model 

Cluster N % Age Sales Category 

(US $ million) 

Employee Category 

1 40 36 5 3 (25 to 50) 3* (51 to 100) 

2 62 55.9 12 2 (1 to 24.9) 3 (51 to 100) 

3 9 8.1 13 19 (425 to 450) 7 (5000-6000) 

*some values are rounded to the nearest figures for convenience of interpretation 

 

Cluster 1: Young Companies 

This cluster consisted of 40 young companies with an average age of nearly five years, 

with sales between 25 to 50 million and quite a number of employees: about 51 to 100 

people. This group represented 36% of the total sample of the Internet firms. This 

characteristic of young, medium sales but fewer employees is similar to Hank et al.‘s 

(1993) expansion cluster. Even though these were young firms, their sales were better 

than Cluster 2 firms which have been in business much longer. 

 

Cluster 2: Growing Companies  

This cluster consisted of 62 companies that have been in business longer than those in 

Cluster 1: about 11.61 years. Sales were lower even though they have the same number 

of employees as Cluster 1 firms. Looking at the age of these firms they could be 

considered as growing firms. It might be expected that the longer the firms were in 

business the greater the sales, but not so for these firms. These firms had started their 

Internet businesses in the late 1990s and had gone through the difficult period in 2001 

but survived.  

 

Cluster 3: Established Companies  

The cluster consists of nine mature Internet firms with an average age of 13 years. They 

showed outstanding average sales (between 425 and 450 million) and number of 

employees (between 5000 and 6000 people). They have grown very large in terms of 

number of employees and their sales. 
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The Classical model was not used in this research for two reasons: 

1. The silhouette measures of this classical model 0.6 is lower than the New model, 

0.7 suggesting that Classical Model is weaker than the New Model in providing 

evidence of cluster structure.  

2. The New Model accounts for more variables including those specific to Internet 

firms such as Unique Visitors. 

 

3.4.2 The New Model 

The new model was obtained using the method described in Section 3.3.3. Five clusters 

were identified using six variables: sales, employee, founder, ownership, number of 

product and unique visitors as shown in Figure 3.8. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Importance of Founder and Ownership in the New Model 

Summary of Clusters for Internet firms in the New Model 

A few general conclusions can be made about the clusters in the new model. There were 

five clusters. Two clusters (Clusters 1 and 2) were mainly private companies and the 

other three clusters (Clusters 3, 4 and 5) were publicly owned. Founders were still 

involved only in Clusters 3, 4 and 5. Table 3.6 profiles the five clusters using 12 

variables. The firms in each cluster are listed in Appendix 3. 
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Table 3.6: Summary of Clusters for Internet Firms in the New Model 

Variables Cluster 1  
N=26 
(23.4%) 

Cluster 2 N=24 
(21.6%) 

Cluster 3  
 N=44 
(39.6%) 

Cluster 4  
N=14 (12.6%) 

Cluster 5 
N=3 (2.7%) 

Ownership Public Private Private Public Public 

Founder No No Yes Yes Yes 

Employee 
Category 

101-500 
people 
 38.5% 

11-50 people 
 56% 

1-10 people 
 32.6% 

101-500 people 
 35.7% 

 

8000 -9000 
people 
  

Sales 
Range 

1-24.9 
million 
50% 

1-24.9 million 
 
68% 

1-24.9 million 
 
51.2% 

225 to 250 
million 
50% 

 
 700 to 22000 
 

Mean 
#Product 

6.73 8.44 5.26 8 83.67 

Unique 

Visitors 

Lower than 
1 million 
56% 

between 1 and 
20 million 
 52% 

Lower than 1 
million 
48.8% 

Lower than 1 
million 
64.3% 

between 140.1 
to 160 
67% 

Age 
Mean 

10.04 9.28 8.09 11.57 12 

Origin 
Start up 
(77%) 

Start up (60%) 
Start up 
(97.7%) 

Start up (78.6%) 
Start up 
(100%) 

Growth type 
Incremental 
(30.8%)  

Incremental 
(40%) 
 

Incremental 
(37.2%)  

Incremental 

(35.7%) 
Expansion 
(28.6%) 
 

Expansion 
(33.3%), 
Incr+exp 
(33.3%), focus 
and divesting 

(33.3%) 

Number of 
Competitor 
mean 

10 7 8 11 24 

Stage 
(Younoodle) 

growth Not specified growth 
Not specified 
(50%) 

Not specified 

Younoodle 
mean score 

53.55 73.27 65.88 54 24 

 

 

Cluster 1  

Cluster 1 contains slightly older Internet firms with a mean age of firm over 10 years as 

shown in Table 3.7. Fifty percent of the companies in this cluster have number of sales 

(Sales Range) between 1 to 24.9 million. 38.5% in this cluster has number of employees 

between 101 and 500 people, while the rest either have between 11 and 50 employees 

(30.8%) or 51 to 100 employees (19%). More than half (56%) of the firms receives 

unique visitors less than 1 million. Seventy-seven percent of the firms originated from a 

start up. These firms have gone for IPO and the founders were no longer present in the 

organizational structure. The mean for the number of competitors is 10 and the mean for 

the number of products produced is 6. The Younoodle stage for these companies was 

growth and the score is 53.55. This cluster consists of 26 firms, which represents 23.4% 

of the overall sample for this study. In terms of type of growth, the companies employ 

one of three types of separate growth: Incremental (30.8%), Focus (15.4%) or 
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Expansion (15.4%). This cluster is similar to clusters 2 and 3 but larger with more 

employees and older. Examples of firms in this cluster are MySpace.com, BabyCenter 

LLC, Kowabunga! Neopets Inc, EDGARonline, ChangYou.com. 

 

Table 3.7: Cluster 1 Profile 

Variable Representative value 

Ownership Public 

Founder No 

Employee category 101 to 500 people (38%) 

Sales range 1 to 24.9 million US$ (50%) 

Number of products 6.73 

Unique Visitors less than 1 million (56%) 

Age mean 10.04 

Origin Start up (77%) 

Growth type Incremental (30.8%) Focus (15.4%) Expansion (15.4%) 

Competitor mean 10 

Stage in Younoodle growth 

Younoodle score mean 53.55 

 

 

Cluster 2  

This cluster consists of firms with a mean age of firm slightly older than Cluster 3 of 

9.28 years as shown in Table 3.8. In terms of number of sales, firms in this cluster 

mostly (68%) fall in the category 1 to 24.9 million with number of employees between 

11 to 50 people for 56% of the firms in the cluster. Fifty-two percent of the companies 

receive unique visitors of less than 1 million per month. Only 60% of the firms in this 

cluster were previously start up firms. The rest were either spin-offs or had other types 

of origin. These firms were still private firms but the founders were no longer present in 

the organizational structure. This cluster was the third largest cluster (N= 24) of the total 

sample of the Internet firms in this study, which represented about 22%. The mean for 

number of products produced by firms in this cluster was eight and mean number of 

competitors is six. Most companies in this cluster could not be specified in their stages 

by Younoodle but the mean score was 73.27. This cluster was similar to clusters 3 and 1 

in terms of sales but better than the other two clusters in terms of the number of unique 

visitors. Cluster 2 was better than cluster 3 in terms of number of employees but less 

than Cluster 1. Cluster 2 chose more of Incremental (40%) or Focus (32%) types of 

growth as compared to Cluster 3. Examples of firms: Ancestry.com, Reply Inc, Hulu 

LLC, Allrecipes.com, Bodybuilding.com, Belief net Inc. and Friendster Inc. This cluster 
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will be omitted from further study in this thesis because the founder no longer exists in 

the organizational structure.  

 

Table 3.8: Cluster 2 Profile 

Variable Representative value 

Ownership Private 

Founder No 

Employee category 11 to 50 people (54.2%) 

Sales range 1-24.9 million US$ (67%) 

Number of products 8.29 

Unique Visitors 1 to 20 million (54.2%) 

Age mean 9.46 

Origin Start up (60%) 

Growth type Incremental (40%) Focus (32%) 

Competitor mean 6.6 

Stage in Younoodle Not specified 

Younoodle score mean 73.27 

 

 

Cluster 3  

Cluster 3 (Table 3.9) consists of younger, small firms with a mean age of firm just over 

eight years. Fifty-one percent of companies in Cluster 3 fell within the category of 

producing number of sales between 1 and 24.9 million and 32.6% of them had number 

of employees between 1 and 10 people. In terms of popularity, 49% of companies in 

Cluster 3 received less than 1 million unique visitors per month. Nearly 100% of these 

companies originated from start up. These firms were still private companies where 

founders still existed in important positions in the organizational structure. This cluster 

was the largest with 44 companies. Even though the firms were younger, they already 

produced a fair number of products with a mean of five and already had competitors 

(mean = 7). In terms of type of growth, these firms chose either Incremental (37.2%) or 

Focus (25.6%). The Younoodle mean score for this cluster was 65.88 and the firms were 

categorized by Younoodle as in the growth stage. This cluster is similar to Clusters 1 

and 2 in terms of number of sales but had lowest lower number of employees and unique 

visitors. Examples of firms in Cluster 3 were LinkedIn, DailyCandy, Facebook, 

Digg.com, Craigslist, Slide Inc. and Imeem Inc. This cluster was selected for further 

study in this thesis because the founders were still available in the organizational 

structure. 
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Table 3.9: Cluster 3 Profile 

Variable Representative values 

Ownership Private 

Founder Yes 

Employee category 1 to 10 people (32.6%) 

Sales range 1 to 24.9 million US$ (51.2%) 

Number of products 5 

Unique visitors Less than 1 million (48.8%) 

Age mean 8.02 

Origin Start up (97.7%) 

Growth type Incremental (37.2%) Focus (25.6%) 

Competitor mean 7.80 

Stage in Younoodle growth 

Younoodle score mean 67.04 

 

 

Cluster 4  

This cluster (Table 3.10) represents mature Internet firms with a mean age of firm of 

more than 11 years. Of the firms in this cluster, 36% fell under the category of number 

of employees between 101 and 500 people, 21% between 51 and 100 people and the 

other 21% between 1001 and 5000 people. In terms of number of sales, these firms had 

sales between 225 to 250 million. Still, the popularity of these firms (64.3%) was 

mostly lower than 1 million unique visitors. 78.6% of these firms were originally start 

ups. Founders still existed in the organizational structure although these firms were 

public firms. Their average number of competitors was ten and average number of 

products was eight. Half of the firms in this cluster could not be specified in their 

Younoodle stages while the average Younoodle score was 54. There were only 14 firms 

within this cluster, about 13% of the sample. The firms in this cluster had chosen either 

Incremental growth (35.7%) or Expansion (28.6%). This cluster was superior to the 

other clusters 1, 2 and 3 in all variables except for the number of unique visitors and the 

number of products and number of competitors. Examples of firms in this cluster were 

TheKnot Inc, Meetic, Netflix Inc, Sohu.com, RealNetworks.com, Zaio Corporation, 

Salary.com, BlinkX, TravelZoo Inc and PerfectWorld.com. This cluster, which was in 

general similar to Cluster 3, was selected for further study in this thesis because the 

founders were still involved in the organizational structure. 
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Table 3.10: Cluster 4 Profile 

Variable Representative values 

Ownership Public 

Founder Yes 

Employee category 101 to 500 people (35.7%) 

Sales range 225 to 250 million US$ (50%) 

Number of products 8 

Unique Visitors less than 1 million (64.3%) 

Age mean 11.57 

Origin Start up (78.6%) 

Growth type Incremental (35.7%) Expansion (28.6%) 

Competitor mean 10.71 

Stage in Younoodle Not specified (50%) 

Younoodle score mean 54 

 

 

Cluster 5  

This cluster (Table 3.11) included the oldest firms with an average age of 12 years. 

These firms had the largest number of employees, between 8000 and 9000 people, and 

number of sales, between 700 and 22,000 million dollars. The firms in the cluster 

received between 140 and 160 million unique visitors per month. All of these firms 

were originally start up, and while the founders are still in the organizational structure, 

the firms have become public. The mean number of products was 84 and average 

number of competitors was 24. Stages in Younoodle were largely Not Specified while 

the average Younoodle score was 24. There were only three firms in this cluster. In 

terms of growth, the firms in this cluster either employ Expansion (33%) or parallel 

growth such as Incremental and expansion (33%) or Focus and divesting (33%). As 

compared to other clusters, Cluster 5 can be said as superior in every aspect except for 

its Younoodle score. The firms in this cluster were Google Inc, Yahoo Inc and Internet 

Brands. This cluster was selected for further study in this thesis because the founders 

were still active in the organizational structure. 
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Table 3. 11: Cluster 5 Profile 

Variable Representative values 

Ownership Public 

Founder Yes 

Employee category 8000 to 9000 people   

Sales range 700 to 22,000 million US$ 

Number of products 83.67 

Unique Visitors 140.1 to 160 million (67%) 

Age mean 12 

Origin Start up (100%) 

Growth type Expansion, Incremental and expansion, Focus and Divesting 

Competitor mean 23.67 

Stage in Younoodle Not specified 

Younoodle score mean 24 

 

 

3.4.3 Differences between Classical Model and the New Model  

The new model is different from the classical model in the following ways:  

 Classical variables have three good clusters while the new models have five. 

 The average silhouette of the new model is 0.7, which was greater than the 

classical model of only 0.6. 

 Age of firm is no longer an important variable in the new model as it is in 

classical model and has to be omitted because of its negative contribution to the 

quality of the clusters. 

  Ownership and Founder are the top two most important variables in the new 

model while Age and Sales are most important in the classical model. 

 In the classical model, number of employees has the lowest importance in 

differentiating between clusters but in the new model, this variable has greater 

importance than sales. 

 The least important variable for the new model is unique visitors. 

 

3.4.4 The Importance of Founder and Ownership in Differentiating Between 

the Types of Internet Firm in the New Model 

In order to see whether this new model was a good model to use, founder and ownership 

were omitted and only four of the variables were tested. This action generated two good 

quality clusters (described in more detail below), suggesting that the existence of the 

categorical variables founder and ownership differentiated between two to five clusters. 

This emphasized the importance of founder and ownership variables in creating a good 
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grouping, as well as suggesting the strength of the new model as compared with the 

Classical model.  

 

Based on Figures 3.9 and 3.10, without the two variables, Internet firms were clustered 

into two groups which could be labelled as Special and Common types of Internet firms. 

In Common types of firms, number of sales, number of employees and unique visitors 

are about average; these firms represented 89% of the total number of firms. The special 

types of Internet firms represented 11% of the total sample with higher number of sales, 

number of employees and number of unique visitors. The most important variables that 

differentiate the clusters (without founder and ownership variables) were number of 

sales followed by the number of employees.  

 

 

Figure 3.9: Two Clusters after Omitting Founder and Ownership from the New Model 
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Figure 3.10: Relative Importance of Four Variables for the Two Clusters Model 

 

3.4.5 Analysis of the New Model Looking at Particular Variables Across Clusters 

This section presents the results of mapping six variables against each other in order to 

see the link between any two of the variables. These analyses were carried out to 

understand the characteristics of the groups that resulted from the cluster analysis. 

 

Sales vs. Unique Visitors 

In terms of sales and unique visitors, Cluster 5 is the top cluster, Clusters 1, 3 and 4 have 

similar low popularity but Cluster 4 has higher sales as shown in Figure 3.11. Cluster 2 

has higher popularity than Clusters 1, 3 and 4 but similar sales to Clusters 1 and 3. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Five Clusters Mapped Against Sales and Unique Visitors 

Sales 

5 

4 3 & 1 

2 

Unique 

Visitors 
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Sales vs. Employees 

In terms of number of employees, Cluster 1 has a higher number of employees than 

Clusters 2 and 3, even though they have similar sales, as shown in Figure 3.12. Cluster 

4 is indeed greater to Clusters 1, 2 and 3 in terms of Sales and Number of employees. 

Cluster 5 is still the most superior in these two variables. 

 

Figure 3.12: Five Clusters Mapped Against Sales and Number of Employees 

 

Location of clusters according to Age 

In Figure 3.13, the most mature Internet firms are in Cluster 5 and the youngest are in 

Cluster 3. Those firms 10 years and less in age might be considered as young Internet 

firms while firms with age over 10 years can be considered as mature firms. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Five Clusters Mapped Against Firm Age  

 

Sales vs. Age 

Figure 3.14 shows the following:  

 Clusters 1, 2 and 3 have similar sales but different age where Cluster 3 firms 

are the youngest and Cluster 1 firms are more mature. 

 Cluster 4 firms are older and have larger sales than firms in Clusters 1,2 and 

3. 

 For firms in Clusters 1, 2 and 3, sales did not vary with age. 

 Cluster 5 firms are both older and have more sales. 

10 years 

1 2 3 4 5 

Employees 

Sales 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Max 20 Min 1 
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Unique Visitors vs. Age 

Figure 3.15 shows the following:  

 Popularity for firms in Clusters 1, 3 and 4 are the same, but firms in Cluster 

2 are more popular even though younger than Clusters 1 and 4. 

 Cluster 3 firms are the youngest and the least popular of the clusters. 

 Cluster 5 firms are the most popular and the longest in the business.  

 Age of firm is not shown to vary with popularity of the websites, except for 

firms in Cluster 5. 
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Figure 3.14: Five Clusters Mapped Against Firm Age and Sales 

Figure 3.15: Five Clusters Mapped Against Firm Age and Unique Visitors 
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Employees vs. Age 

Figure 3.16 shows the number of employees varies with the firm age: the longer the 

firm is in the business, the greater number of employees. Firms in Cluster 3 had the 

lowest number of employees as it was the youngest and Cluster 5 firms had the highest 

as they were the longest term Internet firms.  

 

 

 

3.4.6 Growth Choice by Cluster 

The following findings can be read from Figure 3.17:  

 In Cluster 1, the majority of firms had chosen Incremental growth only or 

both Incremental and Expansion. 

 The most prominent choice of growth in Cluster 2 was either Incremental or 

Focus or Expansion or any combination of those (Incremental and 

Expansion or Focus and divest), and amounted to about less than 5%. 

 However, in Cluster 3 more firms chose Incremental growth as compared to 

other clusters while some others chose Focus, Expansion or both Incremental 

and Expansion. Meanwhile, less than 5% of firms in Cluster 3 chose Focus 

and Divest, which was similar to Cluster 2. 

 In Cluster 4, some firms had chosen Incremental growth but the percentage 

was not as high as Cluster 3, while some other firms chose Expansion. The 

remaining firms chose Focus and Divest. 

 In Cluster 5, firms either chose Expansion, Incremental and Expansion or 

Focus and Divest. 
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Figure 3.16: Five Clusters Mapped Against Firm Age and Number of Employees 
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Figure 3.17: Five Clusters and Type of Growth 

 

3.4.7 Summary 

The clusters in the new model are categorized in Table 3.12. In summary:  

1. Founders are still present in Clusters 3, 4 and 5. 

2. Firms in Clusters 1 and 2 no longer have their founders in their 

organization structure, but the difference between the two is that Cluster 

2 consists of private firms while Cluster 1 firms are public.  

3. Cluster 5 firms can be identified as Established firms and are obviously 

superior to the rest of the clusters in terms of sales, number of employees, 

firm age and number of unique visitors.  

4. Cluster 4 firms are labelled as Public Firms with Founder since the 

cluster consists of public ownership firms. These firms are superior in 

terms of sales, number of employees and firm age to Clusters 1, 2 and 3 

but less popular than Cluster 2.  

5. Cluster 3 is labelled as Private firms with Founder because the firms are 

private and the founder is still in the organization structure. However, 

Cluster 3 is lower in sales, number of employees and firm age as 

compared to Clusters 4 and 5.  
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Table 3.12: Categories of Internet Firms 

Cluster Type 

5 Large Established Firms with Founder 

4 Public Firms with Founder 

3 Young Private Firms with Founder 

2 Young Private Firms with No Founder 

1 Young Public Firms with No Founder 

 

The firms in the different clusters also tend to choose certain types of growth as shown 

in Table 3.13. This is described in detail below. 

1. Cluster 5 consists of mature firms that have grown very large, but still some 

firms continue to expand into other markets or acquire some other business.  

2. Cluster 4 consists of firms with higher sales and larger numbers of employees, 

corresponding to the firm‘s choice of Expansion growth. These firms were 

trying to expand internationally, building up alliances or merging but at the same 

time some of the firms were growing incrementally, improving some internal 

elements of the businesses, improving the products, creating new products or 

improving marketing effort.  

3. Cluster 3 consisted of many young firms still struggling to make sales; therefore, 

the appropriate growth for these firms was Incremental or Focus. They 

improved products, increased marketing effort, produced new products and 

focused on customer satisfaction and the focus of business.  

4. Meanwhile, there were firms in Cluster 2 that chose Incremental growth but still 

showed caution in growing big by adopting Focus growth due to the 

encouraging number of Unique Visitors.  

5. Cluster 1 firms were trying to grow by starting to choose Expansionary along 

with Incremental growth. This may have been because the firms had received 

more resources through IPO (initial public offering) to expand. 

 

Table 3.13: Top Growth Choice of the Five Clusters 

Cluster Types Top Growth Choice 

5 Established Firms with 
Founder 

Expansion (33%), Focus and Divest (33%) and Incremental and 
Expansion (33%) 

4 Public firms with Founder Incremental (36%) and Expansion (29%) 

3 Private Firms with Founder Incremental (37.2%) Focus (25.6%) 

2 Private Firms with No Founder Incremental (40%) and Focus (32%) 

1 Public Firms with No Founder Incremental (30.8%), Focus (15.4%) and expansion (15.4%) 
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3.4.8 Selecting the Clusters for Further Research 

The cluster analysis generated five groups but only three are relevant for further 

inclusion in this research due to the presence of founders. These groups are Private, 

Public and Established Internet firms.  

 

3.5 Profiling the Internet Firms with Entrepreneur Presence 

Among the common structural and context dimensions for organizations that have been 

addressed in previous literature are organization age, size, growth rate, formalization, 

centralization, vertical differentiation and the number of organizational levels (Hanks, et 

al., 1993). However, in this study, the Internet firms were different according to the 

firm‘s ownership, size of organization, the firm‘s age, level of traffic and the type of 

growth choice. Hanks et al., (1993) theorized that there were five general stages of a 

firm‘s growth: start up, expansion, maturity, diversification and decline. They suggested 

that these differences in stage depended upon the structure of the organization from 

simple, functional to divisional where the organization became more formal and 

specialized, while decision making becomes centralized as the organization progresses. 

The three types of Internet firm are compared in Table 3.14. 

 

Table 3.14: Comparison of Three Types of Internet Firms with Founder Presence 

Private internet firm Public internet firm Established internet firm 

Size of firm: Small (low sales 

and low number of 

employees) 

Type of ownership: Private 

Origin: 97% start up 

Average firm age: 8 

(youngest) 

Traffic: lowest 

Size of firm: medium 

(medium number of sales and 

number of employees) 

Type of ownership: Public 

Origin: Start up (78.6%) 

Average firm age: 11.6 

 

Traffic: low 

Size of firm: large (large number of 

sales and number of employees) 

 

Type of ownership: Public 

Origin: Start up (100%) 

Average firm age: 12 

 

Traffic: high 

Growth choice:  

Incremental (product 

improvement, increase 

marketing effort and 

advertising, customer focused, 

new product offering and 

internal improvements) 

Focus (maintain niche, 

focusing to core processes or 

product) 

 

Growth choice:  

Incremental (product 

improvement, increase 

marketing effort and 

advertising, customer focused, 

new product offering and 

internal improvements) 

Expansion (acquisition of 

company and capital, alliance, 

mergers, internationalization, 

partnerships, spin-off and 

diversification) 

Growth choice:  

Expansion (acquisition of company 

and capital, alliance, mergers, 

internationalization, partnerships, spin-

off and diversification) 

Focus and Divest (Opposite of 

expansion, back focusing on core 

business and divesting unprofitable 

departments or acquisitions) 

Incremental and expansion (Improving 

internal aspect but at the same time 

expanding into other markets or 

merging or acquiring other businesses) 
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In general, the private Internet firms were smaller and younger with lowest traffic. Their 

choice of growth is similar to typical small firms in other domains that have passed start 

up and started their commercialization stage. Some preferred to go for incremental 

growth while others tried to maintain their niche. Public Internet firms in this sample 

were medium sized organizations, were not as young as the private firms and had more 

traffic than the private firms. Their choice of growth reflected their being near or at 

expansion stage, most chose either incremental or expansion growth. Finally, the 

established Internet firms are the largest and older types of Internet firms with very high 

traffic. The firms in this type of organization choose expansion, or focus and divest or 

incremental and expansion. This choice of growth as well as the characteristics of the 

firms reflected the maturity stage of these firms.  

 

Various researchers have suggested that different organizational structures require 

different management and different strategy making processes. At least at this point we 

have seen that with different structure, the firms were different in terms of their choice 

of growth. The small private Internet firms chose either incremental or focus growth 

while the larger public Internet firms chose either incremental or expansion. On the 

other hand, the established Internet firms each made a different choice of growth: 

expansion or focus and divest or incremental and expansion.  

 

The next questions to be answered are how did the Internet entrepreneurs in these firms 

make their strategy, and did the characteristics that distinguished between these firms 

have some role in creating or explaining variations in the way strategy was made. These 

questions are explored further in Study 2. 
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Chapter 4: Study 2 – Case Study Data Collection and 

Analysis
3
 

  

4.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter described the process of identifying Internet firms which later 

provided the means to select Internet entrepreneurs for the case study analysis. In this 

chapter, the methodology for the qualitative stage is first described in general and the 

reasons for the choice of methodology given. Then, a detailed description of the 

methodology, the sample, the unit of analysis, and the procedure of data collection and 

data analysis are provided. The chapter concludes with discussion of the rigorousness of 

the data collection and analysis.  

 

                                                             
3 This chapter was adapted from my paper anonymously reviewed by two reviewers and presented at the 

5th Conference on Qualitative Research in IT being held on 29-30 November, 2010, at Brisbane Mahadi, 
B. (2010). Strategy process of Internet entrepreneurs: Qualitative exploration using Internet documents. 

Paper presented at the 5th International Conference on Qualitative Research in IT & IT in Qualitative 

Research (QualIT2010). . 
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4.2 Methodology for Secondary Data Collection 

Study 2 was an exploratory, qualitative research study using interpretive analysis of 

case studies of 15 Internet entrepreneurs developing their strategies after start up. The 

research is exploratory mainly because the study of Internet entrepreneurs and strategy 

is new and the results of research to date are inconclusive, as noted in Chapter 2. The 

cases were prepared from data collected from 138 online and offline secondary 

resources. These resources were about Internet entrepreneurs from the previously 

profiled firms for this study. Interpretive analysis of case studies of secondary data is 

appropriate because it takes into account the entrepreneur‘s own concept of the strategy 

making process in their own setting (Gephart, 2004). Multiple case studies allow ―cross-

case pattern search that forces researchers to look beyond initial impressions and see 

evidence thru multiple lenses‖ (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 533) 

 

4.2.1 Sampling  

Three groups of Internet firms emerged from the first study: private, public and 

established. Internet entrepreneurs for case study analysis were selected from these three 

groups of Internet firms and chosen only if sufficient information could be obtained to 

evaluate their strategy processes. Table 4.1 shows the number of entrepreneurs selected 

for each type of Internet firm. Eight Internet entrepreneurs were sampled from private, 

five from public and two from established Internet firms. They were selected using the 

following justification. Past research reviewed by Eisenhardt (1989) used between 1 to 

10 cases and this number was sufficient to generate reliable findings. However, the use 

of more cases provides the means to compare and contrast among cases to derive 

reliable conclusions. More than one case for the Internet entrepreneurs also provides 

variation and entrepreneurs were selected to include differences in terms of age, 

location, localities and gender. However, the amount of variation also depended on the 

number of firms in each group. A higher proportion of cases was selected in the public 

and established groups of entrepreneurs because they have fewer to compare and 

contrast: 14 (public) and 3 (established). Selection was also limited by the availability 

of information for each entrepreneur. For example, 10 private entrepreneurs were 

initially targeted but only eight of them could be analysed due to limited information.  
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Table 4.1: Type of Firm and Number of Internet Entrepreneurs Selected 

Type of Internet 

Firm 

Private Public Established 

Total Number of 

Firms 
43 14 3 

Number of 

Entrepreneurs‘ 

selected 

8 5 2 

 

 

4.2.2 Issues of Selection on the Basis of Available Information 

This raises the possibility that entrepreneurs who were the subject of public media 

discussion are different from those who have not had such exposure. In this research 

they were assumed not to be so different in strategy making process that the results 

reported here could be assumed to apply only to entrepreneurs with a public profile. 

However, this limitation and its impact will be discussed in Chapter 9. 

 

4.2.3 Unit of Analysis 

The unit of analysis in this research is the entrepreneur. The process of developing 

strategy is identified through verbal and non-verbal action of the Internet entrepreneurs, 

interpreted from statements made by entrepreneurs derived from various Internet 

documents and reports of their behaviours as described by others. 

 

4.2.4 Advantage of Using Secondary Online Documents 

Secondary data collection was chosen because it offers multiple points of view from 

various documents and writers about the same entrepreneur, providing richness to the 

data collected. Secondary data collection was also appropriate when entrepreneurs were 

reluctant to participate in interviews and survey due to time constraint in the case of this 

research. Moreover, secondary data collection and analysis is often used in 

entrepreneurship research and accepted as generating reliable conclusions. Using 

secondary online documents was useful in this thesis for several reasons. Firstly, the 

advent of the Internet has created plenty of resources that could be transformed into 

knowledge. Secondly, the Internet is not only a place to obtain information but is also 

becoming a widely used means of communication. Thirdly, information from the 
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Internet, such as business profiles for companies, is found to be fairly accurate 

(Vaughan, Tang, & Du, 2010). Finally, Merriam (2009) suggests it is viable to use any 

valuable data that could be collected in practical and systematic ways. In this case, data 

from secondary documents online could be collected practically and systematically.  

 

4. 3 Data Collection and Analysis 

Essentially, there were six steps in the data collection and analysis. It was difficult to 

dissociate data collection and analysis because both were closely related to each other. 

4.3.1 Scanning of Resources 

Resources were gathered from April 2009 until April 2010 for 25 entrepreneurs but only 

15 were selected. The resources were first scanned to see if they could be used using 

coding scheme of the five sets of strategy processes. The existence of strategy process 

statements was quickly identified. If appropriate, the resource was saved and the source 

recorded using EndNote. Multiple sources were used as much as possible, including 

online interviews, biographical articles, feature articles, press releases and blog entries. 

Although the selection process, based on the availability of information from over 100 

potential sources for each entrepreneur was time consuming, it was the most practical 

way to determine if sufficient appropriate and current information on each entrepreneur 

was available. Only resources that signified strategy process after start-up were 

included. In order to ensure this, it was important to obtain resources for only 

entrepreneurs with their firms already in operation for a minimum of three years. Any 

resources that mentioned start-up were discarded. Table 4.2 shows the number of 

resources used for each entrepreneur. The details of how articles were selected and used 

are shown in Table A6.1 of Appendix 6 while the resources and types of resources for 

each entrepreneur are available in Appendix 7. 
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Table 4.2: Entrepreneurs and Their Number of Resources 

Private 

Entrepreneurs 

No. of 

Resources 

Public 

Entrepreneurs 

No. of 

resources 

Established 

Entrepreneurs 

No. of 

resources 

Dany Levy 14 David Liu 6 Larry Page and 

Sergey Brin 

3 

Robert Kalin 16 Suranga 

Chandratillake 

7 Jerry Yang 8 

Alex Algard 16 Reed Hastings 8   

Cary Chessick 10 Marc Simoncini 10   

Jeffrey Tinsley 3 Kent Plunkett 2   

Paul Thelen 11     

Hooman Radfar 13     

Jeremy 

Stoppelman 

13     

 

 

4.3.2 Coding scheme 

Identification of the Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy formulation processes was 

accomplished using a prepared coding scheme drawn from the research questions 

developed for this thesis. The operational definition of each process (see Table 2.2) was 

used to guide coding by strategy making process. The detailed coding scheme in Table 

A5.1 (Appendix 5) and how coding was carried out in Table A6.2 and A6.3 in 

Appendix 6. The coding scheme in Appendix 5 was used to identify words and 

sentences in each resource that match any of the five sets of strategy process defined in 

the coding scheme: rational vs. intuitive, individual vs. social, emergent learning, 

reactive vs. proactive and transformational process. For example, an excerpt containing 

words such as ―gut feeling‖ ―hunch‖ or anything suggesting using intuition was 

classified as Intuitive. The coding scheme was open enough to minimize researcher bias 

yet clear enough to guide the whole process of data collection and data analysis. It was 

also useful to have a coding scheme because it increases the extent to which this 

research could be replicated.  

 

4.3.3 Transferring Data, Coding, Documenting and Organizing 

A template was prepared with a section for each of the five sets of processes for each 

entrepreneur, as shown in Table A6.2 in Appendix 6. The entrepreneur‘s demographic 

details were written on the template for future reference and references to each 

particular strategy process highlighted. Each process identified was categorized 

according to the processes template. The text or conversation was copied and pasted 
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into the template. The document was subsequently printed and inserted into a hard copy 

file, labelled with the entrepreneur‘s name and firm.  

 

As noted earlier, this initial coding helped guide the researcher to make the decision 

about whether to include a particular entrepreneur in the sample based on the publicly 

available information. Information was considered sufficient if the strategy process 

compiled in the table was deemed sufficient to tell a story about the entrepreneur.  

 

4.3.4 Writing Case Studies 

Once data had been coded for reference to strategy process, the printed documents were 

read again carefully to get the overall meaning, highlighted and categorized when 

necessary and revised if needed, based on the coding scheme. The intended meaning 

was reflected on thoroughly using the coding scheme to only assign meaning strictly to 

text referring to the strategy processes in the scheme. The categories were then written 

on top of the highlighted sentence or at the side of the document. It was helpful at this 

stage to have the coding scheme, the prepared table from the previous process and the 

files containing the documents for the entrepreneurs, to get the overall picture of 

decisions made by the entrepreneurs for the purpose of iterative cross-checking of all 

the information. Case studies could only be written when the researcher was able to feel 

the logic and understand the context and background of the process. A reflection on the 

whole process was carried out to understand the logic. This understanding and logic 

were then reconstructed into a case study. In this step it was critical to conduct the 

whole analysis in respect of each entrepreneur one at a time. Again, the source 

documents as well as the prepared tables were used to help develop the case studies. It 

was important to have the resources to hand in order to reflect on each process, looking 

at it in a more context-specific way and to write objectively so as to minimize bias. A 

total of 15 cases were written using this process. They appear in Chapters 5 (Internet 

entrepreneurs in private firms), 6 (Internet entrepreneurs in public firms) and 7 (Internet 

entrepreneurs in established firms). 
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4.3.5 Comparative Analysis, Tabulating and Mapping the Results and 

Answering Research Questions 

Once all cases per group were written up, tables summarising the entrepreneurs‘ choice 

of strategy processes (tendency to use a process) were reviewed and all cases were 

compared for similarities and differences. Tendency is defined as the preference of the 

entrepreneurs to use more of a particular strategy process rather than other type of 

strategy process. The strategy processes were tabulated and mapped against the research 

questions to develop conclusions. This mapping was based on the intensity of particular 

types of strategy process or processes that were used by the entrepreneurs. Intensity was 

measured from the number of times these processes were described or detailed by the 

entrepreneurs in their statements. An example of how tendency was assigned is 

provided in Appendix 6, Table A6.4. David Liu was assigned to use a balance between 

rational and intuitive process because the number of excerpts shown in each category 

were equal. 

 

The intensity was then compared from one entrepreneur to another and mapped 

comparatively. A summary was also prepared as a result of this analysis. The summary 

and mapping are shown at the end of each of Chapters 5, 6 and 7. Tables for the 

dominant processes of each type of entrepreneur compared were also prepared using the 

same method. The idea was that even though these entrepreneurs used all types of 

strategy making processes, they also showed certain degrees of preferences for using 

certain type of processes by intensely describing these processes more than other 

strategy processes. A summary of these tables is presented in Chapter 8.  

 

4.3.6 Concluding 

After all the analyses were carried out, conclusions were drawn from the analyses and 

matched with the research questions of this thesis. 

 

4.4 Rigour of Qualitative Stage 

As with other types of qualitative research, research using data from secondary online 

resources faces the issue of trustworthiness, or how rigour can be established in 

conducting the study (Merriam, 2009). Trustworthiness may be established through the 

use of rigorous methods of research design, data collection and management (Stokes & 
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Perry, 2007). Various qualitative researchers agree that a research is trustworthy if it has 

credibility, transferability and consistency (Merriam, 2009). This chapter aimed to 

establish that this research meets those criteria. Independent coders were not used 

because triangulation between email interview and resources for one entrepreneur 

(Dany Levy) had shown the consistency of the coding scheme and the process. Please 

see Table A4.1 in Appendix 4 for details. Apart from that, ―adequate engagement to the 

point of saturation‖ was also carried out to ensure the credibility of the process in 

assigning the meaning to the words and sentences (Merriam, 2009). Adequate 

engagement of resources means that all resources were analysed up to the point that 

resources are pointing to the same conclusion. The six steps appearing in Table 4.3 

summarize the way data was collected in this study, as well as how the issues of validity 

and reliability were addressed. Issues of trustworthiness are addressed with the 

transferability, credibility and consistency ingrained in each step.  
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Table 4.3: Summary of Data Collection, Analysis and Steps Taken to Improve 

Trustworthiness 

Step Process of data collection 
and data analysis 

Trustworthiness issues addressed 

1 Identifying entrepreneurs 

and scanning resources 

Credibility – triangulation of multiple resources and adequate 

engagement in data collection or ―iterative process‖ 

(Polkinghorne, 2005).  

2 Coding Transferability – the use of coding scheme drawn from 

literature. 

3 Transferring data, 

documenting and 

organizing 

Transferability- using same templates and same documenting 

process for each entrepreneur. 

Credibility – adequate engagement of data. 

Consistency- triangulation of multiple sources and multiple 
cases and using different method. One interview was compared  

with data collected from articles displayed similar result as 

shown in Appendix 4 Table A.4.1. 

4 Writing case studies Transferability – Case study provides enough description to 

contextualize the study such that readers would be able to 

determine the extent that their situations match the research 

context, and, hence whether findings can be transferred as 

suggested by several researchers. 

Credibility – ―adequate engagement‖ (Merriam, 2009) by 

reflecting thoroughly the intended meanings to the point of 

saturation. 

Consistency – reflections of process being conducted. 

5 Analysing through 

comparative analysis, 

tabulating and mapping 

the results and answering 

research questions 

Transferability – maximum variation through multiple cases and 

different types of entrepreneur. 

Credibility – through constant comparative method, 

comprehensive data treatment and appropriate tabulations 

(Silverman, 2010). 

6 Concluding  

 

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has described the methodology of the qualitative stage and given reasons 

for choosing interpretive case study research. The methodology, the sample, the unit of 

analysis, and the procedure of data collection and data analysis have been described in 

detail. Finally, the steps taken to achieve rigour have been addressed.  
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Chapter 5: Internet Entrepreneurs in Private Firms 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this research is to explore how Internet entrepreneurs formulate their 

strategy after start up. In this chapter, the strategy processes of eight Internet 

entrepreneurs managing their private firms will be described in depth using case studies. 

Various strategy processes were adopted by these entrepreneurs during the course of 

their ventures. The tendencies of these entrepreneurs in developing their strategy will be 

identified and discussed in terms of the extent that they use rational or intuitive 

processes, individual or social processes, emergent learning process, reactive or 

proactive processes and transformational process. This chapter has five sections. Section 

1 will present the background information on the firm as well as the demographic 

background of the Internet entrepreneurs. Section 2 consists of the description of the 

Internet entrepreneurs, their firms and their strategy process in the form of case studies. 

Section 3 will discuss the similarities and differences observed throughout this analysis. 

Section 4 will answer the five research questions from the point of view of Internet 

entrepreneurs in private firms. The last section, Section 5, provides the summary and 

conclusion to this chapter. In this chapter as well, as Chapters 6 and 7, all conversations 

were with the Internet entrepreneur unless otherwise indicated. 
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5.2 Background and Demographic Information 

The firm background and Internet entrepreneur demographic background for the eight 

entrepreneurs are summarized in Table 5.1 and discussed in more detail below. 

 

5.2.1 Firm Age 

The private Internet entrepreneurs included in this research had set up their firms 

between the years 1998 and 2005. The earliest company formed was CarDomain 

Network in 1998, while the latest company formed in the cluster was Etsy.com in 2005. 

Therefore, the range of firm age for the firms in this cluster was between 5 to 12 years. 

This would mean that some of the firms had gone through both the dot com boom and 

the dot com bust in the Internet era; for example, firms such as CarDomain, 

Restaurant.com and Daily Candy, while other companies such as Big Fish Games, My 

Life.com, Clearspring, Yelp and Etsy were companies that thrived after the dot com 

bust.  

 

5.2.2 Location 

The private Internet entrepreneurs‘ firms were located in several large cities in the 

United States, such as Washington, New York, Los Angeles, Seattle and San Francisco. 

These locations are well known for their Internet businesses.  

 

5.2.3 Products and Services 

The products and services offered on the Internet by these firms represent the typical 

offerings of Internet firms on the web. These firms are pure play Internet business since 

nearly all products and services were virtual and offered only through the Internet. The 

range of these virtual products includes online games, widgets, email newsletters, 

discount certificates, a social network, a search engine, online reviews and an online 

market place. 
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Table 5.1: Sales and Number of Employees for Private Internet Firms 

 

Name of 

Entrepreneur 

Age  

(2010) 

Education 

Background 

Prior  

Experience 

Name of 

Business 

Type of Business Founded Location Revenue 

Model 

Profit 

Year 

Dany Levy 38 
Degree in English, 
Brown University 
 

Managing editor, 
New York 
Magazine 

DailyCandy 
Email newsletter 
about food, fashion 
etc. 

2000 
New York, 
USA 

Advertising 2001 

Robert Kalin 30 
Degree in Art Major 
 

Carpenter and Web 
designer 

Etsy.com 
Online marketplace 
for handmade 
products 

2005 
New York, 
USA 

Listing fees 
and sales fee 

2009 

Alex Algard 36 
Degree in Economics 
Masters in Engineering, 
Stanford University 

Career at Goldman 
Sachs 

CarDomain 
Network 

Social network for 
car enthusiasts 

1998 
Seattle, 
USA 

Advertising 

1998 but trading the 
profit with growth 
in 2004 

Profit again in 2009 

Cary S 
Chessick 

43 

Degree in Psychology, 
University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign 

Law Degree,  
DePaul University 
 

Lawyer Restaurant.com 

Selling online 
discount certificates 
for customer reviews 

of restaurants 

1999 
Illinois, 
USA 

Discounted 
gifts 
certificates 

 

Jeffrey 
Tinsley 

36 Not available 
CEO of 
GreatDomains.com 

MyLife.com People search engine 2002 
Los 
Angeles, 

USA 

Subscription, 
Advertising 

2002 

Paul Thelen 43 
MBA, Stanford 
University 

Real Networks BigFish Games 
Online games for 
mature gamers 
 

2002 
Seattle, 
USA 

Advertising, 
Subscription 
Distribution 
deals, Affiliate 

 

Hooman 
Radfar 

30 

Degree in Computer 
Science and Economics, 
Masters in Electrical and 

Computer Science, 
Carnegie Mellon 

Graduate school Clearspring Online widget 2004 
Washington, 
USA 

Advertising Not yet 

Jeremy 
Stoppelman 

32 

Degree in Engineering, 
University of Illinois 
MBA,  
Harvard Business 

School 

Max Levchin 
internship 

Yelp.com 

Online crowd 
sourced reviews of 
places like 
restaurants, hotels 

etc. 

2004 
San 
Francisco, 
USA 

Advertising, 
Subscription 

Not yet 
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5.2.4 Revenue Model 

The two most common revenue models for these firms are the advertising- and 

subscription-based models. Other revenue models are listing fees, sales fees, 

distribution fees and affiliation. The selection of revenue models depends on the types 

of services and products being offered. Yelp uses both advertising and subscription to 

generate revenue for its online review business. DailyCandy, which sends a newsletter 

to its subscribers, depends only on advertising, while Etsy.com only charges a listing 

fee and sales fee, as it is an online marketplace. Clearspring, the widget maker, and 

CarDomain, the social network site, use only advertising as their monetization model. 

Big Fish Games is the only firm that uses various types of revenue model. Besides 

subscription, the firm also depends on advertisement, affiliates and distribution fees. 

Some of the Internet entrepreneurs maintained their revenue model throughout the 

course of their venture. Dany Levy, Robert Kalin, Hooman Radfar and Jeffrey Tinsley 

maintained their business model, while others such as Paul Thelen, Alex Algard, Cary 

Chessick and Jeremy Stoppelman changed and improvised their business model over 

time. 

 

5.2.5 Stage of Business 

The firms in this group have passed start up, in the sense that all the firms were more 

than three years old. Two Internet entrepreneurs in this group believed that after start up 

was either achieved when the firm was profitable or they no longer worried about 

sustaining the business or when it required professional management. For example, 

Dany Levy believed that DailyCandy had passed start up after the firm achieved profit 

in 2001, even though the firm was only one and a half years old (Levy, 2009). Robert 

Kalin realized Etsy was no longer a start up when he was confident that his firm did not 

require additional financial support. At that time he marked the moment by stepping 

down from being a CEO and hired someone for day-to-day operation in 2008. This was 

three years after Etsy was launched. He was asked about this in July 2008 and he 

described his firm as no longer a start up firm when ―the skateboard ramp disappears‖ 

mentioning that Etsy was also growing in 2008. Furthermore,  

And while Etsy is only three years old, Mr. Kalin got rid of the ramp six months 

ago. But that wasn‘t the only change: he knew he needed professional 
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management. ―We hit a point in growth that we needed people who have done 

this before,‖ he said (Rosen, 2008) 

The rest of the entrepreneurs in this group could be deemed to have passed their start up 

stage using the previous criteria. For example, Cary Chessick moved beyond start up 

when his firm hit profit in 2005, about six years after he founded the company. 

Meanwhile, Alex Algard‘s CarDomainNetwork moved beyond start up when the firm 

achieved revenues of $6 million in 2002 and become profitable. This was about four 

years after the business started. Again, it was assumed this was the important milestone 

for his firm to be considered as no longer a start up firm. On the other hand, Jeffrey 

Tinsley‘s firm, MyLife.com, has been profitable since MyLife.com‘s inception in 2002, 

suggesting that his firm has achieved the stage beyond start up from the beginning. 

Meanwhile, Hooman Radfar‘s Clearspring Technologies achieved beyond start up when 

it started to earn revenue in 2007, three years after it was founded. In conclusion, on 

average, all of the firms in this group moved beyond start up three to four years after 

their firms were founded.  

 

5.2.6 The Meaning of Success 

The Internet entrepreneurs in this group were considered successful based on two 

aspects. Firstly as a business, all of them were mentioned at least once in the media as 

successful businesses, their representatives were invited as speakers or awarded or 

selected as finalists for Entrepreneur of the Year in some magazines. For example, Cary 

Chessick and Alex Algard have been named finalists for Ernst and Young Entrepreneur. 

Hooman Radfar and Paul Thelen received awards for their entrepreneurship and were 

invited to speak in academic lectures, while Alex Algard has been invited to speak at 

conferences. Criteria for firm success include financial performance or the number of 

subscriptions or the number of customers or number of visitors, particularly in the cases 

of those which are still unprofitable. For example, Etsy.com was considered successful 

due to its building up a community of more than two million registered members selling 

$3.8 million worth of listed items. Clearspring, on the other hand, had about 200 million 

unique visitors and 534 million users monthly. MyLife.com passes both criteria for 

success: the firm had more than 40 million registered users besides being profitable.  
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5.2.7 Age in the Year the Business Was Founded 

The Internet entrepreneurs in this group were young when they first started their 

companies. The youngest of them were Hooman Radfar and Robert Kalin. They started 

their firms at the ages of 25 and 26 years respectively. The eldest were Cary Chessick 

and Paul Thelen aged 32 and 35 respectively. 

 

5.2.8 Entrepreneur’s Age in 2010 

The Internet entrepreneurs in this group were between 30 to 43 years old in the year 

2010 at the time the last data were collected but most of them were in their thirties.  

 

5.2.9 Educational Background  

All of them had tertiary education and at least a Bachelor‘s degree. Hooman Radfar was 

the only one who had computer background while the rest had studied English, Art, 

Law, Psychology, Business, Economics and Engineering. 

 

5.2.10 Prior Experience 

The majority of the entrepreneurs have previous experience that would benefit their 

ventures, except for Jeremy Stoppelman and Hooman Radfar, who were fresh-out 

graduates at the time of setting up their businesses. Jeremy Stoppelman was interned to 

Max Levchin (another Internet entrepreneur) while Hooman Radfar started his company 

after developing the widget in his graduate school. As for the rest of the entrepreneurs, 

Dany Levy was an editor before launching DailyCandy while Robert Kalin was a 

carpenter, web site designer and photographer before he decided to start Etsy. Paul 

Thelen had worked with games at Real Networks before starting BigFish Games. 

Jeffrey Tinsley was the only Internet entrepreneur in this group who had owned an other 

venture before starting his current venture, MyLife.com. Alex Algard had had a career 

in Finance in Goldman Sachs, equipping him with the ability to run his venture 

successfully through self-funding. The only person whose prior experience was not 

apparently related to his venture was Cary Chessick, who was a lawyer before he started 

Restaurant.com. 
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5.2.11 Size of Private Internet Firms 

In this group, Paul Thelen managed the largest number of employees and highest sales 

through his Internet firm (Big Fish Games) while Hooman Radfar had the smallest 

number of employees and smallest sales for his firm Clearspring Technologies (Table 

5.2). Overall, the average sales in 2009 for the private Internet firms were $10.5 million 

while average number of employees in 2009 was 113 people.  

 

Table 5.2: Sales and Number of Employees for Private Internet Firms 

Firm Sales/Million 

(2009) 

Number of employees 

(2009) 

Etsy 0.3 60 

Daily Candy 1.9 55 

My Life.com 4.7 75 

Restaurant.com 14 160 

Yelp.com 0.2 200 

Big Fish Games 50.5 300 

CarDomain Network 12 50 

Clearspring 

Technologies 

0.1 4 

Average 10.46 113 

 

 

5.3 The Entrepreneurs, Their Firms and Their Strategy Process 

5.3.1 Case Study 1: Dany Levy and DailyCandy 

Dany Levy, 38, who had a degree in English from Brown University, started an Internet 

firm called DailyCandy in 2000. DailyCandy sends an email newsletter to online 

subscribers who are interested to know the latest news on fashion, food and leisure. At 

that time Levy was an editor for a women‘s magazine in New York. She realized that it 

was slow for a printed magazine to be published and realized the advantage of the 

Internet as it speeds up the process, so she launched the DailyCandy email newsletters 

using the advertising-based revenue model. It was a success when DailyCandy managed 

to be profitable in 2001, more than a year after being launched. Since then, she has been 

involved in the making of successful strategies such as launching 28 editions of 

DailyCandy in different cities, taking up a partner Bob Pittman in 2003 and later selling 

the firm to Comcast but remaining as Editorial Director who oversees the major strategy 

of DailyCandy. Her recent strategy involvement was launching an exclusive online 

boutique, Rue Lala, in 2009. 
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Strategy making as a balance between rational and intuitive process 

After perusing the collected resources about Dany Levy and her firm, it can be seen that 

Levy‘s approach in developing her strategy was both intuitive and rational. She seemed 

to be the type of person who devised strategy by using whatever method had worked 

before. This indicates that at the early stage she was intuitive but later used a more 

rational approach. Her strategy making reflected three determinants of the operative 

definition of intuitive process in this research. Firstly, throughout the analysis, the word 

―vision‖ for DailyCandy was the most important to Levy. She had mentioned ―vision‖ 

seven times in almost all of the articles about her and three times in her email interview, 

suggesting that she was a strong, visionary entrepreneur. Below is an extract of one of 

her conversations with a journalist about her vision that remained after 9 years of 

operating. 

―Not too different from today and that's something I'm really proud of. It was 

meant to save people time and keep them plugged in‖ (Tjan, 2009a). 

Later, Levy‘s commitment to maintaining her vision was still the same because she 

remained in DailyCandy even though she had sold the firm to Comcast in 2008. Despite 

the change of ownership, she was still involved with strategy making, particularly in 

maintaining the vision and values unique to DailyCandy: 

More recently, since the sale to Comcast, I am involved at a more 

macro/strategic level, working on a new product development and making sure 

that the brand stays true to our original vision (Levy, 2009). 

She has also professed to being a visionary in two separate interviews:  

[I am] ―visionary and I hire execution people‖ (Tjan, 2009a). 

―I am visionary oriented, but I also pride myself in having a really good instinct 

about hiring. The DailyCandy staff is a testament to that: they do a brilliant job 

carrying forth our vision‖ (Levy, 2009). 

Secondly, passion is a word that suggests the intuitive aspects of Levy‘s strategy 

making. She was passionate about DailyCandy because she herself loved to write and 

wrote everything during start up: 

I love the writing and the satisfaction of knowing that I have created a product 

that makes people happy and at the same time helps small businesses. It‘s a 

wonderful scary power to have. It needs to be used wisely (Ladies Who Launch, 

2004). 
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After start up Levy began to delegate to others but she still remained passionate about 

writing as she monitors the writings to maintain the vision. 

My job is to oversee everything and maintain the integrity of the brand and the 

quality of the email.... (Ladies Who Launch, 2004) 

Thirdly, she admitted in several articles that she often relied on her experiences to make 

decisions and to work with other people. Finally, there were three accounts to support 

the view that Levy used intuition or ‗gut feelings‘ for her strategy development. The 

first instance was when she decided to launch in London but abandoned the idea even 

though it was an interesting one because she was doubtful about its profitability: 

We were gung ho on launching DailyCandy London, until I realized the toll it 

would take on our little company to run in three times zones. Also, nobody on my 

staff knew the international ad sales market. So, while London is a really neat 

idea, I was doubtful that we could make money. Instead, we launched 

DailyCandy everywhere… (Gossage, 2004) 

Secondly, Levy believed that despite of her lack of knowledge, she needed to be bold 

and confident with her decisions. In this instance she overcame this lack of information 

with a decision which was based entirely on her instincts:  

You really have to work to overcome the ―I don‘t know how to do that‖ ―I 

wasn‘t taught that in school ―and ―I don‘t know how to do math‖ mentality. You 

just have to take a deep breath and go beyond that, and rely on your personality 

and strength (DeBaise, 2009) 

Finally, she admitted that there were times she could not explain the reasons behind her 

decisions. This suggests that she was being spontaneous, taking action without 

sufficient information. However later, she began to slow down and carefully make her 

decisions: 

Sometimes I don‘t slow down enough to walk someone through why I‘m making 

a decision about something. I‘d say in the beginning I was definitely a lot more 

impulsive and sometimes irrational. And I‘ve learned to sort of slow down, take 

a deep breath (Bryant, 2009) 

These instances show an intuitive side in Levy‘s strategy making. It was no wonder that 

certain strategies, for example, ―treating her business just like another lemon stand,‖ 

knowing how important content was for her business and avoiding taking venture 

funding in the early years, have made her firm successful. By using her intuition, she 
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was able to comprehend that running an Internet business was not so different from 

running a simple business: 

I don‘t care if I‘m running a lemonade stand or a dot-com, it‘s the same 

thing. How much do lemons cost and how much are people buying? 

Maybe I‘d better find some cheaper lemons or make less lemonade. 

Maybe I need to improve the quality of my lemonade (Gossage, 2004) 

She also knew that for DailyCandy to work, content was the king and to make the 

business grow she needed to grow her subscribers. She knew that this would lead to 

profitability: 

I thought if I could build a critical mass, I might be able to obtain advertising 

(Ladies Who Launch, 2004) 

Finally, she demonstrated good sense in not diluting her ownership at the beginning of 

the business by not taking any money from venture capital in 2001. 

One reason my company is still here and growing is that I did not go along with 

the cash shredding of that time. I did not take venture capital, hire 200 people, 

and spend money like crazy (Gossage, 2004) 

Despite being consistently intuitive early on, Levy also later adopted a rational approach 

to her business. She did have a plan or short summary before starting up her business. 

She suggested that a business plan should be simple and practical, but concise. She did 

reveal in the email interview that she had a clear plan for her strategy in the future for 

DailyCandy when asked and she did compile information from her customers in the 

early years just to see the reaction from her customers, despite admitting at another time 

that she ―is not a spreadsheet kind of girl.‖ 

Every day I analyse what we write about and how our numbers respond 

(Gossage, 2004) 

She believed that it was important to collect information about DailyCandy customers 

in order to be competitive: 

I have always believed that to remain successful, we must remain agile. So we 

look to the marketplace: we listen intently to our readers‘ wants, needs and 

opinions, and try to provide them with what they want, where they want it, and 

when they want it…(Levy, 2009). 

In describing the recent launching of a member boutique, La La Rue, Levy explained 

why she took some time to launch the boutique:  
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Everything we do, we research very carefully, and want to be in the right place 

at the right time. Editorial is a very different animal than retail. For us to claim 

we could do it (too soon) would have been a sad mistake (Coterie Blog, 2009) 

This clearly shows her recent view that analysis is important in deciding upon her next 

strategy. 

 

Strategy making as a Social Process  

In formulating her strategy, Levy adopted a social process by involving other people in 

her strategy making. This could be seen as a democratic leadership style. As could be 

seen from the conversation below, there was evidence of her involving others in her 

strategy making: 

Sometimes I get a big kick that I sit there in these big strategy sessions and 

there‘s a bunch of men and me. It‘s kind of flattering. I just wish there were 

more women doing this and it wasn‘t an anomaly (DeBaise, 2009) 

In addition to that, she has referred to her partner in the context of decision making: 

Working with someone — Pittman — who knew more than I did, in certain ways, 

and who I knew more than in certain ways, made it a perfect fit. Bob had 

tremendous respect for our vision and helped us take it further than I could ever 

have imagined. Comcast saw the potential of what we as a team — the 

DailyCandy staff especially (I cannot give them enough props) — had built. And 

that's ultimately the best thing you can hope for from your partners, at any stage 

of the game (Tjan, 2009a). 

Levy knew the importance of being a good leader in order to inspire her team to work 

together:  

I‘m not really interested in the power aspect of being a boss or a leader. I think 

that people who get any kind of adrenaline rush from that ultimately make pretty 

uninspiring leaders, just because it‘s the all-about-them show (Bryant, 2009) 

Even though she said that she was not interested in using her power as a boss, she was 

nevertheless adamant at times about exercising her own power as the entrepreneur and 

founder. Firstly, she tried to impose as much integrity as possible into DailyCandy‘s 

brand or the maintenance of vision: 

At DailyCandy, we have a policy that if we don't like something, we won't write 

about it. That's because we don't want to waste people's time. No business is 

ever upset when they get the call from DailyCandy. We deliver one fun thing to 
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your inbox everyday that will make you laugh or tell you something you didn't 

know or give you a place to eat tonight. I like that side of my personality better 

than being a more serious journalist who gets hate mail (Gossage, 2004) 

Our brand identity and voice helps to steer us in all that we do. If an article, 

partnership or promotion doesn‘t make sense for DailyCandy, if it won‘t 

resonate with our readers, then we are hard-pressed to proceed (Levy, 2009). 

The vision she strove to maintain had become her guidance in making strategic 

decisions for her company. From this vision she created culture or value that resonated 

strongly with her vision. Such was the case whenever the decision concerned the 

DailyCandy brand but in other contexts she would be democratic in her approach to 

gain ideas and support for her strategy.  

Levy was always clear that her responsibility as a founder is to ensure her vision 

continues: 

As we grow, it is important to never lose sight that content is king. I view 

maintaining quality control over our content as my primary responsibility. I 

spent four years building and cementing DailyCandy brand. Every choice we 

make impacts our brand (Ladies Who Launch, 2004) 

 More recently, since the sale to Comcast, I am involved at a more 

macro/strategic level, working on a new product development and making sure 

that the brand stays true to our original vision (Levy, 2009). 

Another value that she had imposed was the way meeting was handled: 

I‘m not a big believer in a lot of meetings. When I do run a meeting, I love the 

term, ―hard stop,‖ and in the beginning of a meeting I always like to say, ―I 

have a hard stop at 11:30,‖ because it just sets boundaries, it sets the tone of , 

let‘s get this done. This is not a chit-chat. I try to listen as much as I can to the 

people in the room, but also keep it reined in, so that the meeting doesn‘t go off 

in a million different directions. MITIN is a term that I like to use. MITIN is 

More Information Than I Needed. It‘s like TMI, but it‘s just our own little 

version of it (Gossage, 2004) 

Overall, Levy‘s strategy making has been a social process in which maintaining her 

vision and values of the company was her only mission. Levy also tried to be 

democratic by including people in her strategy making but was quite persistent in 

maintaining her vision. 
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Strategy as an emergent learning process 

Levy is the type of person who always learns from her past in order to make decisions 

for the present and in the future. She mentioned that she was prepared to run her 

company through the experience of her first job after college. She described her career 

as ―this just wonderful series of events that somehow makes perfect sense now‖ 

(Bryant, 2009). She learned to be leader by knowing what it is to be an employee and 

knowing all the rudiments of business. For example, knowing that every subscriber 

brings money and understanding about editorials, advertising, office politics, and the 

day-to-day running of an office. She also implied that an entrepreneur needs to learn to 

run a business in the practical sense. To her, no amount of academic qualifications could 

prepare anyone for business: 

It doesn‘t matter if you come from a farm or if you went to a Harvard 

Business School. The fact is, you don‘t know jack until you‘re doing it 

(DeBaise, 2009) 

Another example of her emergent learning was when she planned to launch in 

London and she cancelled it because she learned that DailyCandy had no 

expertise and not enough resources to do so. She also learned that as her firm 

grew she needed to think more carefully before making any decision: 

….I‘d say in the beginning I was definitely a lot more impulsive and sometimes 

irrational. And I‘ve learned to sort of slow down, take a deep breath (Bryant, 

2009) 

 

Strategy as part of a reactive process 

In her early days, Dany Levy was prone to reacting to any changes around her. This was 

what she mentioned when she received emails and always reacted to them. In a business 

like DailyCandy, emails were the source of customer feedback:  

Everything I was doing was just a reaction to something. In terms of creativity, 

it allowed me no time to actually come up with anything new, because I was 

constantly just reacting (Gossage, 2004) 

However, when her business had grown, she believed that she should not be 

comfortable and complacent because DailyCandy was largely based on trust, and had to 

be quick and responsive to customers all the time. She stated this in two accounts: 
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Be as flexible as possible. Be nimble and quick and listen to your subscribers. 

Your customer is your greatest asset. Every day I analyse what we write about 

and how our numbers respond (Ladies Who Launch, 2004) 

This was also reflected in her strategy making as she collected information about her 

customers and market: 

I have always believed that to remain successful, we must remain agile. So we 

look to the marketplace: we listen intently to our readers‘ wants, needs and 

opinions, and try to provide them with what they want, where they want it, and 

when they want it… (Levy, 2009). 

 She also perceived that the environment for her business was dynamic and quite hostile 

when she said, 

The climate is always changing and you can never take your eye off the ball, or 

rest on your laurels. You always have to be looking at the next step and 

anticipating the reaction (Ladies Who Launch, 2004) 

This clearly shows that Levy was aware of her business environment and then reacting 

to it in order to be relevant. This was later reflected in her strategy making process. 

 

Summary  

Based on the discussion above, there was evidence that Levy used various approaches 

in her strategy making. She used both intuitive and rational processes in her strategy 

making. Besides that, she was making her strategy collectively by being democratic and 

persistent about DailyCandy‘s vision. She also related that she used emergent learning 

and reactive process approaches in her strategy making. 

 

5.3.2 Case Study 2: Robert Kalin and Etsy 

Robert Kalin, 30 years old, launched Etsy with his friends, Chris Maguire and Haim 

Schoppik, in 2005. He created Etsy after seeing that there was no effective place to sell 

or buy arts produce on the Internet. Etsy is a community-based online trading venue 

selling and buying handmade items. Robert Kalin was an ex-carpenter who graduated as 

an Arts major after being in five different universities. He is characterized as 

compulsive about creating handmade products and the idea of mass-customization. This 

compulsiveness and passion culminated in the launching of Etsy. His vision was to 

create a place where people were enabled to make a living by creating everything by 

hand. His vision was described by two writers in the excerpt below: 
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He had a vision of an almost utopian place where people could purchase 

handcrafted items online directly from producers like himself, and where those 

artisans could share their business and aesthetic challenges and solutions with 

each other online and off (Trager, 2009) 

We want to create new ways to shop that are only possible using the Web as 

a medium. The Industrial revolution and consolidation of corporations are 

making it hard for independent artisans to distribute their goods. We want 

to change this (Ortland, 2006) 

In terms of revenue model, Etsy was similar to e Bay but it was not an auction site. Etsy 

charges sellers a simple flat 10 cents listing fee and a 3.5% sales fee. The company, 

which employed 70 people in 2009, was earning gross sales of $12 million per year and 

was worth $100 million. However, this outstanding growth posed significant challenges 

to Robert Kalin as manager of Etsy. The firm grew very fast, requiring additional capital 

and professional management but at the same time was still unprofitable. Other issues, 

such as a growing number of competitors, like ICraft and ArtFire, and complaints about 

Etsy technology and customer services only added to the problems. These forced Robert 

Kalin to adopt a major strategic change in 2008 by stepping down from his position as 

Etsy‘s CEO and hiring a professional, Maria Thomas, for the post.  

 

Over the five years of Etsy‘s life, Robert Kalin had to make several major strategic 

decisions for his firm. It started with his decision to launch the business, then securing 

funding from Caterina Fake and Stewart Butterfield, creating Etsy Lab, improving the 

Etsy payment system and search mechanism, hiring Maria Thomas as a CEO and his 

stepping down in 2008. When Etsy become profitable, he returned as CEO in 2010 and 

strategically acquired advertising start up, Adtuitive, in late 2009; he also planned for 

international expansion in Berlin (Steiner, 2009). Robert Kalin was directly involved in 

the development of all these changes in strategy even though he had stepped down from 

CEO post. However, he remains as a chairman and one of the members in the board of 

directors. 

 

Strategy making as an intuitive process 

Based on the evidence from the secondary resources, Robert Kalin could be considered 

an intuitive entrepreneur. He was seen as intuitive because of his passion and clear 
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vision; he did not believe in business plans and always depended on his ‗gut feelings‘. 

In his interviews he repeated the vision of Etsy very often when asked about Etsy:  

  I wanted to create a marketplace community (Trager, 2009) 

As articulated on the site, Kalin's Etsystential vision is no less than to 

"offer viable alternatives to mass-produced objects in the world 

marketplace," recreate the connection between producer and consumer 

and "build a new economy (Hahn, 2007) 

He had a clear vision from the moment he started the company but not a 

business plan, showing this visionary side of him. He stated this fact very 

clearly: 

Sitting on an orange chair facing an open window. It was a warm 

Brooklyn night and the lights were off. I had a vision, not a business 

plan (Scotti, 2008) 

He mentioned this vision continuously even though his firm was already 

progressing beyond start up. Kalin was so passionate about this vision that even 

his Brooklyn headquarter was full of handmade furniture and items. Whatever 

he did, he referred to this vision and this translated into everything about Etsy. 

…in keeping with the site‘s artisanal ethos, nearly everything is made or 

scavenged by a staff member. The computers are assembled from spare parts; 

the office half-pipe (for skateboarding) and stage (for bands) are built from 

salvaged wood. Except for the odd IKEA item, most of the furniture was found 

on the street (K. Miller, 2007) 

The vision was so strong that his personal life was influenced by it. He admitted that he 

had always had the compulsive urge to create some handmade item at least once a 

month, such as sewing his own clothes:  

I have to make something physical at least once a month…or I go crazy (Fenn, 

2009) 

The extent that Robert Kalin used intuitive processes in his strategy making could be 

seen in another two instances where he used his ‗gut feelings‘ in working out his next 

strategy. One instance was when he was trying to decide whether or not to hire a certain 

person to be his CEO; he referred to his mentor and he was advised to trust his ‗gut 

feelings‘. He supported this approach wholeheartedly: 
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There's a lot that goes into making a successful business that you can't 

quantify, like your gut and your hunches. I didn't hire the person (Fenn, 

2009). 

Secondly, the idea that his firm was growing so fast that he began to be overwhelmed 

by operational details made him uneasy. This was observed in one article in 2007:  

Today, with Etsy growing, Kalin is gradually moving from the role of 

entrepreneur to that of manager, and it remains to be seen whether he 

will be content with the transition. He occasionally bristles at the 

constraints of the business world, recently taking last minute vacation 

without bothering to check his schedule and cancel his appointment 

(Dealscape, 2007). 

He felt some sense of relief when he finally let the managing role go to his new 

CEO in 2008: 

I am happy to announce that, with high hopes and expectations, Maria is now 

Etsy's CEO. My new title at Etsy is Chief Creative Officer (CCO), a nice loose 

moniker that will allow me to focus on what I'm best at: product work and long-

term, big-picture thinking (Pesmou & Rokali, 2008) 

This amounts to an admission that he could focus on what he did best such as providing 

and maintaining Etsy‘s vision, creating new products and long term direction for his 

firm. Therefore, it could be concluded that Kalin tended to be a visionary and an 

intuitive entrepreneur and his tendency is to develop his strategy intuitively. 

 

Strategy making as a social process  

Based on the secondary resources gathered, Robert Kalin can be seen to have 

developed his strategy socially rather than individually. Firstly, there was 

evidence showing that he had referred to three types of people during the years 

of his venture and used their opinions to develop his strategy. His mentors, his 

board of directors and his co-founders were the people that directly and 

indirectly influenced his strategy development.  

He followed the advice of his mentors in two instances. Firstly, they advised 

him to be careful with money and not to sell the business:  

Kalin has stacked Etsy's board with high-profile Web start up veterans 

Caterina Fake, co-founder of Flickr, and Albert Wenger, former 

president of del.icio.us, both of which were acquired by Yahoo! (YHOO) 
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Kalin says much of what he has taken away from them boils down to 

"don't be greedy." (Tiffany, 2007) 

He told a writer how committed he is that he will be with Etsy for the long haul 

and selling would be the last thing in his mind:  

He views Etsy as a long term commitment, not as a ticket to dotcom 2.0 

wealth, and treats his employees like a community (Tiffany, 2007). 

Secondly, his mentor, Caterina Fake, told him to trust his instinct and he did just 

that when he hired Maria Thomas as a CEO in 2008. He even agreed that 

intuition or ―hunches and guts‖ represent the larger part of creating a successful 

business. The next group of people that he listened to was his board of directors 

who taught him to be careful with money and investments as well as being 

aware of how powerful the Etsy community could be: 

His board has advised him not to spend money he doesn't have, not to 

take in more investment than he needs, and to keep in mind that the Etsy 

community has high expectations (K. Miller, 2007) 

Kalin also refer to his co – founders in his strategy development. There was one 

incident in which Kalin‘s strategy developed in a spontaneous manner with his co-

founder on a plane before an interview. At that time he was no longer the CEO for Etsy 

but still developing strategy for his business. 

 

Secondly, strategy making is a social process for Robert Kalin because he has to 

manage the power of the seller‘s community which became powerful in 

influencing other sellers and customers in Etsy. He knew that they were 

powerful enough to affect his business. The sellers‘ word of mouth has helped 

Etsy grow but it can also be virulent if they feel negative about Etsy because 

they could inspire a negative perception of Etsy. Over the years, Robert Kalin 

faced considerable conflict in trying to manage this community of sellers. He 

addressed the importance of this in the following excerpt: 

When you have a service that people feel enthusiastic about, they spread 

the word and pass it on," he said. "If we were to take out big glossy ads 

in magazines or do television commercials, then that changes how 

people perceive what your company is. Our brand grows with a 

thousand different focal points, rather than one big mono voice of 

'Here's our brand, come engage with us, (Morrisey, 2008). 
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I wanted the company itself to be a community, based on how much we see each 

other but also because we do have this common purpose, (Tiffany, 2007). 

Not only that, since the sellers were the Etsy lifeblood for success, their ideas were 

important for Robert Kalin‘s strategy making. He created a venue where he could 

harness their ideas and views about Etsy at the same time managing the politics of these 

sellers. 

What‘s important is to empower people to make a living, and I support 

renting and running a 9,000–square-foot workspace in Red Hook, 

Brooklyn, that provides other small businesses with affordable studio 

space, and we have big community dinners there once a week for 

networking and sharing our ideas (Kalin, 2008). 

Robert Kalin is clearly a social strategy-maker because he is also democratic in his 

approach to strategy making. He mentioned this clearly in one article: 

We run the company as a democracy, meaning no one party has the 

power to act unilaterally (Kalin, 2008). 

This was further emphasised when he mentioned that he was not autocratic and 

autocracy is against the Etsy culture in an interview with Michael Arrington. Robert 

Kalin spoke of an employee who quit because the person could not stand his non-

autocratic style: 

Couldn‘t take the non-autocratic style of getting things done I guess. It‘s 

been interesting to see how the culture shifts as you grow with more 

people as well (Arrington, 2009a) 

Finally, Kalin was so persistent with the Etsy vision that he would try as much as 

possible to maintain it. His action to preserve the vision could be seen in a few instances 

such as careful site improvements:  

Kalin chooses site improvements carefully, not wanting to alter Etsy‘s 

home-grown feel (K. Miller, 2007) 

This vision was also reflected in the culture and values that Robert Kalin wanted to 

impose on Etsy; for example the culture of everything having to be handmade. This was 

obvious in his Brooklyn office:  

At the Brooklyn headquarters of online marketplace Etsy, which 

proclaims itself "your place to buy and sell all things handmade," there 

isn't an Aeron chair in sight. Instead, in keeping with the site's artisanal 

ethos, nearly everything is made or scavenged by a staff member. The 
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computers are assembled from spare parts; the office half-pipe (for 

skateboarding) and stage (for bands) are built from salvaged wood. 

Except for the odd IKEA item, most of the furniture was found on the 

street (K. Miller, 2007) 

He kept mentioning this Etsy value in interviews, showing how important it was 

to him: 

Etsy is a company born on the Web, literally. I see the company itself as 

a handmade project, and we'll continue to build it this way. There's 

much more to do, and we're up for the challenge. But we need more than 

people to get there (Kalin, 2008) 

Recently after Maria Thomas left Etsy, Robert Kalin mentioned having a 

different strategic vision from the former CEO, so in order to maintain his vision 

he said he would filter Maria‘s project listing according to Etsy‘s vision: 

Mr Kalin‘s remarks, posted on Tuesday, reveal a difference in strategic 

vision between himself and Ms Thomas; he said he would revisit her 

project list outlining the company‘s priorities (Steiner, 2009) 

Indeed, based on the above discussion, it can be deduced that Robert Kalin 

developed his strategy socially through people that he referred to, the power 

play that he had to manage, the democratic approach that he took and the vision 

that he strove to maintain. 

 

Strategy making as part of a reactive process 

Kalin could be considered as a reactive type of entrepreneur because his strategy was 

formed due to the inevitable changes in the market. It was mentioned in the media that 

Etsy‘s customers had complaints about the website and its payment system. If Robert 

Kalin were to be proactive, he would rectify or at least be aware of the problem sooner 

and put in place an efficient mechanism. 

The checkout experience on Etsy is not ideal. Every buyer has to pay 

every seller individually when checking out. Based on our own tests, and 

based on a lot of unsolicited feedback, this is a major hurdle to 

increasing sales. People shopping on Etsy expect an experience 

comparable to other leading ecommerce sites like Amazon.com. We aim 

to build an in-house payment system, and to do this properly requires a 

significant amount of capital investment (Kalin, 2008) 
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Another incident that shows his reactive strategy making could be seen when Robert 

Kalin decided to improve Etsy‘s poor search mechanism only after listening to customer 

feedback over the years: 

.... people searching for items on Etsy expect their search to be comparable to 

Google. This is quite a lofty goal, but we're up for the challenge. Our new 

investment will help us achieve this (Kalin, 2008) 

Robert Kalin often looked at competitors to help him develop strategy. He followed E 

Bay‘s steps for international expansion in Germany. He tried to imitate Google‘s search 

mechanism but he failed so he acquired Adtuitive which had all the infrastructures 

needed in place. Next, the growing popularity of social network and social media on the 

net led him to change Etsy‘s focus from retail to what he called ―social commerce.‖ 

Then he began to focus on people rather than product, so he stopped the gift guides 

section that does not reflect the values of Etsy community (Steiner, 2009). These 

observations lead to the conclusion that Robert Kalin is reactive in his strategy making.  

 

Strategy process as an emergent learning process 

Kalin learned to develop his strategy emergently in order to lead Etsy into a successful 

Internet business. In the previous section, he looked at his competitors and learned from 

them by adapting and imitating. He also learned from his mentor by often referring to 

them for advice. Kalin described his learning process of managing the business clearly 

in the following three statements:  

I've been filling many roles since Etsy began, all of them new to me in 

some way. It's been an incredible and exhausting education, much of it 

public (Pesmou & Rokali, 2008) 

There's more than one thing and I wouldn't call it bluffing. It's learning 

as you go, even if you're making up the knowledge (Scotti, 2008) 

 Lots of people overlook success because it's dressed up in overalls and looks 

like work. I think Edison said that. I've had to do everything from scrubbing 

toilets to media interviews (Scotti, 2008) 

He also mentioned his preferences to continue developing his strategy by emergent 

learning rather than having a set of workable strategies to follow every time: 

We have a really good advisory team, but I also want to keep that 

experimentation and I don‘t want to feel like I have a formula for how things 

work (Tiffany, 2007). 
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However, when Kalin realized that his learning was not enough for his venture, he 

turned to Maria Thomas to run his business in 2008, which gave him more time to work 

passionately in other area of the business: 

Watching Maria, with her experience and expertise, has enabled me to 

make this decision. I'm excited to get back to what I enjoy most, and 

maybe even work less than seven days a week for the first time in a long 

time (Pesmou & Rokali, 2008) 

 

Summary 

In summary, Kalin could be categorized as an intuitive, social but reactive Internet 

entrepreneur in terms of developing his strategy. He is intuitive because he always falls 

for his ‗gut feelings‘ and visions in deciding which strategy to use. In terms of individual 

and social aspects of strategy making, Robert Kalin is also social because he used social 

processes more than individual process as his strategy making drew upon various social 

resources. He obtained ideas and advice not only from his board of directors and his 

customers, but also his partner and his mentors. He remained true to his initial vision 

and passionately tried to maintain the vision. He also managed the power play exerted 

by his sellers‘ community and by being democratic in his decision making. He enjoys 

learning step by step to develop his strategy by learning from others and continuing to 

experiment in his approach to strategy making. He is also a reactive entrepreneur 

because he was adapting by looking at his competitor and by trying to solve the 

problems whenever they arise rather than proactively changing the market. 

 

5.3.3 Case Study 3: Alex Algard and CarDomainNetwork 

Alex Algard, now 36, launched his second venture, CarDomainNetwork with his friend 

Simon Han in 1998 after setting up his first company, WhitePages.com, the year before. 

He received a BA in Economics and an MSc in Engineering from Stanford University 

and had previous experience as a financial analyst in Goldman Sachs High Technology 

Group and Morgan Stanley Technology Group before becoming a full time 

entrepreneur. His firm, CarDomainNetwork, started from a simple community site for 

sharing information about car stereo installations which developed into a leading social 

media site for car lovers offering also an online automotive marketplace. 
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This venture, which never took funding from a venture capital firm, was profitable until 

2004 when Algard decided to forgo profitability for growth. Algard raised $3 million in 

2007 to finance the firm, as well as to support new features for the site, such as a larger 

forum, automotive wiki and video application. However, in 2008, Algard realized that 

CarDomainNetwork had grown too fast but had not enough traffic to bring it back to 

profitability. At the same time, the sluggishness of the industry further aggravated the 

situation. Realizing that he needed to ― preserve capital and reduce the burn rate‖ (Cook, 

2008). Alex Algard laid off several employees, including his CEO, reduced expenses 

and divested CarDomain‘s retail business. In his quest for his firm‘s profitability he 

strategically acquired StreetFire.Net, his competitor and leader in automotive video file 

sharing. For these two companies, Algard was the chairman who had ―the say about 

long range strategy‖ while the former CEO of StreetFire.Net would become CEO for 

both combined companies (Huang, 2009). His strategy for profitability seemed to work 

because in one recent interview in 2010 with Andrew Werner, Algard admitted that 

CarDomainNetwork had reached its profitability mark in late 2009: 

It was back to profitability as of a few months ago.... (Warner, 2010) 

As an Internet business, CarDomainNetwork was considered to have been a successful 

Internet firm from 2003 when it was able to survive the dot com bust as suggested by 

one writer: 

... deep pocketed competitors have crashed and burned, while CarDomain Network 

is racing on (Ernst, 2003) 

 However, in 2007 Alex Algard was popularly known as the person who brought his 

two companies to success despite self-funding:  

He has been described as the founder of two Seattle-based online companies that 

grew to success on minimal funding (TechStars, 2007) 

This was also the same year that Ernst and Young recognized him as an Entrepreneur of 

the Year in software categories. Ever since start up, Alex Algard has been intensely 

involved with CarDomainNetwork strategy making.  

 

Strategy process as a part of intuitive approach 

Alex Algard‘s strategy making approach has been more intuitive than rational, for two 

reasons. Firstly, he had a vision of making his firm a community-based site for car 

enthusiasts, capitalising on customer satisfaction:  
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We want to build a community and retain our customers. Over time we wanted 

to establish trust with our user base in hopes they‘d feel comfortable in buying 

from us (Ernst, 2003) 

However, in 2007 his vision for CarDomainNetwork became more ambitious. It was 

unsurprising that the firm was going through major changes in 2007 and 2008 in order 

to realise his vision. He wanted CarDomainNetwork to be the largest automotive media 

company:  

If we play our cards right, we will be the largest automotive media company in 

another few years, so we are really swinging for the fences now (Cook, 2007b). 

Alex Algard also used his intuition in running the business by not taking any venture 

capital funding, which is a step he delayed as long as he could sustain the business. He 

believed in the importance of the founder in managing a business and that he should 

abstain from diluting the company‘s ownership. He told Cook in his interview that even 

though a venture capitalist would help grow the business, it was important to build the 

company in ―old fashioned way‖ (Cook, 2008) 

...I ask myself if we would have followed the conventional dot-com wisdom of the 

time and overbuilt our infrastructure if we had $10 million in the bank during 

the dot-com bubble days. I do feel strongly that because cash has always been a 

scarce resource, we have inculcated a mindset throughout the company of 

focusing on ROI payoff and prioritizing the most important projects, which is 

not always the fun stuff (Cook, 2007a). 

Intuitively, Alex Algard went against the norm of taking funding from venture 

capitalists in the early days, which was based on valuations rather than real return of the 

Internet firm. Algard believed in self-funding and quick return and because of that he 

had been frugal with spending for the firm. Secondly, CarDomainNetwork was built out 

of Algard‘s passion for cars and accessories: 

For CarDomain specifically, that website is largely built on a common interest 

in cars and the fact that car enthusiasts love to share ideas and exchange tips 

about cars. The web is a great way to share that passion (Kaiser, 2008). 

Thirdly, Alex Algard did not believe in a formal business plan. This was mentioned by a 

blogger who participated in his Seattle 2.0 seminar:  

Alex Algard from WhitePages.com pretty much laid it on the line. Don't let the 

VC's fine print rip you off, and don't worry about a business plan, just build the 

thing. You shouldn't have that much in the way of costs anyway, beyond living 
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expenses. Have yourself a complimentary skills team, a year's run of cash, then 

make decisions based on the cash you have today, sell it now and build it later 

(Brown, 2009). 

For these reasons, Alex Algard could be deemed an intuitive rather than rational 

developer of strategy. He had clear vision and was passionate about his business and his 

lack of emphasis on any business plan. 

 

More individual approach in strategy making 

All articles collected about Alex Algard revealed no involvement of others in his 

strategy making. Algard created his strategy mostly by himself for two reasons. Firstly, 

he had a belief that a firm should be developed ‗in the old fashioned way‘ where the 

entrepreneur leads the firm. Secondly, he had never obtained external funding, even 

from the launching of his firm in 1998, suggesting that he did need advice or direction 

from investors. There is no evidence that he sought advice even from his co-founder 

Simon Han.  

 

Strategy process as part of emergent learning 

Alex Algard‘s strategy making process was also, in part, emergent learning. From start 

up he learned to develop his strategy step by step: 

We are very much roll-up-our sleeves type of people (Ernst, 2003) 

Managing their own inventory was ―the only way the company could insure a 

good customer experience, ―he said. ―We bucked the trend, as far as inventory 

goes,‖ said Algard. ― We looked at it as a competitive advantage to house our 

own inventory (Ernst, 2003) 

Another example of emergent learning was when his firm did not reach profitability 

after the growing phase in 2008. At that time, Alex Algard used what he learned to 

improve the condition. In the early years, his firm was profitable because he managed 

the finances very carefully by focusing on product and customer and growing the 

business. However, in 2008 he realized that his firm had grown too much and yet was 

not profitable, so he began to manage the finances of his firm and reduce its size. His 

other firm also faced the same problem. From there he learned that the problems were 

due to over hiring. He said he had focused too much on specific skills that made him 

overlook other important criteria such as passion and basic abilities of the person he 

hired:  
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... We focused too much on specific skills, and too little on fundamental abilities, 

raw talent, and passion for our business. A couple of years thereafter, we went 

thru some gut-wrenching people changes as a result of that. In retrospect, hiring 

rapidly was too easy and it should have been a giant red flag to me. I‘ve learned 

that in good or bad times, hiring should always be difficult (Patel, 2010) 

He also revealed that he made a mistake because the growth of his firm was not parallel 

with the growth in traffic. CarDomainNetwork had grown too large and lacked enough 

traffic: 

In retrospect I think that was a mistake, up to that point. And we started adding 

a lot of people, adding a lot of expenses and the company dipped into the red for 

a few years after that as there was a necessary traffic growth mode (Warner, 

2010) 

Alex Algard also learned from competitors in developing his strategy. He looked at 

Google and other development in the market. He followed Google‘s step to grow and 

used his competitor‘s strategy to pursue social networking as a mechanism in his 

business. 

 

The above discussion suggests that Alex Algard took an emergent learning approach in 

making his strategy.  

 

Reactive Process as a major part of strategy formation 

It could also be concluded that Alex Algard was dictated to by his environment in 

developing his strategy. There were three major instances in which environment played 

a large role for Alex Algard in developing his strategy. CarDomainNetwork is one of 

the companies that was always affected by the dynamic nature of the environment, 

either online or offline. In 2003, because of the mature stage of the automotive 

accessories industry, CarDomain was able to capitalize on this growth and become 

successful despite the small funding. CarDomainNetwork managed to survive because 

the market for automobile accessories was growing rapidly at the time despite the 

recession:  

It hasn't hurt that the aftermarket for car parts has proven to be largely 

recession-proof. The market for parts and accessories has grown from a $1.5 

billion industry in 2001 to $2.4 billion in 2002, Algard says. "That's crazy 

growth for a mature industry like automobile accessories." Algard said. Some of 
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the industry's growth may be attributed to string of Hollywood blockbusters that 

highlighted tricked-out cars, like "The Fast and the Furious." Whatever the 

reason, it's clear that CarDomain Networks survived the bursting of the dot-com 

bubble by focusing on its customers and not getting caught up in the hype and 

fictional expectations that dominated business plans in the late 1990s (Ernst, 

2003) 

As mentioned earlier, in 2004, Alex Algard decided to use the firm‘s profit to grow after 

looking at Google‘s successful development. He described Google‘s success as a reason 

for choosing the growth strategy: 

there was a period between 2004 and 2005, when I sensed a renewed optimism 

in the wild, Google was preparing for its.... and so forth. Myself and my co-

founder Simon decided let's swing to the fences, let's dip the company into the 

red and forego short-term profitability make this company much larger. 

... Google‘s a threat to everybody in their web space to some extent. And I 

suppose that anybody could dream up some sort of nightmare scenario where 

the whole might of Google pursues you as an individual business and then it‘s 

game over (Warner, 2010) 

Thirdly, the rising number of competitors in 2007 caused CarDomainNetwork to 

revamp its business model into the social network realm and obtain funding to grow. 

The biggest competitors in 2007 were MySpace, GM and Yahoo which also provided a 

place for people to post information about cars. Meanwhile, CarSpace.com catered more 

for car sellers and buyers than CarDomainNetwork which was only for those who 

wanted to modify their cars (Cook, 2007b). For that reason, in 2008, 

CarDomainNetwork divested its retail section of selling car accessories and 

concentrated on being a social network and online marketplace for cars, merging with 

its competitor StreetFire.net in 2009.  

StreetFire has developed a great online video platform and built a tremendous 

asset of automotive video content. We are excited about bringing a strong video 

offering to CarDomain (Brown, 2009) 

The competition made it worse for CarDomainNetwork. Alex Algard realized that he 

should pool resources and the best way to do that was to merge with CarDomain‘s best 

competitor to beat the odds in the industry: 

Both companies sell online advertising, relying on the battered auto industry for 

their revenue (Cook, 2009a). 
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Later in one interview with Andrew Warner in 2010, Algard revealed why he strove for 

CarDomainNetwork to be a leader in social networking for car lovers. 

Being number two, online, just plain sucks. Website users are very efficient 

about going to the best service of some type. So, there‘s a huge difference 

between number one and number two (Warner, 2010) 

Another environmental reason was the industry‘s negative outlook: CarDomainNetwork 

had to downsize and lay off more than half of its 50 employees. The economic slump 

for the industry had translated into a flat growth in the number of its unique visitors in 

2008 as described previously. 

With the automotive industry teetering, it is a tough time to operate an ad-

supported social network for car enthusiasts. Because of those challenges, 

CarDomain.com today announced that it is cutting half of its staff. Sixteen 

employees are losing their jobs as the Seattle company attempts to prepare for 

what is believed to be a significant slowdown in the online automotive 

advertising category (Cook, 2008) 

CarDomainNetwork realized that slow growth in traffic was not enough to buffer the hit 

from the overall declining trend of automotive industry, and that laying off was 

inevitable. 

―Although we are growing overall traffic and member engagement year-on-

year, the economy and the automotive industry has taken a significant turn for 

the worse, leading to very pessimistic industry projections of advertising budgets 

and a protracted recovery period," said CEO Rajan Krishnamurty in a 

statement. "To significantly reduce our burn rate and preserve capital, we laid 

off a number of employees today. They can be very proud of their contributions 

to the company. Going forward, CarDomain is well positioned as the leading 

social media property in automotive to leverage the upside in the economy." 

(Cook, 2008) 

After developing and implementing the strategy, CarDomainNetwork regained its profit 

and become a leader in social network for car enthusiast as one of the interviews about 

the firm‘s achievement shows: 

It was back to profitability as of a few months ago, yes? [Warner asking Algard] 

(Warner, 2010) 
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Cardomain.com, I introduced earlier as the leading social network for car 

enthusiasts. You actually are number one and you bought number two and 

combined them into what‘s now the power house (Warner, 2010) 

Overall, it could be implied that the environment has played the greater role in dictating 

Alex Algard in creating his strategy. Algard seemed to become more reactive over time 

than he was in the early years of CarDomainNetwork. He realized that the market was 

changing very fast and that he could no longer defy the mainstream. This could be seen 

from the way his strategy changed when he referred to the market and his competitors. 

It can be argued therefore that Alex Algard was a reactive type of strategy maker. 

 

Summary 

Alex Algard used various types of strategy making process in developing his strategy 

after start up. He used intuitive process in creating his strategy by being visionary and 

passionate about his business. However, he also developed his strategy individually as 

there was no evidence that he involved others. He also learned step by step in 

developing his strategy by benefiting from his own experience and referring to 

competitors. Finally, due to the dynamic and strong nature of the industry forces, Alex 

Algard had no choice but to be a reactive strategy maker.  

 

5.3.4 Case Study 4: Cary Chessick and Restaurant.com 

In 1999, Cary S Chessick, 43, started his restaurant portal venture, Restaurant.com, with 

his two friends, Scott Lutwak and Steve Savad, in Illinois, USA. The portal was 

complete with menus, video tours and online reservation but the only problem with this 

portal was that participating restaurants were charged for this service. The concept 

failed and because of that the firm struggle to take off. In 2001, Chessick revamped the 

concept and came out with a business model of selling gift certificates for restaurant 

dining through E-Bay. The concept was profitable, but unfortunately it was not scalable 

and totally depended on E-Bay. Again, he had to revamp the business model. In 2004, 

Chessick relaunched Restaurant.com but this time he designed a workable revenue 

model. In this new model, Restaurant.com obtained $25 certificates from restaurants 

then sold them to customers who wrote reviews for $10. He also introduced a few 

developments on top of the revenue model.  
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To increase distribution, he created affiliate relationships with thousands of other 

websites, generated direct sales through the site and started building an e mail 

database of consumers for remarketing and promotions (AllBusiness, 2009) 

The concept worked and it was due to his innovativeness that he was selected two times 

as finalist for the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year. Between 2005 and 2007, 

his business achieved significant profit and grew 177 percent, with 220 employees. 

Today, Restaurant.com serves more than 10,000 restaurant partners nationwide and has 

millions of customers. Over the years of his business, Chessick has been vigorously 

involved with Restaurant.com‘s strategy. He was the person who led this firm into 

success after facing several challenges in the early years of the business, as described in 

one article by Dusty Klein in 2008:  

Through his leadership, the company has grown to become the nation's premier 

online restaurant gift certificate savings provider for diners with more than 8,500 

restaurants across the country. In 1999, he helped raise money to launch 

Restaurant.com – two years later he introduced the current business for restaurant 

gift certificate sales and in 2006 launched online restaurant reservations. Today he 

oversees Restaurant.com's workforce of more than 150 employees, and is a two-

time finalist for the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year award. 

Restaurant.com has been featured by Good Morning America, The Today Show, 

The Wall Street Journal and on networks in more than 30 U.S. cities (Klein, 2008). 

Even though Restaurant.com has been a successful business and Cary Chessick himself 

was considered a successful entrepreneur, Chessick never stopped developing his 

strategy for his business. He knew that the restaurants were his important customers, so 

he introduced affiliate programs for participating restaurants. During Christmas season 

in 2008, he launched a promotion called ―feed forward‖ whereby a person could send 

30 dining certificates free to their loved ones and friends. In November 2009, he 

upgraded its search and filter features for restaurant.com so that it will be convenient for 

diners to search and for restaurant owners to have greater exposure to the diners. In 

2010, Cary Chessick began to integrate his firm‘s services with others, such as 

ExacTarget where marketers who use ExactTarget will have access to wholesale 

quantities of Restaurant.com gift certificates that offer at least 60 percent savings, 

including $25 gift certificates for less than $10.  
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Strategy making is a rational process 

Based on the analysis, Cary Chessick could, on the following grounds, be regarded as 

an Internet entrepreneur whose strategy development was a rational. Firstly, there was 

evidence that he invested in data analysis, suggesting that he has a tendency to depend 

on data analysis in developing his strategy: 

He advocates teamwork and invests heavily in technology, personnel, training, 

data analysis, partner relationships, restaurant acquisitions and retention. For 

customers, he strives to offer a positive online experience unlike any other on 

the Web (AllBusiness, 2008) 

Lastly, there is support for the view that Chessick used experts or strategic analysts such 

as Kevin Gross and Keith McFarland to help him for his strategy making:  

Kevin Gross was instrumental in changing a sales process that was deep seated 

and in some cases flawed. Kevin is an intellectual and strategic thinker. He has 

a breadth of experience, knows how to set a high goal, and implement a plan to 

reach that goal. The added value of having Kevin handle a project is that he has 

been and continues to be a CEO. So what I received, in addition to the specific 

project work that he was hired to do, was CEO level thinking, ideas and 

perspective (Chessick, 2010) 

After Keith McFarland, author of ―The Breakthrough Company: How Everyday 

Companies Become Extraordinary Performers,‖ did a YPO workshop, 

Restaurant.com hired him to consult.‖ One of his principles is don‘t leave 

decisions only to people in the corner office (LeBeau, 2008). In summary, it 

could be inferred that Cary Chessick was using rational process in his strategy 

development because he invested in data analysis and used strategic analysts to 

consult for strategy making. 

 

Strategy making as a social process 

For Cary Chessick, strategy making could also have been part of a social process. He 

revealed that others were involved in his strategy making by mentioning that he 

advocates teamwork in his company and he owed the progress of the company to this 

team working.  

He advocates teamwork and invests heavily in technology, personnel training, 

data analysis, partner relationships, restaurant acquisitions and retention. For 

customers, he strives to offer a positive online experience unlike any other on 
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the Web. He says that progress was from tremendous persistence, hard work, 

ingenuity and teamwork. He continues to see no end in sight to the company‘s 

growth potential (AllBusiness, 2008) 

Apart from this tendency, the fact that he hired strategy analysts in his strategy making 

confirmed that his strategy development was a social process. 

Besides involving other people in strategy making, he was also involved in managing 

the politics outside of his organization. He knew restaurant owners were powerful in 

making the business model for his firm work. He managed the power balance by 

creating an affiliation program with them and adapting his strategy to them. Then he 

was able to maintain this symbiotic relationship between his firm and the restaurant 

owners. 

 The fact that we package up for restaurants a platform that puts none of their 

capital at risk, fills their tables on a profitable basis, builds them a consumer 

database around survey information, and all in an easy, accessible and user-

friendly format, is right for the time we‘re living in,‖ Chessick said. ―It‘s also 

right for the new consumer mind-set, that saving is savvy.‖The only time they 

incur a cost is when the customer is sitting in their restaurant (Brandau, 2009) 

Cary Chessick also developed his strategy socially because he wanted to create a culture 

of employee satisfaction. Besides maintaining a certain culture to control his employees, 

he also tried to manage the widely dispersed nature of his employees around United 

States.  

In 2005, I want to create a corporate culture that increases employee 

satisfaction. We have 44 marketing representatives in 13 states, but most of them 

have never visited our headquarters. And since I don't handle hiring or training, 

I haven't met most of them, either. To make our reps feel more at home in the 

company, I'll launch an intranet to help us stay in better touch, I'll call them 

more frequently, I'll send e-mail updates about company happenings, and I'll 

bring them to our home office once in awhile. It's always great to put a face to a 

name (Hanson, 2005). 

Chessick‘s mission is to create an environment where people can do their best 

and be rewarded for a job well done. He offers an employee of the week 

program in which staff members are honoured for their stellar performance 

(AllBusiness, 2006) 
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Overall, there was evidence that Cary Chessick developed his strategy socially rather 

than individually by valuing teamwork, maintaining a culture of employee satisfaction 

as well as using a strategy analyst. 

 

Strategy formulation mostly as an emergent learning process 

Cary Chessick‘s approach in developing strategy could also be an emergent learning 

process. Over the years, he revamped his business model three times, every time 

learning something new. He admitted this emergent learning in one of the interviews:  

It was an expensive education, but an education nonetheless.......The mantra of 

the day was market share, and you didn't care if you were running out of money. 

Today, a company only survives when a business model exists that provides real 

value (Spirrison, 2008). 

He learned that at the initial stage he did not have a strong revenue model and did not 

look closely enough at market share. He profited after his second launching but it was 

not scalable, so that he had to re-launch for a third time. Here, he learned that the only 

model that survived would be the monetized and scalable model. This learning has been 

reflected in how he managed his business in later years where he always introduced 

something new that could generate revenue and market share for his firm either in the 

short term or long term. Therefore, Cary Chessick could also be considered someone 

who develops his strategy partly through an emergent learning process. 

 

Strategy as a balance between a reactive and proactive process 

It may be inferred that Cary Chessick is both a reactive and a proactive entrepreneur 

depending on the situation. Negative growth to restaurant industry in 2008 and 2009 

made Cary Chessick proactive in the development of his strategy. 

―The past two years have been a very challenging time for our industry....‖ 

(Sweeney, 2010). 

His reactive response was by providing vigorous promotion and marketing services to 

help restaurant partners survive the economic downturn. His proactive approach was 

when he introduced innovations in his business even though Restaurant.com was 

already a success. The latest innovation was search enhancement for customers‘ 

convenience and sufficient exposure for loyal restaurant partners in 2010 on the 

website. He also introduced an innovative strategy dealing with marketing and 

promotion, such as ―Restaurant of the Month‖ and ―Feed it Forward‖ promotions during 
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Christmas. Therefore, it emerges from the previous discussion that Cary Chessick 

developed his strategy through both proactive and reactive process. 

 

Summary 

Cary Chessick‘s strategy making may be called rational, social and emergent learning. 

However, in terms of the environment, he was both reactive and proactive in his 

strategy process. He adopts rational process by conducting data analysis and consulting 

analysts in developing his strategy. Apart from that, he also learned over time how to 

develop his next strategy. In order to strive for his company‘s continuity in the long 

term he proactively changed and improved Restaurant.com. However, because of the 

economy he has had to react to the environment in order maintain his firm‘s survival.  

 

5.3.5 Case Study 5: Jeffrey Tinsley and MyLife.com 

Jeffrey Tinsley, 36, a serial entrepreneur, founded MyLife.com (previously 

Reunion.com) in 2002 after meeting his wife at a high school reunion. MyLife.com is a 

social network and people search engine. MyLife.com, which was the result of the 

successful merger between Reunion.com and Wink.com in November 2008, had more 

than 50 million members and approximately 14 million unique visitors conducting more 

than two million new searches for people each month. MyLife.com is one of the fastest 

growing Web sites and a top ranked site, according to ComScore, Media Metrix and 

Nielsen Online, respectively, and has been profitable since its inception in 2002 under 

the original Reunion.com brand. With annual revenue growth nearly doubling, Jeffrey 

Tinsley was the winner of Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year in 2009. 

 

Strategy as a rational process 

Based from the articles compiled for Jeffrey Tinsley, Jeffrey emerges as rational in his 

strategy making because he started with a clear focus on his business goals that could be 

understood by his employees and then these goals were incorporated into performance 

measurement and clear implementation steps.  

I actually do involve myself on a consistent basis with various teams across the 

board, just to check in and make sure that every group has their questions 

answered as to our organizational direction (Cassano, 2009). 

Reiterating to the whole company what you‘re focused on as a business, where 

the opportunities lay and how making the shift will better position your company 
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for achieving the goals of the business. It‘s very important to help the teams and 

different individuals in the company understand their roles in that evolution and 

helping them understand how they impact your progress against your internal 

objectives (Cassano, 2009). 

The leaders of teams that he had assigned in his firm are required to give feedback of 

their team performance against company objectives with detailed checklist and feedback 

mechanisms in place.  

They‘re obviously breaking down to another level of detail what the priorities 

and actions are that are going to drive toward the overall goal. Those leaders 

need to provide the feedback necessary that shows how the team is progressing 

in relation to the overall company goals. They‘re taking the higher level 

messages of upper management and bringing it to another, more consumable 

level for the individual team members. Our leaders are no different. They 

consistently communicate with their groups. Some groups in the organization 

are meeting on a daily basis (Cassano, 2009).  

Taking it to another level, each of the teams within the business are looking at 

detailed feedback mechanisms, which include customer feedback and actual key 

metrics that they‘re tracking on a daily basis (Cassano, 2009). 

These two instances show the typical rational process in which strategy is developed 

explicitly and to implement them requires detailed attention to the attainment of 

objectives with checklists and performance-monitoring tools or techniques. 

He also admitted that he listened and shared with his employees feedback from 

consumers, analysts and others about the firm.  

At a minimum, within the monthly meetings we‘re sharing everything we 

possibly can about the progress, from key metrics and financial perspective to 

the external feedback from consumers, analysts and others that are having 

conversations about the business. All of that is communicated in these monthly 

meetings (Cassano, 2009). 

Therefore, it could be inferred that he referred to data analysis in developing his strategy 

on a regular basis. It is clear from the previous discussion that Jeffrey Tinsley developed 

his strategy through rational process. 
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Social approach to strategy making 

Jeffrey Tinsley‘s strategy making can also be described as a social process because he 

listened to others and imposed MyLife.com‘s vision and goals on a regular basis with 

his employees. 

I have an orientation meeting with new people to start, and within that meeting, 

we do a number of things. We talk about the business, the opportunities of the 

market and what we‘re going to focus on. We take people through the individual 

departments, how they impact the business and drive us toward the goals of the 

organization. We even get down right into values, what we believe in here. We 

believe in open, honest communication, collaboration, yielding the best possible 

results, the best possible opportunities... 

I actually do involve myself on a consistent basis with various teams across the 

board, just to check in and make sure that every group has their questions 

answered as to our organizational direction (Cassano, 2009). 

Jeffrey Tinsley also referred to analysts for strategy making: 

At a minimum, within the monthly meetings we‘re sharing everything we 

possibly can about the progress, from key metrics and financial perspective to 

the external feedback from consumers, analysts and others that are having 

conversations about the business. All of that is communicated in these monthly 

meetings (Cassano, 2009). 

Therefore, it could be suggested that Jeffrey Tinsley developed his strategy socially by 

listening to others and implementing a performance-tracking system and with certain 

focus of the business. 

 

Reactive strategy maker 

Tinsley was of the opinion that the company needed to evolve with change. The 

business environment for his firm was dynamic. He believed that his firm needed to 

change along with the industry. This obviously a reactive approach, as shown in the 

following excerpt: 

That is really the one constant here in any business, that things are going to 

change and evolve, and we‘re always going to try to evolve the business in a 

positive way......and we believe in evolution, that things are going to change and 

that we‘re going to embrace change (Cassano, 2009). 
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Summary 

In summary, there are three prominent ways in which Jeffrey Tinsley developed his 

strategy. He used a detailed feedback mechanism for his strategy making, he involved 

others, and he was influenced by the changes in the environment. All of these processes 

have made him a rational, social and reactive type of strategy-maker.  

 

5.3.6 Case Study 6: Paul Thelen and Big Fish Games 

Paul Thelen, 43, started Big Fish Games in 2002 to beat the boredom of having to be on 

leave for his incorrectly diagnosed serious illness. He was told that he had only two or 

three months to live (Reese, 2005). Having an MBA from Stanford with a bachelor 

degree in Electrical Engineering, Paul Thelen studied a programming manual in eight 

days to develop his first prototype.  

I took an 8 day trip to Hawaii and read a programming manual cover to cover and 

wrote my first prototype on the plane trip home. In the following 15 months I wrote 

12 games...well ok, 7 unique games and 5 varieties of Mahjong (Brodie, 2006). 

Big Fish Games is a website for mature gamers that distributes, develops and publishes 

games. This site, which at first was popular with women over 30, has distributed more 

than 50 million games since 2002. The firm revenue model was varied, and included 

subscription, distribution deals with other websites, and affiliate and online advertising. 

Currently, it is one the largest distributors of online games in the world, releasing 

downloadable games every day, with 380 employees and sales last year of $85 million 

(Cook, 2009b). Paul Thelen as the Internet entrepreneur has been actively involved in 

managing Big Fish Games from its inception until now, even though he hired Jeremy 

Lewis as a CEO in 2006. The hiring was described by some writer as a reflection of Big 

Fish Games‘ success in the casual games segment (Engleman, 2006). 

 

More of a rational process in developing strategy 

The resources show Paul Thelen to be a rational strategy-maker, but passionate about 

his business because the business inspires his life. He considers his business more 

something to live for than to work for: 

I have never, ever worked so hard in my life as I did starting a company. And the 

reason I did it is that it isn‘t a job. It is my life. I live it. I enjoy it. I get up in the 

morning and I am challenged by it. It gets me going, and that‘s what makes 

success (Cook, 2009c). 
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Thelen trusts data, compiles data, conducts analysis and product testing on the games. 

He stresses the importance of having data to support and confirm that the strategy which 

is adopted is the right one: 

Conviction is about having data, being convinced what you are doing is right, 

moving forward with passion and then observing as you go, and changing 

course as the data dictates, he said. (Cook, 2009c).  

Apart from that he also conducted marketing analysis such as focus group and usability 

testing for his games in order to harness customer feedback. 

To be fair, Huntsville took us by surprise. We did a lot of usability testing and 

focus groups to tune it over a 9 month period, but when we put it live on our site 

and it generated over 1000 sales units in the first 24 hours, I literally almost fell 

out of my chair. It took a while to really understand what made Huntsville 

successful and we tried to make sure that element was not lost in Prime Suspects 

(Brodie, 2006).  

He also conducted analysis that profiled the mature gamer into 14 segments in order to 

be able to target them effectively. 

During the Casual Connect conference in Seattle, web-oriented game developer 

and distributor Big Fish Games released results of its research project into the 

spending and playing habits of so-called hardcore and casual gamers. 

Conducted with market research firm NPD, the study surveyed 2,611 gamers 

and determined that lines between casual and hardcore are blurry at best, and 

gamer demographics are broader than conventional thinking has held. As Big 

Fish chief strategy officer (CSO) Paul Thelen stated during a Casual Connect 

keynote, the traditional casual approach of‖‗ one size fits all' doesn't work." 

(Remo & Steele, 2008).  

With this analysis he realized that his strategy could not be targeted to all gamers. This 

contributed to his strategy development. 

Thelen argued that by disaggregating the market in this way, developers and 

publishers are able to more effectively specialize and focus individual titles, 

leading to greater success among their target audiences. "Going after the casual 

or core audience lacks the specificity to have any real meaning and will not help 

define your vision enough to be successful," he said. That same philosophy 

should be applied to distribution, he went on – companies should not try to be 

all things to all people. "Customers are smart and will find the best-in-class 
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provider," he pointed out. "Don't try to compete in music distribution against 

iTunes. They are very good at what they do" (Remo & Steele, 2008)  

From the discussion above it emerges that Thelen is more of a rational strategy-maker 

who trusts in data, conducting analysis and using customer testing before launching his 

games.  

 

Strategy as a social process 

Paul Thelen developed his strategy as part of social process because he refers to 

customer feedback before launching any new games. His customers play the greater role 

in his strategy making because he depended on them in selecting which games to release 

or to discontinue. 

―We're very sensitive to the customer experience and the jury is out about 

whether or not that's a superior model," said Paul Thelen, CEO of Big Fish 

Games Inc (Engleman, 2007b). 

We launched Big Fish Games with a different philosophy, of letting the 

customers decide what games are good instead of our employees (Brodie, 2006).  

For him, the customers had so far determined the quality of the games posted on the Big 

Fish website. 

Even at 30 games a month, only 20% to 30% of games submitted to us get 

released, based largely on a quality threshold not our judgment of whether it 

will be a hit or not. If a game resonates with our audience in the first few days 

(most games will get 30,000 to 40,000 download off the text "New Releases" 

section, a very statistically valid sample), it will bubble up the rankings and sell 

very well. If the game does not do well, it drifts down in the rankings and is 

eventually removed from the site (Brodie, 2006) 

Furthermore, Thelen liked to maintain a culture that was open and collaborative in his 

firm. This suggests that he prefers to collaborate with employees in making strategy: 

Besides its ―fun, family-friendly product,‖ Walcott says the Big Fish culture is 

open and very collaborative. ―I think it‘s the best company to work for in 

Seattle,‖ he says. OK, he‘s a bit biased, but his message is clear. ―We really try 

to take care of our employees…I‘m proud to say people here have a very good 

work environment.‖(Huang, 2008).  

http://profiles.portfolio.com/company/us/wa/seattle/big_fish_games/1139178/
http://profiles.portfolio.com/company/us/wa/seattle/big_fish_games/1139178/
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Based on this information, Paul Thelen could be seen as social in creating his strategy. 

He refers to customers and tries to maintain a culture of taking employee and customers 

as important people that helped him in developing his strategy. 

 

Strategy process mainly of emergent learning 

Paul Thelen obviously has faith in emergent learning because he kept reiterating this 

approach in many of his interviews: 

There is a lot of learning that goes on in a brand new market, especially one that 

changes and evolves as quickly as this one has...(Holtzman, 2007). 

In a discussion about Microsoft starting its game division, Thelen has spoken his mind 

about how learning becomes a competitive advantage: 

Big Fish Games founder Paul Thelen then jumped into the conversation, saying 

he's learned a lot over the past decade about what casual gamers want."It takes 

more than launching a few games on a portal to really make a business," said 

Thelen. "I've been doing this for 10 or 11 years now in the casual space and 

every year I think there has been the comment 'what are you going to do now 

that insert very large company here is entering your space.' It is business as 

usual. It is a tremendous focus on the customer. We've been doing this a lot 

longer and with a lot better service than what they are offering" (Cook, 2009b). 

He also advised the students who attended his lecture about learning by doing: 

If you do start, chances are you may fail, but you are going to learn a lot in the 

process," Thelen said to a packed room of student entrepreneurs, VCs and other 

members of the Seattle start up community. "This is a learning process, and the 

only way you learn is by doing‖ (Cook, 2009c). 

Paul Thelen also learned through his years in Real Networks how business plans could 

lead to misjudgement. He believed that a person should look at the signs of the market 

around and should be able to change the plan when there is a need:  

―The interesting thing about that business plan? It was very wrong," said 

Thelen, adding that he initially misread the market for hardcore gamers."You 

have to keep your eyes open. Your business plan is not written in stone," he said. 

Thelen also noted that entrepreneurs fail because they either have too much 

conviction or not enough (Cook, 2009c).  

He mentioned ―observing as you go, and changing course as the data dictates‖ in an 

article by Cook in 2009. He emphasised the same view in other part of the article: 
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Business owners need to be flexible enough to move in new directions, making 

sure that they don't attack problems with ―blinders on‖ (Cook, 2009c). 

Therefore, it could be concluded that Paul Thelen derived his strategy mainly through 

emergent learning. 

 

Strategy process as a reactive process 

Paul Thelen also developed his strategy through reactive process because the industry 

was a highly dynamic and complex one, where competition was hostile between the 

players in the industry.  

―The industry is in a transitional phase from a more cooperative mode to a 

more competitive mode. As companies are seeing they can have a full offering 

independently, they are taking that route," said Chris Early, product unit 

manager for the Microsoft casual games group (Engleman, 2007b). 

Competition was hostile not only because of prominent companies like Microsoft and 

Google but also as regards similar sized competitors such as iWin and PopCap. One 

article described how the industry has made firms inside the online games industry more 

competitive: 

Seattle has emerged as a hub for this type of game development. Local 

companies such as PopCap and Big Fish Games have emerged as players in this 

market, while technology giants Microsoft Corp. and RealNetworks Inc. devotes 

entire divisions to casual game development. To be sure, casual games are still 

a small slice of the overall interactive games market, which is dominated by the 

major consoles: Microsoft Xbox 360, Nintendo Wii and Sony PlayStation 3. Of 

the $30 billion interactive games market, about 3 percent -- $953 million -- 

came from casual games last year, according to DFC Intelligence, a San Diego-

based research firm (Engleman, 2007b). 

 In fact the competition made iWin turn to desperate measures, such as hacking Big Fish 

Games‘ trade secret and being sued for it. 

"We were disappointed to learn that one of our competitors had sought to gain 

an unfair advantage by unlawfully accessing a computer system containing 

trade secrets of online game companies, including ours," said Big Fish CEO 

Thelen, in a statement. "We're all for fun and games, but hacking into a 

company's computer system to steal trade secrets and gain a competitive 

advantage is serious business and is illegal." (Engleman, 2007a) 

http://profiles.portfolio.com/company/us/wa/seattle/realnetworks__inc_/1087035/
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Because of the nature of the industry and the competitive pressure, Paul Thelen took 

several actions to make his firm sustainable in the long term. In 2007, he focused on 

offering new titles, developed customer reward programs and partnered with Activision. 

In 2008, he raised funding of $83million for international expansion, starting with 

Germany, France and Spain. Meanwhile, in 2009, Big Fish created new types of games 

and partnered with various companies such as People Online, and Harlequin .com to tap 

a larger market share. Thus it can be argued that Paul Thelen developed his strategy 

through a reactive process due to the competitive forces in the environment. 

 

Summary 

From the discussion above, then, Thelen is able to be identified as a rational, social, 

emergent learner and reactive strategy-maker. He was rational because he compiled data 

and analysed them. The results were then integrated into his next strategy. He was also 

social because he referred to customers for strategy making. He also learned to develop 

his strategy step by step and improvise after looking at data analysis. Finally, the 

competition forced him to adapt his strategy to match the competition. 

 

5.3.7 Case Study 7: Hooman Radfar and Clearspring Technologies 

Hooman Radfar, 30, launched Clearspring Technologies with his friend Anthony Fath 

in 2004 after completing their graduate school at Carnegie Mellon University in the 

USA. The company was initially financed by a $38,000 grant that was given by the 

university for the purpose of studying widgets. According to Hooman Radfar, a widget 

could be defined as ―portable micro application or piece of content like a slide show, 

video, game, newsfeed, that people can take from one Web site to another‖ (Smith, 

2008) Hooman Radfar started the company after seeing the potential of widgets that 

seemed not to have been realized by others. He described how he could see this 

potential: 

We saw two trends. First, the web was shifting from a publication mechanism, into 

a platform for delivering online services. Widgets are an easy way for users to 

consume online services. Second, we saw the next generation of ―portals‖ was 

rising that enabled users to aggregate third party content applications – start pages 

and social networks. Widgets were a key way for publishers and advertisers to 

reach audience that, increasingly, spent their time on places like MySpace (Toren, 

2009). 
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Clearspring was described as a successful Internet business based on the company 

potential and the entrepreneur. Clearspring generated about 200 million unique visitors 

and 534 million monthly users with sales increasing by more than 10% in 2009. The 

firm also had a large customer base of both Internet and non Internet based firms, 150 of 

the largest media companies including NASCAR, New York CBS, D.C based National 

Geographic, Paramount Pictures, ESPN and MTV (Darcy, 2009a; Plumb, 2009) and at 

the same time delivered content to more than 80 social websites such as Facebook, 

MySpace, iGoogle, Twitter and Digg (Darcy, 2008). 

 

Hooman Radfar himself was considered a notable entrepreneur. He received two 

nominations for his entrepreneurship quality and featured as one of the best 

entrepreneurs in one business magazine. One of the big strategy moves of Clearspring 

technologies was buying AddThis LLC, the largest bookmarking and sharing tool on 

websites late in 2008 and modifying it so that it brought profit to Clearspring 

Technologies.  

Under Radfar‘s watch, the AddThis bookmarking tool for Web sites has been re-

engineered and could help Clearspring finally turn a profit. The 46-employee 

company took a big step toward that goal Sept. 22, with the introduction of 

enhanced version of AddThis (Darcy, 2009b). 

 

Strategy process as an intuitive approach 

There are many instances observed from the resources which led to a conclusion that 

Hooman Radfar‘s approach in developing his strategy was intuitive. He was intuitive 

due to his long term vision for his business and even called a visionary because he was 

the first to develop the idea of commercializing widgets on the Internet, creating the 

widget movement. It was visionary, since the concept of widget did not exist until 2004. 

The founder and CEO of Clearspring is a true visionary. He gets the credit 

for pioneering the widget movement on the web and for articulating the strategy 

for a ―universal sharing platform‖ BIG IDEA and why the company acquired 

AddThis. I am very proud of him and am pleased to work with him as chairman 

of his board of directors (Leonsis, 2008). 
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Besides being a pioneer, Radfar also promoted the idea of interoperability between 

websites, or a common platform between websites that could significantly reduce the 

costs of building a website.  

Today, there‘s no interoperability. I think the next stage is that tunnel paradigm 

will be broken, and Web site publishers can build whole sites from third-party 

components, which will really reduce the cost of building Web sites (Smith, 

2008) 

He also suggested that in the future every website will move towards adopting some 

degree of social network in their website: 

Widgets are going to get social. Now when I think of social networking, I think 

of Facebook or MySpace. But in the future, every Web site will have community 

features and will be linked by a common community framework (Smith, 2008) 

Apart from vision, Hooman Radfar did not believe in a fixed plan and this could be seen 

in his Facebook profile: 

―Planning is good. Plans are dangerous.‖ Writing in his Facebook profile 

29/12/2009. 

It may be inferred from this that he was not against planning, but it worried him when 

plans could not be changed. In addition to that, Radfar is also passionate in managing 

his business because to him Clearspring was the firm that he loved and with people that 

he loved to work with. He was proud of Clearspring, which has given him valuable 

experience and perspective. When asked what he will be doing in five years, Radfar 

says:  

Projects that I love, with people that I love to work with. Life is an incredible 

thing. We have all the opportunity in the world if we simply open our eyes and 

seize it. Clearspring has been a fantastic project and it has given me a lot of 

perspective that has shaped my view on other projects I want to work on (Toren, 

2009). 

His rational approach could only be seen when he was mentioned as a person who has a 

perspective that the ―world is an algorithmic challenge.‖ However, his creativity had 

produced various innovations on the web, including for Web 2.0, social advertising and 

others. This discussion shows Hooman Radfar was intuitive in developing his strategy 

because he has strong vision, passion and a disdain for plans.  
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Social approach in strategy formation 

Hooman Radfar can also be said to have developed his strategy socially, for several 

reasons. Firstly, he refers to his investors and board of directors as often as a few times 

a week. He admitted that they had given him advice on various matters, from marketing 

to public relations.  

Radfar says their backing includes more than just money. ―I communicate 

constantly with all of them,‖ he tells TechJournal South. Ted Leonsis, for 

instance. I have his cell phone number and talk to him a couple of times a week. 

The minimum I see any of them is once a month.‖  

The help they give varies, ranging from marketing advice to contacts to 

suggestions for approaching media they want to engage. ―Our institutional 

investors have contributed as well‖ he says (Maurer, 2008). 

He also collaborated with several important teams in his company every day, suggesting 

that he might refer to them for his development of strategy: 

I wake up pretty early, try to clear my mail, and after failing at that, hop on 

competition news, spend time working with the groups — I try to spend as much 

time as possible in the office collaborating with people — and after that I get my 

own work done (Smith, 2008) 

From a team perspective, we have been cultivating a rather unique team that we 

like to call Web 2.0 meets Media. Our founding team established the basis for 

Clearspring with an expertise in web services and social networking fresh out of 

Carnegie Mellon University. Since then, Clearspring has attracted the folks that 

built Web 1.0 to our management and investor team. On our management team 

we have the former SVP of Business Development for AOL, the former COO of 

AOL, and the founding CTO of WebMethods. On the investor side, we have 

attracted investors Steve Case, Ron Conway, Richard Edelman, Miles Gilburne, 

Mark Jung, and Ted Leonsis (Steve, 2007). 

 

It seems from the information above that he had three teams: founding teams, 

management teams and investor‘s teams and all of them have been involved in his 

strategy making. Thirdly, Hooman Radfar knew that some degree of market power lies 

in the hands of his big customers and competitors. That was why he formed the strategy 

of partnering with some of them. He tried as much as possible to manage this power by 
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making them partners. He knew big companies such as ESPN, MTV and NBC had 

ample resources and could easily have jeopardized a small company like his. 

Clearspring also has signed deals with content publishers and distributors, 

including 150 of the largest media companies, among them ESPN, MTV and 

NBC Universal (Darcy, 2009a). 

He also knew the power of having a large visitor base and to monetize his company by 

getting more of them. He took his chances by acquiring another growing company 

called Add This in 2008 which already had more than 330 million viewers per month. 

In 2008 the company made its first acquisition: Add This LLC, which offers a 

leading syndication button that appears on Web sites and helps spread 

Clearspring‘s widgets across the Web. More than 330 million unique users view 

that content each month. ―Only three or four companies, Google, Yahoo and 

Microsoft‖ have a broader reach, Radfar says (Darcy, 2009a). 

He also acknowledged the power of the Giants, Google, Yahoo and Microsoft by being 

secretive and careful about his company strategy. 

but we have to be careful, per your Spiderman quote. We are a small company 

with a whole lot of info. To put it in a context, if we were a publisher only 

Google, Yahoo and Microsoft have more reach- and we are getting closer to 

Microsoft. We keep it simple – as long as we can sleep at night then we are 

probably on the right track (Kirkpatrick, 2009). 

Lastly, Hooman Radfar introduced the laidback, simple but open culture in his 

organization to encourage innovation. To him, the most important thing was the end 

result.  

We have three principles that I‘m trying to permeate. The first thing is: Keep it 

simple. Our goal is to deliver the best, and that‘s simple. The second is: People 

first. We‘re about making sure the people in the company are happy — we have 

catered lunches every day, putt-putt in the office, video games — and in terms of 

customers, we try to improve our relationships there. The third is: Always 

improve. If you‘re always afraid of taking risks because you‘re afraid of being 

wrong, you‘re really not going anywhere. It‘s very aggressive, very open where 

people can communicate, and we‘re very much about combining the best of 

[Silicon Valley] with the best of the East Coast (Smith, 2008) 

This laidback culture was also reflected in the company‘s working atmosphere: 
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With well-worn cubicles, each reflecting the personality inhabiting it, a laid-

back office atmosphere and a CEO not often seen out of his jeans-and-T-shirt 

uniform, 5-year-old Clearspring Technologies Inc. still screams scrappy start up 

(Darcy, 2009b). 

From these observations it could be suggested that Hooman Radfar developed his 

strategy socially by realizing and managing the power struggle outside and inside of his 

organization. He tried to create a culture in the organization in order to reduce the gap 

between him and his employees or teams. He believed that by reducing this power 

distance he could get better ideas from his employees. He collaborated internally with 

his investors in order to manage their power. Outside, he reduced the threat of big 

corporations by partnering with them and being extra careful with his next strategy 

move. 

 

Strategy making as part of emergent learning 

For Hooman Radfar, the company itself was the training ground for him in the business. 

This implies that he developed his strategy through learning emergently. He had no 

previous training and he admitted that his academic background did not train him well 

for running his business. It was the experience of running the business that has trained 

him how to manage Clearspring Technologies effectively. 

Since founding Clearspring, I have managed to gain a ton of experience across 

the board – from properly cleaning toilets to raising institutional financing. I 

have had to learn more in the last 3 years than I did in 6 years of school. Suffice 

to say it has been quite the crash course (Steve, 2007). 

He also spoke about learning from the three important teams that he had in his 

organization, as well as from the investors of his company. Therefore, it may be inferred 

from this discussion that he formed his strategy through emergent learning. 

 

Proactive approach in strategy formation 

In terms of his approach towards the change in the environment, Radfar is not mainly 

influenced by the environment. This is obvious when he first created a widget. He 

changed the social networking segment. The widget has made social networking 

becoming more attractive because it allows people to express their personal taste in their 

social networking experience. This is evidence of his proactive approach; in other 
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words, he changed the environment rather than simply adapting to it. This is obvious 

from the following paragraph:  

Yes, the economy is down. But you have to look at it from a different 

perspective‖ Radfar stressed the importance of grasping what‘s happening 

within an entire industry as a whole(especially if it‘s negative) (Hashim-Waris, 

2009) 

Hooman Radfar is the type of Internet entrepreneur who always has a different outlook 

on the environment. He was not adapting to the environment but trying to change it. To 

Radfar, the economy might be down but he preferred to look at it from a different 

perspective in order that he might develop the best strategy to survive. He believed in 

taking environmental cycles into account and in providing services on the internet that 

bring lasting benefits to people: 

The social services that I leverage most are currently on Facebook, Wordpress 

and – increasingly – iGoogle. All of those have one thing in common – utility. 

Every new consumer technology or trend goes through a hype cycle. At the end 

of the day, however, a service needs to have lasting utility to a large audience to 

be meaningful (Toren, 2009). 

Radfar always tried to second guess the changes in the environment or the market. He 

acquired AddThis, a growing business, as one example of his proactive side because he 

predicted that video content would be the main catalyst for online business. 

Toward the end of 2008, Radfar's vision for the future of sharing and 

distribution on the web led him to the decision to acquire AddThis LLC, the 

largest bookmarking and sharing tool that appears on hundreds of thousands of 

websites and enables publishers to make their website content viral. AddThis is 

served more than 20 billion times per month in dozens of languages, and it is 

growing between 15-20 percent monthly (imedia25, 2009) 

Online businesses will continue to grow, fuelled mainly by video content, Radfar 

predicted. ―You are going to see a forced maturation of the space. As [online 

video] becomes more ubiquitous, costs will go down.‖ (Darcy, 2009a). 

 

Finally, his ‗paranoia‘ has helped him succeed, especially in the time that the economy 

was down.  

Only the paranoid survive. You have to be brutally honest with yourself and 

your competition and continuously assess your organization, as well as 
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yourself.....Yes, the economy is down. But you have to look at it from a different 

perspective‖ Radfar stressed the importance of grasping what‘s happening 

within an entire industry as a whole(especially if it‘s negative) (Hashim-Waris, 

2009) 

 

Summary 

From the discussion above it may be concluded that Hooman Radfar is an intuitive, 

social, emergent learning and proactive strategy maker. 

 

5.3.8 Case Study 8: Jeremy Stoppelman and Yelp 

After finishing his B.S. in Engineering, Jeremy Stoppelman joined Max Levchin on 

internship and reunited with his classmate Russel Simon. In 2004, the idea of creating 

Yelp emerged when Jeremy realized that he could not get adequate advice about finding 

a good dentist.  

I had an idea that I was actually passionate about...It was something that affected 

me personally. Over the course of that summer I had needed a doctor, and had 

searched on Google...for doctor reviews and I was surprised to find no information 

(Oza, 2007) 

Yelp started with emails sent to users asking for their reviews of local businesses but 

people were annoyed about getting spammed. So Stoppelman and Simmons decided to 

turn Yelp into a forum for reviews and community information and relaunched it in 

2005. Yelp was now described as a social medium in which people could write their 

reviews about any business or service in their local constituencies but at the same time 

could express themselves on blogs, profile pages, and interact with friends. In other 

words, it now had user-generated content like a Facebook application but with extras, 

such as the facility to write your own review of your local businesses.  

Yelp offers user-generated reviews about local businesses and service providers, 

including restaurants, bars, salons, retail businesses, doctors, and museums. The 

site has adopted a social media-friendly interface; users can create and maintain 

profile pages (complete with online friend networks and photos), where they can 

blog to their heart's content on experiences with various businesses. Yelp has 

established a foothold in dozens of major metropolitan cities in some 35 states 

across the US (Yelp Company Profile, 2010). 
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Yelp‘s revenue model was now based on advertising, sponsorship programs and non- 

editorial content, imitating one of its competitors, City Search. However, the revenue 

model based, on advertising, did not work. A writer opined that ―Yelp‘s advertising 

model doesn‘t make it easy for the company to turn buzz and traffic into dollars.‖ He 

had salesman for persuading businesses to take up advertising for $200 per month and 

their company would be listed first on search pages (Hansell, 2008). But when asked 

how to get revenue without spending more for these aggressive salespeople, he said that 

he had no idea: 

Though the company initially operated on its $16 million in venture capital funds, it 

began selling advertisements on its three oldest city sites -- San Francisco, 

Chicago, and Los Angeles. Yelp now sells ads to local businesses across all its city 

sites. Advertisements appear on the site in yellow typeface, and are labelled as 

"Sponsored Results" (Yelp Company Profile, 2008) 

In 2010, Yelp had 29 million visitors per month (Nguyen, 2010) and more than 8 

million reviews were posted worldwide on Yelp (Bergman, 2010). Due to this 

promising growth, the company was pursued by Google in a deal that would have been 

worth over half a billion dollars, but the founder decided not to sell the company 

(Arrington, 2009b). Google would like to have bought Yelp because it provides the 

strong advantage of creating ― a vibrant online community‖ that ―Google has struggled 

to learn,‖ according to Thomas in his article in 2009. Even the investors believed that 

Yelp was a successful Internet business because the small company secured more than 

30 million dollars in four rounds of funding (Caulfield, 2009). These investors were the 

top notch ones such as Max Levchin, Bessemer Venture Partners, Benchmark Capital 

and DAG ventures. Yelp was even described as successful by BBC writer Darren 

Waters in 2007: 

The key to Yelp‘s success is that it is a reliable, user friendly local information 

service that reflects the passion of its users (Waters, 2007) 

 

Strategy making process as a balance approach 

Jeremy Stoppelman capitalized on both rational and intuitive processes in his strategy 

making. Firstly, he believed in analysis but was at the same time a visionary and a 

person who was very passionate about his business. When asked by a writer about good 

timing to change strategy, he suggested the time would be right when one becomes 

passionate about solving the problem at hand and when the data itself tells the story. 
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Here, he was implying that passion and analysis would be an appropriate combination 

of process to develop strategy. He is visionary because had a clear vision and focus for 

his company very early in the business: 

We're one of the rare start ups that actually do have a pretty crystal clear 

picture of what our total business looks like (Oza, 2007) 

Very early on, we focused on a market-specific strategy (Oza, 2007) 

Feedback from customers, business owners and Yelp community members has been 

important for the success of his business. Stoppelman relaunched the business in 2005 

after listening to customer feedback in 2005. An article mentioned that Yelp has put in a 

mechanism in which business owners could respond to the reviewers. The business 

owner claimed in the past that Yelp was unfair to them by not allowing them to 

comment on reviews made by their customers (Hansell, 2008). These suggest that 

Stoppelman used analysis and information from customers, business owners and his 

firm‘s social community in deciding his next strategy. 

 

Social approach in strategy making 

How Jeremy Stoppelman managed grievances from important stakeholders in his firm 

and came out with effective strategy could be considered a social process of developing 

strategy. Over the years Stoppelman has tried to manage complaints from three types of 

stakeholders: the Yelp community, the consumers and the business community. The 

Yelp community was vocal about Yelp‘s lack of transparency in 2008. Stoppelman 

revamped Yelp‘s review mechanism accordingly. That is why, when asked what were 

the biggest challenges in running the business, he stressed the importance of caring for 

the community. He knew how powerful the community in Yelp.com was in his strategy 

development. However, the community was not the only group of people with power. 

The business community had exercised its power when a few of them sued Yelp over 

―unfair business practices and accused Yelp of running an extortion scheme‖ (Bilton, 

2010). Realizing this, he acknowledged that all these three types of people were 

important in his strategy making: 

We put the community first, the consumer second and businesses third (Hansell, 

2008).  

The challenge for Stoppelman was to manage the conflicting interests between these 

groups of people: 
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Yelp is struggling to serve the competing needs of the reviewed businesses, some 

of whom advertise, and the users, who can safely and anonymously say anything 

they want (C. C. Miller, 2009) 

It seems that many grievances have been published widely online regarding the 

problems in Yelp. For example, the issue of paid reviews, hazy policy on writing 

reviews, Yelp review filters that seems to be fishy, lack of credibility of the reviewers 

and an article calling Yelp‘s sales tactics for getting advertising money ―brutal‖ 

(Nguyen, 2010). That Stoppelman is involved in managing such conflicting interests 

suggests a social process is at work in developing appropriate strategies. 

 

Strategy developed as part of emergent learning process 

Stoppelman also developed his strategy through emergent learning. Phrases such as 

―fine tuning‖ and ―stumble and learn something‖ in conversations below imply an 

emergent learning process is operating in the development of his strategy.  

Just go out and get feedback as soon as you can....and get ready for mass 

amounts of [fine] tuning. Feedback in general is always useful, and certainly the 

earlier you receive it, the better (Oza, 2007) 

― It‘s far more important to try, stumble and learn something than it is to wait 

and say, ― I have to have the perfect resume to start it‖ You never the need the 

perfect resume. You just need the right idea, the right timing, and the right 

context. The more you put yourself out there and try, the more likely you are to 

succeed (Balcita, 2008). 

 

Reactive process in strategy making 

Stoppelman was reactive in his strategy making because the market environment for his 

business is dynamic, complex, somewhat diversified and hostile. Yelp‘s review 

mechanism is also complex, while the firm‘s source of advantage (the reviews written 

by customers) is largely unpredictable because there are three different groups with 

conflicting interests. 

Stoppelman believes there will always be tension between Yelp and business 

owners because consumers are creating the content, which is inherently 

unpredictable (Metz, 2009). 

Competitors like Zagat and City Search were doing similar things to Yelp but much 

better in certain ways. Stoppelman responded to this force by imitating: Yelp 
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formulated plans to expand mobile applications after discovering that City Search was 

venturing into the same market (C. C. Miller, 2009). He was aware of these forces, 

which influenced him as an entrepreneur. This was reflected in his strategy making, 

reacting to the changes in the environment. In one article he suggested the need to be 

prepared for the ups and downs of doing business: ―…volatility goes down after time 

and it‘s very rewarding when you get past the hump.‖ By being reactive, he was 

confident that the reward would be the long term sustainability of his firm. 

 

Summary 

The discussion above shows that Jeremy Stoppelman was using a balanced approach of 

rational and intuitive processes in his strategy making. He was involved in the social 

process when he needed to manage the three conflicting groups, the Yelp community, 

the customers and the business owners. He also developed strategy emergently by 

learning from his customers‘ feedback and ‗fine tuning‘ his business accordingly. 

Finally, because of the dynamic, complex and quite hostile environment in which he 

operated, he developed his strategy by reacting to the changes in market environment.  

 

5.4 Similarities and Differences 

This section discusses the similarities and differences observed throughout the case 

studies. 

 

5.4.1 Three Generations of Internet Entrepreneurs 

There were three generations of Internet entrepreneurs discussed in this chapter. The 

first generation had gone through the dot com bust and they were Alex Algard, Cary 

Chessick and Dany Levy. Paul Thelen and Jeffrey Tinsley were considered as members 

of the generation after the bust, while the Web 2.0 generation comprised Hooman 

Radfar, Jeremy Stoppelman and Robert Kalin. 

 

5.4.2 Background 

All Internet entrepreneurs in this cluster had at least a Bachelors degree. Only three of 

them have Masters and only two have an MBA. Hooman Radfar is the only 

entrepreneur whose educational background related to information systems. This 

analysis revealed that they could run their businesses well without formal business or 
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information systems qualifications. Previous working experience helped them to 

develop their businesses; for example, Dany Levy had experience as an editor that 

equipped her for the editorial demands of DailyCandy. Alex Algard‘s experience 

working at Goldman Sach assisted him in managing his firm‘s finances without the 

need for external funding, while Paul Thelen‘s experiences in RealNetwork helped him 

for his online games business. 

 

5.4.3 Heterogeneity in the Approach to Strategy making 

Miller et al. (1988) argued that ―different strategies require different structures, as do 

different modes of strategy making.‖ Internet entrepreneurs in this cluster adopt various 

processes in formulating their strategies. Robert Kalin, Hooman Radfar and Alex 

Algard could be categorized as predominantly intuitive in their strategy making. 

Nevertheless, Cary Chessick and Jeffrey Tinsley adopted rational approaches while 

Dany Levy, Hooman Radfar and Paul Thelen have been both rational and intuitive. 

Therefore, there are entrepreneurs who adopt intuitive process more often than rational 

approaches, or vice versa, in their strategy making, and there are those who strive for a 

balance between the two approaches. Some of the entrepreneurs are unique in terms of 

their strategy development. For example, Alex Algard showed an individual tendency in 

strategy making, while the rest of the entrepreneurs favoured a social process. Another 

case would be Jeffrey Tinsley who, unlike the other entrepreneurs, showed no emergent 

learning approach in his strategy making. Hooman Radfar was proactive while others 

were reactive to the changes in the environment. 

 

5.4.4 Consistent Approach to Strategy Formulation 

All except three of these entrepreneurs were consistent in their strategy formulation over 

time. Robert Kalin, for example, was consistent throughout his approach, in many 

instances using intuitive strategy making. Cary Chessick and Jeffrey Tinsley, however, 

adopted a rational process every time for their strategy formulation. Chessick did 

change his strategy, but the process to determine his next strategy was the same every 

time. Tinsley, on the other hand, used detailed mechanisms and controls for setting up 

his strategy. Paul Thelen consistently adopted emergent learning and rational analysis 

for his strategy development but was also guided by his passion.  
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There were also those who adapted different strategy processes at different stages of 

their businesses. They were Dany Levy, Alex Algard and Cary Chessick. For example, 

Dany Levy developed her strategy differently at different stages of her firm‘s progress. 

In its early years she used a more intuitive process. But after the firm progressed to a 

later stage, she began to adopt a rational process for her strategy. Alex Algard and Cary 

Chessick also demonstrated some changes in their strategy approach over time. Alex 

Algard was less reactive to the environment in the early years of CarDomain Network 

but more reactive during the later stages. Meanwhile, Cary Chessick‘s approach in 

strategy making depended on his situation. His approach to strategy had been very 

reactive in the early years while he searched for a workable model and become less 

reactive once he established the company. 

 

5.4.5 Preferences for Certain Strategy Processes  

Some of these entrepreneurs preferred certain strategy processes over others. For 

example, Cary Chessick and Paul Thelen preferred to use rational process such as 

conducting analysis before deciding on strategy, while Jeffrey Tinsley preferred 

strategic planning with performance measurement. Dany Levy, Robert Kalin and 

Hooman Radfar tended to use their vision in their strategy making. 

 

5.4.6 Preference for Informal and Flexible Business Plans 

Even though they have passed start up the entrepreneurs still mentioned their lack of 

preference for formal business plans. Paul Thelen, Robert Kalin, Alex Algard and 

Hooman Radfar have not been positive about business plans. Paul Thelen believes that 

business plans can go wrong if they are not flexible enough to accommodate changes in 

the market. Alex Algard, Jeremy Stoppelman, Robert Kalin and Dany Levy indicated 

similarly ambivalent attitudes to business plans. Dany Levy believed that it was 

important for business plans to be practical and straight to the point. Cary Chessick is 

the only entrepreneur to use a business plan in every instance of strategy making.  

 

5.4.7 Analysis as an Important Tool for Rational Process 

Many of the entrepreneurs did not believe in business plans but nevertheless believed in 

analysis and collecting information about their target market, customers and 

competitors. Paul Thelen suggested the importance of looking at data before forming 
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any strategy, while Dany Levy revealed that she did some research before launching her 

online boutique. Paul Thelen conducted product analysis and target market analysis for 

his firm to be able to decide which product to launch and to whom. On the other hand, 

Cary Chessick invested in a data analyst for his firm. Meanwhile, Jeffrey Tinsley 

scheduled monthly meetings where the results of analysis were presented by a data 

analyst. 

 

5.4.8 Vision as a Guidance for Strategy Making 

Vision was used as guidance for some of these entrepreneurs in developing their 

strategy. Dany Levy‘s vision has been consistent and strong throughout the life of her 

venture. This vision guided her in maintaining the integrity and competitive advantage 

of DailyCandy. Vision was similarly used by Robert Kalin, Hooman Radfar and Jeffrey 

Tinsley. Robert Kalin‘s vision is revolutionary in the sense that he wanted to change the 

market into one of mass customization. Jeffrey Tinsley saw vision as way to maintain 

his control of the firm‘s performance. Both Cary Chessick and Alex Algard improvised 

their vision according to the changes in the market and market needs. 

 

5.4.9 Passion as Important Tool for Rational Process 

All of the entrepreneurs were passionate about their ventures. They enjoyed what they 

were doing. Dany Levy was passionate about DailyCandy because writing was her 

passion. Robert Kalin had a revolutionary idea of creating a ‗handmade society‘. 

Hooman Radfar was passionate about creating a platform for all Internet gadgets. Alex 

Algard started the CarDomainNetwork because of his passion for cars and accessories, 

while Paul Thelen was passionate about games for mature gamers. Jeffrey Tinsley was 

passionate about the people that he helped to connect in MyLife.com and Cary Chessick 

was passionate about providing valuable feedback for restaurants as well as an 

information resource for restaurant patrons. 

 

5.4.10 Learning from Start Up 

All development of strategies has been more in the realm of emergent rather than 

deliberate learning. All of the entrepreneurs admitted to learning by doing in the 

running of their businesses. Most of them referred to learning during start up but this 

learning helped them create strategies even after start up. They believed that academic 
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qualifications were inadequate to prepare anyone for business. This implies that they 

form strategy by learning emergently. These entrepreneurs referred to what works in 

start up to decide upon the next strategy after start up. Some struggled to adopt new 

learning strategies. They felt uncomfortable moving from an entrepreneurial to a growth 

organization. Robert Kalin was determined not to stop learning once a method had 

proved successful. He liked the idea of always experimenting. Paul Thelen was the 

outstanding proponent of ‗learn as you go‘ and ‗improvise as you go‘ in managing his 

business. Cary Chessick, who launched his company in three different ways also found 

out what worked by trying it out.  

 

5.4.11 Strategy making as a Social Process 

Development of strategy for these Internet entrepreneurs was largely a collective 

process rather than an individual one, because they referred to many types of people 

involved in managing the power inside and outside of their firms. For example, Hooman 

Radfar had various teams for strategy making and often discussed business matters with 

his investors and board of directors. This was similar to Robert Kalin, who often 

listened to his mentor, Caterina Fake, his investors, people in Etsy‘s community and his 

partner. Meanwhile, Dany Levy also had strategy teams which she would call together 

in a ―big strategy session with the guys.‖ Most had also been involved in a micro-

political process. This social process was largely an internal political process where 

entrepreneurs needed to negotiate matters of values or ideas with their partners, boards 

of directors, mentors, strategic teams or sometimes customers and their social 

community. As these firms were still entrepreneurial, the social process that was shown 

by these entrepreneurs was the one that maintained their value or culture in the business. 

They often tried to instill these values into their business partners, employees, top 

management teams and other stakeholders. Alex Algard, Hooman Radfar and Paul 

Thelen felt the pressure to manage the external power play due to competition. Alex 

Algard acquired his competitor, StreetFire.net because he knew the firm could be 

powerful and threaten CarDomainNetwork, while Hooman Radfar knew his small 

company depended on large companies to survive, so he partnered as with as many as 

possible of them. Paul Thelen did the same thing: knowing that his games depended on 

customer response, he let the customers decide which games they wanted to be 

published and released. 
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5.4.12 Strategy making as a Reactive Process 

To many of these entrepreneurs, strategy making was reactive. Henry Mintzberg said 

that the entrepreneur has a role as a mediator to stabilize the organization but at the 

same time ensuring its adaptation to environmental change (Mintzberg, 2007). The 

environment where most of these entrepreneurs had to compete could be categorized as 

dynamic, with some level of complexity, diversified and quite hostile. It is dynamic in 

the sense that there would always be changes in terms of customer, competition and 

technology in the market. The environment is also complex because the product and the 

market require some degree of sophistication in terms of knowledge and skills to 

manage it, for example in the case of widgets and online games. All of these Internet 

entrepreneurs were running Internet firms that sell innovative products which could be 

categorized as virtual products requiring some degree of sophistication.  

 

To some of them, (Dany Levy for example), their markets were diversified once they 

opted for international expansion. Levy had more than 25 editions of DailyCandy and 

Robert Kalin expanded Etsy to encompass various countries throughout the world. 

Finally, some degree of hostility is inevitable where the strategy of any firm will affect 

other firms in the same market: Alex Algard realized the need to grow 

CarDomainNetwork in 2005 after looking at Google‘s growth. Hooman Radfar, on the 

other hand, realized that large and established companies could significantly threaten his 

firm‘s survival. This kind of environment forced these entrepreneurs to always look at 

the environment and then appropriately adapt to it in order to sustain in the long term. 

Therefore, it could be suggested that most of the entrepreneurs formed their strategies 

through reactive process. 

 

5.4.13 Combination of Different Strategy Processes  

It seems that a few entrepreneurs, such as Dany Levy and Robert Kalin, adopted a 

combination of at least two different approaches for their strategy making process. For 

example, Levy used emergent learning and intuitive processes before deciding to launch 

DailyCandy in London. She also used social and intuitive processes in developing her 

strategy to maintain the integrity of DailyCandy services. Robert Kalin‘s strategy to hire 

a CEO in 2008 was determined by his intuitive process (using his ‗gut feelings‘) and 

social process (listening to Caterina Fake‘s advice). Cary Chessick was consistent in 
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using a combination of rational and social processes for developing his strategy by 

always mentioning the importance of teamwork and data analysis. This is similar to 

Jeffrey Tinsley who also developed his strategy using a combination of rational and 

social approaches. 

 

5.5 Answering the Research Questions 

5.5.1 To What Extent is Strategy Development after Start Up a Rational or 

Intuitive Process? 

From the analysis in the previous section, the Internet entrepreneurs in this group have 

developed their strategies using a mixture of rational and intuitive processes, as shown 

in Figure 5.1. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Rational and Intuitive Process by Private Internet Entrepreneurs  

 

Rational variables  

There were various indicators to determine whether the entrepreneurs were involved in 

rational processes. For these groups of entrepreneurs the obvious rational tools used by 

some of them to make decisions were data analysis (customer, target market and 

product analysis), a regular feedback mechanism and a performance tracking system. 

Paul Thelen used different kinds of analysis to help him decide on his strategy. These 

included customer, market and product analyses. Dany Levy and Cary Chessick 

admitted that they did utilise analysis at some points in their strategy making. Jeffrey 

Tinsley, on the other hand, put in place regular and detailed feedback mechanisms and 

performance tracking systems for the attainment of his firm‘s vision. However, detailed 
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Figure 5.1: Rational and Intuitive Process by Private Internet Entrepreneurs 
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plans were not a major preference for most of these entrepreneurs. To them it was 

sufficient to have some broad, concise and flexible idea of what to do, as mentioned by 

Dany Levy.  

 

Intuitive variables  

Among the intuitive processes used by the Internet entrepreneurs were experience, 

vision, passion and instincts or ‗gut feelings.‘ Passion was the most important variable 

that signifies the entrepreneurs‘ intuitiveness. They were passionate about their ventures 

and were guided by their strong vision in developing their strategy. Among the 

visionary in these clusters were Dany Levy, Robert Kalin, Hooman Radfar and Jeffrey 

Tinsley. However, one could start a business without a vision at all like Paul Thelen, 

who started with his passion. Strong vision and passion helped these entrepreneurs to be 

persistent in the long run. Robert Kalin for example, was passionate because he wanted 

to change the market with the handmade product. Dany Levy and Alex Algard were 

passionate with their ventures because the ventures originated from their personal 

interests while Paul Thelen mentioned that Big Fish Games was ‗his life.‘ Past 

experience was another important variable for intuitive process. Prior experience in 

editing has helped Levy run DailyCandy. Paul Thelen‘s experience in RealNetwork 

helped him to manage his games business. Robert Kalin was a carpenter, so he knew the 

market for handmade products. Alex Algard‘s previous experience working in a finance 

firm helped him run his firm with self-funding. Jeffrey Tinsley benefited from his 

experience of managing an earlier Internet firm. Some of them tended to be intuitive 

due to personal preferences; for example, Robert Kalin, stepped down from being a 

CEO in Etsy because he did not like the meticulous aspects of running the business.  

 

The link between firm age and entrepreneur’s tendency to rational vs. intuitive 

strategy process  

It has been suggested that the longer the firm in a business the greater the tendency for 

its entrepreneur to be rational in their approach to strategy making. Based on Table 5.3, 

it seems that there was a mixed result regarding the link between entrepreneurs‘ 

tendencies to gravitate towards a certain strategy process according to their firm‘s age. 

Alex Algard had been running his firm for 12 years but he still had a tendency to use 

intuitive process rather than rational processes, unlike Cary Chessick, who tended to 

towards a rational process in strategy making. On the other hand, Dany Levy used a 
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balanced approach, similar to Jeremy Stoppelman. Hooman Radfar and Robert Kalin, 

whose firms are less than ten years old, adopted an intuitive process, giving the 

impression of still being at their start up stage. Meanwhile, Jeffrey Tinsley and Paul 

Thelen were good examples of entrepreneurs developing strategy for their mature firms 

using rational processes. Therefore, these entrepreneurs‘ tendencies to use certain 

strategy processes varied. It could be suggested that some of these Internet 

entrepreneurs were not necessarily influenced by their firm‘s age in choosing any 

approach. 

 

Table 5.3: Degree of Rationality and Intuitiveness and Firm Age 

Firm age (years) Rational Balance Intuitive 

12   Alex Algard 

11 Cary Chessick   

10  Dany Levy  

9    

8 Jeffrey Tinsley 

Paul Thelen 

  

7    

6  Jeremy Stoppelman Hooman Radfar 

5    

4   Robert Kalin 

 

 

5.5.2 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Use More of an Individual or a Social Approach 

in Their Strategy Formulation after Start up? 

The Internet entrepreneurs in this group developed their strategy process socially, as 

shown in Figure 5.2, with one exception. They were more likely to develop strategy by 

listening to others or to be influenced by them. The people with whom they collaborated 

could be their partners, their investors, their boards of directors, customers, business 

owners, reviewers, sellers or employees. Maintenance of culture and vision were among 

the important reasons why entrepreneurs developed their strategy socially. The culture 

was various: Dany Levy‘s was the editorial independence of DailyCandy and Robert 

Kalin‘s was the handmade culture. Power play for some has been intense and had to be 

managed in order to develop strategy. For Hooman Radfar it was the power of partners 

and competitors, while for Robert Kalin and Jeremy Stoppelman, the community in 

their website played a greater role. Understanding who had the most power in strategy 

development has helped these entrepreneurs develop their strategies effectively. 
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Figure 5.2: Individual or Social Process by Private Entrepreneurs 

 

 

5.5.3 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation after Start up an Emergent 

Learning Process? 

Most of these entrepreneurs developed their strategies through emergent learning, as 

shown in Figure 5.3. They learned from their experience of managing the business step 

by step as well as by learning from others. Dany Levy, Robert Kalin and Paul Thelen 

mentioned directly in some of their interviews that they learned to run the company as 

they progressed in the businesses. The implication is that entrepreneurs could never be 

fully prepared for their business. Hooman Radfar learned more about his business in 

three years as compared to his six years of education. Alex Algard, Robert Kalin and 

Jeremy Stoppelman, on the other hand, believed that it was not important to build the 

business perfectly before launching it. It is enough just to have a broad idea about it 

because everything else would be learned as they progressed in the business. For many 

of them, such as Robert Kalin, Alex Algard and Jeremy Stoppelman, learning from 

others also helped them develop their strategy.  
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Figure 5.3: Emergent Learning by Private Internet Entrepreneurs 

 

5.5.4 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Form Their after Start up Strategy through 

Reactive or Proactive Process? 

As illustrated in Figure 5.4, these entrepreneurs all formed their strategies through some 

degree of reactive process except for Hooman Radfar. Their environment has dictated to 

most of them a reactive process of strategy development so that they may adapt to the 

demands of the environment. The stronger the environmental change, over which the 

company has no control, the more reactive the entrepreneurs in developing their 

strategies. The automotive industry and Internet industry are dynamic, hostile, 

diversified and complex; Alex Algard needed to react to this business environment in 

developing his strategy. However, Hooman Radfar was more proactive as he tried to 

change the climate of the environment to his favour. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Reactive or Proactive Process by Private Internet Entrepreneurs 
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5.5.5 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation after Start up a Transformational 

Process? 

Only some of these Internet entrepreneurs have shown that their strategy formulation 

was a transformational process, as shown in Table 5.4. According to Sanders, Galloway 

and Keogh (2008), Internet entrepreneur firms choose reactive strategies in their early 

years in order to make it in the market, but later, once they succeed and are established 

they begin to use a ―semi/formal‖ strategic method. It could be seen from this group of 

entrepreneurs that this could only be said of some of them. 

 

Table 5.4: Transformational Process and Private Internet Entrepreneurs 

 

5.6 Dominant Processes of Private Internet Entrepreneurs 

The dominant processes of each Internet entrepreneur are shown in Table 5.5. The 

dominant strategy making processes are different for each Internet entrepreneur due to 

the intensity of use for particular strategy processes, as described in Chapter 4. For 

example, Dany Levy in her interviews and writing described more of a balance between 

rational and intuitive processes, social strategy making and transformational processes, 

compared to emergent learning, so her dominant strategy making processes were 

balanced, social and transformational. Hooman Radfar reported less of an intuitive 

strategy making process, but described an intense social process of strategy making and 

proactive strategy making. 

 

Entrepreneurs 

 

 

 

Explanation 

Dany Levy   Different stage different approach 

 Reactive earlier years 

 Intuitive in early years 

Robert Kalin  No evidence of different approach in different time 

Alex Algard  More reactive in later years 

Cary Chessick  More reactive in earlier years  

Jeffrey Tinsley   No evidence of different approach in different time 

Paul Thelen  No evidence of different approach in different time 

Hooman Radfar  No evidence of different approach in different time 

Jeremy Stoppelman  No evidence of different approach in different time 
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Table 5.5: Dominant Processes of Private Internet Entrepreneurs 

Private Entrepreneurs Dominant Strategy Process 

Dany Levy Rational Intuitive (Balance) Social Transformational 

Robert Kalin Intuitive Emergent Learning Reactive 

Alex Algard Individual Reactive 

Cary Chessick Emergent Learning Rational Social 

Jeffrey Tinsley Rational Reactive Social 

Paul Thelen Rational Emergent learning Reactive 

Hooman Radfar Social Proactive 

Jeremy Stoppelman Rational Intuitive (Balance) Reactive Social 

 

5.7 Summary 

1. The strategy process of Internet entrepreneurs for private firms was 

heterogeneous. 

2. These entrepreneurs are consistent in the process of developing their 

strategies regardless of the stage of firm‘s growth, except for three 

entrepreneurs: Dany Levy, Alex Algard and Cary Chessick.  

3. There was evidence that different combinations of strategy making 

processes were used to develop strategy.  

4. Only three of the entrepreneurs transitioned from being visionary in the 

early stages to rational in the later stages. The rest seemed to be quite 

consistent with their strategy making approach. 

5. The dominant strategy processes for these private Internet entrepreneurs are: 

emergent learning, social and reactive process.  
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Chapter 6: Internet Entrepreneurs in Public Firms 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter will present the case studies and summary of results for five Public Internet 

entrepreneurs. They were David Liu from TheKnot.com, Suranga Chandratillake from 

BlinkX.com, Reed Hastings from Netflix.com, Marc Simoncini from Meetic.com and 

Kent Plunkett from Salary.com. As in the previous chapter, the objective of this chapter 

is to describe the tendencies of these Internet entrepreneurs in developing their strategy 

based on the five types of processes, and the extent to which they use rational or 

intuitive processes, individual or social processes, emergent learning process, reactive 

process or proactive processes and transformational process. This chapter will be 

divided into five sections. Section 1 will provide background on the Internet 

entrepreneur and their respective firm. Section 2 will be the description of their strategy 

process in the form of case studies. Section 3 will show the similarities and differences 

observed between the five Internet entrepreneurs from the case studies. Section 4 will 

discuss the research questions based on these entrepreneurs‘ tendencies and finally 

Section 5 provides the summary and conclusion of this chapter.  
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6.2 Background and Demographic Information 

This section will first describe the background of the Public Internet entrepreneurs 

before discussing their strategy process. Table 6.1 provides a summary of the 

background of these Internet entrepreneurs and their public firms. The following 

description refers to Table 6.1. 

 

6.2.1 Firm Age  

The Internet entrepreneurs in this group established their firms between the years 1996 

to 2004, as shown in Table 6.1. Therefore, the age range for these public firms was 

between six (BlinkX) to fourteen years (TheKnot.com) in 2010. The earliest Internet 

firm created in this category was TheKnot.com in1996 followed by Netflix in 1997, 

Salary.com in 1999, Meetic in 2001 and finally, Blinkx.com in 2004. Most of these 

firms were founded before the dot com bust, with the exception of Meetic and BlinkX.  

 

6.2.2 Location  

The majority of the Internet firms in this group were located in the United States of 

America. The location of these USA firms includes San Francisco, California, New 

York and Massachusetts. However, two of them were non-USA based, such as Meetic, 

which is located in France, while BlinkX is originally based in UK but now has offices 

both in UK and in San Francisco, USA.  

 

6.2.3 Products and Services 

The five firms in this group comprise a wedding site, (TheKnot.com), an online rental 

service (Netflix.com), a dating site (Meetic) and software applications (BlinkX and 

Salary.com). These were the common types of services and products available for 

Internet firms. Most of the firms were pure play Internet firms selling virtual products 

and services, with the exception of TheKnot.com and Netflix.com. The Knot.com also 

offers magazines and retail products for weddings while Netflix also offers DVD rentals 

with their Internet content and video streaming. 
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 Name of 

Entrepreneur 

Name of 

Business 

Type of Business Year 

Founded  

Founder 

Age in 

2010 

Location Education 

Background 

Revenue 

Model 

Profit 

Year 

Went 

public 

Prior  

Experience 

1. David Liu TheKnot.com Internet site devoted to 

weddings 

1996  45 New 

York, 

USA 

Degree in Film 

and Television in 

New York 

University 

Advertising, 

retail and 

magazine 

2003 1999 Fresh graduates 

2. Suranga 

Chandratillake 

BlinkX.com Software download that 

enable running TV and 

DVD entertainment on 

PC 

2004 32 San 

Francisco, 

USA and 

UK 

Masters in 

Computer science 

from Cambridge 

University 

Advertising 

and Licensing 

2010 

(expect

ed) 

2007 CTO for 

Autonomy- a 

search software 

company 

3. Reed Hastings Netflix.com Online movie rental 

service through mail and 

home streaming 

1997 49 California, 

USA 

Masters in 

Computer Science 

from Stanford 

University 

Advertising 

and 

subscription 

2003 2002 Founder of Pure 

Software 

4. Marc Simoncini Meetic.com A dating website 

launched mainly in 

Europe 

2001 47 France Masters in 

Computer Science 

University not 

available 

Subscription 2004 2005 Founder of 

Internet portal 

called IFrance 

5. Kent Plunkett Salary.com Provider of on demand 

compensation, payroll 

and talent management 

solutions 

1999 (NA) Massachu

setts, USA 

Masters from 

Harvard Business 

School 

Subscription 2004 2007 A venture 

capitalist at St. 

Paul Venture 

Capital 

Table 6. 1: Firm and Demographic Background of Public Internet Entrepreneurs 
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6.2.4 Revenue Model  

Advertising and subscription were the most common types of revenue model for these 

Internet firms. Other types of model used by the firms include retail, magazine 

publishing and licensing. 

 

6.2.5 Year went Public 

The range of years it took for these firms to becoming public was between three to eight 

years after founding. The Knot and BlinkX went public three years after being founded; 

Meetic after four years, Netflix after five years and Salary.com eight years after it was 

founded.  

 

6.2.6 Profit 

Most of the firms had a longer profit threshold, ranging from three to seven years before 

finally becoming profitable. Most of the firms achieved their profitability after 

becoming public firms, except Salary.com. and Blinkx.com. Salary.com was profitable 

even before being a public firm. BlinkX was the only firm in this group that was not 

profitable but Suranga Chandratillake‘s CEO said BlinkX were expecting profit in 

2010.  

 

6.2.7 Age in the Year the Business Was Founded  

Most of the firms‘ founders were between 26 to 38 years old at the time of starting. The 

eldest was Marc Simoncini at 38, followed by Reed Hastings at 37. 

 

6.2.8 Entrepreneurs’ Age in 2010  

In 2010, the founders were mostly in their 40s, Reed Hastings being the eldest at 49 and 

Suranga Chandratillake the youngest at 32. 

 

6.2.9 Educational Background 

All of them graduated from tertiary institutions in various fields. Suranga 

Chandratillake, Marc Simoncini and Reed Hastings were in computer science. Kent 

Plunkett had a Business Degree, while David Liu had a Bachelors degree in Film and 
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Television. All of them had Masters except for David Liu, who was the only one with 

neither a Business nor Computer Science background.  

 

6.2.10 Prior Experience 

All had experience in running a business or had at least been involved in the process of 

setting up companies prior to the setting up of their own firms, except for David Liu. 

Two of them had started other firms before and managed to sell them prior to the 

founding of their current firms. They were Reed Hastings and Marc Simoncini. Kent 

Plunkett was previously a venture capitalist for Internet firms while Suranga 

Chandratillake was a Chief Technology Officer for an Internet company, Autonomy. 

All of them had previous experience from industry that was related to IT except for 

David Liu. 

 

6.2.11 Size of Firms 

Table 6.2 shows the sales and number of employees for public Internet firms in 2009. 

Marc Simoncini‘s Meetic.com had the highest sales in 2009 while the lowest was 

Netflix, Internet firm managed by Reed Hastings. Netflix had the largest number of 

employees while the lowest number of employees was BlinkX managed by Suranga 

Chandratillake. The average sales was 67.4 million while average number of employees 

was 640 people. 

 

Table 6.2: Sales and Number of Employees for Public Internet Firms 

Firms Sales/Million $ 

(2009) 

Number of employees (2009) 

The Knot 103.9 472 

Meetic 189.7 400 

Netflix 1.3 1900 

Salary.com 35.4 366 

BlinkX 6.5 60 

Average 67.36 639.6 
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6.3 The Entrepreneurs, Their Firms and Their Strategy Process 

6.3.1 Case Study 1: David Liu and The Knot.com 

David Liu, 45, started his business TheKnot.com in 1996 with his wife Carley Roney 

after having a hard time managing his wedding away from home in 1993. He had a 

degree in Film and Television but changed his passion from producing film to running 

Internet business. His business, TheKnot.com is an Internet site that is entirely devoted 

to everything about weddings. It has been profitable since 2003; however, the firm had 

it own share of trials and tribulations such as being delisted in 2001 after the dot com 

bust, but under the management of David Liu, the firm managed to survive and become 

profitable. Now it is considered one of the leading sites for weddings. Hence, his 

personal history shows how David Liu‘s business strategy was driving Knot.com to 

where it is now: 

Through innovative, resilient business practices, Liu drove the KnotInc from an 

Internet start up to a multimillion-dollar media leader in the wedding and lifestyle 

category with more than 500 employees (Pace University, 2009). 

 

Strategy process as a balance between rational and intuitive process 

Based on the articles compiled for David Liu and his firm, TheKnot.com, this Internet 

entrepreneur was using both rational and intuitive processes for his strategy making. He 

was considered a rational strategy-maker because he consistently used analysis over 

time, both in the early stages of his business and again in its later stages. For example, 

when they started TheKnot, he and his partner Carley Roney admitted to analysing the 

competition for the wedding business first before setting up their business. There is also 

evidence that Liu and his wife continued using analysis for their strategy making 

because they depended on an online analyst:  

Our online analyst had seizures when they heard of this purchase. They said, 

―You‘re walking around with a $150 million market cap because you‘re a pure 

play dot.com and you just bought paper‖…The risk we took paid off… (Roney & 

Liu, 2007). 

They also collected feedback from customers and analysed this feedback for their 

strategy: 

We generally listen to our users on what they want to see more of. They should 

have a great voice in what we do (Digital Driver, 2007). 
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Liu declared that he used heat map analysis to develop ideas for TheKnot.com new sites 

in 2009: 

The company is using heat map analysis of message boards to find ideas for new 

destination sites (Regan O, 2009). 

In addition to that, he also believed in using a plan. David Liu compared a business plan 

to a film script, implying the former is as crucial to a business as the latter is to a film.  

You have to create the script, which is like the business plan, you have to hire 

the directors and producers, who are like your staff... (Tjan, 2009b). 

However, besides being rational, David Liu was also intuitive in his strategy making. 

There was evidence that he used his instincts and experience to develop his strategy. 

The following excerpt shows his strong belief for making decision using his instinct: 

At the end of the day, you‘ve got to trust your instinct. At many times, I felt 

unsure. I felt like I needed to take advice from others who knew better. But most 

other people don‘t know more about your own business. And there were times 

when we were confronted with really tough decisions and we probably took the 

wrong advice (Tjan, 2009b). 

Besides instinct, he also relied on his experience as a film student to develop his 

strategy: 

―When you‘re in film production, failure is really not an option….You can‘t not 

finish the film. You fix it in the editing room or you rewrite the script – you‘re 

constantly adjusting to the ever changing landscape around you. Fortunately, 

that level of tenacity persists, and it‘s not something you‘re taught in business 

school‖ (Greenwood, 2009) 

Therefore, David Liu is considered to have used both rational and intuitive processes in 

formulating his strategy. 

 

Strategy making as a social process 

There are five reasons supporting social process as part of David Liu‘s strategy 

development. Firstly, he developed his strategy with his team members. There were 

many occasions on which he mentioned them: 

When it came time to expand the brand, team members took cues from their 

audience, paying close attention to users‘ comments in online forums 

(Greenwood, 2009). 
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So Liu and his team spent the last couple of years investing tens of millions of 

dollars into rebuilding its infrastructure in order to act as its own long tail 

(Regan O, 2009). 

Early on, David Liu depended on team members for decision making. The team 

consisted of a group of entrepreneurs who were also working for their own businesses 

and had the same tenacity and mindset. They had influenced him in the early stage of 

his business:  

Hire entrepreneurs. We had the benefit of having the entire executive team - my 

head of sales, head of technology, and my creative director - all came in from 

running their own business...The character of someone who has run their own 

business is fundamentally different. They know they have to do everything and 

that makes them different (Tjan, 2009b). 

 

Secondly, there was evidence that he was involved in negotiations with people outside 

his organization, such as negotiating a partnership with Comcast in 2009: 

negotiating partnerships with Comcast on the video-on-demand front and 

launching one of the Internet‘s first-ever 24/7 streaming video TV channels, 

TheKnotTV (Pace University, 2009). 

Thirdly, there were times that he was influenced by his venture capitalists. Each of them 

has played a role in David Liu‘s strategies for his firm, for example in the content of his 

firm‘s offerings, the development of his e-commerce component and his brand 

development: 

Initial financing came from American online. It needed content...Hummer 

Winblad invested to empower the e-commerce component of the business, a 

wedding gift registry. When QVC invested, it was interested in helping us build 

our brand (Roney & Liu, 2007).  

Our venture capitalists had a phrase that stuck with us, ―We are not investing in 

you to be No.2. When you launch you have to declare victory‖ (Roney & Liu, 

2007). 

Liu credits one of his venture capitalists for the team‘s early and fervent desire 

to make The Knot a distinctive brand (Greenwood, 2009). 

Liu hired an analyst for his strategy and listened to the customer‘s‘ voice. He also 

referred to others for advice: 
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At the end of the day, you‘ve got to trust your instinct. At many times, I felt 

unsure. I felt like I needed to take advice from others who knew better. But most 

other people don‘t know more about your own business. And there were times 

when we were confronted with really tough decisions and we probably took the 

wrong advice (Tjan, 2009b). 

From the previous discussion, it is clear that David Liu developed his strategy socially 

by involving many types of people in his strategy development. He was also involved in 

political activities outside his firm, such as his firm partnership negotiation with 

Comcast.  

 

Strategy making as part of emergent learning 

David Liu also learned to develop his strategy in an emergent manner. He had no 

business background and had never had his own business before. He revealed that he 

learned about managing his firm continuously, step by step: 

Not having an MBA and not understanding the nuts and bolts of this from the 

very beginning, you‘re constantly in the state of learning and you never feel like 

you‘re done (Greenwood, 2009). 

He learned to improvise as he went and described this learning using film-making as a 

metaphor: 

When something goes wrong, which something always will, you try to save it in 

post-production, redo the shoot, or rewrite the script or do something else. As a 

filmmaker, you‘re actually built and trained to constantly problem solve and 

invent (Tjan, 2009b). 

He believed that persistence and emergent learning helped him to succeed in his 

business: 

…Fortunately, that level of tenacity persists, and it‘s not something you‘re 

taught in business school (Greenwood, 2009). 

The previous discussion makes it clear that David Liu developed his strategy through 

learning emergently. 

 

Mixed approach of reactive and proactive strategy making 

In developing his strategy, David Liu was both reactive and proactive. He realized that 

the industry could affect his business when he said the following: 
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―Our industry is recession-resilient, but it is by no means recession-proof‖ he 

(Liu) said (Kaplan, 2009) 

He knew that the environment for his firm was unstable and could be hostile. There 

were times that his strategy making was part of reacting to the changes in the 

environment but other times he tried to outdo the forces of the environment instead. The 

first time Liu‘s environment influenced his strategy was when changes occurred in 

American marriage values; this proved to be an opportunity for The Knot to make itself 

different from other wedding websites and secure its own niche in the early stage of the 

business:  

So we approached it as being the alternative solution…And what really 

happened, almost by accident, we hit upon significant moment in American 

social history where there‘s change happening....(Greenwood, 2009). 

Capitalising on this opportunity has partly helped David Liu to succeed, despite his firm 

being challenged by the negative impact of the dot com bust: 

That positioning, in part, helped them endure the dot-com bust of the late ‗90‘s, 

when the company lost 90 percent of its ad revenue within six months, Liu says. 

By that point, the now-public company had built up multiple revenue streams -

such as local advertising, e-commerce and publishing - and The Knot held its 

own during the sink-or-swim years of 2001-2003 (Greenwood, 2009). 

Liu managed to get through because he was quick to monetize his firm through multiple 

methods. So Liu‘s actions have shown both his proactive and his reactive side. 

Grabbing the opportunity the first time was his reactive side but he has been proactive 

in changing his revenue stream as fast as he could to minimize the impact of the 

industry‘s sluggishness. 

 

Secondly, the slow growth in the economy, as well as the growth of small, fragmented 

competitors compelled Liu to create many niche players, cannibalizing his own sites at a 

later stage of his business. This reactive approach was described in the following 

excerpt: 

In the case of The Knot, an online wedding planning portal, it recognized an 

impending threat posed by niche players and decided to embrace the long tail 

instead of being consumed by it. ― Small niche sites must be the future of your 

brand,‖ company CEO David Liu told attendees of last week‘s Magazine 

Innovation Summit in New York (Regan, 2009) 
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Despite this, he was also proactively trying to beat the industry and this was mentioned 

by Regan in his article in 2009: 

Try to beat the industry recession by investing millions for infrastructure in 

order to grow own niche destination sites of more than 200 and it worked 

(Regan, 2009) 

 

David Liu then defended this position he took for TheKnot.com:  

 The constraint of a portal environment is the Achilles heel of dominant category 

leaders….If you‘re not pursuing a niche strategy, you won‘t be here in 5 years  

Obviously, he knew how strong the environment could be. In order to move forward, 

Liu had to beat the competition as well as the negative economic outlook by creating 

more niche companies under TheKnot.com in order to be leader in the industry: 

 As economic challenges take a toll on print media, he believes The Knot is well 

positioned. ―Print needs to take its next evolutionary step, which is, how do you 

become a more valuable resource, a more useful resource and a more effective 

platform for advertisers? He says. ―After this next cycle, a lot of the weaker 

players will be gone and the last man standing will reap the rewards and 

benefits. We plan to be that.‖(Greenwood, 2009). 

It is clear, then, from the above discussion that David Liu could be reactive and 

proactive in his strategy making. 

 

Summary 

In summary, David Liu used a balanced approach of rational and intuitive processes in 

strategy making. He learned emergently and involved others such as his executive 

teams, analyst and venture capitalists in his strategy development. His strategy making 

approach was also both reactive and proactive depending on the situation. 

 

6.3.2 Case Study 2: Suranga Chandratillake and BlinkX.com  

Suranga Chandratillake, 32, started BlinkX.com in 2004 after being inspired by 

Google‘s preparation for IPO the same year. This entrepreneur, who had a Masters in 

Computer Science from Cambridge University, was already a Chief Technology Officer 

for Autonomy Corporation when he started BlinkX.com. BlinkX.com is a video search 

engine that analyses videos, helping online viewers to find the clips they are looking 

for. However, Suranga Chandratillake‘s ultimate vision for BlinkX was to be the remote 
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control for the entire world‘s video content. Suranga Chandratillake had been 

developing strategy for the firm since 2004 as BlinkX‘s CEO. For the past six years he 

has been actively managing his business to success. Because of his effort he was named 

Young Global Leader Honouree in 2009 by the World Economic Forum. The careful 

examination of articles and documents published online about Suranga‘s strategy 

process revealed the following findings. 

 

Balance approach of rational and intuitive process 

Suranga Chandratillake had a balanced approach towards developing his strategy 

because he used both rational and intuitive processes. He was rational because he did 

plan and position his firm to be the leader in the market:  

 We‘re excited to remain at the forefront of this burgeoning industry and plan to 

continue expanding the breadth of our index and quality of our partnerships 

(Press Release, 2010) 

He also planned to expand BlinkX services and improve the quality of partnerships with 

other companies. However, at the same time he also believed in having strong vision or 

for his firm:  

The company‘s ultimate aspiration to be a kind of remote control for all the 

world‘s content, and some recent emerging technology projects (Pontin, 2007). 

He agreed that this vision helped him to be opportunistic in his strategy (Chilkoti, 

2009). Besides that he also claimed that his experience of studying in Cambridge 

prepared him for his business well: 

Cambridge teaches you how to juggle lots of different things (Chilkoti, 2009). 

In summary, Suranga Chandratillake was both a rational and an intuitive strategy maker 

because he used plan and position but at the same time strongly emphasised his vision 

and past experience. 

 

Strategy as a Social Process 

Suranga Chandratillake was also observed as developing his strategy socially. There 

was evidence that he had worked together with 420 companies and had to negotiate 

with many business alliances to ensure the success of his firm: 

Chandratillake said his strategy is to partner with other organizations - 

currently BlinkX is working with 420 different companies – to get a slice of their 
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advertising pies, while slowly building the BlinkX brand as a destination site of 

its own (Hoge, 2009) 

Partnerships with many businesses posed considerable challenges for Suranga to 

manage the power balance and would certainly influence his approach in developing his 

strategy.  

 

Strategy as a small part of emergent learning 

The statement below indirectly suggests that Suranga developed his business through 

emergent learning. 

Try running your own business. What‘s the worst that could happen? (Chilkoti, 

2009). 

 

Strategy as a proactive process 

Knowing that the environment for the business has been highly competitive, Suranga 

could not afford to be reactive. In times when the economy was bad, Suranga, believing 

that it was the best time to grow, changed his strategy by spending more on growing 

rather than cutting back:  

In an article titled ― New tech start up rise from the economy‘s ashes‖ by Jon 

Swartz in 2009, Suranga has added more employees and redesigned its site 

saying that ― This is the best time to make your mark and create 

momentum…We have pressed forward while others have cut back‖ (Swartz, 

2009). 

He knew that he had no time to spare because at any time established companies such as 

Google and Yahoo could take his business. He believed that his firm needed to stay 

ahead of them before being taken over by these competitors: 

BlinkX faces some formidable challengers: Google and Yahoo have not given up 

on video search. …If BlinkX can stay ahead of its giant rivals, it could one day 

take on regular TV. It is only a matter of time before cable and satellite 

providers let you forage beyond the set top box….When that happens, you will 

need a really good search engine (Schonfeld & Morrison, 2007) 

Besides the large competitors, Suranga was also worried about the emergence of too 

many small-scale competitors who could introduce new innovations rapidly at low cost 

that could force some concepts or ideas to be obsolete.  
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―The budding entrepreneur can convert his or her concept into reality rapidly 

and at a low cost ―says Suranga (Maney, 2005). 

Therefore, Suranga Chandratillake could be categorized as a proactive strategy maker. 

 

Summary 

As the foregoing discussion indicates, Suranga Chandratillake was an example of an 

Internet entrepreneur who used a balance between rational and intuitive approaches. He 

was social at some points and developed his strategy through emergent learning. 

Finally, he was also a proactive strategy-maker. 

 

6.3.3 Case Study 3: Reed Hastings and Netflix.com  

Out of the frustration of being charged late fees by a video store in 1997, Reed 

Hastings, 49, started Netflix.com in Los Gatos California. Starting from there he was 

determined to change the model of video rental by using the Internet. Netflix is an 

online service offering movie rentals through the mail and via home streaming. At that 

time, Netflix had to compete with large companies such as Wal-Mart and Blockbuster 

Video but over time managed to beat these competitors and secure a firm foothold in the 

video rental market. There were times when Netflix was predicted to fail but it managed 

to succeed until now. With the emergence of web 2.0, Reed Hastings realized that the 

new competitors would not be as easy to manage but he seemed to be prepared, running 

his firm to success. Looking at how Reed Hastings developed his strategy should be 

fruitful, as he has led Netflix to success with his strategy in many instances over time. 

 

Strategy as Intuitive Process 

The articles collected about Reed Hastings and Netflix make it clear that the Internet 

entrepreneur adopted more of an intuitive process in developing his strategy than a 

rational process. There was evidence to show how he used his strong vision, his 

instincts and his experiences to help him develop his strategy. Firstly, he used his vision 

to decide the name of his business and direction of his business. When he started out, he 

knew even when he was sending DVDs through the mail that soon DVDs would be 

replaced by video streaming: 

We named the company Netflix (NFLX), not DVDs by Mail because we knew 

that eventually we would deliver movies directly over the Internet. DVDs will be 
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around a long time, but we're building for the day when they're not (Abkowitz, 

2009). 

It was apparent here that his long-term vision has helped him develop his strategy; for 

example, naming his company ―Netflix‖ and not something that specifies either DVDs 

or videos. He even predicted that his DVD rentals would be doomed in four years 

because of video streaming. Knowing this intuitively made him shift his strategy to 

online streaming:  

Reed Hastings thinks his core business is doomed. So Mr Hastings, who co 

founded the company, is quickly trying to shift Netflix business..(Wingfield, 

2009). 

Due to this he has been trying to make home streaming a reality ever since he started his 

company: 

Every movie ever made on every screen everywhere (Roth, 2009).  

to deliver the right content in the fastest and most economical way (Roth, 2009). 

What Hastings does happen to be is a shrewd visionary with a dedication to 

making Netflix the top source for DVD rentals (Wilkerson, 2009). 

Another example of how Reed Hastings could be intuitive was shown when he decided 

not to launch a Netflix player as he had previously planned to do. He cancelled 

launching it under Netflix but instead did so under a spin-off company named Roku. A 

writer has vividly described how Reed Hastings changed his strategy based on his 

intuition: 

But Hastings wasn‘t celebrating. Instead he felt queasy. For weeks, he had tried 

to ignore the nagging doubts he had about the Netflix Player. He called a 

company meeting and announced that there would be no Netflix Player but he 

would spin off the device to a small company called Roku. …The crowd was 

stunned. In half an hour, Hastings had completely reinvented Netflix‘s strategy 

(Roth, 2009). 

The foregoing discussion shows that Reed Hastings was intuitive in his strategy making 

as his strategy was developed through the use of vision and instincts. 

 

Strategy as a social approach 

Besides being intuitive, Reed Hastings was also social in his strategy making. Firstly, he 

involved others in his strategy making by being a democratic and charismatic leader. He 

knew how to inspire his employees into doing their best. He provided vision or core 
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objectives but gave them the freedom to be creative in their execution. In return he 

rewarded them for success and withheld those rewards if they failed. This was described 

clearly by two writers: 

A quiet hands off leader, he sets the tone and objectives and lets his employees 

figure out how to execute them (Roth, 2009). 

Hastings calls his approach ―freedom and responsibility‖ And as one might 

expect, employees get all cinematic when describing the vibe. Netflix is the 

workplace equivalent of Ocean‘s 11, says Todd S Yellin, hired to perfect the 

site‘s movie rating system. Hastings is Danny Ocean, the bright, charismatic 

leader who recruits the best in class, gives them a generous cut, and provides 

the flexibility to do what they do best, all while uniting them on a focused goal 

(Conlin, 2007). 

Secondly, he realized that the power of competitors and film distributors in this business 

was stronger, requiring him to manage this power imbalance by negotiating. He knew 

he had to bargain with movie distributors in order to succeed. He described this 

dilemma best in the following quote: 

Push too hard or offer the wrong incentives and the studios could block Netflix 

from getting good content: acquiesce too easily and Hollywood would happily 

impose intolerable rules regulating when a movie could be shown, on what 

platform, and for what price. Part of Netflix‘s promise is that it offers, like cable 

and broadcast TV, all-you-can-eat content. If the company bargained away that 

feature, its service would become just another pay-per-view platform (Roth, 

2009). 

Thirdly, he had to manage the market carefully because the competitors were also 

powerful because of their technology such as Hulu, Amazon.com and YouTube. 

I think there will be a lot of competition in this market: Hulu, Apple, Amazon, 

Youtube, and Blockbuster. Internet video is a huge opportunity. And there will 

be a lot of people engaged, and that is going to be great for the consumer. All of 

us are going to innovate and compete with each other and provide more and 

more value to the consumer (Reuters Blogs, 2009). 

Besides managing the politics outside his organization he also needed to look inside his 

firm. He tried to impress upon his firm how important it is to serve good content in the 

culture of his company. 
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The talk flows easily, but the goal is bigger than making everyone comfortable; 

he‘s reinforcing the idea that Netflix culture revolves around serving up content 

(Roth, 2009). 

The discussion above shows that Reed Hastings was social in his strategy making. 

 

Strategy as part of emergent learning 

Hastings was also developing his strategy through emergent learning. He had vision, but 

he learned from his experience how to develop his next strategy. He knew that it was 

not easy to transform the entertainment industry: 

Occasionally great wealth is created in a short amount of time, but it's through a 

lot of luck in those situations. You just have to think of building an organization 

as a lot of work. It may or may not turn into great wealth (Abkowitz, 2009). 

From his experience managing Netflix, he learned that focus was important in this kind 

of business: 

One of the big lessons Hastings says he learned when he first dove into 

education reform was that ―Focus is an underappreciated virtue. It will take a 

couple of decades to transform entertainment. That‘s okay. That‘s what 

everything great takes‖ (Hamilton, 2006) 

He also learned not to underestimate the competition from big business. He stated that 

the competitor would not match his firm‘s offerings in 2003 but this proved to be wrong 

when they attacked his business in 2004 as he described below. 

We erroneously concluded that Blockbuster (BBI, Fortune 500) probably wasn't 

going to launch a competitive effort when they hadn't by 2003. Then, in 2004, 

they did. We thought, well, they won't put much money behind it. Over the past 

four years they've invested more than $500 million against us (Abkowitz, 2009). 

He also confessed that the lesson made him aware that another attack from competitors 

could be possible any time and it could be more powerful than previous competitors: 

He knows he has limited time before the rest of the movie-distribution industry 

realizes what has hit it. ― We had DVD by mail mostly to ourselves for five years 

before Blockbuster attacked‖ he says ―And then they gave us hell for five years. 

So as great as things are going now, I‘m like, remember, hell will return‖ 

(Abkowitz, 2009). 

On the Internet, he is certain to face more powerful competitors than he has in 

the DVD-rental business, as Netflix competes for consumers with video services 
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from the likes of Apple, Amazon, Google Inc and Hulu, a JV of media companies 

including News Corp, owner of Dow Jones & Co, which publishes The Wall 

Street Journal (Wingfield, 2009). 

 

Strategy as a Proactive Process 

Besides developing his strategy through emergent learning, Reed Hastings was also a 

proactive strategy maker. He was visionary and had developed his strategy around his 

vision rather than adapting to the industry. The first instance would be when he named 

his company ―Netflix‖ instead of something involving the word video. He also had a 

perspective of what his firm should become: 

―When there's an ache, you want to be like aspirin, not vitamins. Aspirin solves 

a very particular problem someone has, whereas vitamins are a general "nice to 

have" market. [The Netflix idea] was certainly aspirin (Abkowitz, 2009). 

He even predicted that his core business would be doomed in the near future if he did 

not shift his business perspective soon, even though his business was still growing at the 

time: 

Reed Hastings, thinks his core business is doomed..So Mr Hastings, who co 

founded the company, is quickly trying to shift Netflix business (Wingfield, 

2009). 

The competition was hostile to his video rental business; so far Reed Hastings had 

managed to outdo the competition in video rentals but he realized that it was not going 

to be easy to compete with the current Internet businesses:  

I think there will be a lot of competition in this market: Hulu, Apple, Amazon, 

Youtube, and Blockbuster. Internet video is a huge opportunity. And there will 

be a lot of people engaged, and that is going to be great for the consumer. All of 

us are going to innovate and compete with each other and provide more and 

more value to the consumer (Reuters Blogs, 2009). 

He also believed that his company growth did not depend on the environment: 

People want to draw a connection between our growths as being fuelled by the 

recession, but we were growing when times were good. So if you look since we 

went public in 2002, we have had major boom times and some tough times and 

in both of those Netflix has continued to grow. So I don‘t think our growth is 

very connected to the recession (Munarriz, 2009). 
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This part of the discussion suggests that Reed Hastings developed his strategy 

proactively. 

 

Summary 

In conclusion, Reed Hastings was an intuitive as well as social strategy-maker. He 

learned emergently to develop his strategy and was proactive towards the changes in the 

environment. 

 

6.3.4 Case Study 4: Marc Simoncini and Meetic  

Marc Simoncini, 47, started Meetic, a French-based firm, in 2001 after selling his 

previous firm, IFrance. Using the money he was paid, he launched Meetic, an Internet 

dating site with a professional outlook. Instead of giving free services like many 

competitors, he charged for subscription so as to deter ‗low-quality‘ members, allowing 

women to feel comfortable and be attracted to the site: 

Our goal was to take a true professional approach to dating services. We wanted 

the musty dating sector to regain quality. So far the latter had suffered from a lack 

of credibility and from a vague border between dating sites and erotic sites 

(JustTravelFrance.com, 2003). 

His Internet dating site was successful when it recorded 6.5 million unique visitors in 

2009 and sales of $189.7 million in December 2008. Marc Simoncini as the founder had 

been aggressive in making Meetic the leading Internet dating site in Europe by 

acquiring its competitors, such as Direct Dating and EuropeMatch.com. 

 

Balance between rational and intuitive process  

The resources show Marc Simoncini to be a balanced strategy maker in terms of rational 

vs. intuitive processes. There was evidence that he adopted both processes in his 

strategy making. He was rational because he developed his strategy by using various 

indicators of rational process such as analysis, plans and positioning. He discussed 

analysing his company performance against his plan: 

We follow the group‘s growth, which was approximately 25% at constant 

exchange rates. The activity in the third quarter is absolutely consistent with 

what we had imagined (Voisin, 2009). 

Besides analysis, he also planned for Meetic strategy when he stated what Meetic 

should do in 2009 and 2010:  
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We have much work ahead for the next twelve months (Favet, 2009). 

Marc Simoncini also positioned Meetic to aim for leadership strategy and expansion 

strategy against its competitors:  

Pursuing since the inception a clear leadership strategy based on a policy of 

priority quality, innovative marketing and perfect technological expertise, the 

Group strives to continuously improve its services and respond more precisely 

to the different needs of its subscribers in Europe in meeting affinities (Boujet, 

2009). 

Meetic thus confirms its desire for global expansion and its place as European 

leader in this market, one of the most dynamic on the internet. Once these 4 

countries are on line, Meetic will prepare for its listing on the stock market, 

planned for 2005 (PR Web, 2004). 

However, Marc Simoncini was also intuitive. He had strong vision, used his instincts 

and was very passionate about his business. He has succeeded in differentiating his sites 

from erotic sites and making Meetic more professional by being clear about his vision 

for company. This strong vision was reflected in two of his comments below: 

Our goal is to take a professional approach to dating services. We wanted the 

musty dating sector to regain quality. So far, the latter had suffered from a lack 

of credibility and from a vague border between dating sites and erotic sites. We 

managed to evangelise the concept (JustTravelFrance.com, 2003). 

He also acknowledged the difference between his vision and his competitors‘ in the 

United States: 

It‘s the French vision against the Texan vision so we will see. I‘m confident, but 

I‘m French (Reuben, 2007) 

Marc Simoncini was also passionate about his business, confessing that he ran the 

business because he loved it rather than for money: 

To the question ―Why are you still in this business? He answers ―I have already 

made enough money but I enjoy what I do‖ (AXA Framlington, 2008) 

He also had good instincts, as may be deduced from the following statements: 

It‘s hard to say that in Europe, because we are in ten countries so obviously it is 

mixed, but I think deep inside me that dating is a business when things go wrong 

(Favet, 2009). 
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I invested in 3 or 4 start ups; some are doing very well while others have failed. 

I have learnt that it was better to trust people rather than business plans (AXA 

Framlington, 2008).  

In conclusion, Marc Simoncini seems to apply both rational and intuitive processes in 

his strategy making. 

 

Strategy as a social process 

Marc Simoncini was also a social strategy-maker because all along he was trying to 

manage the power play of his partnership and strategic alliances as well as his 

competitors in developing his strategy. For example, in order to secure his position in 

the UK he bought his firm‘s competitor, Dating Direct, to beat another competitor, 

Match.com. 

 As early as January, 2007, bought Dating Direct in UK. (Fishbein, 2007) 

His company has just bought the UK dating website Dating Direct and is going 

head-to-head with the world‘s biggest dating site: Match.com (Reuben, 2007). 

He knew that in order to succeed and expand smoothly he needed to partner with major 

Internet players in the industry as a whole, so he formed strategic alliances with 

European web and mobile companies.  

Over the past 3 years, Meetic has proved its ability to develop its model both via 

the web and the mobile, and to form strategic alliances with numerous major 

European players in these sectors (Free.fr, Virgilio.it, France Telecom (Voila.fr) 

M6.fr, TF1.fr, Web.de, Lycos Europe, Yahoo Spain and Yahoo Italy, Bluewin.ch, 

SFR, Vodafone Germany, Bouygues Telecom, Telefonica (i-mode (c), 

Lastminute Europe, eurosport Europe, etc.) (PR Web, 2004).  

In previous years he had a strategy not to attack the leader Match.com directly:  

Rather than attacking market leader Match.com head - on, it‘s billing itself as a 

place where Americans can meet singles from other countries. Meetic charges 

$40 for basic monthly service in the US, the same as the Match.com. He said 

―We‘re ambitious, but we‘re not fools...If a few million Americans meet 

Europeans through our site, that will suffice‖ (Fishbein, 2007). 

However, in 2009, he successfully managed the competition by buying up Meetic‘s 

competitor, EuropeMatch.com, so that Meetic could be the leader in the industry. At the 

same time Match.com in the US negotiated with him not to let Meetic penetrate the US 

market for eight years: 
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In 2009, Meetic bought Europe Match.com to be the ―undisputed leader‖ in 

Europe in exchange for not penetrating US in 8 years and diluting Marc‘s 

ownership of the company (Encelot, 2009) 

The previous discussion shows that Marc Simoncini was a social strategy maker, where 

strategy was developed to manage the competition or external politics outside his 

organization. 

 

Emergent learning as a part of strategy making 

Marc Simoncini has also developed his strategy through emergent learning because he 

learned to decide upon his strategy through the hands-on experience of managing the 

business. Among the several things he learned while managing his business was that 

business plans were less trustworthy than people:  

.....I have learnt that it was better to trust people rather than business plans 

(AXA Framlington, 2008).  

Secondly, Marc Simoncini also learned the importance of women as subscribers to his 

dating website. Because of that his approach was to control the quality of content and 

male members on the site in order to attract females who, in turn, would eventually 

attract more males: 

The profit is that we have women on the website.....If you don‘t secure the 

website, if you don‘t control the content, if you don‘t ban all the guys who are 

not correct on the website the result is that you don‘t have any women...And if 

you don‘t have women you don‘t have a dating website (Reuben, 2007). 

He also learned not to approach the international market without first doing research on 

the culture of the country that his firm wanted to enter because he found out that 

different countries have different perceptions of online dating and those perceptions 

were affected by the culture of the country. 

He learned a lot. It turns out that in love, everybody‘s the same, but different 

(Levine, 2008). 

Finally, he learned that it was not easy to manage public companies because 

profitability became so important: 

Simoncini had learned the hard way that while it‘s fun to play Cupid, playing 

publicly held Cupid is another thing altogether. ―I used to get 10 emails a day 

from people thanking me for helping them find someone, and it was 

extraordinary - it made me want to get up in the morning...Now I forget all 
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about that and all I think about is profitability. It doesn‘t make me happy at all‖ 

(Levine, 2008). 

Therefore, this discussion has shown that Marc Simoncini‘s strategy development 

involved some degree of emergent learning. 

 

Reactive process as part of developing strategy 

Reactive process was also part of Marc Simoncini‘s tendency to develop his strategy. 

Marc Simoncini realized that environmental forces influence the way his strategy was 

developed, particularly when he wanted to expand his firm internationally. He 

mentioned that the strategy was customised according to the country differences. Hence 

different environments require different sets of strategy: 

We will retain the brand game in some countries where it is strong (Favet, 

2009). 

He also realized that anything as simple as an advertising theme could mean different 

things to different countries. Therefore, his strategy making was the result of this 

reactive process, trying to adapt to the environment, rather than trying to change the 

environment. 

Meetic‘s advertising theme, ―the rules of the game have changed‖ worked 

brilliantly in France, but bombed in Italy, where courtship rituals remain more 

traditional (Levine, 2008). 

In Denmark, there were a howls of protest that women got to use the site gratis- 

and it was women who were doing the howling. ―They said, ‗What exactly are 

you getting at, making it free for women!‘‖ says Simoncini with an-I-don‘t-get-it 

shrug. ―We said, Excuse us-we‘ll bill you―. Since last year, women pay 

everywhere (Levine, 2008). 

This discussion shows Marc Simoncini can be considered as a reactive strategy maker. 

 

Summary 

In summary, the case study on Marc Simoncini shows he developed his strategy through 

a balance between rational and intuitive processes, and social, reactive and emergent 

learning.  
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6.3.5 Case Study 5: Kent Plunkett and Salary.com  

Kent Plunkett, 46, started Salary.com in 1999 after the frustration and difficulties he 

experienced trying to hire a secretary that forced him to look at the compensation data 

market. The opportunity presented itself to him when he realized that only a few firms 

controlled the data in the industry. That gave him the idea to start Salary.com. 

Salary.com provides online demand compensation and talent management solutions for 

helping businesses and individuals manage pay and performance in their companies. In 

2007, Kent Plunkett was named as the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year, based 

on his achievement in bringing Salary.com to success. The following discussion will 

show the extent to which Kent Plunkett is rational vs. intuitive, individual vs. social, 

reactive vs. proactive and exhibits emergent learning in his strategy making.  

 

Strategy making as a balance between rational and intuitive processes 

Kent Plunkett demonstrates a balance between rational and intuitive approaches in his 

strategy development. This was due to his vision and his tendency to support his 

strategy with analysis of other opportunities. He mentioned that he examined other 

business categories for many years to help him develop his strategy: 

One of the things that we have done over the last several years is examining other 

business categories (Mitra, 2008). 

Nevertheless, his vision has been to grow his business using internally generated cash 

and buying firms that match his firm‘s product line: 

 We continue to favour a philosophy of growth with internally generated cash. We 

are using IPO proceeds mostly to acquire small companies that are good strategic 

fits with our product line (Mitra, 2008). 

He also believed that his past experience of being a venture capitalist has helped him 

develop his strategy for Salary.com: 

I felt it was important that I figure out how to run a company before I came back to 

being a venture capitalist. I spun out two companies in a row that were funded by 

St. Paul and I learned how to manage by being the right - hand man for two 

different CEOs (Rojas, 2009). 
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Strategy making as a social process 

Kent Plunkett also developed his strategy socially because he no longer made all the 

decisions, his role was only to provide vision, with the execution and ideas mostly 

generated by his employees: 

I almost feel more like a venture capitalist than I do an operating manager, 

because I am basically putting people in position to make the right plays and 

decisions. I feel like I am almost coming full circle in my career as we get to 400 

employees and beyond (Mitra, 2008). 

He acknowledged this again in the following excerpts describing his role that was 

changing and how important the change was: 

I have personally developed from a driving, in-the-details entrepreneur when we 

had 20-30 people to someone who has significantly let go and functions like a 

coach (Mitra, 2008). 

There is no greater pride and joy than seeing someone far distant from me in the 

organization that comes up with an idea, executes it, and makes life better for the 

customer and creates value for the company. That is the coolest thing, and it is a lot 

different from being the person who is handed the ball and told to score a 

touchdown (Mitra, 2008). 

He also promoted the value and culture of the firm. Firstly, he stressed the importance 

of generating capital to grow the firm: 

…never stop raising money. The leading cause of death of a company is running 

out of money at a key point of growth. So in order to ensure that you can support 

your business throughout its growth cycles, you should not be afraid to raise 

money. (Rojas, 2009). 

Secondly, he promoted several values in Salary.com, such as putting the customer first, 

team working, and working with passion:  

It is a culture that is about being customer - centric, being winners, liking what you 

do and caring about the business and the people you work with. It is a nice mix, a 

really nice community we built here. It is one that other stakeholders, like our 

customers, like to join and stay with. That permeates everything about the 

company. Being public is part of that. It helps validate that the company‘s culture 

can remain independent, and it helps us set a foundation for growth that reaches 

out and spans 10-20 years from now (Mitra, 2008). 
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Strategy as part of emergent learning 

Kent Plunkett has stated that every phase of the growth of his company provided him 

with issues to solve and learn from. Therefore, his strategy development could also be 

part of an emergent learning process.  

Every phase of growth has its own really interesting and significant issues (Mitra, 

2008). 

He also learned that for a business to succeed, the firm needs to have basic operating 

advantages and a strong foundation. 

One of the things I have learned operating businesses is that financial valuations 

come and go but fundamental operating strength and a strong foundation create 

sustainable, long term value (Rojas, 2009). 

 

Strategy as part of reactive process 

Kent Plunkett was also reactive in his strategy making process. This was suggested 

when he revealed in the following excerpt that he examined other business categories in 

his environment: 

One of the things that we have done over the last several years is examining other 

business categories (Mitra, 2008). 

In the next excerpt Plunkett described the importance of funding at certain growth 

stages of the company and suggested that a company will last against the environment if 

the firm has a strong financial foundation: 

never stop raising money. The leading cause of death of a company is running out 

of money at a key point of growth. So in order to ensure that you can support your 

business throughout its growth cycles, you should not be afraid to raise 

money…(Rojas, 2009). 

One of the things I have learned operating businesses is that financial valuations 

come and go but fundamental operating strength and a strong foundation create 

sustainable, long term value (Rojas, 2009). 

 

Summary 

In conclusion, Kent Plunkett‘s strategy process could be identified as comprising a 

balance between rational and intuitive processes as well as social and emergent 

learning. He combined vision and analysis in his strategy making. He also allowed his 

employees to make decisions while he was acting more like a venture capitalist rather 
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than a manager. He also learned both to develop his strategy emergently and to develop 

his strategy through reactive process. 

 

6.4 Similarities and Differences 

6.4.1 Combining a Few Types of Processes in Making Strategy 

Internet entrepreneurs from this group of case studies tended to develop their strategy 

using a set of several approaches. For example, David Liu used rational, intuitive, social 

and emergent learning processes to develop his strategy when he decided to create 

destination sites to beat the competition. Reed Hastings, on the other hand, used his 

instinct, his teams and what he learned from his own experience to decide upon his 

strategy of not launching a netflix player. Meanwhile, Marc Simoncini referred to the 

environment and what he learned from past strategy when formulating his next one, as 

in his decision not to compete with Match.com in the US but to acquire Match.com in 

Europe.  

 

 6.4.2 Certain Approaches Used Continuously Over Time 

It is also apparent that these entrepreneurs adopted one or more approaches 

continuously over time, for example, in tending to use intuitive process and emergent 

learning often while other approaches were used occasionally. For example, David Liu 

reflected that he occasionally used analysis and social process but often relied on his 

instincts for decision-making. In another instance, Reed Hastings used his instincts and 

social process occasionally but his strong vision and emergent learning were used more 

often to develop strategy for his business.  

 

6.4.3 Strategy Process Fixed Over Time 

It was rarely the case for them to adopt different approaches over time because they 

often used one approach in combination with others but it was often the same types of 

processes. They preferred to use an approach that they learned had worked for them in 

the past. 
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6.4.4 Strategy Process Due to Challenges in the Environment 

This group of entrepreneurs developed strategy by trying to get ahead or minimize the 

impact of the environment. They always stayed ahead of their competition and had a 

clear vision of what would be the next change in the environment. Reed Hastings had 

long predicted the popularity of video streaming. Suranga Chandratillake tried to beat 

the competition by growing fast, even against a backdrop of bad economic conditions. 

David Liu tried to change the rule of the environment by growing more niches under his 

company.  

 

6.4.5 Emergent Learning Has Created Variations in Other Processes 

It could be suggested that because of emergent learning these entrepreneurs were able to 

react to the environment better and have better instincts to develop their strategy. Reed 

Hastings learned that he needed to focus on his business in order to survive. When he 

learned this, he became more proactive towards his environment than he used to be. 

 

6.4.6 Balance between Rational and Intuitive Process 

Most of these entrepreneurs took a balanced approach between rational and intuitive 

processes for their strategy development. They were homogeneous in terms of using 

these approaches but the tools that they were using had been various. Some used 

analysis and vision (Suranga) while some used analysis and instincts (David Liu). They 

used positioning and analysis for a rational approach. They used instincts, experience, 

vision and passion for their intuitive approach. However, passion was not common 

among this group, except for Marc Simoncini. On the other hand, instincts and vision 

were often used by these entrepreneurs. David Liu, Reed Hastings and Marc Simoncini 

used instincts in their decision making.  

 

6.4.7 Social Strategy Maker 

All of these Internet entrepreneurs developed their strategy through social process. Four 

of them reported that they were involved in the management of political activities inside 

and outside of the organization. Three of them developed their strategy socially by 

managing their partners, alliances and competitors (Suranga Chandratillake, Marc 

Simoncini, Reed Hastings and David Liu), while Kent Plunkett spoke about being 
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democratic in his decision making. Three of them referred to others for strategy making, 

including David Liu and Reed Hastings. Kent Plunkett was the only one that tried to 

impose the customer-centric culture in his organization. 

 

6.5 Answering the Research Questions 

The purpose of this research is to explore how Internet entrepreneurs develop their 

strategy after start up. Their strategy development could be explored by using five 

detailed questions that have been adapted from Minztberg‘s (1998) ten schools of 

thought. 

 

6.5.1 To What Extent is Strategy Development after Start Up a Rational or 

Intuitive Process? 

All of the entrepreneurs except Reed Hastings used a balance of rational and intuitive 

approaches in formulating strategy as shown by Figure 6.1. These entrepreneurs were 

quite homogeneous because all of them except Reed Hastings had used both of these 

processes. For example, Marc Simoncini used analysis and positioning for his strategy 

but did not trust business plans. On the intuitive side, he followed his vision and passion 

for his business. He also relied on instincts, for example when he decided to launch his 

business in Europe during an economic slump. David Liu used many types of analysis 

as his rational process of setting up strategy. He used customer analysis, heat map 

analysis, and competitive analysis and even hired an online analyst for the purpose. He 

believed that planning is important and treated plans like scripts. Besides going through 

this rational process, Liu has also used intuitive process in formulating his strategy. 

Firstly, he wrote about his company vision on the company‘s website. Secondly, he 

admitted that the tenacity and persistence of his experience of producing a film has 

helped him persevere throughout the years and sustain his business. Finally, he always 

trusted his instincts in making the final decision because he believed only he knew his 

business well. For another entrepreneur, such as Kent Plunkett, his vision was important 

when he was no longer running the details of the business. He used his vision to control 

others in his business. He suggested that his past experience of being a venture capitalist 

helped him to develop his strategy. He also recently stated that he has done some 

analysis for his business over the years. 
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Figure 6.1: Rational and Intuitive Process by Public Internet Entrepreneurs  

 

Suranga Chandratillake, on the other hand, had vision for BlinkX and used his 

experience studying in Cambridge to help him decide many things in his business. 

There was evidence that he developed plans and positioning for his firm. For example, 

he mentioned that he would position his company as a leader in the industry and 

planned to continue the quality of the partnerships. However, there was an exception for 

Reed Hastings. Reed Hastings used more intuitive process rather than rational process 

for his strategy development. This was clear at the time when Netflix was close to 

launching a product but Hastings changed his mind at the last minute, trusting his 

instinct that it would not work. He cancelled the launching under Netflix but launched it 

instead under Roku, the Netflix spin-off company. His strong vision has also helped him 

develop his strategy in many instances, such as predicting the market for video 

streaming earlier than the market. Overall, most of the entrepreneurs used analysis, 

some sort of plan and positioning for rational approach in devising their strategies. On 

the intuitive side, all of them had vision and many of them had mentioned how their 

vision and experience has helped them in their business. David Liu, Reed Hastings and 

Marc Simoncini were the entrepreneurs who used instincts in making decisions. Marc 

Simoncini was the only one described his passion for his business. 

 

Figure 6.1: Rational and Intuitive Process By Public Internet Entrepreneurs 
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6.5.2 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Use More of an Individual or a Social Approach 

in Their Strategy Formulation After Start up? 

These entrepreneurs developed their strategy socially, as shown by Figure 6.2. The most 

prominent approach was to manage the power play between the entrepreneurs and their 

competitors, their alliances and the pressure to maintain the original value and culture of 

the firms once they grow. Reed Hastings, like the other Internet entrepreneurs in this 

group, developed his strategy through social influence. He tried to maintain the culture 

of Netflix around content. He and the others like David Liu, Marc Simoncini and 

Suranga Chandratillake were aware that their competitors and partners or their alliances 

could affect the success and the continuity of their businesses. Suranga Chandratillake, 

for example, knew how small his company was, so in order to reduce competition his 

firm needed to set up alliances with other, bigger firms. David Liu acquired related 

businesses and created many other niche websites to deter the competition. Meanwhile, 

Marc Simoncini partnered and acquired other dating sites in order to become the leader 

in European market but knew that to go into the US market he would have to compete 

against Match.com. His strategy was to acquire Match.com Europe and leave 

Match.com USA alone. Hence, all of them developed strategies around their 

competitors, alliances and their partners.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Individual and Social Process By Public Internet Entrepreneurs 
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6.5.3 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation After Start up an Emergent 

Learning Process? 

All of the entrepreneurs had learned step by step in running their businesses, which 

implies the same for their strategy development. They learned to develop strategy 

emergently, as shown in Figure 6.3.  

 

 

Figure 6.3: Emergent Learning Process By Public Internet Entrepreneurs 

 

David Liu confessed that he was constantly learning and stated that ―learning is like 

doing a film.‖ Meanwhile, Marc Simoncini learned that in his business he trusted people 

more than business plans, that launching his business was different in different countries 

and being a public business was also challenging. Reed Hastings, on the other hand, 

learned to appreciate the power of being focused in his video business. Kent Plunkett 

learned that strength in operation and foundation are valuable for the continuity of his 

business. However, Suranga Chandratillake and Kent Plunkett did not indicate clearly 

whether they developed their strategy emergently. Overall, the majority of the Internet 

entrepreneurs developed part of their strategy emergently. 
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6.5.4 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Form Their After Start up Strategy through 

Reactive or Proactive Process? 

Most of the Internet entrepreneurs in this group develop their strategy through proactive 

process except for Marc Simoncini and Kent Plunkett as shown in Figure 6.4.  

 

 

Figure 6.4: Reactive and Proactive Process by Public Internet Entrepreneurs 

 

Marc Simoncini was reactive in tailoring his Meetics strategy to the cultural needs of 

different countries. The availability of strong competitors also forced Simoncini to be 

reactive to decisions made by those competitors. Kent Plunkett also believed that his 

firm could stand the forces of the environment if the firm had fundamental financial 

strength and kept monitoring the changes in the environment. Other entrepreneurs were 

proactive in their approach to strategy. David Liu decided to develop infrastructure 

during a recession, which brought about a growth in his destination sites that has proved 

to be fruitful. He was also being proactive by constantly evolving the product and 

looking for new trends in his business. Reed Hastings, on the other hand, always tried to 

be ahead in running his business by always predicting what would happen to his 

business in the future, and so created new perception or shifts for his business. 

Meanwhile, Suranga Chandratillake has had to be proactive to stay ahead of his two 

large competitors Google and Yahoo, as well as other small competitors. He also 

believed that despite the recession he needed to be proactive by redesigning his site and 

growing further because he believed that was the time to create a momentum.  
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Figure 6.4: Reactive and Proactive Process by Public Internet Entrepreneurs 
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6.5.5 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation After Start Up a Transformational 

Process? 

It seems that these entrepreneurs developed their strategy without much change over 

time, as shown in Table 6.3. David Liu had been reactive in the past, but became 

proactive later, although in other strategy processes was very consistent over time. This 

minimal change was not significant as compared to his overall approach. Therefore, 

none of these entrepreneurs developed their strategy through a transformational process. 

 

Table 6. 3: Transformational Process and Public Internet Entrepreneurs 

 

Entrepreneurs 

 

No 

 

Explanation 

 

David Liu  No significant evidence of different approach in 

different time 

Suranga 

Chandratillake 

 No evidence of different approach in different 

time 

Reed Hastings  No evidence of different approach in different 

time 

Marc Simoncini  No evidence of different approach in different 

time 

Kent Plunkett   No evidence of different approach in different 

time 

 

6.6 Dominant Processes of Public Internet entrepreneurs 

Dominant processes for each Internet entrepreneur in the public firms are shown in 

Table 6.4. All of them dominantly used social processes and nearly all public Internet 

entrepreneurs demonstrated a balance between rational and intuitive processes as their 

dominant strategy processes, followed by emergent learning and proactive process. 

  

Table 6. 4: Dominant Processes of Public Internet Entrepreneurs 

Public Entrepreneurs Dominant Strategy Process 

David Liu Rational Intuitive (Balance) Emergent learning Social 

Proactive 

Suranga Chandratillake Rational Intuitive (Balance) Social Proactive 

Reed Hastings Intuitive Emergent learning Social Proactive 

Marc Simoncini Rational Intuitive (Balance) Emergent Learning Social 

Reactive 

Kent Plunkett Rational Intuitive (Balance) Emergent Learning Social 
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6.7 Summary 

1. It seems that the strategy processes for these public firm Internet entrepreneurs 

are homogeneous. They show a balanced use of rational and intuitive processes, 

social and emergent learning and proactive approaches in strategy making, as 

shown in Table 6.4.  

2. They tended to use a balance between rational and intuitive approaches in 

strategy making, emphasising analysis, positioning, vision, experience and 

instincts.  

3. All of them developed their strategy socially, managing the power play between 

their own companies and the competitors and creating alliances, as well as 

emphasizing teams and maintaining certain cultures. They also developed 

strategy by managing politics outside their organization.  

4. All but one of them took a proactive approach in developing their strategy. 

These public Internet entrepreneurs survived by challenging the environment 

instead of being dictated to by the environment.  

5. They also showed that emergent learning is an important continuous aspect of 

strategy development, along with instinct.  

6. Evidence of changing strategy process over time could not be confirmed, nor 

could the force of personality. Personality may have some influence in the form 

of instinct and vision, but when compared with other approaches, its part was 

small.  

7. These entrepreneurs tended to use the same strategies over time, implying no 

transformational process. 
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Chapter 7: Internet Entrepreneurs in Large Established 

Internet Firms 

7.1 Introduction 

The objective of this chapter is to describe the strategy process of Internet entrepreneurs 

who owned established Internet firms. This chapter will explore how these Internet 

entrepreneurs (Larry Page and Sergey Brin, Jerry Yang and David Filo) in large 

established Internet firms (Google and Yahoo, respectively) developed their strategy. 

They will be described according to their tendencies to develop their strategies through 

five types of processes: the extent that they used rational or intuitive processes, 

individual or social processes, emergent learning process, reactive or proactive process 

and transformational process. This will help to determine whether there are differences 

in terms of their strategy process between this type of Internet entrepreneur and the 

Internet entrepreneurs discussed in previous chapters. Similar to the previous chapters, 

this chapter has five sections. Section 1 will describe the demographic background of 

the Internet entrepreneurs and their firms. Section 2 will present the detailed description 

of the Internet entrepreneurs and their strategy processes. Section 3 will discuss the 

similarities and differences observed between these Internet entrepreneurs. The analysis 

of the research questions will be discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides the 

summary and conclusion of this chapter.  
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7.2 Background of the Firms and the Internet Entrepreneurs 

The Internet entrepreneurs in this cluster started their businesses in 1995 and 1998, as 

shown in Table 7.1. The Yahoo business had been in operation for fifteen years and the 

Google business for 12 years in 2010. Both teams shared similarities in terms of the 

number of people starting the business, location, size of the business, revenue model 

and even the background of the founders. Both firms were founded by a team of two 

people rather than one person and both were located in California, USA. Both teams 

had a similar revenue model and a very large number of employees and both competed 

in the same industry or segment. In terms of educational background, both teams of 

founders had Masters degrees in Engineering at Stanford in the United States and both 

finished their degrees from the same universities. Both teams had no previous working 

experience prior to their ventures.  

 

Table 7. 1: Firm and Demographic Background of Established Internet Entrepreneurs 

Company Google  Yahoo 

Founder Larry Page 

Sergey Brin 

David Filo 

Jerry Yang 

Year found 1998 1995 

Location California, USA California, USA 

Product/services Search Engine Search Engine developed into 

Web Portal  

Revenue model Advertising Advertising and Marketing 

Services 

Year went public 2004 1996 

Profit year 2003 1998 

Age of founder when 

business started 

Larry Page -25 

Sergey Brin – 25 

Jerry Yang – 27 

David Filo – 25 

Age of founder in 2010 Larry Page – 37 

Sergey Brin – 37  

Jerry Yang -42 

David Filo -40 

Education background Larry Page  

– Master of Science Stanford 

University 

-PhD student in Stanford 

Jerry Yang 

 – Master of Science in Electrical 

Engineering (Stanford U in 

California) 

-PhD student in Stanford 

 Sergey Brin  

- Master of Science Stanford 

University 

-PhD student in Stanford 

David Filo  

- Master of Science in Electrical 

Engineering (Stanford U in 

California) 

-PhD student in Stanford 

Prior working experience  None None 

Size of Firms Sales (2009): 21.8 billion 

Number of employees: >20,000 

people 

Sales (2009): 7.2 billion 

Number of employees: 13,600 
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Looking at their differences, one set of entrepreneurs had been in business three years 

longer than the other. They were also different in terms of the time they took to make an 

initial public offering, or IPO and the time they took to be profitable after starting the 

business. On that criterion, Yahoo became public earlier than Google, a year after it was 

founded, while for Google it was after six years in the business. Yahoo hit profit 

in1998, after about three years in the business. While Google became profitable in 

2003, five years after it started Google had more sales and a greater number of 

employees than Yahoo. 

 

7.3 Internet Entrepreneurs and their Strategy Process 

The following section will present two case studies for two teams of entrepreneurs in 

established Internet firms, Google and Yahoo. In this section the entrepreneurs are 

discussed as a team because it was difficult to isolate each of them and discuss them 

separately. Explanation of this will be given in the case study. 

 

7.3.1 Case Study 1: Larry Page and Sergey Brin (Google) 

Larry Page and Sergey Brin, both 37, founded Google, a search engine, in 1998 during 

their PhD years in Stanford. The firm started in a garage and began with the concept of 

delivering the world‘s information in one click (Auletta, 2009). They knew that at the 

time it was essential to find the right information through the search engine, rather than 

having a portal of everything fed to the users as Yahoo and other search engine did. 

Their principle was to get users out of Google and in to the right place as fast as 

possible. Their goal to start the business had been altruistic because when asked about 

revenue model, Sergey Brin said that their goal was to ―maximize the search experience 

not revenue‖ (Auletta, 2009). Throughout the years, even though Google had become 

public, both Larry Page and Sergey Brin maintained important roles in leading Google 

to their success: 

Google is one of those companies that, like apple and Microsoft, relies so heavily 

on the founders that, without them, it just wouldn‘t have the dynamism that makes it 

great (Brandt, 2009) 
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The general impression from all the research has been that both Page and Brin were still 

very much involved in the strategic direction of their firm even though they did not 

handle everything later on as they had during start up. They appeared to have pre-

eminent control over their business, even though in some instances they delegated 

decision making to others: 

Although Schmidt
4
‘s role is to run the business and focus on growing the company, 

he defers to Larry and Sergey‘s judgment about which technology and products 

will get them there (Brandt, 2009) 

They work together on all major company decisions, from ethical issues to product 

design, usually in meetings that can be brutally taxing (Brandt, 2009) 

 At Google‘s 2008 annual meeting, Schmidt declared that the Google guys had 

grown up by saying: They now function in the company as the senior executives 

with the kind of skills and experience…and Larry interrupted by saying that he and 

Sergey wished they had 5 years ago. Schmidt continued: Now we don‘t have the 

same kind of arguments. In fact, they really are running the companies that they 

founded at the scale and with the insights that you would expect of people who are 

no longer young founders but are mature business leaders (Lowe, 2009). 

In this case study both Larry Page and Sergey Brin are discussed together for three 

reasons. Firstly, in a book by Auletta in 2009, Sergey Brin claimed they were almost 

always in agreement with one another: 

―We agree eighty to ninety percent of the time‖ according to Sergey Brin  (Auletta, 

2009) 

In fact they have an interesting and eccentric method of reaching this consensus: 

―If we both feel the same way,‖ Page said, ―we‘re probably right. If we don‘t 

agree, it‘s probably a toss-up. If we both agree and nobody else agrees with us, we 

assume we‘re right. It sounds like a tough thing to say, but that‘s sort of what you 

need to do to make progress‖ (Auletta, 2009) 

Secondly, people who worked with Page and Brin, such as Susan Wojcicki
5
 and Omid 

Kodestani
6
 have also described this tendency. Susan Wojcicki believed that their 

                                                             
4
 ―Eric Schmidt is the Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer for Google. Since joining 

Google in 2001, Eric Schmidt has helped grow the company from a Silicon Valley start up to a global 

enterprise. Under his leadership, Google has dramatically scaled its infrastructure and broadened its 

offerings while maintaining a culture of strong innovation. His background uniquely prepares him to lead 

Google‘s efforts toward technological solutions that focus on users. With founders Sergey Brin and Larry 

Page, and the rest of the executive team, Eric oversees the company‘s technical and business strategy‖. 

Source: Google Company Information 
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differences complemented each other but they had similar thinking and vision about 

Google:  

Susan Wojcicki, who rented them her garage, believes they gave each other 

strength…strength to be different. They think alike. They had a shared vision. So 

when things got tough, they were able to support each other in being different. 

(Auletta, 2009) 

Omid Kordestani also believes this and that this combination of strengths from both the 

founders made Google stronger in focus than other companies. 

―Having the two of them being completely in sync‖ is a huge advantage, said 

Kordestani. He remembers his experiences as an executive at Netscape, where the 

three senior executives-founder Jim Clark, CEO James Barksdale, and the 

browser‘s inventor, Marc Andreessen -―were not in sync‖.  Pulling in different 

directions, Netscape lost its focus (Auletta, 2009) 

Thirdly, all of the authors described in this section also have the same perception and 

reflected this in their books. Brandt described them as having different personalities but 

in the end their differences complemented each other in decision making. 

They work together on all major company decisions, from ethical issues to product 

design, usually in meetings that can be brutally taxing. But Larry, as a president of 

Products, is the primary thinker about the company‘s future direction, and weighs 

in heavily on key hiring decisions. Sergey, a mathematical wizard and president of 

Technology, is the arbiter of Google‘s technological approach and shows deep 

interest in the company‘s moral stance (Brandt, 2009) 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
5
 ―Susan Wojcicki is vice president of product management at Google responsible for the design and 

innovation of all of Google's advertising and measurement platform products, including AdWords, 

AdSense, DoubleClick and Google Analytics. She has managed AdSense product management since 

inception in 2002, and has led all advertising programmes on Google.com and its advertising network 

since 2006.Susan joined Google in 1999 as the company's first marketing manager and worked on the 

initial viral marketing programmes as well as the first Google homepage doodles. She also led the initial 

development of several key successful consumer products including Google Images, Google Books and 

Google Video‖. Source: Google Company Information 

6
 ―Omid Kordestani was Senior Advisor; Office of the CEO and Founders for Google until 2009.As 

senior advisor to the CEO and founders, Omid was focused on identifying new revenue opportunities for 

the company. Previously, he was senior vice president of global sales and business development, and was 

directly responsible for Google's worldwide revenue generation efforts as well as the day-to-day 

operations of the company‘s sales organization. As Google's "business founder," Omid led the 

development and implementation of the company's initial business model. After joining the company in 

1999, he brought Google to profitability in record time, generating more than $10 billion in revenue in 

2006.‖ Source: Google Company Information 
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Larry and Sergey work together like two halves of a well-balanced machine. CEO 

Eric Schmidt is responsible for growing revenues, but the decisions that Larry and 

Sergey make are the fuel that powers that revenue growth (Brandt, 2009) 

Clearly both men were exceptionally smart and had entrepreneurial personalities-

and it was as if they quickly recognized the potential mirrored in one another (Janet 

Lowe, 2009). 

Their personalities, according to Schmidt, complemented each other because Page was 

intuitive while Brin was the detailed and rational thinker: 

 ―Sergey is loud, crazy, brilliant, insightful...while Larry is shy, thoughtful, 

detailed, a linear thinker...‖ Schmidt in (Auletta, 2009) 

For these reasons, the strategy development of both founders is explored together rather 

than each one separately. 

 

Strategy development as a balanced approach between rational and intuitive process 

The extent that the duo develops strategy through rational and intuitive processes will 

be examined first. The following evidence shows that they develop their strategy 

through a balance of rational and intuitive processes. At first analysis they seemed to be 

contradictory, stating that they were rational but at the same time there were other 

instances where they were intuitive. They were intuitive on the basis that they had a 

strong vision about Google. Their mission and vision have been altruistic ones 

involving helping to improve people‘s lives and create a positive impact on the world. 

 ―Sergey and I founded Google because we believed we could provide an 

important service to the world – Instantly delivering relevant information on 

virtually any topic― wrote Larry Page in Google‘s first corporate report: 

―Serving our end users is at the heart of what we do and remains our number 

one priority. Our goal is to develop services that significantly improve the lives 

of as many people as possible. We are proud of the products we have built, and 

we hope that those we create in the future will have an even greater positive 

impact on the world‖ (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

―We did not think necessarily we could make money‖ off Book Search, says 

Sergey. ―We just feel this is miles ahead of what I find on a Web site‖ (Brandt, 

2009) 

From the resources it could be concluded that Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed 

their strategies intuitively starting with a strong vision.  
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Says Jim Barnett, the CEO of Turn, ―They‘re really serious about building great 

products the way Steve Jobs is. I wouldn‘t use the word idealistic, but they‘re on 

a mission and will stay true to their vision. They‘re authentic and committed and 

values-driven (Brandt, 2009) 

Their vision so far has changed minimally and been refined to reflect their increased 

understanding of the Internet market as compared to when they started Google. 

According to Marissa Mayer
7
, the mission is exactly what Larry and Sergey 

wrote back in the fall 1998 before any of us were even here. They said to 

Marissa ―Oh, we‘re not just a dot.com. We‘re not going to be just about the 

Web. We‘re going to be all kinds of things‖ (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

There were some instances when Page admitted that they were seeing things in big 

picture suggesting visionary characteristic:  

It‘s hard when you‘re so focused to see the big picture. It‘s sort of easy for us.... 

(Auletta, 2009) 

Even during their IPO they still used the same vision and mission. An author 

hypothesized that their ―idealism‖ and ―killer instinct‖ have so far made their strategies 

successful: 

Larry and Sergey clearly did something right. That thing is based on their 

idealism and killer instincts. The mission statement they included in the 

prospectus for their public offering in 2004 was ― To do great things for the 

world‖ They knew, unlike most other companies that provided search and portal 

services, that there was a huge need for a better way to search, that they had it, 

and that it was important. This attitude has dominated their thinking from the 

beginning (Brandt, 2009) 

There were times when both Larry Page and Sergey Brin made decisions initially based 

on vision and then rushed off to fulfil the vision. This was obvious when they decided to 

scan books but later were faced with lawsuits from American publishers and authors 

regarding copyright: 

                                                             
7 Marissa leads the company's product management efforts on search products – web search, images, 

news, books, and products, maps, Google Earth, Google Toolbar, Google Desktop, Google Health, 

Google Labs and more. She joined Google in 1999 as Google's first female engineer, and led the user 

interface and web server teams at that time. Her efforts have included designing and developing Google's 

search interface, internationalising the site into more than 100 languages, defining Google News, Gmail 

and Orkut, and launching more than 100 features and products on Google.com. Source: Google Company 

Information 
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―We‘re going to scan all the books in the world‖ Page said. ―Sort of super 

librarian,‖ then he asked Schmidt where all the books were. Schmidt answered 

Library of Congress. Page said ―Good, we‘ll do a deal with the Library of 

Congress‖ (Auletta, 2009) 

Secondly, they developed their business without a precise business plan and minus even 

a clear mechanism to monetize the business using advertising: 

―We worked on the business plan for a little bit, but we were basically never 

even asked for it,‖ Sergey told Lemm. He then added, ―Recently we got an email 

from our investor saying, ―Oh, do you guys have a business plan? I don‘t think I 

ever saw one‖ (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

In the early stage of their business even though they did not have a proper monetization 

model, they had a strong conviction that they would be profitable: 

In 2000 ―Page and Brin were relying on their faith that a way would be found to 

make money‖ (Auletta, 2009) 

Thirdly, both Page and Brin have been described as having exceptional insight for 

business. Auletta wrote in her book that Larry Page confessed in front of a class in 

Stanford that the advertising formula that worked for them was actually an ―accident‖ 

rather than planning for it. The following excerpt also demonstrates the intuitive aspect 

of Brin in making decisions when they wished to avoid expensive ad campaigns: 

I‘m not sure it‘s the right thing to do. I am concerned about long term 

profitability (Brandt, 2009) 

Here, Brin shows that although he doubted the effectiveness of the decision his instinct 

was to go ahead with it. There were also opinions that their insights were better refined 

as time went by and they were later described as mature business leaders: 

 At Google‘s 2008 annual meeting, Schmidt declared that the Google guys had 

grown up by saying: They now function in the company as the senior executives 

with the kind of skills and experience…and Larry interrupted by saying that he 

and Sergey wished they had 5 years ago. Schmidt continued: Now we don‘t have 

the same kind of arguments. In fact, they really are running the companies that 

they founded at the scale and with the insights that you would expect of people 

who are no longer young founders but are mature business leaders (Janet Lowe, 

2009). 

 Google was back on track to be one of the most unique and unlikely IPO‘s in 

the history of Wall Street by choosing August for IPO, Friday the 13
th

 to list 
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their shares and announced it would sell $2,718,281,828 worth of its shares, 

structuring share price at $85 per share, etc. (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

Another opinion suggested that they were born with this insight even with minimal 

experience of running the business: 

Larry and Sergey had instincts that pointed them in the right direction, like an 

arrow flying toward dead centre of a target. Those traits are what made Google 

so damnably successful (Brandt, 2009) 

Asked Schmidt how two young men with no business experience developed such 

keen corporate instincts, and he says, ―I think they were born with it. They had 

remarkably good judgement for such young people. It‘s intelligence, but also 

street smarts, insight. It‘s very impressive. It took me twenty years to develop the 

insights they had learned in two or three‖ (Brandt, 2009) 

They were described as having extraordinary strategic insight: 

According to Bill Campbell
8
 ―I can‘t imagine that anyone could have done what 

Eric has done. He matches what this company needs. You‘ve got founders that 

have their unique passions, and they have unusual amount of strategic insight. 

Applying that to a business model and making sure that the trains are running 

on time-and at the same time never losing the technology vision-is a feat. Eric‘s 

technology skills mean that no one can bullshit him‖ (Auletta, 2009) 

Fourthly, as the above quote indicates both Page and Brin were passionate about 

Google. Finally, their personalities have also influenced how they developed their 

strategies. Page and Brin tended to hire people who have similar backgrounds and 

personalities to their own in order to maintain the culture in Google as suggested by 

Richard Brandt:. 

Like all great young companies, Google and its employees reflect the 

personalities and ideals of the company‘s founder. The way any founders keep 

their company‘s culture is to hire people who are like them (Brandt, 2009) 

 

For the reasons discussed above, Larry Page and Sergey Brin were classified as intuitive 

strategy-makers. However, this was not the only tendency they showed; they were also 

developing their strategy rationally. The following paragraphs will discuss this in detail. 

Larry Page and Sergey Brin can be seen as rational strategy makers because they 

                                                             
8 Bill Campbell is an adviser to a number of technology companies, including Google, and is on the 

boards of Intuit and Apple, and was elected Chairman of the Board of Trustees at Columbia in 2005 

Source: Wikipedia 
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depend quite heavily on data for decision making as mentioned by Alan Eustace
9
 in his 

interview with Robert Brandt: 

Larry and Sergey like to run the company based on data. They pride themselves 

on taking a much disciplined, scientific approach to solving problems. ― Their 

view is that information is the basis for almost all the decisions anybody 

makes,‖ says Alan Eustace (Senior VP of Engineering) ― The more information 

you can get, the more credible the information is, the more likely you are to 

make good decision‖ (Brandt, 2009) 

To that end, Google keeps a database of everything everyone is working on and 

sends out regular e-mails to keep others in the company updated. Employees - 

primarily engineers - are not only allowed to see what‘s in the works, they‘re 

also allowed to critique the updates (sometimes not very politely) and suggest 

changes. It‘s like a small town with a giant electronic network and too many 

computers. Everybody knows everybody else‘s business (Brandt, 2009) 

This view was also supported by Eric Schmidt and Ken Auletta in 2009: 

Schmidt liked the fact that Larry and Sergey took an analytical approach to 

decisions, were proud of the company‘s technology, and knew that it was not 

possible to spend too much on building the technical infrastructure to support 

their ambitions (Auletta, 2009) 

Schmidt believes this rationality practised by the founders was the norm in Google: 

An awful lot of businesses are run based on intuition, experience, and all those 

things which we don‘t value very much. We value the analytical, ―prove it‖ 

approach. I‘ll make a broad criticism: a lot of executives look nice, they‘re 

smart, they‘re well spoken, they give nice speeches, they use all the right 

marketing words, but they‘re not fundamentally insightful because they didn‘t 

start from an analytical premise,  Eric Schmidt in (Brandt, 2009) 

John Hennessy, in his interview with Brandt, described how Page and Brin became 

more rational after the IPO, using data and analysis before making any strategic 

decisions: 

Google‘s execution, certainly since the IPO, has been as good or better than any 

company I‘ve ever seen. It‘s driven by analysis and the approach of getting all 

the data in front of you, so you don‘t spend so much time to make a decision: Is 

                                                             
9
 ―Alan Eustace is one of Google's Senior Vice Presidents of Engineering. He joined Google in the 

summer of 2002.‖  Source: Google Company Information 
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this a big issue or a small issue? Is there a quick fix or is this is a major 

problem? That kind of thing goes on fair amount [John Hennessy
10

 in] (Brandt, 

2009) 

Based on the information above, both Page and Brin were also rational strategy makers. 

Therefore, both Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed their strategies using both 

rational and intuitive processes.  

 

Strategy development as an autocratic social process 

There was evidence that Larry Page and Sergey Brin were social in their strategy 

making. They were seen as autocratic in some of their decision making. They involved 

their team but they had the last say in almost all decision making:  

 Some Google employees apparently suggested promoting the company on NBC 

during the Olympics, but Sergey and Larry nixed the idea (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

There were many incidents where the founders overruled other decisions; firstly, when 

they decided to invest and what types of company to invest in:  

It‘s very hard not to defer to founders who have been right so often (Auletta, 

2009)  

Investors cannot pressure Google to make money from those business groups 

(23and Me) because their shares carry minimal voting rights. Google‘s founders 

deliberately set up two classes of shares when they launched the public 

company, so that they could make decisions independent of shareholders (fellow 

owners) wishes (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

Their autocratic way of developing their strategy was mentioned by Richard Brandt in 

his book, clearly stating that the employees saw them as emperors, always making the 

important decision themselves. 

Everybody in the company refers to them by their first names - sometimes as the 

single unit Larry and-Sergey - but treats them like emperors, the final arbiters of 

all important decisions (Brandt, 2009) 

Secondly, even the investors were less powerful to decide because both Page and Brin 

were always confident that they were right. 

Despite the downside, the Google boys knew that the time had come and they 

must take action. Their venture capitalists and private investors needed an IPO 

                                                             
10 John L. Hennessy has served as a member of Google‘s board of directors since April 2004, and as Lead 

Independent Director since April 2007. Source: Google Company Profile 
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in order to get the expected return on their investment. And Google itself could 

use the cash an IPO could raise to help it grow to its highest and best level. But 

Larry and Sergey had become used to doing things their way, and the way they 

went public was no exception (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

In the fall of 2004, Google‘s top management realized they needed more 

structure. They engaged in a process of strategic review, or ―visioning‖ about 

the company meaning, intent and future. It all started when Page and Brin went 

into all night seclusion, writing what became known as ―The Tablets‖ (Janet 

Lowe, 2009). 

Finally, there was evidence of a power struggle between the founders and the CEO after 

the business had passed its start up stage: 

The founders continued to be uncomfortable with Eric Schmidt‘s efforts to 

impose, streamlined management, fearful it would squelch Google‘s 

entrepreneurial spirit (Auletta, 2009) 

However, both founders realized that Eric Schmidt‘s presence was beneficial in terms of 

providing a balance for the founders‘ strategy making as well as providing experience: 

 Eric Schmidt is sometimes called ―the third leg of Google‖ Like the third leg on 

a stool, he helps keep balance. And even though his background is in 

technology, he also moves the Google business model forward in a decisive, 

purposeful way (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

Although Schmidt‘s role is to run the business and focus on growing the 

company, he defers to Larry and Sergey‘s judgment about which technology and 

products will get them there (Brandt, 2009) 

It helped me understand my role. Now I try not to make important decisions 

unless they‘re really important ones. Rather, I‘ve tried to make the culture work. 

The way it feels to me is they are smarter, quicker, more opinionated and earlier 

than I am. My job is to make sure that reality and what we‘re doing match 

together for a positive outcome. Eric Schmidt in (Brandt, 2009) 

Google‘s founders depended on their CEO Eric Schmidt to position their firm in the 

market: 

Eric Schmidt announced a defensive plan for Google but said he was bullish 

about the economic outlook for Silicon Valley companies. ―This is the sixth or 

seventh cycle I‘ve seen in Silicon Valley. I think we‘re better positioned than 

ever‖ (Janet Lowe, 2009). 
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All of this was due to Schmidt possessing traits complementary to theirs. The founders 

were known to have deficiencies to start with and requests were made by their venture 

capitalists. 

Schmidt has been described as more of a pragmatist than a visionary, a low 

keyed leader and a skilled collaborator (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

It is also a social process because of the presence of vision and cultural maintenance. 

The strong vision was used as guidance for the founders to lead their firm. They would 

try to maintain this vision. This was apparent from their perception of advertising: 

 To maintain their sense of integrity, advertising is always clearly identified as   

―sponsored links‖ at the top of the search listing, and Google does not accept 

pop-up advertising (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

Over the years the culture for Google changed gradually to reflect the changes that the 

company had gone through. The founders were initially in favour of creating a culture 

which was based on scientific reasoning: 

Google is a culture dominated by a belief in science, in data and in facts, not 

instinct or perception or opinion (Auletta, 2009) 

However, as years went by this culture was refined. First, the culture of depending 

heavily on engineers and data and facts was still strong in the company. The founders 

tried to maintain these values and this culture, which reflected their personalities: they 

disliked marketing and valued engineers more highly than other types of employee. The 

culture of such things as free food for employees and extra benefits for the employees 

were reduced over the years. The same happened to their ―don‘t do evil culture‖ and the 

value of not using advertising as a monetization model. However, in the macro view, 

Google was seen as a powerful company by its competitors. Companies like Yahoo, 

Clearspring and CarDomain Network had made changes to their companies because of 

Google‘s indirect influence. Those companies wanted to be the next Google, enjoying 

similar success: 

Google is striving to maximize its platform power in every way it can (Janet 

Lowe, 2009). 

Google is thought to have the most powerful and extensive computing network - 

both in its physical equipment and in its database- in existence. If you printed 

out the index, it would be 70 miles high right now. We have all this computation 

(Janet Lowe, 2009). 
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Competitors say they have created a monopoly, with all the power and danger 

that this brings (Brandt, 2009) 

In the end, it‘s tough for anyone to trust a company so big, so powerful, and in 

control of so much personal data about nearly everyone (Brandt, 2009) 

Having this degree of power in the market allowed Google‘s founders to be the toughest 

negotiators to deal with: 

―As negotiators, they are horrible to deal with,‖ says an executive at another 

company. ―Their approach is to push you to the point where you will walk away. 

They‘d hold you over a barrel because they had the power to.‖ says Schmidt. 

(Brandt, 2009) 

Finally, during the launching of the IPO, Page and Brin negotiated their way to 

influence the IPO for their benefit trying to get the upper hand in the process. 

Page, Brin, and Schmidt set up a dual class stock structure that allowed them to 

maintain control of the company. The three evoked the 1/10 rule under which 

their B ―supervoting‖ shares get 10 votes for every one vote allocated to an A 

share. In other words, the management triad together would cast 66.2 percent of 

the votes even though they owned only 31.3 percent of the company (Janet Lowe, 

2009). 

The above discussion makes it clear that Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed their 

strategy socially but autocratically. That is, they involved their employees and investors 

in strategy making but would end up making the final decisions themselves. They also 

wielded considerable power over their competitors, where they could negotiate their 

own favourable terms. Even though there was evidence of a power struggle with their 

CEO, over the years they had a mutual understanding of each other‘s strengths in 

developing strategy. 

 

Emergent Learning as part of strategy development process 

Both Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed their strategy through emergent learning. 

Page admitted this himself twice in different interviews. He mentioned that their 

winning monetization model was actually an accident rather than something that he 

planned: 

As Larry Page confessed to a Stanford class, discovering the advertising 

formula that would work probably was an accident more than a plan (Auletta, 

2009) 
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He even mentioned that it was an advantage not to have experience because it allows 

experimenting for workable solutions: 

Asked how Page and Brin achieved such clarity, Page answered: ―Being less 

experienced, you have benefits and you have costs. We were willing to do things 

differently because we didn‘t know better. I think our propensity to do that is 

higher than most people‘s. I‘m not sure it‘s clarity. It looks like clarity in 

retrospect because you see the things work‖ (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

Brin also confessed the same thing back in 2000. He mentioned that running his 

business was a learning process for him, something that he was not always prepared for. 

He admitted that the most difficult thing was how to run his business and facing the 

challenges to ensure that his employees shared the same vision and tenacity for the firm 

that he and Page did: 

Asked by a reporter John Ince in 2000 what Google‘s biggest challenges were, 

Sergey admitted it was learning to run a business. ―The most difficult part has 

been learning to deal with organizational challenges. We have over 70 people 

now. It‘s a more complicated beast. It‘s not very clear how to keep everybody 

productive and focused. That‘s been more of a learning process. Business 

dealings......have been a little bit new to us‖ (Brandt, 2009) 

At first the two did not even know how to make money for Google. They had a vision 

that they should be profitable but it was not clear until 2001:  

In 1999, the company was burning through its venture capital reserves without a 

clear strategy to generate revenues. It wasn‘t until early 2001 that they came up 

with the concept that would work (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

They admitted that they learned step by step how to form strategy for their business, 

which shows they developed strategy through learning emergently. Richard Brandt in 

his book has described their tendencies to develop their strategy or run their business in 

this manner. He mentioned this clearly when he said both of the entrepreneurs learned 

the new rules for Internet business bit by bit, guided by their vision to build a great 

company: 

Larry and Sergey figured out the new rules of business, piece by piece, driven by 

overwhelming motivation to build a great company. They put together a 

business model for the Internet Age. They tinkered with different ways to make 

money and hit on the most profitable form of advertising anyone had ever seen 

(Brandt, 2009) 
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Also, the presence of Eric Schmidt with his vast experience has also helped them learn 

how to manage the business: 

To their credit, Larry and Sergey had enough acumen to choose Schmidt as a 

partner, and clearly they have learned from him (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

Therefore, it could be said that both Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed their 

strategy through emergent learning. 

 

Strategy developed through proactive process 

Both Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed their strategy proactively. The Internet 

industry has been dynamic, complex, diverse and hostile. Therefore, both men knew 

that they needed to be proactive in order to make it in this industry. This was mentioned 

by Janet Lowe in her book in 2009. She mentioned that it was because the entrepreneurs 

have been ―cautious‖ and ―crafty‖ that they have been successful. The word cautious 

meant that they were actively aware of any changes in the Internet industry, while crafty 

described their proactive side in trying to change the market.  

Admittedly, Google‘s survival is anything but guaranteed. The company 

operates in a quick changing, highly competitive environment - it is involved in 

a global scientific and economic boxing match. Yet, if the founders continue to 

be cautious and crafty as they have been in the past, they will prosper (Janet 

Lowe, 2009). 

Eric Schmidt described the company‘s reaction to the economy as dealing with 

dark matter. Still Google was in excellent position to benefit from the global 

economic slump (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

One example of them being proactive would be the time that they decided to launch 

their shares by marketing a different way from the norm. They even stated their own 

conditions in the prospectus as mentioned by Larry Page: 

Many companies going public have suffered from unreasonable speculation, 

small initial share float, and stock price volatility that hurt them and their 

investors in the long run. We believe that our auction based IPO will minimize 

these problems, though there is no guarantee that it will (Janet Lowe, 2009). 

Their ways of developing strategy proactively made the competitors feel threatened by 

them. It was although Google set the rules and the industry had to follow what Google 

had done.  
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Much of the ire directed at Google is due to corporate resistance to the massive 

changes Google is thrusting upon the business world. Established companies, 

accustomed to a century of doing business in a certain way, are understandably 

confused by the rapid changes, and afraid of them. Google is the obvious target 

of anyone trying to stem the inevitable sea change in business. In the long run, 

fighting that change is akin to building a sandbar to try to hold back the coming 

tide. But that doesn‘t stop them from trying (Brandt, 2009) 

The above discussion has shown that Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed their 

strategy through proactive process rather than reactive process. 

 

Summary 

Both Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed their strategy using several processes. 

Their strategies have been created through a balance between rational and intuitive 

processes. They also develop their strategies socially but mostly autocratically and 

through emergent learning. Finally, there was evidence that they also developed their 

strategy in a proactive manner. 

 

7.3.2 Case Study 2: Jerry Yang  

Jerry Yang, 42, started Yahoo in 1995 with his friend David Filo. It started with a 

practical web link to help them find their favourite sites. Yahoo was successful and 

profitable for many years. The firm managed to ride the dot com bust and survived. 

Even today, Yahoo is still a successful Internet business next to Google.  

―He‘s stuck with his company every step of the way. And now that company is 

worth $44 billion. That‘s not an accident. Jerry has raw talent,‖ said Vince 

Broady, who oversaw Yahoo‘s entertainment decision until last year (Pham & 

Guynn, 2008). 

However, his decisions to hire Terry Semel and his slow reactions to understand 

Google‘s competitiveness made Yahoo unhappily become number two in the Internet 

search business, as suggested by many writers. Yahoo was successful until Google 

came along:  

Throughout the rest of the decade, Yahoo was the undisputed leader on the Internet 

―portals‖. When the company went public in 1996, its shares rocketed by 154% in 

a day and within three years, Yang and Filo were worth $8bn (£4bn). Things were 
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going like a dream – until a little known private competitor called Google came 

along (Clark, 2008). 

In the realm of Internet searches, Google had more than 60 percent of the market share 

while Yahoo only had 20 percent and Microsoft more than 8 percent in December 2008 

(Helft, 2009). Yahoo is not a failure but it was not as successful as Google after Google 

surpassed Yahoo on many fronts. Despite a loss in 2008, Yahoo still managed to 

generate a profit of $238 million in the last quarter of that year (Helft, 2009).  

 

In the following case study, due to the insufficient exposure of David Filo in secondary 

resources, it was difficult to draw conclusions about David Filo‘s strategy processes. 

Therefore, the described strategy processes mostly relate to Jerry Yang. 

  

Strategy as more of an intuitive process 

Jerry Yang apparently developed his strategy based on intuitive process because the 

rational course of action would be to take Microsoft‘s offer when Yahoo was having 

trouble, but he could not. He was passionate about Yahoo and this intuitive sense made 

him decide otherwise. Even though he was described once as highly analytic, his 

passion prevailed. One writer described this opposing process very well: 

Mr Yang is a cerebral, highly analytic executive who, by all accounts, cares 

deeply about the company he helped build and its workers. The questions raised 

by the chain of events that led to Microsoft‘s failed bid to take over Yahoo are 

first, whether he‘s capable of running the company, and secondly, whether he 

loved it so much that he short changed investors who would have received a 

hefty premium from Microsoft (The New York Times, 2010). 

His love and passion for Yahoo was very visible when he wrote in his memo to his 

employees at the time he planned to step down from his CEO position: 

All of you know that I have always, and will always bleed purple. I will do what 

I think is right for this great company (Swisher, 2008) 

He was more comfortable in providing the vision than managing the firm‘s everyday 

operation. He admitted this in one interview in 2000 with Fortune magazine: 

As with many entrepreneurs, Yang was more comfortable in the realm of big 

ideas and broad strategy than the day - to - day tasks of running a company. So 

Yang and Filo hired Tim Koogle as the first CEO. ―People asked me why I took 

myself out of the day-to-day operating responsibility.‖ Yang said in an interview 
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with Fortune magazine in 2000. ― But that‘s never what I wanted to do, and 

besides, I knew so little about business that I didn‘t want to slow things down 

when the company began to scale up (Pham & Guynn, 2008). 

He was also described by the writer as a person who relishes ―a good rivalry‖ (Pham & 

Guynn, 2008). 

―As quiet, humble and modest as he is, the guy wants to win,‖ said Jim Brock, a 

former senior vice president of communications and services (Pham & Guynn, 

2008). 

This kind of personality was reflected in many incidents in which he decided his 

strategy. Rob Enderle from Enderle Group technology mentioned that in the seven 

months Jerry Yang became Yahoo CEO, he only made one major change of laying off 

employees and did not show any significant steps in improving Yahoo, while Ali Diab 

the Yahoo former executive observed that decisions were slow in several important 

areas in which Yahoo competed with Google (Pham & Guynn, 2008). Based on this, it 

may be suggested that Jerry Yang developed his strategy through intuitive process 

rather than a rational process. 

 

Strategy is a small part of emergent learning 

Jerry Yang uses a reasonable amount of emergent learning but it was really minimal 

when he said that Yahoo is a ―constant work in progress.‖  

The time has gone very quickly. Yahoo is a constant work in progress. We don‘t 

want to look back too much, because you can lose sight of the future (Weston, 

2007). 

However, he admitted that he would not want to be trapped in the past and because of 

that could not predict the future, suggesting that he did not rely a great deal on emergent 

learning in developing his strategy. 

 

Strategy largely a social process 

That Jerry Yang developed his strategy through a social process is shown clearly by two 

writers in 2007. He was involved in the development of strategies but developing them 

with the president and CEO of Yahoo: 

For his part, Yang is now serving on the Yahoo board of directors. He also 

works closely with Yahoo‘s current president and CEO, doing what he can to 
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develop innovative business strategies that will keep Yahoo on the cutting edge 

of Internet media and communications (Weston, 2007). 

He was also democratic in his decision making and not comfortable in making the top 

decision for Yahoo: 

Over the years, Mr Yang and Mr Filo have stayed closely involved in the 

company, but neither wanted to be at the very top. Mr Filo has worked as an 

architect of Yahoo‘s computer systems. Mr Yang would consult with Mr Semel 

on matters of strategy and represent Yahoo to investors and business partners. 

(Helft, 2007). 

There was also evidence that the Yahoo team participated in his strategy:  

Yahoo team is in a high-pressure business, and no one wants to fail (Weston, 

2007) 

The power struggle between Jerry Yang and his investors when he made the unpopular 

decision not to sell Yahoo in 2008 was also evident: 

Mr Yang and Yahoo‘s board are also under pressure from Carl C. Icahn, the 

activist investor, who is waging a fight for control of the company‘s board. 

Although he has vowed to remove Mr Yang if he succeeds, Mr Icahn has said 

little about his plans since the Yahoo-Google deal was announced last week 

(Helft, 2008). 

The discussion above suggests it is reasonable to say that Jerry Yang developed his 

strategy through social process. 

 

Strategy developed out of reactive process 

The competition that Yahoo is competing with in the industry is dynamic and hostile. 

Because of that, Jerry Yang was forced to be reactive in his strategy process. There 

were incidents that lead to the conclusion that Jerry Yang also developed his strategy 

through reactive process, even though he admitted that he would try to be proactive by 

looking at the future rather than the past: 

The time has gone very quickly. Yahoo is a constant work in progress. We don‘t 

want to look back too much, because you can lose sight of the future (Weston, 

2007). 

Nevertheless, Miguel Helft thought that Yahoo could not compete effectively because 

Yang was not being proactive enough to beat the growing competition from Google and 

others:  
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One of the original Internet success stories, it found itself unable to compete 

effectively against Google, and faced growing pressure from a crop of young 

rivals like MySpace and Facebook (Helft, 2007). 

 

Summary 

The above discussion has shown that Jerry Yang formulated his strategy through a 

variety of strategy processes. He was predominantly an intuitive, social and reactive 

strategy-maker. However, he was not learning emergently to develop his strategy. 

 

7.4 Similarities and Differences 

Even though the groups of entrepreneurs in Google and Yahoo have similar educational 

backgrounds, they developed their strategies very differently from each other.  

 It was clear from the analysis that Larry Page and Sergey Brin developed their 

strategy through a balance between rational and intuitive processes but Jerry 

Yang only used intuitive processes. They are similar insofar as they develop 

their strategy socially, but Jerry Yang used a democratic style and showed 

aversion to making major decisions himself.  

 Larry Page and Sergey Brin were more autocratic and most of the time made 

important decisions themselves.  

 Jerry Yang and the Google founders showed the importance of managing the 

power struggle inside and outside of the organization. The external power 

struggle was more towards securing the market share and reducing competition. 

 Jerry Yang used emergent learning minimally and depended mostly on the 

experience of his CEO but Larry Page and Sergey Brin explained that their 

strategy most of the time developed emergently through learning, even though 

they have an experienced CEO. Emergent learning was obvious for Larry Page 

and Sergey Brin. 

 Larry Page and Sergey Brin always try to defeat the environment and think 

differently from others. They have had greater influence in the industry than any 

other entrepreneurs by being proactive in their strategy making. However, Jerry 

Yang was reactive towards the change in the industry. He was trying to chase 

Google for the position in the market but failed to see the potential to compete 
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with Google effectively. Overall, Larry Page and Sergey Brin were much more 

aggressive in developing their strategy than Jerry Yang. 

 

 

7.5 Answering the Research Questions 

 

7.5.1 To What Extent is Strategy Development after Start Up a Rational or 

Intuitive Process? 

In this group, the entrepreneurs developed their strategy along continuum, from intuitive 

at one end to a balance between intuition and rationality at the other, as shown in Figure 

7.1. Jerry Yang was intuitive by being passionate about his business. Larry Page and 

Sergey Brin, on the other hand, used both rational and intuitive process intensively in 

their strategy development. The Google founders had a clear vision and intuition in 

running their business. At the same time they also rationalized their action with facts 

and analysis. Larry Page and Sergey Brin valued analysis and facts very highly by 

employing a significant number of employees with engineering backgrounds. It could 

also be seen that these entrepreneurs developed their strategies through intuitive 

processes using their personalities, passions, instincts and vision. Page and Brin have 

been mentioned as having strategic instincts and vision. Jerry Yang, however, was 

acknowledged as visionary but after his market was seized away by Google he seemed 

to modify the vision to compete with Google. For both firms (Yahoo and Google) 

developing strategy was influenced to some extent by personality. Jerry Yang with his 

highly intellectual personality and modesty has made him not as aggressive as the 

Google founders who tend to think differently from others and are adamant about doing 

things their way. 
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Figure 7.1: Rational and Intuitive Process by Established Internet  

 

 

7.5.2 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Use More of an Individual or a Social Approach 

in Their Strategy Formulation After Start Up? 

Larry Page, Sergey Brin and Jerry Yang used social approaches in their strategy 

making, as shown in Figure 7.2, but they used social approaches in a different way. 

Jerry Yang was democratic with his decision making but both Larry Page and Sergey 

Brin were autocratic. Jerry Yang underwent a power struggle with his CEO as well as 

his investors. Larry Page and Sergey Brin also faced this power struggle between 

themselves and their CEO but in the end they won due to their market power and 

persistence. 

Figure 7.1: Rational and Intuitive Process by Established Internet Entrepreneurs 
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Sergey Brin 

Jerry Yang 
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Figure 7.2: Social and Individual Process by Established Internet Entrepreneur 

 

7.5.3 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation After Start Up an Emergent 

Learning Process? 

Emergent learning was a significant part of strategy development for Google‘s founders 

but only a small part for Jerry Yang, as shown in Figure 7.3. Larry Page and Sergey 

Brin often mentioned how running their business was a learning curve for them. They 

had the vision and beliefs that their strategy would work but learned their way making 

them. Jerry Yang, on the other hand, did not mention so much about learning from the 

past to develop his firm‘s strategy because he did not want to lose the sense of future. 

 

 

 

 

 

7.5.4 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Form Their After Start Up Strategy through 

Reactive or Proactive Process? 

Google‘s founders developed their strategy through a proactive process, while Jerry 

Yang developed his strategy mostly through a reactive process. This distinction is 
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Figure 7.3: Emergent Learning by Established Internet Entrepreneur 
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illustrated in Figure 7.4. Larry Page and Sergey Brin were described as entrepreneurs 

who would make their own set of rules in many ways, for example when they prepared 

for public offering. However, Jerry Yang was described as an entrepreneur who in the 

time of crisis could not be proactive enough to compete with Google in the same 

industry.  

 

 

Figure 7.4: Reactive and Proactive Process for Established Internet Entrepreneur 

 

7.5.5 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation After Start Up a Transformational 

Process? 

No clear evidence can be seen from the resources to suggest that the Google founders 

and Jerry Yang developed their strategy through a transformational process. Jerry Yang 

had tried to transform and reposition his firm in 2008 but the process that he used for 

developing strategy could not be clearly ascertained. His strategy was not focused and 

clearly implemented. 

 

 

7.6 Dominant Processes for Established Internet Entrepreneurs 

The dominant processes for the Internet entrepreneurs in established firms are shown in 

Table 7.2. Larry Page and Sergey Brin had a balance between rational and intuitive 

processes, emergent learning, social and proactive process as their dominant set of 

strategy making processes. Jerry Yang used intuitive, social and reactive processes more 

in his strategy making. 
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Figure 7. 4: Reactive and Proactive Process by Established Internet Entrepreneur 
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Table 7.2: Dominant Processes for Established Internet Entrepreneurs 

Established Entrepreneur Dominant Strategy Process 

Larry Page and Sergey Brin Rational Intuitive (Balance) Emergent Learning Social 

Proactive 

Jerry Yang  Intuitive Social Reactive 

 

 

7.7 Summary  

The entrepreneurs in these two established Internet firms have a few similarities and a 

few differences. Google‘s founders and Jerry Yang developed their strategy differently 

from each other. They have quite similar backgrounds in terms of education but have 

differences in terms of personality and the ways they develop their strategy.  

 Jerry Yang‘s dominant strategy processes were intuitive, social and reactive.  

 Larry Page and Sergey Brin had a balance between intuitive and rational 

process, social process, and emergent learning and were proactive in developing 

their strategy. 

 Vision was still important for both teams in developing successful strategy. 

 There was evidence that the force of personality has influenced the way the 

Google entrepreneurs developed their strategy. 

 Both Google and Yahoo entrepreneurs developed their strategies by referring to 

other people but they were differentiated by the way they arrived at the final 

decision (autocratic vs. democratic). In terms of social vs. individual strategy 

making, the Google founders have been autocratic whilst Jerry Yang has been a 

democratic leader.  

 Emergent learning has been significant for strategy development for Larry Page 

and Sergey Brin but not for Jerry Yang. 

 Google‘s founders and Jerry Yang were different in terms of how they 

responded to changes in the market. Google founders were proactive while Jerry 

Yang was reactive, which could relate again to their different personalities. Jerry 

Yang has shown that he could never beat these forces in terms of the 

environment. However, the Google founders in some degree have been proactive 

in dictating the industry.  
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 The Internet entrepreneurs in this cluster developed their strategy to compete for 

market position and not to be profitable. The competition is more towards 

number one and number two positions in the market.  

 Still in this cluster, there is no clear evidence that their strategy development 

changed over time as postulated from other research. Hence, there was no 

confirmation that these entrepreneurs developed their strategy using 

transformational process.  

 Nevertheless, there was evidence that these entrepreneurs developed their 

strategy in combination with other types of strategy process; for example Larry 

Page and Sergey Brin using their intuitive, rational and proactive processes to 

develop the strategy for IPO. 
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Chapter 8: Similarities and Differences in the Strategy 

Processes of Different Types of Internet Entrepreneur 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter summarizes the findings observed from the previous chapters‘ case studies. 

This is to allow for effective discussion of the findings to be conducted in chapter 9 by 

identifying similarities and differences in the strategy processes of different types of 

entrepreneurs observed throughout the analyses in chapters 5, 6 and 7. These differences 

are described according to the five sets of processes stated in the guiding questions. 

Finally, conclusions are drawn for the dominant strategy processes across different 

types of Internet entrepreneur and a summary of the strategy processes of the different 

types of Internet entrepreneur is given. 
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8.2 Answering the Research Questions 

The following sections describe how different types of Internet entrepreneur develop 

their strategy using the five sets of processes stated in the guiding questions. 

 

8.2.1 To What Extent is Strategy Development after Start up a Rational or Intuitive 

Process? 

The Internet entrepreneurs developed their strategies using various degrees of rationality 

and intuitive process as shown in Figure 8.1. Two conclusions can be drawn: 

 

1. Half of the entrepreneurs developed their strategy using a balance between 

rational and intuitive processes (7 out of 15 entrepreneurs) while the rest were 

either intuitive (5 out of 15 entrepreneurs) or rational (3 out of 15 entrepreneurs).  

2. The strategy making processes by these Internet entrepreneurs were different 

according to the types of the entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs owning private firms 

reported greater variation in using rational and intuitive process in devising their 

strategies as compared to those who owned public and established Internet 

firms. Meanwhile, Internet entrepreneurs managing public firms and established 

firms developed their strategies using both rational and intuitive processes with 

an exception of one entrepreneur in the Public category and one in the 

Established category. In these exceptional cases, the entrepreneurs had a 

tendency to using intuitive process.  
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Figure 8.1: Rational and Intuitive Process by All Types of Internet  
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Table 8.1 shows that nearly all (12 out of 15) Internet entrepreneurs in this study 

utilized vision as their intuitive approach and analysis (11 out of 15) as their rational 

approach. Strategy making processes also vary against the number of years the 

businesses were operating, as shown in Table 8.2. 

 

Table 8.1: Variations in Rational and Intuitive Process by All Types of Internet  

Entrepreneurs 

ENTREPRENEUR RATIONAL INTUITION 

 

PRIVATE  

Plan Analysis Instinct Past 

experience 

Vision Passion 

Dany Levy Practical plan Customer 
analysis 

√ √ √ √ 

Robert Kalin   √ √ √ √ 

Alex Algard  Positioning √ √ √ √ 

Cary Chessick √ Strategic 
analyst 

    

Jeffrey Tinsley Plan with 
detailed 
feedback 

mechanism 

Strategic 
analyst 

  √  

Paul Thelen Flexible plan Customer 
analysis, 
market, and 
product 
analysis 

   √ 

Hooman Radfar     √ √ 

Jeremy Stoppelman  Data analysis   √ √ 

 

PUBLIC 

      

David Liu Plan like a 
script 

Competitive 
analysis, 
customer 

analysis,  

√ √   

Suranga 
Chandratillake 

Plan Positioning  √ √  

Reed Hastings General plan  √ √ √  

Marc Simoncini 12 month plan Positioning- 
leadership 

strategy 

√  √ √ 

Kent Plunkett  Competitive 
analysis 

 √ √  

 

ESTABLISHED 

      

Larry Page  
Sergey Brin 

√ Data analysis √  √ √ 

Jerry Yang  √   √ √ 

Total number of 
entrepreneurs 

9 11 7 7 12 9 
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Table 8.2 shows that years in business do not necessarily make the Internet 

entrepreneurs more rational than those who had younger firms. However, it is 

interesting to see three patterns. Firstly, most of the entrepreneurs who were in the 

business 12 years or more were either balanced (using both rational and intuitive 

processes) or predominantly intuitive in their strategy making. Secondly, those who 

were in business eight to eleven years were either predominantly rational or balanced 

(using both of rational and intuitive process) in their strategy making. Finally, those 

entrepreneurs who had their business less than seven years were either adopting a 

balance of rational and intuitive processes or predominantly intuitive in their strategy 

making processes. 

 

Table 8.2: Firm Age and Strategy Process 

Firm age   

Rational 

 

Balance 

 

Intuitive 

15   Jerry Yang  

14  David Liu  

13   Reed Hastings 

12  Larry Page and Sergey Brin Alex Algard 

11 Cary Chessick Kent Plunkett  

10  Dany Levy  

9  Marc Simoncini  

8 Jeffrey Tinsley 

Paul Thelen 

  

7    

6  Suranga Chandratillake 

 Jeremy Stoppelman 

Hooman Radfar 

5    

4   Robert Kalin 

Note:  Private Entrepreneurs 
 Public Entrepreneurs 

 Established Entrepreneurs 
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8.2.2 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Use More of an Individual or a Social Approach 

in Their Strategy Formulation After Start Up? 

As shown in Figure 8.2, all Internet entrepreneurs in this study were using some social 

process in developing their strategy. However, their social strategy development had 

different degrees of involving people depending on the type of entrepreneur (Table 8.3).  

1. Entrepreneurs in private ownership Internet firms had greater variation in using 

social process compared with Internet entrepreneurs in public and established 

firms. The three entrepreneurs with the least social process are in private firms 

and one entrepreneur (Alex Algard) in a private firm did not report social 

strategy making. 

2. Most of the entrepreneurs (11 out of 15) involved other people in their decision 

making, managed the politics in and outside of the organization (10 out of 15) 

and continuously tried to maintain certain culture or vision for the business (9 

out of 15). 

3. Private Internet entrepreneurs reported more involvement of others in their 

strategy making and emphasised the importance of maintaining culture and 

vision. The one entrepreneur who was not social in strategy making reported that 

he had no external funding. The public Internet entrepreneurs talked more about 

how they manage or negotiate power inside and outside of the organization 

while Internet entrepreneurs in established Internet firms reported involving 

other people in strategy making as well as managing politics inside and outside 

of the organization. 
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Figure 8.2: Individual and Social Processes by All Types of Internet Entrepreneurs 
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Table 8.3: Variations in Social Process for All Types of Internet Entrepreneurs 

ENTREPRENEUR INDIVIDUAL SOCIAL 

 

PRIVATE  

 Politics Vision/culture 

maintenance 

Involve other people 

Dany Levy  Democratic True to original 
vision 

Business partners, big 
strategy sessions with 

investors and partners 

Robert Kalin  Democratic Culture of 
handmade 

Investors, mentors, 
board of directors and 
co-founders, customers 

Alex Algard No external 
funding 

   

Cary Chessick   Culture of 
employee 
satisfaction 

Strategic analyst, team 
working 

Jeffrey Tinsley   Vision 
maintenance 

Strategic analyst, 
employee 

Paul Thelen   Culture of 
collaborative 

Customers 

Hooman Radfar  Manage the power of 
customers and 
competitors 

Laidback and 
open culture 

Investors, board of 
directors, strategy teams 

Jeremy  

Stoppelman 

 Manage customers 
differences  

  

PUBLIC     

David Liu    Venture capitalist, 
strategic analyst, 

executive teams with 
entrepreneurial 
experience,  

Suranga 

Chandratillake 

 Managing 420 
business partners 

  

Reed Hastings  Charismatic and 

democratic,  
Managing power of 
competitors and 
partners,  

Culture of 

serving up 
content 

Strategy teams 

Marc Simoncini  Manage partners, 
competitor and 
alliances 

  

Kent Plunkett  Democratic 
leadership 

Culture of 
customer 
centric, 
passionate and 
team work spirit 

Delegate decision 
making to executives 

ESTABLISHED     

Larry Page  

Sergey Brin 

 Autocratic 
Manage power 
struggle (investors 
and CEO) 

Engineering 
centric culture, 
don‘t do evil 
culture,  

Strategy teams 

Jerry Yang 

 

 Democratic  Top management teams 
and investors 

Number of 

entrepreneurs 

1 10 9 11 
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8.2.3 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation After Start Up an Emergent 

Learning Process? 

The majority of Internet entrepreneurs developed their strategy through emergent 

learning while there were no obvious differences in the extent to which emergent 

learning was used by different types of Internet entrepreneurs. The heterogeneity of the 

degree of emergent learning for private Internet entrepreneurs was more or less similar 

to that of public and established types of Internet entrepreneur. Different types of 

Internet entrepreneurs described different content of their emergent learning. Details are 

summarized in Figure 8.3 and Table 8.4. 

 

Internet entrepreneurs in private ownership firms reported learning more from their 

prior experience in developing strategy compared to Internet entrepreneurs who owned 

public firms. Private Internet entrepreneurs predominantly used trial and error in their 

strategy making. They discussed learning in terms of running the business over time and 

suggested that their formal education did not prepare them enough for the business. 

They learned from experience and from others such as their investors, partners or 

mentors and competitors to develop their strategy. Only one of them did not report 

emergent learning (Jeffrey Tinsley). 

 

The majority of public entrepreneurs were more specific about their learning. They 

reported specific types of learning such as running their businesses in different phases, 

maintaining their business focus and internationalization.  

 

Google‘s founders were similar to public Internet entrepreneurs and mentioned learning 

new rules of business and learning to manage people. They also reported using higher 

emergent learning more than Jerry Yang who did not describe learning through 

emergent learning.
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Figure 8.3: Emergent Learning Processes by All Types of Internet Entrepreneur 
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Table 8.4: Summary of Emergent Learning for All Types of Internet Entrepreneurs 

ENTREPRENEUR EMERGENT LEARNING 

PRIVATE    

Dany Levy No amount of education could prepare for her business 

Robert Kalin Learning by doing everything and prefer the experimentation of 

building Etsy 

Alex Algard Selling the products and then building the business over time  

Cary Chessick Learning by mistakes after launching his business three times 

Jeffrey Tinsley Not detected 

Paul Thelen Learning by doing and improvising as you go with a flexible 

business plan 

Hooman Radfar Learning more in business than in education 

Jeremy Stoppelman Important to try and stumble and learn than to have a perfect 

solution 

PUBLIC  

David Liu No amount of education could prepare for running a business, 

learning by doing and improvise over time 

Suranga Chandratillake Learning by doing 

Reed Hastings Learning that building business has no shortcut and learn to 

focus over time 

Marc Simoncini Learning to trust people more than business plan, learn that 

business in different countries were different and not easy to 
manage public company 

Kent Plunkett Learning something in every phase of firm‘s growth and the 

need to have operating and foundation strength in business 

ESTABLISHED  

Larry Page  

Sergey Brin 

Learning to manage employees, figuring out new rules for 

business, learning from their CEO 

Jerry Yang 

 

Did not want to look back so much so as not to lose the sight of 

future 
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8.2.4 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Form Their after Start Up Strategy through 

Reactive or Proactive Process? 

The Internet entrepreneurs were either reactive or proactive in their strategy making. 

There were no obvious differences in use of reactive or proactive processes in strategy 

making across different types of Internet entrepreneur (Figure 8.4). Nearly all Internet 

entrepreneurs in private ownership firms were predominantly reactive except for 

Hooman Radfar. More than half the Internet entrepreneurs in public firms were 

proactive except for Marc Simoncini and Kent Plunkett. Finally, Internet entrepreneurs 

in established Internet firms showed mix results. Google founders were proactive while 

Jerry Yang was reactive.  

 

Table 8.5 shows the details of different issues seen as important by different types of 

Internet entrepreneurs. Two public Internet entrepreneurs were proactive because they 

tried to change the environment by changing the perception and rule of the markets. 

They developed new opportunities for their advantage, created new types of markets, 

new products and built infrastructure. Most private entrepreneurs were reactive because 

they were trying to adapt to change in the environment by looking at customers, 

competitors and market. Finally, Page and Brin placed importance on changing the rules 

of the market and how to establish a leadership position in the market while Yang took 

a predominantly reactive approach. 
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Figure 8.4: Reactive and Proactive Processes by All Types Internet Entrepreneur 
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Table 8.5: Summary of Reactive and Proactive Process for All Types of Internet  

 Entrepreneurs 

ENTREPRENEUR Proactive Reactive 

PRIVATE    

Dany Levy  Looking at the markets and customers 

Robert Kalin  Looking at customers‘ complaints and 

feedback 

Looking at Google and E-Bay 

Alex Algard Defy the norms by self-

funding 

Influenced by market recession, looking 

at Google, looking at nearest competitor,  

Cary Chessick Introduce innovations and 
promotions 

Influence by negative growth of 
restaurant industry 

Jeffrey Tinsley  Evolving to changes in the industry 

Paul Thelen  Influence by industry evolving from 

cooperative mode to competitive mode 

Hooman Radfar Looking at the changes in 

environment in different 

perspectives trying to look for 

opportunities 

Assess the competition 

Jeremy Stoppelman  Influenced by customers 

PUBLIC   

David Liu Constantly evolving products, 

creating niche and develop 

infrastructure when business 

in recession 

 

Suranga 

Chandratillake 

Proactive designing site even 

though recession 

 

Reed Hastings Change the perception of the 

changes in industry and being 
predictive 

 

Marc Simoncini  Influenced by differences in different 

countries, the need to assess competition 

Kent Plunkett Saw opportunities in the time 

of recession 

 

ESTABLISHED   

Larry Page  

Sergey Brin 

Changing many rules of 

business  

 

Jerry Yang  Looking at Google closely and trying to 

match Google in many ways 
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8.2.5 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation After Start up a Transformational 

Process? 

In this study, the degree that these Internet entrepreneurs developed their strategy 

through transformational process could not be ascertained except for four entrepreneurs 

from private ownership firms, as shown from Table 8.6. They were Dany Levy, Robert 

Kalin, Alex Algard and Cary Chessick. 

 

  
Table 8.6: Transformational Process and All Types of Internet Entrepreneurs 

Private 

Entrepreneurs 

 

Yes 

 

No 

 

Explanation 

Dany Levy  

√ 

 Different stage different approach 

 Reactive earlier years 

 Intuitive in early years 

Robert Kalin  √ Similar set of processes every time 

Alex Algard Some 

degree 

 Less reactive approach in earlier years but more 

reactive later 

Cary Chessick Some 

degree 

 Reactive in earlier years but less reactive at later 

years 

Jeffrey Tinsley  √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Paul Thelen  √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Hooman Radfar  √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Jeremy Stoppelman  √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

 

Public 

Entrepreneurs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

David Liu  √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Suranga 

Chandratillake 

 √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Reed Hastings  √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Marc Simoncini  √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Kent Plunkett  √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Established 

Entrepreneurs 

   

Larry Page and 

Sergey Brin 

 √ No evidence of different approach at different time 

Jerry Yang   √ No evidence of different approach at different time 
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8.3 Dominant Processes 

Table 8.7 summarizes the dominant processes of each Internet entrepreneur in this 

study. Their dominant processes were measured according to the vigorousness with 

which each process was used by each of the Internet entrepreneurs. Tables for dominant 

processes in chapters 5, 6 and 7 were used for this purpose. The strategy processes of 

these entrepreneurs are different according to their types. Private entrepreneurs are 

heterogeneous as compared to public entrepreneurs, while established Internet 

entrepreneurs differ in their strategy making.  

 

Table 8.7: Summary of Dominant Strategy Process for All Internet Entrepreneurs 

Private Entrepreneurs Dominant Strategy Process 

Dany Levy Rational-Intuitive (Balance) Social Transformation 

Robert Kalin Intuitive Emergent Learning Reactive 

Alex Algard Individual Reactive 

Cary Chessick Emergent Learning Rational Social 

Jeffrey Tinsley Rational Reactive Social 

Paul Thelen Rational Emergent learning Reactive 

Hooman Radfar Social Proactive 

Jeremy Stoppelman Rational Intuitive (Balance) Reactive Social 

Public Entrepreneurs Dominant Strategy Process 

David Liu Rational Intuitive (Balance) Emergent learning Social 

Proactive 

Suranga Chandratillake Rational Intuitive (Balance) Social Proactive 

Reed Hastings Intuitive Emergent learning Social Proactive 

Marc Simoncini Rational Intuitive (Balance) Emergent Learning Social 

Reactive 

Kent Plunkett Rational Intuitive (Balance) Emergent Learning Social 

Established Entrepreneurs Dominant Strategy Process 

Larry Page and Sergey Brin Rational Intuitive (Balance) Emergent Learning Social 

Proactive 

Jerry Yang  Intuitive Social Reactive 
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8.4 Other Differences 

8.4.1 Demographic and Personal Factors 

The public entrepreneurs were older on average than both private and established 

Internet entrepreneurs. In terms of education, three of the private entrepreneurs had 

Degrees or Masters in Management, while four of them had a Degree or Masters in 

Engineering, the others had degrees in different fields. The majority of public 

entrepreneurs had a Degree or Masters in Computer Science while only one had an 

MBA. The established Internet entrepreneurs had technical backgrounds (Electrical 

Engineering, Computer Science and Mathematics).  

 

8.4.2 Organizational Factors 

Organizational size varied with type of firm. Entrepreneurs in private firms ran 

businesses with an average of 113 employees (range between 4 to 300 people) and 

average sales of $10.5 million. This was smaller than public Internet entrepreneurs‘ 

firms which had an average of 640 employees (ranging between 60 and 1900 people) 

and their sales were on average $67.5 million. Established Internet entrepreneurs 

managed firms with more than 10,000 employees (13,600 people for Yahoo and more 

than 20,000 people for Google). The number of employees and sales were larger than 

any of the firms managed by other types of Internet entrepreneurs. 

 

All established Internet entrepreneurs and nearly all Internet entrepreneurs in private 

firms had no prior experience of managing Internet firms. On the other hand, the 

majority of Internet entrepreneurs in public firms had experience managing other 

Internet firms. The rest of the private Internet entrepreneurs had experience working in 

the sectors in which they started their businesses even though they had no previous 

experience running an Internet firm. Average years in business were 8.25 for private 

firms, 10.6 for public and 13.5 for the firms of established Internet entrepreneurs.  

 

The Internet entrepreneurs in private ownership firms sold entirely virtual products or 

services such as widgets, online market places, online newsletters, online reviews and 

search engines. The products and services provided by the public Internet entrepreneurs 

involved more of a combination of online and offline types of products and services 

such as TheKnot.com and Netflix.com. The entrepreneurs in established Internet firms 
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provided mainly search engine services but over time have acquired other online 

services.  

 

8.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has shown that the Internet entrepreneurs in this sample have developed 

their strategy using all five sets of processes. They used both rational and intuitive, 

social, emergent learning, and either reactive or proactive process. However, variations 

are observed in the way their strategy is developed. The results and their variations 

require further discussion to see how this research contributes to theory and practice.  
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Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusion 

9.1 Introduction 

Long term strategy making for Internet entrepreneurs is still largely unexplored, even 

though there is theory suggesting the link between strategy making and firm 

performance. Therefore, the aim of this thesis has been to explore how Internet 

entrepreneurs formulate their strategies in the long term or after start up. In researching 

this, five sets of strategy formation processes adapted from Mintzberg et al.‘s (1998) ten 

schools of thought were used to conduct in-depth analysis of strategy process for fifteen 

successful Internet entrepreneurs as described in previous chapters. Differences in 

strategy development between different groups of these Internet entrepreneurs were also 

explored. 

 

The objective of this chapter is to discuss the findings revealed in chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

This discussion leads to the practical and research implications of this thesis as well as 

its contribution in advancing theory in strategic management, entrepreneurship and 

Internet business. This chapter starts with introduction and summary of study and 

findings. Then, it proceeds to the discussion of the findings using the five sets of guided 

questions that have been described in chapters 2 and 3. Next, other factors that have 

been observed in this study affecting the strategy making process are also discussed. 

This chapter ends with the contribution of this research, limitations and suggestion for 

future research. 
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9.2  Answering the Research Questions 

9.2.1 To What Extent is Strategy Development after Start Up is a Rational or 

Intuitive Process? 

The Internet entrepreneurs in this study developed their strategies using different 

degrees of rationality and intuitive processes, but most developed their strategy using a 

balance between the two. This result does not support some theories in entrepreneurship 

and strategic management. It suggests that Internet entrepreneurs are different from 

other entrepreneurs and strategy makers in using both rational and intuitive processes. 

 

Both rational and intuitive processes in strategy making 

Intuition is an important component of entrepreneurs‘ strategy making as suggested by 

prominent researchers in entrepreneurship. The Internet entrepreneurs in this thesis, 

however, used both rational and intuitive processes to develop their strategy in the long 

run.  

This result supports the findings of Chen (2003) that Internet entrepreneurs develop 

their strategy using both rational and intuitive processes. However, different from 

Chen‘s observations were the types of rational processes that were used most by 

Internet entrepreneurs. The Internet entrepreneurs observed in this thesis conducted 

more analysis rather than planning. The use of more analysis characterizes Internet 

entrepreneurs managing their businesses after start up. Analysis allows constant 

monitoring of the environment and the organization over time. It reduces the ambiguity 

caused by changes in the environment and the organizations. Therefore, more than the 

early stage entrepreneurs studied by Chen, analysis is used more by Internet 

entrepreneurs in this thesis to maintain their success in the long term. This also indicates 

that using both rational and intuitive processes in strategy making is not actually a 

paradox and that both processes are not in contrast to each other as suggested by Khatri 

and Ng (2000). Here, both processes seem to have become tools for the entrepreneurs 

that they can manipulate when required.  
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Differences in rationality and intuitiveness  

Firm age 

This thesis partly supports the theory that entrepreneurs managing younger firms are 

intuitive but it deviates from the theory in that not all Internet entrepreneurs managing 

younger firms (four to six years) are intuitive. Some of them have used both rational 

and intuitive processes in their strategy making. Furthermore, this thesis does not 

support the theory that strategy making is more rational as a firm grows. Internet 

entrepreneurs running older organizations (12 to 15 years) are either predominantly 

intuitive or used both rational and intuitive processes. 

 

Another variation is that Internet entrepreneurs whose firm‘s age is between eight and 

11 years develop strategies that are either predominantly rational or use both rational 

and intuitive processes. The adoption of more rational processes may be due to the dot 

com bust effect since these firms were founded between the years 1999 and 2002. These 

Internet entrepreneurs may have learned from the failed firms about the importance of 

analysis and business planning. 

 

Firm ownership and size 

Strategy making processes are also different according to a firm‘s ownership and size as 

suggested by previous research, but the results of this thesis did not support the theory 

that strategy makers in large public firms used more rational processes in strategy 

making. It has been suggested that due to formalization of structure as the organization 

grows and become public, strategy making should favour rational processes. However, 

the studied public Internet entrepreneurs did not use more rational processes; rather, 

they used a balance between rational and intuitive processes. In this research, as firms 

grow in size and become public, Internet entrepreneurs use both rational and intuitive 

processes. 

 

Explanation of differences 

The explanation could be that both processes were used in order to balance the 

continuity of the businesses despite changes in size and ownership. Perhaps larger 

firms, even though public, still reflect the influence of their founder, and Internet 

entrepreneurs maintain their intuitiveness due to several reasons. Firstly, they are trying 

to maintain experimentation with new ideas for their firm‘s innovation over time. 
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Intuitiveness provides entrepreneurs with opportunity for recognition of new products, 

new markets and new processes. Secondly, they do not want to lose the vision they have 

for their firm despite changes in their organizations. This is to stabilize their businesses 

against changes in their organization and the environment. As suggested previously, 

intuitive process was observed in previous studies as a way to develop fast strategy 

making. Finally, these Internet entrepreneurs are intuitive because they are emotionally 

attached to their firms and this led to commitment in ensuring their businesses continue 

to be successful in the long run.  

 

Rational process, on the other hand, provides them some sense of the dynamic business 

environment and the state of their organizations. The use of rational process such as 

planning may be to improve the perception of their businesses in order to secure 

investment or to improve the goodwill of the business for the benefit of stakeholders. 

Analysis, on the other hand, provides Internet entrepreneurs with constant monitoring of 

their environment and their growing organization. Analysis allows them to monitor their 

market, customers, competitors, and resources in their organizations. In essence, they 

need to use both rational and intuitive processes to stay successful in the market. 

 

The differences in their strategy making could also be possible due to the different size 

of their organizations. Small Internet firms lead Internet entrepreneurs to develop 

strategy differently from those Internet entrepreneurs with larger firms. 

 

Summary 

The discussion so far shows how organizational attributes such as size, firm age and 

firm ownership can explain the differences in the way rationality and intuitiveness are 

applied in strategy making. Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy making differs due to the 

different size and ownership of their organizations. In small Internet firms, Internet 

entrepreneurs develop strategy differently from Internet entrepreneurs with larger firms.  

 

9.2.2 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Use More of an Individual or a Social Approach 

in Their Strategy Formulation after Start Up? 

Nearly all Internet entrepreneurs in this study developed their strategy through social 

process. This supports the arguments of Burgelman (1988) and Mintzberg et al. (1998) 

that strategy making is a social process. The Internet entrepreneurs involved others in 
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their strategy making for the purpose of control and seeking information as well as for 

their expertise. Greater involvement in strategy making allows development of strategy 

making capabilities where ideas, experience and expertise can be used to develop 

effective strategy. In addition, it can reduce problems in coordination and sharpen the 

focus of organizational members on activities and resources (Hart & Banbury, 1994). 

 

Chen (2003) suggested that knowledge-based competition influenced Internet 

entrepreneurs to involve themselves in information-seeking behaviour where they 

gather information from various sources, including from other people, to achieve 

―competitive intelligence‖. The competition in technology requires Internet 

entrepreneurs to effectively combine different sets of expertise in order to be successful 

(Steinberg, 2004). Moreover, web technology enables collaboration to develop new 

products and services, which means Internet entrepreneurs can increase the productivity 

of their firms and can respond quickly to change in customer demand and expand their 

knowledge through experimentation (Carlsson, 2004). As suggested before, a wealth of 

information is no longer sufficient, but it has to be coupled with speed of information 

turnaround as well as the quality of information. Therefore, the involvement of more 

people in strategy making should lead to the generation of more real time information as 

well as gaining expertise for the technology development. 

 

Differences in social strategy making 

Large and public Internet entrepreneurs engage more in political activities 

This thesis supports the proposition that large and public organizations involve 

themselves more in political activities than small organizations. Therefore, Internet 

entrepreneurs develop their social strategy differently according to the size of their 

firms. This might be explained using Miller‘s (1987) argument that organizational size 

determines the way strategy-makers interact and use information. Because of their size, 

strategy makers in larger Internet firms have to change their structure from centralized 

to decentralized, pooling strategy making capabilities (Hart & Banbury, 1994) by 

involving more people in their decision making (Garbuio, 2008).  

 

Internet entrepreneurs in large Internet firms develop their strategy through managing 

political processes inside and outside of their organization. They have more 

stakeholders and more employees as compared to small and private entrepreneurs. They 
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have to manage more differences created by more people in the organization. Politics 

have to be managed inside the organization so that all members of the organization are 

led to work for the success of the business. One of the reasons Internet entrepreneurs 

have to manage political activities is to reduce ambiguity; for example, to influence the 

conditions in the market in favour of their firm by being connected to customers, 

collaborating with competitors and being involved in trade associations. Internet firms 

that engage in political activities can potentially increase overall market size, gaining an 

advantage related to industry competition, thereby reducing the threats of substitutes 

and entry, and increasing their bargaining power relative to suppliers and customers 

(Hillman & Hitt, 1999). In this case, politics becomes beneficial for Internet 

entrepreneurs because it will lead to their firm‘s competitive advantage. Politics was 

practised more by Internet entrepreneurs in public and established firms because these 

firms were prominent as compared to private firms. This suggests environment has a 

role in social strategy making. 

 

Private entrepreneurs used more culture and vision maintenance 

Private Internet entrepreneurs reported more of a cultural or visionary management 

approach to social strategy making. Previous research argued that, as firm size grows, 

the strategy makers should pay more attention to vision and culture, but most Internet 

entrepreneurs in larger firms (public and established) did not report doing so. Even 

though vision appears as one intuitive component for Internet entrepreneurs in large 

firms, they do not use it as a way to control their organizations as private entrepreneurs 

do. 

  

Summary 

This discussion suggests that Internet entrepreneurs differ in their social strategy 

making due to organizational factors. The role of environment and personal factors in 

differences in social strategy making are not clear. 

 

9.2.3 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation After Start Up an Emergent 

Learning Process? 

This research supported the argument that strategy making could be an emergent 

learning process (Mintzberg, et al., 1998). Nearly all Internet entrepreneurs in this study 

reported that they developed their strategy through emergent learning, admitting that 
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they learnt how to run the business without formal learning. Therefore, their actions 

throughout the running of their business had ―converged into a pattern of behaviours 

that works" (Mintzberg, et al., 1998). However, these Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy 

making through emergent learning were different from what had been suggested by 

Mintzberg et al., i.e., that ―strategies will appear first as patterns out of past, then plans 

for the future and ultimately as perspectives to guide overall behaviour‖. Here, the 

Internet entrepreneurs develop their strategy by choosing only strategy that works and 

the selection of these strategies is not in sequence but iterative depending in situation. 

Therefore, the strategies may not appear firstly as patterns, plan then perspectives. It can 

occur in any sequence, for example, starting as perspectives, then pattern and plan, 

depending on the entrepreneurs, their organizations and their environment. 

  

There was no obvious difference in preference for emergent learning across different 

types of Internet entrepreneurs but there was a difference in reported use of emergent 

learning. Private entrepreneurs described using predominantly trial and error to run their 

businesses. The type of emergent learning for Internet entrepreneurs to develop strategy 

did not differ by the size of the Internet firm or firm ownership or years in business. 

There were no clear patterns in the type of learning but the process of how they learnt 

was different. Internet entrepreneurs in private firms reported more learning how to run 

the business, while public entrepreneurs described learning to expand their businesses, 

and established Internet entrepreneurs described learning how to change the rules of the 

market.  

 

The Internet entrepreneurs in this research learnt to develop their strategy in two ways. 

Firstly, they learnt through a step-by-step process of looking at their past behaviour or 

actions and using this learning to develop their next strategy. They realized that some 

aspects of their past experiences and skills were no longer applicable and they are 

forced to learn step by step, reflecting upon all the actions that had been successful and 

not successful in the past. This is in line with what was suggested by Colombo and 

Delmastro (2001) that the prior experience and knowledge of Internet entrepreneurs 

becomes obsolete that they do not require this prior knowledge and experience to 

succeed. This suggests that learning new ways and unlearning the old ones could be the 

norm in Internet business. Secondly, the Internet entrepreneurs learnt through others in 

the form of advice, discussions or behaviour. These people are their mentors, their 
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partners, their employees, their customers, as well as competitors. They learned from 

them in order to establish information leadership collecting knowledge and expertise for 

their firm (Carrier & Raymond, 2004; Kollmann, 2008). 

 

In summary, the discussion illustrates clearly that Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy 

making differs according to organizational factors.  

 

9.2.4 Do Internet Entrepreneurs Form Their after Start Up Strategy through 

Reactive or Proactive Process? 

The Internet entrepreneurs in this research mixed reactive and proactive processes. This 

observation partly supports the argument that strategy making is a reactive process as 

suggested in environmental school of thought. According to the ―environmental 

determinism perspective, strategic decision and processes are expressions of the 

adaptation to opportunities, threats, constraints and other characteristics of the 

environment which will determine who survives‖ (Papadakis, et al., 1998, p. 118). 

Nearly half the Internet entrepreneurs in this research developed their strategy through a 

reactive process where leadership becomes a passive element for the purpose of reading 

the environment and ensuring the proper adaptation by the organization. This 

observation suggests the role of environment in influencing Internet entrepreneurs‘ 

strategy making. This is because Internet entrepreneurs who were reactive were private 

entrepreneurs. They reported that they develop strategy by constantly looking at the 

environment adopting the following activities: looking at market, customers, 

competitors, benchmarking business against competitors and looking at market, 

economy, competitors and regulation placing more importance on the demand side of 

the market. This finding illustrated that strategy making by these private Internet 

entrepreneurs was influenced by their environment, and confirms the role of the 

environment in influencing the strategy making of Internet entrepreneurs as proposed by 

Elbanna (2006).  

 

On the other hand, the entrepreneurs using proactive process were public and 

established ones. They developed strategy with the purpose of changing the 

environment instead of adapting to the environment. They implemented and integrated 

various innovations in Internet business (Kickul & Walters, 2002). Their strategy 

making: introduced innovations, defied business norms, looked at the changes in the 
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environment as opportunities, constantly evolved product, creating a niche, developing 

infrastructure and technology, and changing the rules of business placing importance to 

the supply side of the market. This finding suggests that environment is in turn 

influenced by the Internet entrepreneurs when they introduce changes to the 

environment. 

 

Therefore, the environment not only influenced the strategy making but also can be 

influenced by the strategy making of the Internet entrepreneurs. This supports Elbanna‘s 

(2007) view that the link between strategy making and environment can be in two 

directions.  

 

9.2.5 To What Extent is Strategy Formulation after Start up a Transformational 

Process? 

This research partly supports the theory that the strategy making process is a 

transformational process. The earlier understanding was that strategy process was 

transformational process if specific types of process were used at certain times and other 

types of process at other times. Using this understanding, the strategy making process 

was posited to be different according to the phases of the business. However, using this 

perspective to detect different strategy making processes over time has not been 

successful. According to Mintzberg et al. (1998), strategy is formed by the 

organization‘s leadership through a process of transformation or ―a quantum leap into 

another configuration‖ (p. 305). They suggested that the strategy process can be any of 

the schools of thought but ―each must be found at its own time and in its own context‖ 

(p. 306). In this thesis, the strategy making process was reported as changing over time 

in only three of the 15 case studies.  

 

However, as this research developed further, a different understanding of 

transformational strategy making emerged: a transformational process can be seen as 

any process of creating strategy that results in organizational transformation. How 

strategy is developed will depend on the state of the change and the resources that the 

strategy-maker has. Therefore, strategy process or processes are transformational if they 

allow for the organization to maintain its stability or at least allow the organization to be 

adaptable to change, transforming when needed and managing to avoid disruptiveness 

from change. Changes in strategy might therefore not have been obvious because 
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changes in the organization or the firm are not according to stages but different types of 

configuration or state (Mintzberg, et al., 1998). It is also possible that preferences for 

multiple types of strategy making process observed over time are actually 

transformational strategy processes that allow Internet entrepreneurs to maintain their 

businesses in the long term. Internet entrepreneurs in large and older firms used both 

rational and intuitive processes along with emergent learning, social and proactive 

processes. These were the types of processes that would transform their firms into new 

state or configurations to maintain success given the changes in the organization and the 

environment. Meanwhile, Internet entrepreneurs in small and younger firms used both 

rational and intuitive processes, emergent learning, social process and reactive processes 

perhaps due to the state of configuration for their firms. 

 

9.3  Developing Strategy After Start up 

The long run strategy making processes of the Internet entrepreneurs observed in this 

thesis are summarized below. The steps are not sequential or linear. Any process could 

be a starting point or the last point before a strategy is developed. The approach could 

be iterative depending on the entrepreneur‘s preference and the state of the organization 

and the environment.  

 

1. Use of personal processes by the entrepreneur  

(a) Refer to vision and try to maintain vision 

(b) Reflect on past experience that could be used 

(c) Trust instinct  

(d) Maintain passion 

 

2. Obtaining information from others  

(a) by involving them for expert opinion  

(b) seeking their information informally  

 

3. Learning through 

(a) observation 

(b) discussion  

(c) reflecting on past strategy  

(d) reflecting on experience that worked 
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4. Monitoring the organization  

(a) control through culture and vision 

(b)  manage power within organization 

(c) analysis of organization resources and current position 

 to position the business 

 for planning 

 by looking at competitors, customers and technology 

 by hiring analyst 

 by using technology  

 

5. Monitoring the environment  

(a) react to the changes created by the environment 

(b) create change to the environment 

(c) create alliance /merge /negotiate with partners or competitors for the benefit 

of the businesses 

 

 

9.4  Internet Entrepreneurs and their Strategy Making 

Internet entrepreneurs in this study used both rational and intuitive processes, similar to 

those observed by Chen and not in contrast to each other as suggested by Khatri & Ng 

(2000). But entrepreneurs from my study were different than Chen‘s observation 

because they spent more time analysing while Internet entrepreneurs who were 

observed by Chen conduct more planning.  

 

Internet entrepreneurs also capitalized their vision in developing their strategy. 

According to Nonaka (1988), vision develops ―chaos and order as it continually 

challenges organizational members to go beyond the status quo yet provides order by 

offering a long term direction as a beacon that will guide individual, short term action‖. 

Hence, in this case, vision becomes a point of stability as well as a point of reference 

against what is established in the market. This view supports the importance of vision 

for entrepreneurs developing strategy in unstable environment. 
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The Internet entrepreneurs in this study involved people, and participated in political 

behaviour in developing their strategy. Engaging in political activities can potentially 

increase overall market size; gain an advantage related to industry competition, thereby 

reducing the threats of substitutes and entry; and increase bargaining power relative to 

supplier and customers (Hillman & Hitt, 1999). Politics becomes beneficial for Internet 

entrepreneurs because it can lead to their firm‘s competitive advantage. In addition, 

Internet entrepreneurs become social because the environment requires them to involve 

more people in order to seek information and expertise. The competition in technology 

requires Internet entrepreneurs to effectively combine different sets of expertise in order 

to be successful (Steinberg, 2004). This is in line with the suggestion that, in an unstable 

environment, strategy makers have to rely on ―personal sources of information‖ in order 

to facilitate speedy decision making (Hutzschenreuter & Kleindienst, 2006). This 

highlights the role of environment in driving the information-seeking behaviour of 

Internet entrepreneurs, forcing them to involve more people in strategy making for 

information-seeking purposes. 

 

Various researchers have argued that the Internet itself can make past experiences and 

skills in Internet business become obsolete (Colombo & Delmastro, 2001). Using this 

argument, it is possible that Internet entrepreneurs realize that some aspect of their past 

experiences and skills are no longer applicable and that they are forced to learn step by 

step reflecting on all the actions that have been successful and not successful in the past. 

Moreover, knowledge and information leadership are among the factors proposed for 

Internet businesses to succeed, while at the same time the environment changes rapidly 

(Carrier & Raymond, 2004; Kollmann, 2008) in terms of technology and customer 

demand, so it is critical for Internet entrepreneurs to learn emergently to counter the 

evolving environment. Besides learning step by step, they also learn from others. This is 

clearly described by Oliver (2008), who reasoned that complex, volatile and 

unpredictable competitive environments for strategy making also involve individual 

learning. 

 

9.4  Implications for Theory 

This thesis has extended theory in several areas. Key contributions are outlined below. 
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Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy making uses both rational and intuitive processes 

Strategy making and entrepreneurship theory focuses more on strategic planning, which 

is the rational component of strategy making. However, this thesis shows that Internet 

entrepreneurs use both rational and intuitive processes. Strategy making can also be a 

combination of deliberate and emergent processes. Internet entrepreneurs use different 

types of strategy making process in various combinations. For example, they plan and 

analyse but at the same time they learn from others and their own experience 

emergently or using their intuition. This also questions the belief that rational and 

intuitive processes are two sides of a coin. This thesis has extended theory by showing 

that both processes can be used together in developing strategy. In common with the 

work of La Pira (2011), it does not support the theory that strategy making is more 

analytical (rational) at more advanced phases of firm development.  

 

Possible role of environment and organizational factors  

Although not the focus of this thesis, the observed differences in strategy making 

suggest the role of environment and organizational attributes and the role of personal 

factors in introducing differences in strategy making after start up. Internet 

entrepreneurs‘ preferences to use certain strategy processes appear to differ due to the 

environment and organizational attributes, supporting the long term argument about the 

importance of these two factors to strategy making. Mintzberg (2007) noted that 

entrepreneurs are the bridge between the organization and the environment. They play 

the role of matching what they perceive from the environment with resources they have 

within the organization. 

 

Drawing all these elements together, a model of the complete strategy process is shown 

in Figure 9.1. The model adapts Mintzberg‘s (2007) entrepreneurial roles in strategy 

making and the strategy processes derived in this thesis from the ten schools of thought 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998). The link between strategy making process, strategy content 

and a firm success could not be accurately gauged from the current study due to the 

limitations that will be discussed in the following section. But this framework suggests 

what needs to be done in the future in order to have a complete understanding of the 

strategy making process of the Internet entrepreneurs and its effect on strategy content 

and success. 
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Enhancing existing knowledge of entrepreneurship, strategic management and Internet 

ventures 

This study contributes to the body of knowledge by enhancing the knowledge in three 

fields of study: entrepreneurship, strategic management and Internet ventures. It 

addresses the shortfall in the literature where prominent researchers in strategy have 

called for integration of study of strategic management with entrepreneurship and a 

balance between theory and practice (Baker & Pollock, 2007; Venkataraman & 

Sarasvathy, 2000). It suggests that entrepreneurship studies should integrate theory and 

the findings of research on strategic management and Internet ventures to develop the 

theory of entrepreneurship further and at the same time reduce duplication of research. 

It also suggests strategy process theory acknowledges that strategy making by Internet 

entrepreneurs is different from strategy making by managers or other entrepreneurs. 

Entrepreneurship theory, on the other hand, can benefit from learning about the strategy 

process after start up and not just during start up.  

 

A holistic framework for strategy making 

This thesis also contributes a framework for holistic strategy making, illustrated in 

Figure 9.2. All schools of thought contribute to strategy making theory but this thesis 

shows that none is sufficient on its own. Internet entrepreneurs have used each of the 

strategy processes illustrated in the Figure 9.2 either alone or in combination with other 

processes. They integrate rational, intuitive, emergent learning, social, reactive and 

proactive processes into strategy making. Any combination of the processes shown in 
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Figure 9.1: Strategy Process for Internet Entrepreneurs’ Model 
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Figure 9.2 is possible depending on the entrepreneurs‘ needs for strategy making in any 

given situation, and selected based on the configuration of the business against its 

environment and factors of the entrepreneur.  

 

 

Figure 9.2: Framework for Strategy Process After Start Up 

 

9.5 Implications for Management 

Practical relevance of Mintzberg‘s ten schools of thought 

This research validates the practical relevance of the ten schools of thought about 

strategy making which appear in the strategic management literature. The ten schools of 

thought provide different perspectives on how strategy should be developed, but these 

perspectives are often discussed and researched separately even though they are 

interrelated. All of the strategy making processes suggested by Mintzberg et al. (1998) 

were practiced by the Internet entrepreneurs studied in this thesis. This shows that 

Internet entrepreneurs can use multiple strategy processes for developing effective 

strategy in the long run. 

 

Entrepreneurship courses to consider venture success after start up 

Over the years, general entrepreneurship courses have emphasised the success of 

venture creation. It is time to consider entrepreneurship courses specific to Internet 

venture success after start up. Venture success after start up requires attention given the 
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increasing number of businesses integrating the Internet, and the dynamic environment 

of the Internet businesses. Entrepreneurship courses should integrate the theory and 

practice of strategy making for ventures after start up. Courses both in strategy and 

entrepreneurship should also address the possible differences between Internet 

entrepreneurship and general entrepreneurship on the basis of strategy making 

processes. 

 

A holistic approach to strategy making 

Courses should advocate a holistic approach to effective strategy making after start up. 

Intuitive and emergent strategy making have to be considered along with business plans 

and rational analysis. The approach should integrate rational, intuitive, emergent 

learning, social, reactive and proactive processes into strategy making. Any 

combination of the processes shown in Figure 9.2 is possible depending on the 

entrepreneurs‘ needs for strategy making in any given situation. The different types of 

strategy making processes should be adapted depending on the conditions of the 

business, its environment and the preference of the entrepreneur. Strategy processes can 

be transformational. Any process or combination of processes might be selected based 

on the configuration of the business against its environment and factors of the 

entrepreneur. Knowledge of the value of using different processes is not only likely to 

enhance survival soon after start up but also to improve the chances of long term 

success for entrepreneurs and their ventures. 

 

 

Learning Internet entrepreneurship 

Internet entrepreneurs develop their strategy through social processes and emergent 

learning. Thus, Internet entrepreneurship can be learned and it is not a requirement for 

Internet entrepreneurs to be expert in computing, Internet technology or business 

management. What is important is the capability to gather and use knowledge 

effectively and learn from this knowledge in order to develop strategy. The Internet 

entrepreneurs in this study, even those without formal training in technology or 

business, managed to bring their firms to success because they pooled resources by 

involving others for information, knowledge and expertise. At the same time, they 

managed politics inside and outside of the organization so that they would not interfere 

with the stability of their businesses. In addition, they developed strategy through 
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learning bits and pieces of knowledge from their own experience and knowledge 

obtained from others.  

 

Using both rational and intuitive process to improve potential for strategy making 

success  

Rational analysis has been the dominant process prescribed for developing strategy but 

this thesis has shown that strategy process is also intuitive process. Similar to the belief 

of using right brain and left brain to increase the potential of the brain for effective 

thinking, strategy making for Internet entrepreneurs can benefit from both rational and 

intuitive thinking. Using both rational and intuitive processes should increase the 

potential of developing strategy for success. 

 

9.6 Further Research 

Research into strategy making for Internet entrepreneurs is far from complete, but this 

research points to areas in need of further exploration, and confirmation of Internet 

entrepreneurs‘ approaches to strategy making in the long term. 

 

Start up vs. beyond start up strategy making 

Comparing Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy making based on different levels of growth 

may contribute further to the development of Internet entrepreneurship research. 

However, lifecycle stage indicators for Internet firms need to be developed first before 

any meaningful research in this area can be done. 

 

Empirically test the framework using quantitative data 

This research suggests that there are differences in strategy making according to 

organizational and environmental factors. However, from limited qualitative data, this 

kind of generalization requires some caution. In future, with larger samples, empirical 

analysis could confirm the relationship between environmental and organizational 

factors and the strategy making processes of the Internet entrepreneurs. This thesis has 

however, shown that strategy processes are interrelated in practice, posing some 

difficulties in researching each of them in isolation. 
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Linking Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy processes, strategy content and the 

performance of the Internet firm 

It would be interesting to confirm the link between the Internet entrepreneur‘s strategy 

processes, strategy content and the performance of the Internet firms so that a complete 

model could be confirmed. However, the indicators of success need to be developed in 

the first place in order to start researching this link. 

 

Measuring the relationship of environment and rationality and intuitiveness in Internet 

business 

Even though there were some differences between the study conducted by Khatri and 

Ng (2000) for the ICT industry and this research in terms of methodology the result was 

similar insofar as Internet entrepreneurs in an unstable environment chose to be more 

intuitive. Further research is needed to see whether a large survey would give the same 

result.  

 

Role of organizational factors such as size and firm ownership and social process 

Organizational factors seem to influence the way Internet entrepreneurs develop their 

strategy socially, but further research is needed to confirm this. 

 

Information seeking vs. control  

Do Internet entrepreneurs develop strategy socially with the intention of seeking 

information and expertise or in order to consolidate their control and management? Or 

is it actually to achieve both? Is it more a political exercise or for gathering 

information? The answers to these questions are uncertain from the results of this 

research, suggesting an opportunity for future research. 

 

Redefining transformational process 

Further research is needed to investigate transformational processes of strategy by 

carefully linking the strategy process over time to larger samples of Internet 

entrepreneurs. The Internet entrepreneurs in this study used other processes as their 

ventures evolved but no specific transformational process.  
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9.7 Limitations 

This research is limited by the assumptions, the unit of analysis, the method and 

samples used in exploring the strategy formulation by Internet entrepreneur after start 

up. 

 

Assumptions  

There were two assumptions in this research. Firstly, the founders of the firms were the 

entrepreneurs managing the strategy of the firm. The founders or the entrepreneurs were 

assumed to still largely develop the firm‘s strategy as long as the founder still existed in 

the firm‘s organizational structure. Secondly, it was taken for granted that when Internet 

entrepreneurs were involved in the process of selecting the right strategy at certain 

times, they were actually formulating the strategy that was effective for that particular 

time. It was assumed that, as their venture was continuing in the long-run, their series of 

strategies was successful and hence, by looking at how they develop these strategies, we 

can gain insight into how they actually develop successful strategies in the long run. 

However, further research is needed to confirm the link between strategy development 

and the performance of the firm. 

 

Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy making 

This research analysed only the strategy making processes of Internet entrepreneurs and 

has excluded the strategy making process of top management and other stakeholders in 

the firms, the typical focus of past research. This might explain different results between 

past research concerning firms‘ strategy making and research into individual 

entrepreneurs‘ strategy making. Further research is needed to confirm such a difference 

exists. 

 

Possible biases 

Data for this research was from secondary resources, therefore running the risk of bias. 

There might be perception bias from the original writers of the resources, from the 

entrepreneurs themselves and finally from the researcher herself, who interpreted and 

reconstructed the meaning of data based on personal perceptions. There are two layers 

here: firstly, original material undergoes an initial interpretation, followed by a second 

interpretation of what has been ordered and re-ordered using original material from 

several sources, in order to produce a kind of ―meta‖ interpretation. For example, in 
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mapping the processes of the Internet entrepreneurs, perceived intensity of certain 

processes to certain entrepreneurs were used to map the Internet entrepreneurs‘ strategy 

process. And secondly, there will be biases in analyzing the resources because it has 

been a subjective exercise to write case studies of these Internet entrepreneurs. But 

several actions were taken to reduce bias, as explained in Chapter 4. Another source of 

bias could be that there is a difference between Internet entrepreneurs with a large 

enough public profile to be the subject of interviews and reports and those entrepreneurs 

who do not have such public profiles. The results of this research might apply to 

Internet entrepreneurs with public profile rather than those who do not. There is a 

possibility that those who do not have public profile might be less social and less 

holistic in their strategy making. Finally, since nearly all entrepreneurs were from 

United States, this would suggest that results might be biased towards Internet 

entrepreneurs in the United States which would also limit the generalization of the 

results. 

 

Limitation of using cluster analysis 

The implication of using cluster analysis is that it could be ―descriptive, a theoretical 

and non inferential‖ and the fact that the analysis will ―always create clusters regardless 

of the actual existence of any structure in the data. Cluster analysis, therefore requires 

strong conceptual support and then validation in order to make clusters potentially 

meaningful and relevant‖ (Hair et al., 2006, p. 560-561). However, this is not material 

for this study because the result reflected the type of Internet firms available in the real 

world. Moreover, one objective of the analysis, among others, was to obtain descriptive 

information for the type and stages of the Internet firms. In addition, Internet 

entrepreneurs were the unit analysis of this research not the firms. 

 

Limitation of observation for strategy processes 

The method used to detect different strategy processes over time has been limited by the 

difficulty to identify the exact timing of when the process of developing strategy was 

developed by the Internet entrepreneurs. For example, an article might be published in 

2010, but the described strategy process could have been used any time from start up 

until 2010. However, any excerpt suggesting start-up phase was disregarded early on by 

looking at the sentences and situation described in the excerpt. In the case of after start 

up, the actual year of adoption for a strategy process can be ascertained only when the 
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year of particular event (leading to the use of the strategy process) was mentioned in the 

excerpt but not the actual time and date. The year (the strategy process was used) can 

also be postulated by matching the event with the ones published for the Internet 

companies or the Internet entrepreneur in other resources such as company profile.  

 

Limitation of data for nation culture 

In this research, data for the characteristic of nation culture was not collected. There 

were no apparent differences between the two firms owned by Marc Simoncini (based 

in France) and Suranga Chandratillake (based in UK) as compared to US firms as 

observed throughout this analysis. However, there is a possibility that the nation where 

the company is based may affect the way strategy is developed.  

 

9.8 Conclusion 

This thesis has shown the importance of researching strategy making by Internet 

entrepreneurs after start up and the need to further develop this idea. It explored how 

entrepreneurs developed their strategy after start up, using five sets of processes: 

rational vs. intuitive process, individual vs. social process, emergent learning process, 

reactive vs. proactive process and transformational process. The results demonstrate that 

Internet entrepreneurs use multiple approaches to strategy making: both rational and 

intuitive process even at advanced stages of their organization, social, emergent learning 

and either a reactive or a proactive process. In order to maintain the success of their 

firm, Internet entrepreneurs appear to develop strategy to match the current 

configuration of their businesses or to leap into a new configuration taking into account 

their organizational, personal and environmental situation. Therefore in the long run 

they might appear to adopt a similar set of strategy making processes when in fact each 

process actually is used in its own time and context.  
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Appendix 1 

Recoding Sales, Number of Employees and Unique Visitors into Categorical 

Variables 

Statistics information for three variables: sales, number of employees and unique 

visitors are shown in Table A1.1 showing large standard deviation and variance. 

 

Table A1.1: Statistics for Sales, Number of Employees and Unique Visitors Before 

Recoding 

Statistics 

 
Sales 

(million $) 

Number of 

Employees 

UniqueVisitors 

(million) 

N Valid 111 111 111 

Missing 0 0 0 

Mean 305.112 544.76 7.50921 

Median 6.200 60.00 .92600 

Mode .1 40 .000a 

Std. Deviation 2169.7299 2340.998 23.668476 

Variance 4707727.688 5480272.368 560.197 

Range 21794.9 20221 147.000 
Minimum .1 1 .000 

Maximum 21795.0 20222 147.000 

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown 

 

Sales, number of employees and unique visitors were recoded into categorical variables 

as shown in Table A1.2-A1.4. The categories were created to include all the existent 

outliers in the data. 

 

Table A1.2: Categories for Sales and Frequency of Each Category 

 

Sales 

Categories in million dollars 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid Less than 1 24 21.6 21.6 21.6 

between 1 to 24.9 56 50.5 50.5 72.1 

between 25 to 49.9 6 5.4 5.4 77.5 

between 50 to 74.9 3 2.7 2.7 80.2 

between 75 to 99.9 5 4.5 4.5 84.7 

between 100 to 124.9 3 2.7 2.7 87.4 

between 150 to 174.9 2 1.8 1.8 89.2 

between 175 to 199.9 1 .9 .9 90.1 

between 200 to 224.9 2 1.8 1.8 91.9 
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between 225 to 249.9 2 1.8 1.8 93.7 

between 275 to 299.9 1 .9 .9 94.6 

between 300 to 324.9 2 1.8 1.8 96.4 

between 425 to 449.9 1 .9 .9 97.3 

between 600 to 624.9 1 .9 .9 98.2 

Highest ( >700 but less than 

22000) 

2 1.8 1.8 100.0 

Total 111 100.0 100.0  

Table A1.3: Categories for Number of Employees and Frequency of Each Categories 

Number of Employees 

Categories (number of people) 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid between 1 and 10 people 19 17.1 17.1 17.1 

between 11 and 50 33 29.7 29.7 46.8 

between 51 and 100 20 18.0 18.0 64.9 
between 101 and 500 26 23.4 23.4 88.3 

between 501 and 1000 6 5.4 5.4 93.7 

between 1001 and 5000 5 4.5 4.5 98.2 

between 10001 and 20000 1 .9 .9 99.1 

between 20001 and 30000 1 .9 .9 100.0 

Total 111 100.0 100.0  

 

 

Table A1.4: Categories for Unique Visitors and Frequency of Each Category 

Unique Visitors 

Categories (number of visitors) 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid less than 1 million 57 51.4 51.4 51.4 

between 1 and 20 45 40.5 40.5 91.9 
between 20.1 and 40 4 3.6 3.6 95.5 

between 40.1 and 60 2 1.8 1.8 97.3 

between 120.1 and 140 1 .9 .9 98.2 

between 140.1 and 160 2 1.8 1.8 100.0 

Total 111 100.0 100.0  

 

 

The following Figures A1.1-A1.3 show the distribution of the data before the recoding 

treatment. The distribution are skewed to the left indicating outliers. 
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Figure A1.1: Sales Before the Recoding Treatment 

 

Figure A1.2: Number of Employees Before the Recoding Treatment 
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Figure A1.3: Unique Visitors Before the Recoding Treatment 

 

Figures A1.4-A1.6 show the distribution after the recoding treatment where the 

distribution of the data became near normal. 

 

Figure A1.4: Sales After the Recoding Treatment 
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Figure A1.5: Number of Employees After the Recoding Treatment 

 

 

Figure A1.6: Unique Visitors After the Recoding Treatment 
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Appendix 2 

The following Figures A2.1 to A2.8 show the figures for variables discussed in Table 

3.2 in Chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure A2.1: Screenshot of Fact Sheet in Hoovers.com 
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Figure A2.2: Screenshot from Crunchbase.com and Information for Kevin Rose 

(Digg.com Founder) 

 

 

Figure A2.3: Screenshot from Crunchbase.com for Digg.com 
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Figure A2.4: Screenshot from Crunchbase.com Featuring Traffic Information for Visitors 

 

 

 

Figure A2. 5: Complete.com Chart for Facebook.com 
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Figure A2.6: Traffic Information for Facebook in Compete.com 

 

 

 

Figure A2.7: Younoodle Report for Facebook 
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Figure A2.8: Example of Three Month Younoodle Score for Facebook.com (April to July 

in 2009) 
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Appendix 3 

Table A3. 1: List of Internet Firms and Types 

 Private   Public  Established 

1. Beyond.com  1. TheKnot, Inc 1. Google Inc 

2. BitTorrent, Inc  2. Meetic 2. Yahoo Inc 

3. CampusU.com  3. Netflix.Inc 3. Internet Brands 

4. ClearCapital.com  4. RealNetworks, Inc   

5. Etsy Inc  5. Sohu.com   

6. Facebook  6. ZaioCorporation   

7. Healthcommunities  7. Salary.com   

8. HuffingtonPost.com  8. BlinkX   

9. DailyCandy.Inc  9. Daum Communications   

10. MamaMedia Inc  10. Internet Gold   

11. BuzzMedia, Inc  11. Lexico Publishing   

12. Briefing.com Inc  12. Live World   

13. MyLife.com  13. Perfect World Corporation   

14. Restaurant.com  14. Travel Zoo Inc   

15. ImediaCommunication      

16. Slide, Inc      

17. GlobalMedia Design      

18. Yelp, Inc      

19. 123Greetings.com      

20. Alibaba.com      

21. Arkadium Inc      

22. Big Fish Games      

23. Brandow Company      

24. CarDomain Network      

25. Clearspring Technologies      

26. Clickhome Inc      

27. CPA net      

28. Craigslist      

29. Creditcards.com      

30. DailyMe Inc      

31. eHarmony.com      

32. Gather Inc      

33. Glam Media Inc      

34. Hill Climb Media      

35. Hungry Machine      

36. Imeem Inc      

37. Linkedn Corporation      

38. Mail.com Media       

39. My Wire      

40. MyYearbook.com      

41. Peel Inc      

42. Project Goth, Inc      

43. Mixx.com      

44. Digg.com      
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Appendix 4 

Table A4. 1: Similarities between Dany Levy Email Interview and Secondary Sources for 

Each Strategy Process as Evidence of Triangulation 

 

 Source Interview Keyword 

INTUITIVE 

PROCESS 

   

Vision 

 

[I am] ―visionary and I hire 

execution people‖ (Tjan, 

2009a). 

 

 

 

 

 

Not too different from today, 

and that's something I'm 
really proud of. It was meant 

to save people time and keep 

them plugged in. Not 

everyone can afford to eat at 

Mario Batali's new place, or 

some other hot, new 

restaurant, but this kind of 

knowledge is cultural 

currency. It's water-cooler 

conversation (Tjan, 2009a) 

 

―I am visionary oriented, but 

I also pride myself in having 

a really good instinct about 

hiring. The DailyCandy staff 

is a testament to that: they do 

a brilliant job carrying forth 

our vision‖ (Levy, 2009). 

―Our core mission has 

remained the same, but we 

always adapt to the ever-

changing world around us. 

We aim to stay true to what 

our subscribers want -- great 

lifestyle content and we aim 

to providing it on all our 

products: out newly 

relaunched website, in the 
over 3 million emails we 

deliver daily, and in our 

latest venture, Swirl by 

DailyCandy. We strive to do 

it all in a fun, clever and 

unique voice that women 

identify with.‖ (Levy, 2009) 

Vision 

 

 

 

 

 

Vision/mission as 

maintained 

Passion I love the writing and the 

satisfaction of knowing that I 

have created a product that 

makes people happy and at 

the same time helps small 

businesses. It‘s a wonderful 
scary power to have. It needs 

to be used wisely (Ladies 

Who Launch, 2004). 

 

My job is to oversee 

everything and maintain the 

I‘ve always been actively 

involved in the direction of 

the company. In the first few 

years I wrote most items and 

top-edited every word we 

published.  
 

 

 

More recently, since the sale 

to Comcast, I am involved at 

a more macro/strategic level, 

working on new product 

development and making sure 

High involvement 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Maintaining vision 
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 Source Interview Keyword 

integrity of the brand and the 

quality of the email.... 

(Ladies Who Launch, 2004) 

 

that the brand stays true to 

our original vision. 

DailyCandy, as it exists 

today, is the product of an 

amazing team, from edit and 

sales to production and tech -
- who all work tirelessly to 

execute upon the vision I 

started in March of 2000. I 

feel incredibly lucky to have 

such talent working for the 

company (Levy, 2009). 

Intuition We were gung ho on 

launching DailyCandy 

London, until I realized the 

toll it would take on our little 

company to run in three 

times zones. Also, nobody on 

my staff knew the 
international ad sales 

market. So, while London is 

a really neat idea, I was 

doubtful that we could make 

money. Instead, we launched 

DailyCandy everywhere… 

(Gossage, 2004) 

You really have to work to 

overcome the ―I don‘t know 

how to do that‖ ―I wasn‘t 

taught that in school ―and ―I 

don‘t know how to do math‖ 

mentality. You just have to 

take a deep breath and go 

beyond that, and rely on your 

personality and strength 

(DeBaise, 2009) 

I am visionary oriented, but I 

also pride myself in having a 

really good instinct about 

hiring. The DailyCandy staff 

is a testament to that: they do 

a brilliant job carrying forth 

our vision (Levy, 2009). 

 

Instinct 

RATIONAL 

PROCESS 

   

Plan Every day I analyse what we 

write about and how our 

numbers respond (Gossage, 

2004) 

Everything we do, we 

research very carefully, and 

want to be in the right place 

at the right time. Editorial is 

a very different animal than 

retail. For us to claim we 

could do it (too soon) would 

have been a sad mistake 

(Coterie Blog, 2009) 

I have always believed that to 

remain successful, we must 

remain agile. So we look to 

the marketplace: we listen 

intently to our readers‘ 
wants, needs and opinions, 

and try to provide them with 

what they want, where they 

want it, and when they want 

it…(Levy, 2009). 

 

Analysing 
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 Source Interview Keyword 

SOCIAL 

PROCESS 

At DailyCandy, we have a 

policy that if we don't like 

something, we won't write 

about it. That's because we 

don't want to waste people's 

time. No business is ever 
upset when they get the call 

from DailyCandy. We deliver 

one fun thing to your inbox 

everyday that will make you 

laugh or tell you something 

you didn't know or give you a 

place to eat tonight. I like 

that side of my personality 

better than being a more 

serious journalist who gets 

hate mail (Gossage, 2004) 

Sometimes I get a big kick 

that I sit there in these big 

strategy sessions and there‘s 

a bunch of men and me. It‘s 

kind of flattering. I just wish 

there were more women 

doing this and it wasn‘t an 

anomaly (DeBaise, 2009) 

Our brand identity and voice 

helps to steer us in all that we 

do. If an article, partnership 

or promotion doesn‘t make 

sense for DailyCandy, if it 

won‘t resonate with our 
readers, then we are hard-

pressed to proceed (Levy, 

2009).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Yes. I look to our senior team 

from all departments (edit, 

sales, product, tech, pr, 

marketing) to help determine 

where to take the brand and 

how to get there.  

Culture maintenance 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Involving other 

people 

EMERGENT 

LEARNING 

It doesn‘t matter if 

you come from a 

farm or if you went 

to a Harvard 

Business School. 

The fact is, you 

don‘t know jack 

until you‘re doing it 

(DeBaise, 2009) 

All of the above 

[intuition/guts, planning, 

learning, culture, market, 

vision, people] are the true 

key to developing a brand 

that can last. (Levy, 2009). 

Learning 

REACTIVE Everything I was doing was 

just a reaction to something. 

In terms of creativity, it 

allowed me no time to 

actually come up with 

anything new, because I was 

constantly just reacting 

(Gossage, 2004) 
Be as flexible as possible. Be 

nimble and quick and listen 

to your subscribers. Your 

customer is your greatest 

asset. Every day I analyse 

what we write about and how 

our numbers respond (Ladies 

Who Launch, 2004) 

 

Yes, I think that‘s 

[anticipating changes in the 

market (environment) is] 

fundamental if you want to 

remain successful 

and relevant. 

We do. I have always 

believed that to remain 
successful, we must remain 

agile. So we look to the 

marketplace: we listen 

intently to our readers' 

wants, needs and opinions, 

and try to provide them with 

what they want, where the 

want it, and when they want 

it (Levy, 2009). 

Reacting to changes 
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Appendix 5 

Table A5. 1: Words, Sentences and Action Described Based on Operational Definition for 

Particular Strategy Process 

STRATEGY  

PROCESS 

OPERATIONAL 

DEFINITION AND 

EXPLANATION 

LIST OF 

WORDS USED 

FOR CODING 

TYPE OF ACTIONS 

DESCRIBED 

Rational process Strategy developed through 

some form of planning 

―supported by checklists and 

procedures‖ and ―analytical 

calculation‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 

1998, p. 81) 

Formal planning 

Detailed planning 

Analytical 

process/calculation 

Formal decision 

making 

Plan 

Positioning 

 

―activities related to 

information search and 

analysis or calculation as 

related to rationality.‖ (Hsu, 

2001) 

1. Formal planning session, 

the existence of clear plan, 

detail planning 

2. Doing comprehensive 

analysis for example 

SWOT analysis, 

competitive analysis, 

customer analysis, 

compiling and analysing 

customer data, using 
software analysis 

3. Using someone else to 

analyse data 

4. Going through formal 

planning 

5. Feedback and monitoring 

customer, employee or 

competitor 

6. Explicit planning 

Positioning the firm 

Intuitive Process Strategy is developed through 

―visionary process‖ and 

originates from the past 

experience, imagination and 

intuition of the entrepreneur 

Gut 

Gut instincts 

Intuition 

1. Spontaneous act of 
deciding something 

without valid reason or 

enough research 

2. Suddenly feeling doubtful 

without reason 
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STRATEGY  

PROCESS 

OPERATIONAL 

DEFINITION AND 

EXPLANATION 

LIST OF 

WORDS USED 

FOR CODING 

TYPE OF ACTIONS 

DESCRIBED 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998) 

 

―highly developed form of 

reasoning that is based on 

years of experience and 

learning, and on facts, patterns, 

concepts, procedures and 

abstractions stored in one‘s 

head ― 

(Matzler, Bailom and 

Mooradlan, 2007,  p. 14) 

Hunches 

Past experiences 

Vision 

Following passion 

Feeling that it is 

the right thing. 

3. Just knowing something is 

true without conscious 

reasoning or analysis 
4. Following passion 

5. Following vision or 

providing vision 

6. The drive to develop 

strategy out of passion 

Individual 

Process 

Strategy developed largely by 

the entrepreneurs. 

Decide on his/her 

own  

― I think..‖ 

―I thought...‖ 

―I decide...‖ 

Did not mention about 

getting assistance or include 

anyone in decision making 

Social Process Strategy formation is ―shaped 

by power and politics that exist 

inside the organization (micro) 

or in the behaviour of the 

organization itself in its 

external environment (macro)‖ 

as well as through cultural 

maintenance (Mintzberg, et al., 

1998). 

 

Process of developing strategy 

depended upon others and 

influenced by others. The need 

to manage conflict and involve 

in power play. 

 

Negotiate or 

manage politics 

either within or 

from the outside of 

the organization 

We have a 

culture.. 
Our way of 

doing… 

What we do 

usually 

1. Form alliances with 

those with power 

Inside: employee, 

partners 

Outside: 

competitors, 

investors, 
communities 

2. The strength of power 

reduces as ownership 

diluted 

3. Seeking feedback from 

employees, teams, 

investors, community 

etc. 

Emergent 

Learning Process 

Strategies are formed through 

the process of learning over 
time. The strategies will 

appear ‖first as patterns out of 

the past, then as plans for the 

future and ultimately as 

perspectives to guide overall 

behaviour‖ (Mintzberg, et al., 

1998) 

―Learn..‖ ― 

learning ―  

―..education..‖ 

―Learn as you 

go..‖ 

 

Clear objective but do not 

have detailed steps to attain 

the objective.  

Learning the recipe which is 

later used for the next 

process of strategy making 

Reactive Process Strategy formulation is a 
reactive process if an 

entrepreneur‘s strategy making 

is driven by the environment. 

Reacting to 

changes 

Nimble 

Develop strategy after 

something happened, e.g., 

competitor action, customer 
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STRATEGY  

PROCESS 

OPERATIONAL 

DEFINITION AND 

EXPLANATION 

LIST OF 

WORDS USED 

FOR CODING 

TYPE OF ACTIONS 

DESCRIBED 

The entrepreneur will 

passively read the environment 

and ensure proper adaptation 
(Mintzberg, et al., 1998). 

 

 

Look at market 

Look at customers 

or employee action. 

Formulate strategy to 

counteract the effect of the 
environment. 

Proactive 

Process 

Strategy is developed 

proactively for the purpose of 

changing the environment, for 

example, by introducing new 

products, new opportunities 

and new technology.  

 
Trying to avoid a potential 

future threat or to capitalize 

potential future opportunities 

Change the market 

 

Innovate 

 

The entrepreneur has the 

initiative to take pre-emptive 

measures before things 

happen. 

Transformational 

Process 

The strategy process can be 

any of the processes but ―each 

must be found at its own time 

and in its own context‖ 

(Mintzberg, et al., 1998) 

Different strategy 

different time 

Mention about turnaround 

Changing the organization 

into new vision 

Change of strategy due to 

changes in organization 
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Appendix 6 

Table A6. 1: Steps Taken to Select and Use Articles using the Coding Scheme (Researcher 

Note) 

How I did interpretive analysis and case analysis of strategy process for Internet entrepreneurs. 

Objective: 

The aim of the study is to explore how Internet entrepreneurs formulate their strategy process using five 

types of strategy process: rational vs. intuitive process, individual vs. social process, emergent learning 

process, reactive vs. proactive process and finally, transformation process. In doing this, the quote of the 

person being research or behaviour of the person or the opinion of that person  as well as a story 

recounted by credible person about them will be analysed against the operational definition and then 

categorized into the 5 set of processes. Sentences or words or both will be analysed for this purpose.  

Documents used:  

1. Online newspaper articles 

2. Database articles 

3. Company website  

4. Press release 

5. Blogs 

6. Online magazines 

7. Facebook status 

8. Online audio and video interviews transcript 

9. Online database 

10. Books 

11. Email interviews 

Steps: 

1. Prepare operational definition for each process. 

2. Identify the potential entrepreneur from the lists of firms specified from previous data analysis.  

3. Look up the name of their entrepreneurs. 

4. Google search their names one at a time and look at the documents about them. 
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5. Scan these resources in general to see whether they can be used. Sometimes they have a lot of 

resources but most often about the same thing. Use the operational definitions to screen the 

articles or resources. Articles were selected only if they have sufficient information. 

6. Prepare a table with 5 sections for the five processes. Use the same template for each 

entrepreneur. Write their details on the template.  Every time stumbled with document, scan and 

quickly identify each process. Print and then highlight. Quickly categorised the process. In the 

computer, copy and paste the conversation into the table and cite appropriately wherever 

possible. Fill in information into End note and then printed document will be inserted in a file 

and labelled by entrepreneur‘s name and firm. Repeat for the next document and next 

entrepreneurs.  The articles will be selected to use if information is sufficient; if the strategy 

process compiled in the table is deemed sufficient to tell a story about the entrepreneurs.  

7. Once the Internet entrepreneurs were identified and grouped appropriately analyse their strategy 

process. Their printed documents were scanned again. The documents are read again carefully to 

get the overall meaning, highlighted and categorized when necessary and review if needed based 

on the operational definition. Their intended meaning is reflected thoroughly and categorised 

carefully to reduce bias as well as misunderstanding.  The categories were then written on top of 

the highlighted sentence or at the right side of the document.  In order to search for more 

documents about the same person words for the strategy process being investigated was also 

used for example ―rational‖ ―Intuition‖ ―learning‖   ―reactive‖  ―strategy‖ ―analysis‖ 

8. Then the process in table is divided into detailed items in each process for example in rational 

the variables were planning, analysis, positioning while for intuitive was vision, past 

experiences, passion, intuition. Do this for every process for each entrepreneur and for each 

group of entrepreneurs.  

9. Then, each case study of the entrepreneur was prepared one at a time. Again, the documents as 

well as the prepared tables were used to help develop the case studies. It was important to have 

the resources handy so that I could get back to each processes and look at it in more context 

specific and write objectively.  

10. Once all cases per group were written tables about their tendencies were prepared. They were 

judged by how often and vigorous they used the process.  

11. These tendencies were then mapped against the research questions. 
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Table A6. 2: Five Strategy Processes Template for Each Entrepreneur 

ENTREPRENEUR Rational vs 

Intuitive 

Process 

Individual 

vs Social 

Process 

Emergent 

Learning 

Process 

Reactive vs 

Proactive 

Process 

Transformational 

Process 
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Table A6. 3: Example of How Template Was Used and Coding Assigned from Words or 

Sentences  

ENTREPRENEUR 

DETAILS 

Rational vs 

Intuitive 

Individual vs 

Social 

Emergent 

Learning 

Reactive vs 

Proactive 

Transformational 

1. DAVID LIU 

The Knot.com 

Age starting: 30 

Revenue model: 

online advert, sales 

of wedding related 

product through 

book and magazine 

publishing. 

Location: New York 

Employee: 500+ 

 

Important Years 

Founded: 1996 

Launched: 1997 

Rated best wedding 

site: 1998 

Went Public: 1999 

Delisted: 2001 

Relisted: 2005 

Profit: 2003 

 

Acquisitions: 

1999: Bridalink.com 

          Click Trips 

2000 Weddingpages,   

          Inc 

2005 Greatboyfriends 

LLC 

2006 

WeddingChannel.com 

 

 

 

Vision 

To launch a bridal 

media brand with a 

single online 

destination that 

would reinvent the 

$70 billion wedding 

industry by 

appealing to 

modern couples and 

providing 24/7 

access to stylish 

editorial content, 

modern advice, 

thousands of local 

professionals and an 

online community. ( 

Lubin School of 

Business) 

 

Analysis 

― In the past, we did 

analysis showing 

that 30% of our 

unique visitors are 

male.‖ (Digital 

Drivers Interview) 

Intuitive 

People are forming 

new brand 

relationships. It 

seems intuitive, but 

that‘s an enormous 

challenge to 

communicate to the 

advertising 

community because 

it‘s not how 

advertising is 

bought and sold ― 

(Roney and Liu, 

2007) 

 

― At the end of the 

day, you‘ve got to 

trust your instinct. 

At many times, I 

felt unsure. I felt 

like I needed to take 

advice from others 

who knew better. 

Social 

― Liu and his 

team…‖ 

 

― When it 

came time to 

expand the 

brand, team 

members 

took cues 

from their 

audience, 

paying close 

attention to 

user‘s 

comments in 

online 

forums.‖ 

(Greenwood 

2009) 

 

 

Learning 

― Not having 

MBA and not 

understanding the 

nuts and bolts of 

this from the very 

beginning, you‘re 

constantly in the 

state of learning 

and you never 

feel like you‘re 

done.‖ 

Greenwood,2009 

 

Learning like 

doing a film. 

― When 

something goes 

wrong, which 

something always 

will, you try to 

save it in post-

production, redo 

the shoot, or 

rewrite the script 

or do something 

else. As a 

filmmaker, you‘re 

actually built and 

trained to 

constantly 

problem solve 

and invent ― Tjan, 

2010. 

―…Fortunately, 

that level of 

tenacity persists, 

and its not 

something you‘re 

taught in business 

school‖ 

Greenwood, 2009 

 Past Experience 

― When you‘re in 

film production, 

failure is really 

not  an option. 

You can‘t not 

finish the film. 

You fix it in the 

editing room or 

you rewrite the 

Reactive 

― We‘re constantly 

evolving the 

product.‖ 

― Our moving into 

subsequent life 

stages was the 

result of listening to 

what our audience 

was saying‖ 

(Digital Drivers 

Interview) 

 

― The constraint of 

a portal 

environment is the 

Achilles heel of 

dominant category 

leaders….If you‘re 

not pursuing a niche 

strategy, you wont 

be here in 5 years‖  

(O Regan, 2009) 

 

― Three trends were 

leading the 

leadership team to 

worry about the 

company‘s long 

term survival‖ (O 

Regan, 2009) 

Proactive 

Try to beat the 

industry recession 

by investing 

millions for 

infrastructure in 

order to grow own 

niche destination 

sites of more than 

200 and it worked ( 

refer O Regan, 

2009) 

―…built up multiple 

revenue streams- 

such as local 

advertising, e 

commerce and 

publishing- and The 

Knot held its own 

Delisted  from 

Nasdaq in 2001 but 

the ― founders never 

lost heart…‖ 

(Adler, 2007) 

 

Relisted under 

Nasdaq in 2005  

(Lubin School of 

Business) 
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ENTREPRENEUR 

DETAILS 

Rational vs 

Intuitive 

Individual vs 

Social 

Emergent 

Learning 

Reactive vs 

Proactive 

Transformational 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But most other 

people don‘t know 

more about your 

own business. And 

there were times 

when we were 

confronted with 

really tough 

decisions and we 

probably took the 

wrong advice‖ 

Tjan, 2010 

script- you‘re 

constantly 

adjusting to the 

ever changing 

landscape around 

you. Fortunately, 

that level of 

tenacity persists, 

and its not 

something you‘re 

taught in business 

school‖ 

Greenwood, 2009 

 

during the sink or 

swim years of 

2001-2003‖ 

Greenwood 2009 

 

― So we approached 

it as being the 

alternative 

solution……And 

what really 

happened, almost 

by accident, we hit 

upon significant 

moment in 

American social 

history where 

there‘s change 

happening…..‖ 

Greenwood 2009 
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Table A6. 4: Example of How Coding and Tendency Was Assigned to Entrepreneurs in 

Public Firms 

ENTREPRENEUR Tendency RATIONAL INTUITIVE 

DAVID LIU Balance 
between 

rational and 
intuitiveness 

due to the 
equal 

number of 
times the 

excerpt 
mentioning 
about both 
processes. 

Analysis 

― In the past, we did analysis 

showing that 30% of our unique 

visitors are male.‖ (Digital Drivers 

Interview) 

― We generally listen to our users 

on what they want to see more of. 

They should have a great voice in 

what we do‖ (Digital Drivers 

Interview) 

 

― The company is using heat map 

analysis of message boards to find 

ideas for new destination sites‖ 

 

― We did a competitive analysis 

with Brides, Modern Bride, 

Elegant Bride and Bridal Guide (at 

the early stage of business)‖ 

 

―Our online analyst had seizures 

when they heard of this purchase. 

They said, ― You‘re walking 

around with a $150 million market 

cap because you‘re a pure play 

dot.com and you just bought 

paper….The risk we took paid 

off… (Roney and Liu, 2007) 

 

― That positioning, in part , helped 

them endure the dot com bust of 

the late 90‘s …Greenwood 2009 

 

Plan 

― You have to create the script, 
which is like the business plan, you 

have to hire the directors and 
producers, who are like your 
staff….‖ Tjan, 2010 

Vision 

To launch a bridal media brand 

with a single online destination 

that would reinvent the $70 

billion wedding industry by 

appealing to modern couples 

and providing 24/7 access to 

stylish editorial content, 

modern advice, thousands of 

local professionals and an 

online community. ( Lubin 

School of Business) 

Past Experience 

― When you‘re in film 

production, failure is really not 

an option….You cant not 

finish the film. You fix it in the 

editing room or you rewrite the 

script- you‘re constantly 

adjusting to the ever changing 

landscape around you. 

Fortunately, that level of 

tenacity persists, and its not 

something you‘re taught in 

business school‖ Greenwood, 

2009 

Intuitive 

― ― People are forming new 

brand relationships. It seems 

intuitive, but that‘s an 

enormous challenge to 

communicate to the advertising 

community because it‘s not 

how advertising is bought and 

sold ― (Roney and Liu, 2007) 

 

― At the end of the day, you‘ve 

got to trust your instinct. At 

many times, I felt unsure. I felt 

like I needed to take advice 

from others who knew better. 

But most other people don‘t 

know more about your own 

business. And there were times 

when we were confronted with 

really tough decisions and we 

probably took the wrong 

advice‖ Tjan, 2010 
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ENTREPRENEUR Tendency RATIONAL INTUITIVE 

SURANGA 
CHANDRATILLAKE 

Balance 
due to the 

equal 

number of 

times the 

excerpt 

mentioning 

about both 

processes. 

Plan 

― We‘re excited to remain at the 

forefront of this burgeoning 

industry and plan to continue 

expanding the breadth of our index 

and quality of our partnerships‖ 

Blink X Press release  19/1/2010 

 

Vision 

― The company‘s ultimate 

aspiration to be a kind of 

remote control for all the 

world‘s content, and some 

recent emerging technology 

projects‖(Pontin, 2007) 

 

REED HASTINGS More 
intuitive 

because 
more 

resources 
suggest 
intuitive 
process 

Plan 

― Mr Hastings says he plans to 

stick to what he knows, software 

and online services. On the 

Internet, he is certain to face more 

powerful competitors than he has 

in the DVD –rental business, as 

Netflix competes for consumers 

with video services from the likes 

of Apple, Amazon, Google Inc and 

Hulu, a jv of media companies 

including News Corp, owner of 

Dow Jones & Co., which publishes 

The Wall Street Journal.‖ 

(Wingfield, 2009) 

 

Vision 

― Every movie ever made on 

every screen everywhere‖ 

(Roth, 2009) 

 

― to deliver the right content in 

the fastest and most 

economical way‖ ( Roth, 2009) 

 

Intution 

― But Hastings wasn‘t 

celebrating. Instead he felt 

queasy. For weeks, he had tried 

to ignore the nagging doubts he 

had about the Netflix Player. 

He called for company meeting 

and announced that there 

would be no Netflix Player but 

he would spin off the device to 

a small company called Roku. 

…The crowd was stunned. In 

half an hour, Hastings had 

completely reinvented 

Netflix‘s strategy ― (Roth 

2009) 

― Hastings decisions may have 

seemed cold hearted, but 

ultimately they were proven 

correct‖ (Roth, 2009) 

 

MARC SIMONCINI Balance due 
to the equal 
number of 
times the 
excerpt 

mentioning 
about both 
processes. 

Analysis 

― We follow the group‘s growth, 

which was approximately 25% at 

constant exchange rates. The 

activity in the third quarter is 

absolutely consistent with what we 

had imagined ― (Voisin, 2009) 

 

Vision 

― Our goal is to take a 

professional approach to dating 

services. We wanted the musty 

dating sector to regain quality. 

So far, the latter had suffered 

from a lack of credibility and 

from a vague border between 

dating sites and erotic sites. We 

managed to evangelist the 
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ENTREPRENEUR Tendency RATIONAL INTUITIVE 

Plan 

I invested in 3 or 4 startups;some 

are doing very well while others 

have failed. I have learnt that it was 

better to trust people rather than 

business plans‖(In Framlington, 

AXA Investment Manager, 2008) 

 

― We have much work ahead for 

the next twelve months‖(Favet, 

2009) 

Positioning 

― Pursuing since its inception a 

clear leadership strategy based on a 

policy priority quality, innovative 

marketing and perfect 

technological expertise, the Group 

strives to continuously improve its 

services and respond more 

precisely to the different needs of 

its subscribers in Europe in 

meeting  affinities.‖ ( Boujet, 

2009) 

 

― Meetic thus confirms its desire 

for global expansion and its place 

as European leader in this market, 

one of the most dynamic on the 

internet. Once these 4 countries are 

on line, Meetic will prepare for its 

listing on the stock market, planned 

for 2005 ― (PR Web, 2004) 

― We are not only leaders but also 

almost anywhere alone, because 

the dating works much like the 

auction, with a volume effect .‖ ( 

Voisin, 2009) 

 

concept.‖ Marc Simoncini ( 

JustTravelFrance.com, 2003) 

 

― It‘s the French vision against 

the Texan vision so we will 

see. I‘m confident, but I‘m 

French‖ (Reuben, 2007) 

Passion 

― To the question ― Why are 

you still in this business? He 

answers ― I have already made 

enough money but I enjoy 

what I do‖(In Framlington, 

AXA Investment Manager, 

2008) 

 

 

 

Intuition 

“ Its hard to say that in 

Europe, because we re in ten 

countries so obviously it’s 

mixed, but I think deep inside 

me that dating is a business 

when things go 

wrong”(Favet, 2009) 

 

KENT PLUNKETT Balance Analysis 

― One of the things that we have 

done over the last several years is 

examine other business 

categories.‖ (Jared, 2008) 

 

Vision 

― We continue to favour a 

philosophy of growth with 

internally generated cash. We 

are using IPO proceeds mostly 

to acquire small cpmpanies that 

are good strategic fits with our 

product line.‖ Jared , 2008 

Note: The highlighted words and sentences in excerpt show the use of particular process by the 

entrepreneurs. For example ―examine other business categories‖ as mentioned by Kent Plunkett in one 

excerpt suggest ―analysis‖ which was assigned as a rational process as shown in table above.  
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Appendix 7 

Table A7. 1 : Resources, Type and URL for Entrepreneurs and Their Company 

 

SOURCES AND URL SOURCES 

TYPE 

ACCESS 

DATE 

DAILYCANDY - Dany Levy   

Tjan, A. (2009a). DailyCandy's accidental entrepreneur: An interview 

with Dany Levy. Upstarts and Titans from 

http://blogs.harvardbusiness.org/tjan/2009/10/dailycandys-

accidental-entrepr.html  

Blog 15/10/2009 

Levy, D. (2009). Interview Dany Levy. In B. Mahadi (Ed.) (Email 

Interview ed., pp. 2). 
Interview  

Ladies Who Launch. (2004). Dany Levy. 

http://www.ladieswholaunch.com/magazine/dany-levy/1099 
Blog 15/10/2009 

Gossage, B. (2004). How I did it. Inc.com 

http://www.inc.com/magazine/20040201/howididit.html 
Online 

Magazine 

15/10/2009 

DeBaise, C. (2009). Dany Levy, web based media pioneer. Smart Money 

http://articles.moneycentral.msn.com/News/ 
SmartSecretsFromWomenCEOs.aspx 

Online 

Magazines 

15/10/2009 

DeBaise, C. (2009). Dany Levy, web based media pioneer. Smart Money 
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